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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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FOREWORD 

The U.S. Country Studies Management Team has prepared this guidance document for use 
by countries receiving U.S. support for the analysis of options to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. 
This guidance document provides step-wise guidance on methods for evaluating mitigation options 
for the energy and non-energy sectors. The guidance document draws on material presented in the 
draft IPCC Mitigation Methods documents. In addition, some of the material provided in. this 
document is being incorporated in an Appendix to the Technical Report to the Mitigation Methods 
chapter. The Country Studies Management Team is offering similar guidance materials for the other 
two main elements of country studies: emission emission inventories, and vulnerability and 
adaptation analyses. 

This guidance document has several purposes: 

• Assist countries in making decisions about the scope and methods for their 
mitigation assessments. 

• Provide countries with guidance and step-by-step instructions on each of the 
.basic elements of mitigation assessments. 

• Inform countries of the nature and extent of technical assistance that will be 
provided by the Country Studies Management Team. 

The County Studies Management Team will focus its technical assistance activities on the methods 
described in this document. More detailed information and training on the methods is provided at 
training workshops sponsored by the U.S. Country Studies Program. Countries are encouraged, 
where appropriate, to use their own methods, which may provide more accurate or thorough 
analysis. 

We have a continuing interest in receiving comments on the document and ask that they be 
sent to Chris Bordeaux at the address below: 

Chris Bordeaux 
Country Studies Management Team 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. (P0-60) 
Washington, DC 20585 
Telephone: 202-426-1637; Fax: 202-426-1540 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about this guidance document or the 
U.S. Country Studies Program in general. We look forward to receiving your comments. 

Ron Benioff, Technical Director 
Country Studies Management Team 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The Framework Convention on Climate Change commits Parties to the Convention to 
develop national programs and measures to respond to climate change. One of the key responses 
that countries can make is to adopt measures that can reduce. atmospheric accumulation of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) and thereby delay the predicted impact of GHG on global climate. Such 
measures may either reduce GHG emissions (abatement) or increase terrestrial storage of carbon 
(sequestration). Because these measures can moderate or lessen the severity of GHG-related 
climate change, they are termed "mitigation" options.1 

A mitigation assessment involves a national-level analysis of the potential costs and impacts 
of various technologies and practices that have the capacity to mitigate climate change. Two key 
goals of an assessment are (1 ): to provide policy makers with an evaluation of those technologies 
and practices that can both mitigate climate change and also contribute to national development 
objectives, and (2) to identify policies and programs that could enhance their adoption. An initial 
mitigation assessment would logically be followed by more detailed evaluation of specific policies, 
programs, or projects designed to encourage adoption of selected technologies and practices. 

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to countries that will help in designing 
and conducting a national mitigation assessment. Its main objectives are to assist country study 
teams to: 

• decide on the scope of their mitigation assessment and the methods to be applied, 

• identify, screen and characterize technologies and practices that have potential to 
mitigate climate change and also meet national development objectives, 

• analyze the potential costs and impacts of various technical or policy measures on 
net GHG emissions, socio-economic conditions, and national environmental quality, 
and 

• identify policies and programs that have potential to encourage adoption of attractive 
mitigation technologies and practices. 

The document focuses on two broad topical areas: the energy sector (demand and supply) 
and non-energy sectors (forestry, agriculture, rangelands, and waste management). For each sector, 
it provides guidance on the evaluation of individual mitigation options and on the use of models for 
sectoral and integrated analysis of options. It describes data requirements, potential data sources, 
and approaches for developing data. 

1 The type of mitigation option referred to in this context is different from a measure that might be taken to mitigate or 
moderate the~ of climate change (for example, on agriculture or coastal settlements). The latter type of measure is 
generally termed an adaptation option. 
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This document is designed especially for developing countries and countries with economics 
in transition. It is intended for use along with training workshops. A previous version was used at 
the June 1994 Mitigation Assessment Training Workshop for countries receiving support in Round 
1 of the U.S. Country Studies Program. A training workshop for countries participating in Round 2 
of the program is scheduled for April 1995. The document informs countries of the nature and extent 
of technical assistance that wil be provided by the U.S. Country Studies Management Team. 

1.2 RELATIONSHIP TO IPCC CHAPTER ON MITIGATION METHODS IN THE SECOND 
ASSESSMENT REPORT 

This document is intended to complement the material on methods for mitigation assessment 
developed by the IPCC for its Second Assessment Report. The IPCC mitigation methods chapter 
and its accompanying Technical Report reviews the analytical and decision-making methods and 
procedures that can assist countries in selecting those mitigation options that are most suited to their 
needs and conditions. It presents the challenges faced by developing countries and economies-in
transition in using mitigation methods, links the choice of specific methods to the decision-making 
process, identifies key questions in structuring the assessment process, and discusses the types 
of methods available, emphasizing the issues associated with their use and their application to 
specific sectors. 

This document complements the IPCC chapter and Technical Report providing more detailed 
and practical guidance on the use of tools and methods which can be applied for analysis of 
mitigation options .. Whereas the IPCC documents lay out a broad range of information applicable 
to all levels of decision-making for assessing mitigation options, including the setting of national 
goals and the design of programs and projects, this document is designed to serve as a basic 
reference for the analysts who are actually conducting a national mitigation assessment. 

Some of the material in this document is being incorporated in Appendix 4 to the Technical 
Report to the IPCC Methods chapter. In addition, parts of this document draw on material from the 
IPCC Methods Technical Report. 

1.3 FORMAT OF THIS DOCUMENT 

This document has four main parts. Part I (Chapters 1 and 2) begins with this introduction, 
which explains the purpose of the document and its format and describes the Country Studies 
Program. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the mitigation assessment process and explains the 
basic concepts and methods used in the evaluation of options. It provides guidance on setting basic 
parameters for use in a mitigation assessment. 

Parts II (Chapters 3-9) and Ill (Chapters 10-14) focus on analysis of mitigation options in the 
energy and non-energy sectors, respectively. Each chapter contains guidance on conducting 
analysis of various kinds of mitigation options, and on the development of future scenarios. 
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Chapter 3 presents an overview of mitigation assessment for the energy sector. It describes 
a number of models that may be used for the balancing of energy demand and supply and the 
integrated analysis of mitigation options and discusses issues regarding their use. It also discusses 
analysis of the impact of energy-sector mitigation options on the overall economy. 

Each of the chapters on energy-demand sectors (4-7) provides a short description of 
potential mitigation options and inputs for sectoral analysis. Each also discusses issues that arise 
in an analysis of the particular sector. Finally, each chapter presents an overview of the policies that 
may be used to encourage adoption of mitigation technologies and practices. 

Mitigation options in energy supply are described for conventional and renewable energy in 
Chapters 8 and 9. These chapters also briefly discuss resource assessment, technology 
characterization, and policy options. 

Part Ill begins with Chapter 10, which presents a method for establishing land-use patterns 
for analysis of the non-energy sectors. Chapters 11-14 describe mitigation options and analytical 
methods for forestry, agriculture, rangelands, and waste management. 

Part IV of the document provides guidance on the presentation of results from the energy and 
non-energy analyses. 

· Appendices A-G describe a number of models and methods that may be used for integrated 
energy sector analysis and for energy-economy modeling. Appendix H describes a model for 
analysis of carbon flows in the forestry sector. The U.S. Country Studies Program provides training 
and support on these models and methods to participating countries. 

1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. COUNTRY STUDIES PROGRAM 

The Framework Convention on Climate Change, signed by more than 150 governments 
worldwide, calls on parties to the Convention to undertake inventories of national sources and sinks 
of greenhouse gases and to develop plans for responding to climate change. To assist developing 
countries and countries with economies in transition to meet this obligation, the U.S. government has 
committed $25 million to support climate change country studies. The technical and financial 
assistance is being provided through the U.S. Country Studies Program. 

The goals of the U.S. Country Studies Program are to 

• enhance the capabilities" of countries and/or regions to inventory 
their net emissions of greenhouse gases, assess their 
vulnerabilities to climate change, and evaluate the options 
available to them to mitigate and adapt to climate change; 
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• support countries' efforts to establish a process for developing 
and implementing national policies and measures to deal with 
climate change over time; and 

• develop data and information that can be used at the national, 
regional, and global levels; and to further national and 
international discussions of climate change issues. 

Studies to be supported under this program may address various climate change issues 
of concern to the recipient country, including: 

• an inventory of sources and sinks of greenhouse gases, 

• an assessment of vulnerabilities to the impacts of climate change 
and an evaluation of options to adapt to these potential impacts, 

• an evaluation of options to mitigate emissions of greenhouse 
gases, and 

• development of national measures and strategies and public 
outreach activities. 

A Country Studies Management Team (CSMT) has been formed to manage this Program. 
The CSMT is comprised of personnel from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and 
the Department of State. Figure 1-1 depicts the current organizational structure of the U.S. Country 
Studies Program. Twenty-six (26) countries were offered support in Round 1 of the program. These 
Round 1 studies were initiated in October 1993. The U.S. Country Studies Program is supporting 
studies in another 27 countries in Round 2 of the program. The Round 2 studies were initiated in 
October 1994. The Round 1 and Round 2 countries are identified in Figure 1-2. The U.S. Country 
Studies Program is also providing technical assistance to several other countries th~t receive 
financial support from other donors . 

• 
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Figure 1-1: Management Structure of U.S. Support for Climate Country Studies 
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1.5 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY THE U.S. COUNTRY STUDIES 
PROGRAM FOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENTS 

Most of the countries receiving U.S. support for country studies have indicated an interest 
in conducting assessments of mitigation options. The Country Studies Management Team has 
arranged to provide technical assistance in the form of guidance documents, training workshops, 
analytical tools and information, and ongoing technical support to these countries. The type, scope, 
and intent of this assistance are defined below. 

1.5.1 Technical Assistance Objectives 

The CSMT has the following objectives for providing technical support for mitigation 
assessments: 

• building the technical and institutional capabilities within countries to develop and 
evaluate mitigation options, 

• provide guidance to the countries on the most effective approaches within resource 
constraints for conducting mitigation assessments, 

• offer training, analytical tools, and ongoing technical support over the lifetime of the 
study from experts in the various fields to the researchers in each country, and 

• promote exchange of information on mitigation topics among the countries receiving 
U.S. support and between these countries and other countries and international 
institutions. 

1.5.2 Technical Assistance Activities 

The CSMT has arranged for technical assistance to be provided by a team of experts in the 
field of mitigation assessment. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) is coordinating the work of this 
team, which is drawn from various universities, laboratories, and consulting firms. In addition, 
technical experts from U.S. government agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are 
complementing the work of this team by assisting countries with specific activities. 

The team of experts is providing technical assistance through the following activities: 

• Preparing and distributing a guidance document that provides information on selected 
methods and analytical tools for conducting mitigation assessments. · 

• Conducting training workshops to provide guidance and training on the major elements 
of mitigation assessment. 
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• Providing countries with models, data, reports, and other analytical tools and materials 
necessary to perform their assessments. 

• Providing ongoing technical assistance for each country during the full period of their 
mitigation assessment. The team of experts will communicate on a regular basis with 
researchers in each country and will respond to requests for technical advice on 
methodologies, use of models, interpretation of results, and preparation of reports. Site 
visits of experts to the countries will also be conducted. 

• Supporting regional workshops where countries can present their results and discuss 
methodological issues of common interest. At least one workshop on mitigation 
assessment will be conducted in Africa, Asia and the Pacific, the Former Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe, and Latin America. Wherever possible, these workshops will be 
co-sponsored with other donors. 

1.6 PROPOSED TIMELINE FOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENTS 

Rgure 1-3 shows a timeline which each participating study team should consider as a guide 
in developing their schedule of activities. The timeline begins with the training workshop at LBL and 
ends with the preparation of a final report. The timeline assumes countries have 18 months to 
conduct their mitigation assessments. The exact timeline developed by each country will of course 
depend on the nature of their assessment and other local considerations. The salient features of 
a timeline are described below. 

Mitigation Training Workshop, April1995: A draft workplan should be prepared at the April 
training workshop. 

Revised Mitigation Analysis Workplan, May 1995: The draft work plan should be revised after the 
team's return to their country. This may require consultation with CSMT and LBL staff for 
determining the nature and timing of technical assistance. 

Training on Selected Models, May-August 1995: By the end of August 1995, countries should 
have completed the training on the energy and non-energy models they have selected. 

Draft Report on Preliminary Results, March 1996: The outlines shown in Chapter 15 may be used 
as a guide to the organization of the report. 

Local Technical Workshop to Discuss Preliminary Results, April-May 1996: The report review 
process will be greatly facilitated by organizing a local workshop to solicit comments, discuss results 
and provide an avenue for interaction among Study Team participants. The workshop should include 
team members participating in the Emissions Inventory and Vulnerability and Adaptation 
Assessments. 

Draft· Final Report, July 1996: The report may be distributed for public comment to all interested 
ministries and other groups within the country and abroad if the Study Team so desires. 
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Local Workshop to Develop Consensus or:- Mitigation Strategies, August 1996: A workshop may 
be organized to discuss the report's findings and to develop consensus on priority mitigation options 
and on policies and programs that could be used to promote their adoption. The workshop should 
be open to interested parties in government, the private sector, and NGOs. · 

Final Report, September 1996: The report should be finalized, with recommendations, based on 
the input received from the workshop and other comments. 
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CHAPTER2 
BASIC METHODS AND CONCEPTS 

FOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

2.1 PREPARING FOR A MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

Defining Time Frame of the Assessment. A mitigation assessment typically focuses on 
long-run opportunities for reducing GHG emission or enhancing carbon sinks. One reason is that 
it takes time for changes that could affect GHG emissions in a significant way to be adopted. In 
addition to a long-run focus, however, a country might also want to evaluate near-term policy and 
program options that could be included in a national mitigation strategy. 

Defining Scope of the Assessment. A mitigation assessment may include studies in in a 
number of areas. These include energy demand and supply, forestry, agriculture, rangelands, and 
waste management. Ideally, an assessment should include analysis of the impact of mitigation 
options (particularly in the energy sector) on the macro-economy. Countries should structure their 
assessment to address the topics of most importance, taking into consideration the resources 
available to perform the study. 

A mitigation assessment should include some consideration of policies and programs that 
can encourage adoption of mitigation technologies and practices. More detailed evaluation of 
particular policy/program options could follow an initial assessment. 

Defining Primary Users of the Assessment. Countries should design their assessments 
to satisfy the needs of the various possible users or stakeholders. The primary users of the 
assessment are likely to be decision makers who are responsible for evaluating and designing 
mitigation policies. The country's scientific community is likely to benefit from participation in the 
assessment process, and also from the compilation of data and access to new models, which will 
also be useful for other types of analysis. Other potential in-country users include the NGO 
community. In addition, the output of each assessment may be shared with interested groups in 
other countries, and regional and international organizations. 

Defining Results that Meet the Users' Needs. Defining the type of output desired from an 
assessment will help in selecting the areas where efforts should be focused. The output of a typical 
assessment will consist of economic, GHG, local environmental, and social impacts of mitigation 
options. It could also include a discussion of barriers to implementation of mitigation options and 
description of policies to overcome them. The importance to be placed on characterizing each type 
of output should be determined in consultation with the potential users of the assessment. Each 
team should also consider how best to present the results (e.g., reports, briefings, workshops). 

Selecting Approaches that are Consistent with Data Availability and Expertise of 
Researchers. The sophistication of the analytical methods that will be used in the assessment will 
depend, in part, on the desired level of output detail. If approximate estimates of scenarios are 
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sufficient, then detailed costing models may not be necessary. 

The level of detail will determine the type and extent of data that need to be collected for the 
assessment. Due to the relatively short time period of this assessment, it will be difficult to collect 
new data through customer surveys or detailed technology characterizations. However, every 
attempt should be made to collate existing data, which often tend to lie unused. Alternatively, data 
may be collected through informal surveys, e.g., of technology manufacturers and energy users. 

2.2 THE STRUCTURE OF A MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

The structure of a mitigation assessment will vary depending upon its goals and scope. The 
type of institutions involved in the study may also affect the structure. Studies in specific sectors 
such as energy or forestry can be conducted somewhat independently, yet it is important for all of 
the study teams in a mitigation assessment to use common assumptions regarding basic parameters 
such as population and economic growth. 

Although most of their work will be independent, interaction among the sector specialists can 
be beneficial. For example, the forestry specialists can provide the energy specialists with 
information on biomass resources that may be available for energy consumption in the future, while 
the energy specialists can give the forestry experts information on the future demand for fuelwood. 
In addition, it is necessary for the analysts in sectors such as forestry, agriculture, and rangelands 
to work together to develop scenarios of how available lands may be utilized in the future. 

The nature of a mitigation assessment will vary among sectors, but it is possible to describe 
a basic structure that illustrates the key components of an assessment and how they relate (Figure 
2-1 ). The first step is to assemble data for the base year on the activities and technologies/practices 
that are associated with GHG emissions or carbon storage. The type of data and the framework in 
which they are organized will obviously vary among sectors. In each case, however, the assembly 
of base-year data should draw on and be consistent with the GHG emissions inventory. 

Once the base year has been described in some detail, the remainder of the assessment 
involves an evaluation of what might or could occur in the future. The development of scenarios of 
the future requires data on the activities that result in GHG emissions or shape opportunities for 
carbon storage. The types of data include production of key industrial products, the number of urban 
and rural households in the residential sector, the number of vehicles in transportation, and demand 
for land and forest products. Development of scenarios requires a projection of the future levels of 
each kind of activity. Such projection in turn draws on assumptions made about growth in 
population, GOP, and other macro variables. 

For each type of activity or resource demand, there are generally a number of technologies 
or practices that can be employed, each having different implications for resource use and GHG 
emissions or carbon storage. Because the range of technologies and practices that could reduce 
GHG emissions or sequester carbon is large, it is helpful to conduct a screening of potential 
technology options to select those that will receive further analysis. Examples of criteria that may 
be used for screening are presented in Section 2.4. 
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Figure 2-1: Structure of a Sectoral Mitigation Assessment 
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Once options have been selected for inclusion in the assessment, it is necessary to 
characterize technologies and practices with respect to their costs and other features (e.g., 
performance, lifetime, environmental characteristics, labor and infrastructure requirements). The 
technologies or practices may include those that are already available or in use, as well as those that 
are expected to be available in the future. 

. The information on future activity levels and potential technologies/practices is used to~ 
scenarios that describe future resource use or production under a certain set of conditions. 
Scenarios should also take into account current and likely policies that are of importance in each 
sector. These include policies affecting pricing of energy and other resources, land use, transport 
infrastructure, as well as general economic policies that influence diffusion of new technologies 
(such as policies affecting domestic competition and foreign investment). The methods used to 
construct scenarios range from simple approaches that require the analyst to make numerous 
judgements and "mechanically'' assemble a scenario, to complex models that take the input data and 
select specific technologies and their penetration rates based on various criteria (e.g., optimization 
of system costs). 

A mitigation assessment should include at least two scenarios for each sector considered. 
A "baseline" or "reference" scenario is a description of a plausible future in which no specific policy 
actions are taken to encourage actions that reduce GHG emissions or enhance carbon sinks. A 
"mitigation scenario" describes a future that is essentially similar to that in the baseline scenario with 
respect to overall economic and social trends, except that it assumes that policies or programs are 
implemented that encourage adoption of measures that will reduce GHG emissions or enhance 
carbon sinks (see Section 2.6 for further discussion of scenarios). 

In analyzing the merits of mitigation options, standard techniques of benefit-cost analysis may 
be applied, with some modification (see Section 2.7). However, some of the impacts of a mitigation 
option may be difficult to express in monetary terms or even quantify. Thus, cost-benefit analysis 
should be supplemented with quantitative and qualitative assessment of other criteria such as 
complementary environmental effects, secondary economic effects (e.g., employment creation), and 
social and political considerations (e.g., the impact on societal equity). 

The combination of cost-benefit analysis and assessment of other criteria can be used to 
compare or rank mitigation options, which can support the definition of mitigation scenarios. A 

· mitigation scenario may reflect only the technical potential of various options to reduce GHG 
emissions or to store carbon; or the analyst can estimate the part of the technical potential that may 
be achievable. Estimating the magnitude of GHG emission reduction or carbon storage that may 
be achievable within a given time frame requires identification and assessment of policies or 
programs that could be used to encourage adoption of mitigation options in each sector. A detailed 
evaluation of policies or programs may go beyond the scope of an initial mitigation assessment, 
however. 

The scenarios provide estimate of the economic and other impacts within the sector being 
studied (e.g., investment requirements). It is important to also assess the impact of sectoral 
mitigation options (or of cross-sectoral options such as a carbon tax) on the overall economy, social 
goals, and the local environment. Various models may be used to analyze the interaction between 
the energy sector and the economy. Similar models have not been used to assess the impact on 
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the economy of mitigation options in non-energy sectors, but models used for general analysis of 
agriculture and forestry could be modified for analysis of macro-e·conomic impacts of mitigation 
options in those sectors. In addition, methods that facilitate combined quantitative and qualitative 
assessment of multiple criteria may be used. 

Once the full range of impacts of various mitigation options have been evaluated, the next 
step involves an assessment of policy and program options to encourage their adoption. This 
assessment may go beyond the rough assessment used to define mitigation scenarios. It might 
combine quantitative analysis with workshops that facilitate interaction between the analysts and 
relevant policy makers, and other interested parties in the country. The goal of such interaction could 
be development of a national GHG mitigation strategy for the sector. 

The structure described above generally applies for the energy sector and the non-energy 
sectors. However, the analysis of the energy sector is complicated by the fact that it requires an 
integration of energy demand and supply in order to estimate the GHG impacts of mitigation options 
in the energy demand sectors, and to compare demand-side and supply-side options. It also tends 
to be larger in scope, since the use of energy pervades the entire economy. 

2.3 TIME HORIZON IN MITIGATION ASSESSMENT* 

The time horizon of the analysis plays a critical role in planning a mitigation assessment and 
selecting methods. For discussion purposes, it is useful to define time periods somewhat arbitrarily 
as near-term (1-5 years), mid-term (15 years), and long-term {15-50+ years). 

A classic definition of the near term is that period of time during which the capital stock is 
fixed, while the technology mix and allocation of input factors across producing sectors is variable 
in the long-term. A model's time horizon affects not only how structural changes that influence 
endogenous relationships are viewed, but also which exogenous variables are considered relevant. 
Since the economy's structure and productive capacity are fixed in the short-run, price changes are 
generated by fluctuations in exogenous variables reflecting seasonal cycles or transient impacts 
such as severe weather, oil spills, geopolitical conflicts, labor strikes, and so forth. The challenge 
of short-term forecasting is that such events are inherently unpredictable. 

Extending the forecast horizon shifts the emphasis towards market clearing and relatively 
stable trends in exogenous variables. While the mid-term time frame extends far enough for 
innovations to occur in some sectors, the general characteristics of available technology, the capital 
stock of energy-consuming equipment, and demographic patterns can be anticipated with 
reasonable confidence. Although new technologies are continually emerging and their eventual 
market penetration is uncertain, gradual capital stock turnover implies that most of the capital 
equipment that will be used during the mid-term period is already in place, available on the market, 
or on the verge of commercialization. 

* This section draws on Kydes eta/ {1995). 
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Long-term modeling focuses on secular paths of key exogenous variables such as 
demographic patterns, cumulative endogenous impacts such as the depletion of nonrenewable 
resources, and changes in structural relationships between exogenous and endogenous variables 
due to capital stock turnover, the penetration of new technologies, emergence of alternative energy 
sources, and interindustry shifts in the composition of demand. 

In the short-term, only minor changes to the energy system can be anticipated to take place. 
Even in a mid-term perspective, substantial deviations from the existing planned energy system are 
limited due to long lag times for construction of supply facilities, and similar considerations apply for 
technology innovations in other sectors. Hence, the usefulness of advanced integrated models is 
less if one is addressing short-term impacts only. In this case careful study of recent trends and 
evaluation of exi$ting plans (expansion of the supply side is usually planned for the next decade) and 
available retrofit options, together with use of simple sector-specific models, is sufficient. 

However, in GHG mitigation the real challenge is to be able to sustain reduced emission 
levels (or lower them further) in a long-term perspective. The goal of identifying opportunities for 
GHG mitigation that can have a significant impact in the future calls for long-term modeling of the 
energy and non-energy sectors. In the presentation of models in this document, we concentrate on 
models suited for addressing long-term development of the energy and non-energy sectors. 

2.4 APPROACHES FOR ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS1 

Developing a national mitigation strategy requires identification and analysis of different 
actions that government could take to encourage adoption of technologies and practices that reduce 
GHG emissions or enhance carbon sinks. Based on the analysis, policy makers can decide which 
options not only satisfy specific policy objectives but are also within institutional, political, and budget 
constraints. Typically, the analytic process will follow a series of steps, each of which produces 
information for decision makers. The manner in which these steps are performed will reflect each 
country's resources, objectives, and decision-making process. 

Two general approaches have been used for mitigation assessment. The top-down method 
assumes a macroeconomic perspective, wherein mitigation costs are defined in terms of losses in 
economic output, income, or GOP. A key assumption underlying many top-down analyses is that 
the baseline scenario represents the economy in equilibrium, with all factors of production employed 
efficiently given prevailing prices. The bottom-up approach focuses on individual processes such 
as end-use energy consumption, production of specific crops, and specific forest management 
schemes. For each relevant process, the approach attempts to estimate the costs associated with 
changes that result in GHG emission reductions or other impacts. 

The fundamental difference between the two approaches is in the perspective taken by each 
on consumer behavior. The top-down approach assumes that consumers always act to maximize 
their utility or profit. According to this approach, if energy efficiency is less than it could be, it is 
because consumers see no economic gain in becoming more efficient. In contrast, the bottom-up 

1Excerpted from the Draft IPCC 1995 Methodology Chapter (ICF, 1994). 
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because consumers see no economic gain in becoming more efficient. In contrast, the bottom-up 
approach assumes that various market barriers prevent consumers from taking actions that 
otherwise would be in their or the national economic self-interest.2 

In general, an assessment carried out using the bottom-up approach will very likely show 
significantly lower costs for meeting a given mitigation objective than will one using a top-down 
approach. To some extent, the differences may lie in a failure of bottom-up studies to accurately 
account for all costs associated with implementing specific actions. Top-down methods, on the other 
hand, can fail to account realistically for consumer and producer behavior by relying too heavily on 
aggregate data (Krause et al., 1993). In addition, some top-down methods sacrifice sectoral and 
technology detail in return for being able to solve for general equilibrium resource allocations. 
Rnally, top-down methods often ignore the fact that economies depart significantly from the stylized 
equilibria represented by the methods (Boero et al., 1991 ). Each approach, however, captures costs 
or details on technologies, consumer behavior, or impacts, that the other does not. Consequently, 
a comprehensive assessment should combine elements of each approach to ensure that all relevant 
costs and impacts are accounted for. 

2.4.1 Tools for Mitigation Assessment 

A variety of models and methods can assist the analysis of mitigation options. The primary 
ones being made available through the Country Studies Program are listed in Table 2-1. Other tools 
may be available to meet individual needs of countries. 

The analytical tools range from bottom-up accounting models for the energy or forestry sector 
to top-down models of the whole economy in which energy or forestry are but one sector. For the 
energy sector, the models include accounting frameworks (LEAP and STAIR), optimization models 
(MARKAL and ETO), and an iterative equilibrium model (EN PEP). Each of these models may be 
used for integrated assessment of energy demand and supply, although the approach and method 
varies among them. In addition to these quantitative models, a decision framework process (AHP) 
may be used for combined quantitative and qualitative evaluation of alternative technology options. 
These models are described in Chapter 3 as well as in Appendixes of the document. Considerations 
for selecting among the different energy sector models are also presented in Chapter 3. 

In the OECD countries, several top-down models have been developed for mitigation 
. assessment, primarily to analyze the impact of carbon taxes. Similar models have not been widely 

applied to analyze changes in taxes, investment or energy flows of developing and transition 
countries. Two top-down models that have been developed primarily for the developing countries 
are the MIMEC and LBL-CGE models. In addition, a recently developed hybrid model (MARKAL
MACRO) merges the bottom-up and top-down approaches. 

In the non-energy sectors, /bottom-up analytical methods have largely focused on the 

2These market barriers could include lack of information about energy efficiency opportunities, lack of 
access to capital to finance the efficiency investment, and separation of responsibilities for making capital 
investments and paying operating costs (Lohani and Azimi, 1992). 
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accounting and scenarios in the forestry sector, while COMAP has been developed for estimating 
the impacts of mitigation options in the forestry sector. EPIC and CENTURY are plant/soil simulation 
models which may be used to simulate carbon cycling dynamics in agricultural and rangeland 
ecosystems. For assessment of methane mitigation options in agriculture and waste management, 
simple spreadsheet models are expected to be available. 

Top-down models have not been used in the non-energy sector for the assessment of GHG
related impacts in the developing and transition countries. Countries where agriculture or forest 
products form a significant share of the monetized economy have models or methods that can 
analyze the GDP impact of changes in domestic or international prices of these products. Many 
countries, for example, have used computable general equilibrium (CGE) models for analyzing the 
impacts on GOP, income distribution, and rural employment. These models may be modified for the 
purpose of a top-down analysis of the impacts of GHG mitigation options. The CGE-type LBL model 
could also be modified for this purpose. However, because of the lack of simple generic models, 
we are not offering a top-down model through the Country Studies Program for the analysis of the 
non-energy sector. If such analysis is desired, countries may wish to use models available within 
the country for this purpose. 

I 

Table 2-1 
Primary Analytical Tools Available for Mitigation Assessments 

through the U.S. Country Studies Program 

Topic 

I 
Analytical Tools 

Energy Sector 
Accounting Models LEAP 

STAIR 
Optimization Models MARKAL 

ETO 
Iterative Equilibrium Model EN PEP 
Decision Analysis Framework Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Non-Energy Sectors 

Forestry COPATH, COMAP 
Agriculture EPIC, CENTURY 
Rangelands CENTURY 

Energy-Economy Interaction LBL-CGE, MARKAL-MACRO 

I 
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2.5 SCREENING MITIGATION OPTIONS 

The nature and importance of the screening process varies depending on the modeling 
approach. For each sector being studied, one approach is to develop a list of mitigation options that 
may be of interest. Various criteria, such as those listed in Table 2-2, are important for both 
screening and in-depth analysis of mitigation options. At the screening stage, one makes a rough 
assessment of the potential attractiveness of options, while the goal of the analysis is to quantify or 
carefully identify vari.ous impacts. 

A useful approach for screening options is to prepare a matrix as shown in Table 2-2 for each 
sector. The matrix provides a qualitative indication of the attractiveness of each option by ranking 
it high, medium, or low, as judged according to each criterion. This matrix should be completed prior 
to conducting sectoral analyses, in order to identify the options to be evaluated in depth. 

Screening out the non-promising options requires expert judgement. An obvious reason for 
screening out options is if its wide-scale application is not viable. For example, location of options 
in environmentally or otherwise sensitive areas may rule them out for political reasons. The 
relationship between a mitigation option and development goals is important to consider. In addition, 
there may be options, such as reducing traffic congestion, which may be difficult to analyze since 
quantifying the impact on GHG emissions may be difficult to do. However, if the option is important 
for non-GHG reasons (e.g., as a measure to reduce urban air pollution), then simple assumptions 
may be made to roughly estimate its GHG impact. 

Screening of options may require consideration of likely future conditions. For example, 
electricity-saving options may have a very small impact on GHG emissions if much of the electricity 
is hydro-generated. However, if the mix of generation is likely to shift toward more thermal 
generation, then electricity-efficiency options could become important. 

2.6 DEFINING SCENARIOS 

What will happen in the future cannot be predicted, but it is possible to develop scenarios 
of the future that reflect the consequences of different, but plausible, economic and technological 
conditions. For the purpose of mitigation analysis at least two different scenarios are necessary. 
One scenario should reflect a baseline case, while the other should reflect the impact of mitigation 
options. 

Baseline Scenario. As mentioned earlier, a baseline scenario should represent a future in 
which there are no policies or programs designed to encourage or require actions that reduce GHG 
emissions or enhance carbon sinks. Defining a reasonable baseline scenario is a critical element 
in a mitigation assessment, since the incremental costs and benefits of mitigation options will 
depend on the definition of the baseline scenario. 
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Table 2-2: Criteria for Screening of Mitiaation Options 

Criteria Mitioation Option 1 Mitigation Option 2 Mitigation Option n 

• Potential for large impact on C02 or other GHGs High Low Medium 

• Direct Cost/Benefit ratio of the option Low High High 

• Indirect economic impacts Medium Low 
Increase in domestic employment Low Medium Low 
Decrease in import payments Uncertain 

• Consistency with national environmental goals 
Reducing emissions of air pollutants High 
Effectiveness in limiting other environmental Low Low Medium 
impacts Medium Low 

• Potential ease of implementation Low Medium Hioh 

• Lono-term sustainabilitv of option Hioh Uncertain Medium 

• Consistency with national development aoals Hiah Low Medium 

• Data availability for evaluation 
Technology characterization Low Uncertain 
Costs of implementation programs High Low High 

Uncertain 

• Other sector-specific criteria Low High Uncertain 

Note: Numerical rankings may also be used . 

.. .. ....._ 
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A baseline scenario should not simply extrapolate from recent and current trends, but rather 
incorporate a judgement of the likely evolution of resource-consuming and producing activities and 
technologies. This type of scenario is sometimes called "business-as-usual." Such a scenario would 
include some degree of adoption of technologies or practices that improve the efficiency of resource 
use and thereby reduce GHG emissions. In transition countries in particular, a baseline scenario will 
be quite different from historical trends. 

In both developing and transitional countries, where considerable economic and soci~l 
change is expected over a period of several decades, it can be quite difficult to select a single image 
of the future as more likely than another. A study team might choose to define more than one 
baseline scenario. For example, alternate scenarios could reflect low, medium, and high economic 
growth. Obviously, there is a trade-off between keeping the assessment managable and defining 
numerous baseline scenarios. 

If sectors of the economy contain structural inefficiencies (such as subsidized prices), it is 
important to be able to separate the costs and benefits of removing these inefficiencies from the 
impacts directly attributable to GHG mitigation measures. This ability to distinguish between general 
structural impacts and the impacts of mitigation policies is important regardless of whether an explicit 
policy of structural reform is assumed in the baseline scenarios. 

Mitigation Scenario. A mitigation scenario reflects a future in which climate-change 
mitigation is a primary motivation for adoption of technologies and practices that reduce GHG 
emissions or enhance carbon sinks. It may reflect only the technical potential for reducing GHG 
emissions or storing carbon, or it may incorporate estimates of what is achievable considering the 
many factors (institutional, cultural, legal, etc.) that may limit the implementability of the technically 
available options. Ideally, both the technical and the achievable potential should be reported. 

A study team could define and develop several mitigation scenarios. For example, alternate 
mitigation scenarios could reflect different degrees of emissions reduction or carbon storage relative 
to the baseline (i.e., 10%, 20%, 30%). A study team might also want to define mitigation scenarios 
that highlight particular types of technologies (e.g., renewable energy technologies). 

It is possible to develop mitigation scenarios that reflect alternative socio-economic futures 
of a country. However, if the mitigation options for a country largely focus on technological choices 
that do not alter future socio-economic paths, then the same socio-economic assumptions may be 
used in the baseline and mitigation scenarios. 

For both the energy and non-energy sectors, scenarios developed using a bottom-up 
approach take into consideration end-users' needs for energy, forest products, and, land. By 
explicitly taking these needs into account, end-use scenarios are less likely to over- or understate 
final demand for products. 
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2.6.1 Setting Basic Parameters 

In constructing scenarios, certain underlying parameters must be specified and treated 
consistently. Assumptions should be consistent with those used in the GHG Inventory and 
Vulnerability and Adaptation Studies. 

Selecting the Time Frame for the Assessment. We suggest the use of 1990 as the base 
year, unless data are unavailable for that year, or if that year had some particular anomaly such as 
a drought or a sudden change in GOP growth rate. The time frame for GHG scenarios is often quite 
long, extending from 50 to 100 years. For mitigation options analysis, however, it is usually better 
to consider shorter time frames, since the projection of macro-economic variables and the 
characterization of technologies beyond 20-30 years becomes quite uncertain. Analysts have 
generally used the period up to 2020 or 2030 as a relevant time frame to analyze the economics of 
mitigation options. For the forestry sector, long-rotation tree plantations may need to be evaluated 
over a longer time frame. Projections of emissions in the near-term (e.g., 2000) may also be helpful 
in evaluating policy options. 

Analysis may be conducted for either a single end year or several forecast years. In a 
~amic framework, each consecutive time period is linked to the other over the entire time horizon. 

Socio-Economic Variables. Projections of socio-economic variables such as economic and 
population growth rates, land-use patterns, economic structure, and urban-rural population 
proportions may be obtained from national planning ministries in each country. Most countries have 
multi-year plans that show both economic structure and population growth assumptions. If these 
are not readily available, the World Bank or UN projections of population and economic growth may 
be used instead. Economic growth projections are usually for a relatively short time period (5-1 0 
years), and these should be extrapolated as realistically as possible for subsequent periods. 

Land-use and Natural Resource Considerations. Changes in land-use patterns will have 
an important bearing on GHG emissions from forestry, agriculture, and drylands, and they will also 
affect the vulnerability of the country to climate change. It is therefore important for both mitigation 
and vulnerability assessment staff to assess the current patterns of land-use and their evolution over 
time. Changing the evolution of land use patterns requires strong government policies and 
programs. Study Teams should consider whether these types of policies are likely to be a mitigation 
option in their country. If the Study Team wishes to evaluate only technical options, then a single 
"likely trends" scenario of land-use change should be used to evaluate both baseline and mitigation 
scenarios. If strong policies to modify evolving land-use patterns are plausible, then the mitigation 
scenario should consider a land-use pattern different from the one used for the baseline. 

2.7 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

A key , objective of a mitigation assessment is to identify those options that maximize 
economic benefits or minimize the economic costs of restraining GHG emissions growth. Cost
benefit analysis has traditionally been used for project evaluation, but it has also been applied to 
mitigation assessment to estimate and compare relevant costs and benefits in a consistent and 
comprehensive manner. Cost-benefit analysis suggests that mitigation options that produce the 
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greatest net benefit be selected among competing options. Strict application of this rule to the 
evaluation of mitigation options is not possible, however, since the benefits of mitigation options with 
regard to climate change cannot be monetized with any certainty at this point in time, and are likely 
to vary among regions. 

The monetizable portion of the costs and non-GHG benefits may be stated in money terms. 
Since the GHG benefits cannot be easily monetized, the benefits may be stated simply in terms of 
either tons of carbon abatement or storage, or for non-carbon GHGs, in terms of carbon-equivalent. 

Cost-benefit analysis should be supplemented by assessment of non-monetizable costs and 
benefits other than GHG abatement. These might include reduced emissions of other pollutants or 
an improvement in biodiversity. These costs and benefits should be quantified or at least described 
so that decision makers can take them into account. Similarly, the impacts of an option on different 
societal groups may also need to be considered. 

Discount Rate. Cost-benefit analysis typically expresses costs and benefits that occur over 
a period of time in terms of their present value, which is calculated using a discount rate. The 
discount rate reflects the return on foregone present consumption that is sacrificed to secure future 
consumption. Since foregone present consumption is invested to secure future consumption, 
analysts often use a discount rate equal to the after-tax real rate of interest or return on capital 
investment. 

Much has been written about the estimation of discount rates for projects with long-term 
consequences (Und et al., 1982). For economic analysis of projects in the developing countries, real 
discount rates between 8 and 12% are commonly used by the World Bank. Each country should 
select an appropriate discount rate for evaluating the.present value of monetary costs and benefits 
of mitigation options. A study team may wish to conduct sensitivity analyses at a higher and lower 
rate around the base rate. To evaluate options from the perspective of particular groups (such as 
households or farmers), analysts should use discount rates that are commonly used in their country 
for these groups. 

In order to assess an option's cost-effectiveness, the discounted costs and benefits are 
related to its GHG savings or carbon storage. Should the avoided GHG emissions or carbon storage 
be discounted at the same rate as costs? We suggest that these GHG flows not be discounted. By 
not discounting them, one assumes that the future economic damage caused by GHG emissions 
increases at the real rate of discount, which is not unreasonable considering that the potential 
damage that atmospheric GHG concentrations might cause in the future is largely unknown. (For 
a discussion of discounting monetary versus GHG flows, see Sathaye, Norgaard and Makundi, 
1993.) 
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2.7.1 Cost Curves of GHG Mitigation 

A GHG-reduction cost curve relates the quantity of GHG which can be reduced by mitigation 
options to the cost per unit GHG reduction. Correspondingly, a cost curve for stored carbon relates 
the quantity of stored, or sequestered, carbon to the cost per unit carbon stored. Cost curves for 
GHG reduction and for carbon storage can be combined to express the relationship between total 
amount of "avoided" GHG and the cost per unit GHG avoided. 

Two distinct forms of cost curves appear in the literature: (a) discrete step curves and (b) 
continuous curves. These two forms are derived differently and should be interpreted in different 
ways. Within each of the two forms there are also different methods of construction, different 
meanings and different interpretations. Schematic versions of the two forms are shown in Figures 
2-2 and 2-3. The blocks in Figure 2-2 correspond to individual mitigation options or "baskets" of 
options, with widths representing the potential GHG reduction (or carbon stored) and heights 
representing the cost per unit GHG reduction. The points on the continuous curve (Figure 2-3) 
represent the increase in total system costs for a given scenario. Continuous curves can be used 
to represent the aggregate output from models of the costs of reducing emissions by a given 
amount. 

The aim of a cost curve is ideally to show the relationship between costs and GHG reduction 
(or carbon stored) over a wide range, where both small GHG emission reductions and large 
reductions are measured. Thus, a cost curve must by its nature be an aggregate of many different 
technical and structural changes in the energy system. The problems inherent in describing this by 
one single curve are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

When investigating the specific cost of mitigation, i.e. cost per ton of GHG reduced, it is 
important to distinguish between average, incremental and marginal cost. The average cost of GHG 
reduction reflects the additional costs per unit GHG reduced for a mitigation scenario, calculated 
relative to the baseline. The incremental cost is defined as the difference in cost per unit of GHG 
reduction when a specific mitigation scenario is compared to the previous scenario on the cost 
curve, rather than with the baseline. Thus incremental costs show how expensive each additional 
step becomes per unit of extra GHG reduced (see Figure 2.4). The marginal cost of GHG 
abatement is the cost of not emitting the last unit of GHG from the system, or the cost of the last unit 
of carbon sequestered. In an optimization model this unit is by definition the most expensive one. 
The marginal cost will in this case be equal to the shadow price of the imposed emission constraint 
(if any), or if a carbon tax is introduced in the model the marginal cost is equal to the tax level. 

The disadvantage of only presenting average costs is that increasing costs associated with 
increasing emission reduction levels are leveled out (see Figure 2.4). An incremental cost curve 
gives a better picture of the cost consequences of each additional step of measures, and will always 
be equal to or higher than average costs. The marginal cost curve will in turn always be equal to, 
or higher than the incremental cost curve. It is obvious that the more mitigation scenarios that are 
used to construct the incremental cost curve the closer it will reflect the marginal cost curve. In non
optimization models the marginal costs are not directly calculated. However, by carefully selecting 
mitigation scenarios when establishing the incremental cost curve, this can be used as 
approximation of the marginal costs. 

, 
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Another issue to consider when establishing cost curves is the representatio·n of time 
dependence in the costing of mitigation options. Dynamic models include linkage between time 
periods over the time horizon considered, and thus allow for studying the development over time of 
different variables, and also allow for a time-dependent description of technologies. In a dynamic 
model the choice of mitigation options in one year (or time period) will depend on the choices made 
in previous years.3 Static models only give a ';snapshot" representation of the costs, with no time
dependency included. 

When interpreting cost curves it is important to be aware of what the costs presented include. 
Cost curves derived from using bottom-up models address direct technological costs, but typically 
ignore non-technical market factors and cost impacts of structural changes. Hence, the costs 
calculated in these models do not reflect GDP losses, as is the case with macroeconomic models. 

The use of cost curves in energy-sector analysis is further discussed in Chapter 3. In 
Chapter 15, examples of the use of cost curves to present results are given. 

2. 7.2 Accounting for Mitigation of Non-C02 Greenhouse Gases 

Expressing the benefit of reducing emissions of different GHGs in a common unit is 
problematic since the effectiveness of greenhouse gases in trapping the earth's heat varies. 
Research on this topic has led to the development of the concept of a "global warming potential," 
or GWP. The GWP is intended to demonstrate the relative impacts on global warming of various 
gases, compared with carbon dioxide. The research conducted to date has established that the 
effects of various gases are too complex to permit them to be summarized in a single number. The 
indirect effects of some gases have proven impossible to summarize in terms of GWPs, while the 
direct effect depends on the time horizon considered (since gases have different lifetimes in the 
atmosphere). The currently available numerical estimates of global warming potential relative to 
carbon dioxide are given in Table 2-3 for the most important gases. 

From a practical standpoint, the main issue is how to compare measures that affect methane 
with those that affect carbon dioxide, and how to aggregate emissions among GHGs. One option 
is to present the GWP of methane mitigation options in terms of a range of estimated GWPs. For 
example, if the chosen range for the methane GWP was 19-110, then the C02-equivalent magnitude 
of GHG reduction for a measure that reduced methane emissions by 100,000 tons would be 1.9-11 
million tons. 

1nis is true for models with •myopic foresight". In models with "perfect foresight" the choice of mitigation 
options is done simultaneously for all time periods assuming that the information given to the model about both 
previous and future time periods is known at each time step. 
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Table 2-3 Numerical Estimates of Global Warming Potential 
Relative to Carbon Dioxide 

Greenhouse Gas Direct Effect for Time Horizons of 

20 Years 100 Years 

Carbon dioxide 1 1 

Methane . 56-110 19-43 

Nitrous oxide 290 320 

CFC-11 5,000 3,900 

CFC-12 8,000 8,300 

HCFC-22 4,300 1,600 

HFC-134a 3,100 1,200 

Source: IPCC (1992) 

2.8 INTEGRATION OF ENERGY AND NON-ENERGY ASSESSMENTS 

Integration of results from assessments of the energy sector and the various non-energy 
sectors can be a challenging task in conducting a national mitigation assessment. The degree of 
integration that is desired depends on the goals of a national mitigation strategy and whether policy 
makers want a ranking of options across sectors. 

The most basic type of integration is to simply describe the GHG impacts, costs, and other 
effects of particular options as identified in each of the sectoral assessments. This is the approach 
that has been primarily used in the OECD countries for developing and reporting National Action 
Plans to address climate change. General impacts on the economy are then often addressed by 
incorporating the different sectors in a general equilibrium framework. 

If a coherent ranking of specific options across sectors is desired, however, it requires careful 
planning of the overall assessment, and development of an analytical framework to integrate results. 
It also requires close communication among the various analysts before, during, and after each of 
the sectoral assessments. Each of the sectoral studies should use common assumptions for basic 
macro-parameters, and also have a reasonably consistent philosophy for defining a baseline 
scenario. 

If marginal cost curves for GHG mitigation are available from the sectoral assessments, each 
sector's curve can in principle be combined to a national marginal cost curve. The marginal cost for 
achieving a specific GHG emission reduction target can then be estimated from the national curve. 
One can then identify options in each sector, up to the same marginal cost, that together satisfy the 
overall reduction target. This would provide a theoretically "least-cost" solution for a particular 
national reduction target, given the limitations in the analytical methods in establishing the sectoral 

' \ 
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cost curves. Similarly, this same approach can be used to identify nno regrets" options in each 
sector. 

A final ranking of options across sectors may be done by assembling a range of impacts, 
costs, and benefits for each option (such as the criteria listed in Table 2-2). Options can be 
assessed in a consistent fashion using a decision analysis framework that allows for a weighting of 
various quantitative and qualitative criteria. Such a framework allows policy makers to define the 
importance that they attach to particular criteria. 

2.9 INTEGRATION WITH EMISSION INVENTORIES AND VULNERABILITY AND 
ADAPTATION ASSESSMENTS 

The analysis of mitigation options should be closely linked to and integrated with the 
preparation of a GHG emission inventory and any vulnerability and adaptation assessments a 
country is performing. The mitigation analysis should be structured to take advantage of the 
information generated by these assessments, particularly the emissions inventory. It may also be 
beneficial to present the results of the inventory, vulnerability and adaptation, and mitigation 
assessments in one unified document so that conclusions can be drawn about the most important 
implications of climate change for a country. This will also allow decision makers to consider the 
tradeoffs between implementation of adaptation measures and mitigation measures in designing a 
country's national strategy. 

Some of the obvious points of integration between the inventory, vulnerability and adaptation, 
and mitigation assessments are presented below. 

The results of the emission inventory and vulnerability and adaptation assessment provide 
useful information on greenhouse gas emissions and natural resource conditions that should be 
reflected in the mitigation baseline scenario. The emission inventories will provide a current estimate 
of GHG emissions, an accounting procedure, and a format that can be helpful in preparing emission 
projections for future years. The vulnerability assessment will identify likely changes in agricultural, 
coastal, water, forests, and other resources in the future that will affect the baseline characteristics 
of these resources. 

The inventory results will identify the sectors and sources that have the highest emissions 
and contributions to global warming or the degree of removal of gases by sinks. This information 
on the relative current importance of sources and sinks should be considered in determining the 
scope and emphasis of the mitigation assessment. In addition, the emission factors (and carbon 
uptake factors) developed and used in the inventory should be used in the mitigation assessment 
in evaluating the emissions or removals associated with different mitigation options. The results of 
the vulnerability assessment will identify possible changes in natural resource conditions and 
management practices that could affect the effectiveness of mitigation options. For instance, 
climate-induced changes in river basin flow may affect hydroelectric potential; changes in forest 
growth could affect the effectiveness of reforestation programs; and changes in agricultural 
productivity and production practices may alter strategies for reducing agricultural emissions. 
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The basic assumptions about population and economic growth and natural resource 
conditions used in the emission inventory and the vulnerability and adaptation assessment should 
be consistent with the assumptions used in the mitigation analysis. 
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CHAPTER3 
MITIGATION ASSESSMENT OF THE ENERGY SECTOR: 

AN OVERVIEW 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The energy sector is comprised of the major energy demand sectors (industry, residential and 
commercial, transport, and agriculture), and the energy supply sector, which consists of resource 
extraction, conversion, and delivery of energy products. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions occur 
at various points in the sector, from resource extraction to end use, and accordingly, options for 
mitigation exist at various points. 

In most countries, the energy sector will be a major focus of GHG mitigation analysis. 
Globally, the energy sector is the predominant source of carbon dioxide (C02), the most important 
greenhouse gas. The combustion of fossil fuels accounts for about 60% to 90% of current net 
anthropogenic emissions of C02 emissions. The energy sector is also a source of the greenhouse 
gases methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2 0), and of other gases that may indirectly affect the 
earth's climate, such as nitrogen oxides (NOJ, carbon monoxide (CO), and non-methane 
hydrocarbons (NMHC). The production and transmission of coal, oil, and natural gas are estimated 
to account for about one-fifth of global methane emissions (IPCC, 1992). 

The primary focus in Part II of this document is on "bottom-up", least-cost analysis. This 
approach involves the development of scenarios based on energy end uses and evaluation of 
specific technologies that can satisfy demands for energy services. One can compare technologies 
based on their relative cost to achieve a unit of GHG reduction and other features of interest. This 
approach gives equal weight to both energy supply and energy demand options. A variety of 
screening criteria, including indicators of cost-effectiveness as well as non-economic concerns, can 
be used to identify and assess promising options, which can then be combined to create one or 
more mitigation scenarios. Mitigation scenarios are evaluated against the backdrop of a baseline 
scenario, which simulates the events assumed to take place in the absence of mitigation efforts. 
Mitigation scenarios can be designed to meet specific emission reduction targets or to simulate the 
effect of specific policy interventions. The results of a "bottom-up" assessment can then be linked 
to a "top-down" analysis of the impacts of energy sector scenarios on the macro-economy. 

3.2 STRUCTURE OF AN ENERGY SECTOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

L'"', Mitigation analyses require physical and economic data about the energy system, GHG 
emissions, socio-economic variables, and specific technology options. Using these data, a model 
or accounting system of the energy sector should be designed to suit local circumstances. 

The manner in which a mitigation assessment is performed will reflect each country's 
resources, objectives, and decision-making process, and also the type of modeling approach 
employed. Rgure 3-1 depicts the basic steps of a typical mitigation assessment and how they relate 
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to one another. Some of the steps are interlinked, so they are not necessarily sequential, and 
require iterations. 

An initial step is to assemble data for the base year on energy demand by sector, energy 
supply by type of energy source, and energy imports and exports. The disaggregated energy data 
should be normalized to match the national energy supply totals for the base year.· One should then 
calibrate base year emissions with the existing GHG inventory, as available. The analyst should also 
assemble data for the base year on the technologies used in end use sectors and in energy supply. 

The data for the base year is used as a starting point for making projections of future 
parameters and developing integrated scenarios of energy demand and supply. On both the demand 
and supply side, one should identify and screen potential technology options to select those that 
will be included in the analysis. The screening should be guided by information from an assessment 
of energy resources, as well as the potential for energy imports and exports. 

Once the list of technologies has been made managable by the screening process, the 
analyst must characterize potential technology options in end-use sectors and in energy supply 
with respect to costs, performance, and other features. On the demand side, this characterization 
will assist in projecting end-use energy demands in the various sectors. Projecting energy 
demand also requires one to project activity levels in each subsector. for indicators such as tons 
of various industrial products, demand for travel and freight transport, and number of urban and rural 
households. These projections should be based on the assumptions for growth in key parameters 
such as GOP and population. Assumptions about sectoral policies with respect to energy pricing and 
other factors are also important in developing projections of energy demand. 

The data from the energy demand and supply analyses is then entered into an energy sector 
model or accounting framework that allows for integrated analysis of the various options that can 
meet energy requirements. This analysis should calculate costs and impacts over the time horizon 
considered, review the results for reasonableness, and account for uncertainty. This step involves 
combining technology options to meet the objectives of each scenario. The selection of technologies 
may be made directly by the analyst, or performed by the model (as with an optimization model). 

The baseline scenario projects energy use and emissions over the time horizon selected, 
reflecting the development of the national economy and energy system under the assumption that 
no policies are introduced to reduce emissions. The baseline scenario must include sufficient detail 
on future energy use patterns, energy production systems, and technology choices to enable the 
evaluation of specific mitigation options. An alternative baseline scenarios can be developed if 
desired (for example, to reflect different assumptions about GOP growth). 

Mitigation scenarios can be defined to meet particular emission reduction targets, to assess 
the potential impact of particular policies or technologies, or to meet other objectives.The 
comparison of mitigation and baseline scenarios should reveal the net costs and impacts of the 
mitigation options. The results need to be assessed with respect to reasonableness and 
achievability, given barriers to implementation and the policy instruments that might be used, such 
as taxes, standards, or incentive programs. 
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For both baseline and mitigation scenarios, the analyst should assess the impacts on the 
macro-economy, social goals (such as employment), and the national environment. One 
approach is to integrate bottom-up assessment with a macroeconomic model. Decision analysis 
methods that allow for consideration of multiple criteria may also be appropriate. 

Once attractive mitigation options have been identified and their impacts characterized, the 
analyst should assess policy options to encourage their adoption. In practice, some consideration 
of policy options would likely take place as part of development of mitigation scenarios. A mitigation 
scenario might assume that particular policies will be implemented in order to bring about certain 
results. These could range from efficiency standards on end-use equipment to policies regarding 
power sector investments. 

After scenarios have been analyzed and options have been ranked in terms of their 
attractiveness (on both quantitative and qualitative terms), it is desirable to conduct a more detailed 
evaluation of policies that can encourage adoption of selected mitigation options. Such an 
evaluation can play an important role in the development of a national mitigation strategy. The 
latter step requires close communication between analysts, policy makers, and other interested 
parties. 

3.3 MODELS FOR ENERGY SECTOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

Assessment of opportunities for GHG mitigation in the energy sector requires an accour:~ting 
or modeling framework to capture the interactions between technologies, and to ensure consistency 
in the assessment of energy, emission, and cost impacts. Accounting and modeling methods can 
vary greatly in terms of their sophistication, data intensiveness, and complexity. This section 
provides an overview of key concepts and capabilities of a number of models that are available for 
mitigation analysis through the U.S. Country Studies Program.· All of these models have already 
been used in energy/environmental studies in various developing countries. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, it is common to divide energy-economy models into two types, 
so-called "bottom-up" and "top-clown," depending upon their representation of technology, markets, 
and decision-making. In practice, there is a continuum of models, each combining technological and 
economic elements in different ways. At one extreme are "pure" energy models, which focus upon 
fuels and energy conversion or end-use technologies and treat the rest of the economy in an 
aggregated fashion. At the other extreme are "pure" economic models, which treat energy markets 
and technologies in an aggregated manner and focus instead upon economy-wide supply-demand 
relations and optimizing behavior. Between these two cases are a number of models that combine 
elements of both extremes with various degrees of emphasis and detail. 

The description of the future varies among the models. Some models can only analyze a 
"snapshot" year, and compare this to another year, without any representation of the transition 
between them. Dynamic models, on the other hand, open for time dependent descriptions of the 
different elements of the energy system. While the "snapshot" models enables great detail in the 
representation of the system, dynamic models allow for representation of technology capacity 

i ' 
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transfer between time periods and thus time-dependent capacity expansion, time dependent 
depletion of resources and abatement costs as they vary over time. 

In dynamic modeling, information about future costs and prices of energy is available through 
two diametrically different foresight assumptions. With "myopic" foresight the decisions in the model 
are made on a year-by-year basis, reflecting the assumption that actors expect current prices to 
prevail indefinitely. Assuming ''perfect foresight", the decisions at any year are based on the data for 
the entire time horizon. The model thus reflects the activities of market participants as if they use 
the model itself to predict prices. 

The key design features of the models that are available through the U.S. Country Studies 
Program are summarized in Table 3-1. In addition to the overview in this chapter, descriptions of 
these models are provided in Appendices A-G. 

Most of the models listed in Table 3-1 can be used to integrate data on energy demand and 
supply. This information can be used by the models for determining an optimal or equilibrium mix 
of energy supply and demand options. The various models use cost information to different degrees, 
and provide for different levels of integration between the energy sector and the overall economy. 

In addition to the models listed in Table 3-1, we briefly describe a decision analysis 
methodology known as the "Analytical Hierarchy Process." It can be used to evaluate and rank 
options according to a combination of quantitative and qualitative criteria. 

3.3.1 Energy Accounting Models 

Energy accounting models such as LEAP and STAIR reflect an engineering or "input-output" 
conception of the relations among energy, technology, and the services they combine to produce. 
This view is based on the concept of energy services that are demanded by end-users. 
Schematically, this can be represented as: 

Energy inputs -------> Technology-------> Energy services 

For policy purposes, the significance of this approach is that a given type and level of energy 
service can be obtained through various combinations of energy inputs and technologies. In 
particular, holding the service constant while increasing the energy efficiency of the technology 
allows decrease in the required level of energy input. In a range of cases, when other factors are 
held equal this lowers the overall cost of the energy service. In addition, the lower energy input 
requirement in general means lower levels of GHG emissions. With accounting models, the 
evaluation and comparison of policies is performed by the analyst external to the model itself. 



Table 3-1: Key Design Features of Energy-Economy Models Available Through the Country Studies Program 

I 

Model Characteristics STAIR LEAP ETO MARKAL ENPEP · MARKAL- LBL-CGE 
MACRO 

Model Type Energy Energy Engineering Engineering Iterative Hybrid "Top-
Accounting Accounting Optimization Optimization Equilibrium Down" 

Number of Non-Energy Sectors 0 0 0 0 - 1 2+ 

Energy Supply Representation Process Process Process Process Supply Curves Process Supply 
Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis Curve 

Energy Demand Representation Exogenous Exogenous Exogenous Exogenous Exogenous Utility Demand 
Maximization Function 

Multi· Period No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Consumer/Producer Not Not Not Perfect Myopic Perfect Myopic 

Foresight 
Applicable Applicable Applicable 

Solution Algorithm Accounting Accounting Linear Linear Iteration Non-Linear Iteration 
Programming Programming Optimiz. 
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These models are essentially elaborations upon the following accounting identity describing 
the energy required for satisfying a given level of a specific energy service: 

E=AI 

where E indicates energy, A activity, and I intensity. With multiple end-uses, aggregate energy 
demand is simply the sum: 

E=" A./. LJ II 

Accounting models are basically spreadsheet programs in which energy flows and related 
information such as carbon emissions are tracked through such identities. The interpretation of the 
results, and the ranking of different policies quantified in this manner, is external to the model and 
relies primarily on the judgment of the analyst. 

Using such a model, a stylized typical analysis might proceed as follows. Using the notation 
above, suppose that li and li. represent the energy intensities of current and more energy efficient 
technologies, respectively. If the incremental capital and maintenance cost of shifting to the efficient 
technology is C for each i and the (levelized) price of energy is q, then the energy savings available 
from switching to the efficient technology is estimated as 

and the associated cost saving is 

Note that these calculations assume that a number of factors are held constant, including 
energy service level and equipment saturations. Also, these expressions represent a "quasi-static" 
view; in actual practice, such calculations would be performed over time paths of costs, activities, 
intensities, and prices developed in scenario construction. Finally, it is easy to see that factors for 
carbon savings from the shift to efficient technologies could be easily included in such calculations. 

In energy accounting models, macroeconomic factors enter only as inputs in deriving 
demand-side projections; that is, there is no explicit representation of feedback from the energy 
sector to the overall economy. While different models contain different levels of detail in 
representing the supply sector, supply -demand balancing in this type of model is accomplished by 
back calculation of supply from demand projections. 
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The energy accounting models STAIR, developed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and 
LEAP, developed at the Tellus Institute, have both been widely used in developing countries to 
conduct energy planning, investigate carbon mitigation strategies, and study other environmental 
policy problems. Associated with LEAP is the Environmental Database, which contains extensive 
information on energy/environmental linkages. 

The STAIR and LEAP models can simulate the effect of selected mitigation options on overall 
costs and emissions. In contrast to optimization models, they cannot easily generate a least-cost 
mitigation solution. They can be used to represent cost-minimizing behavior estimated by the 
analyst, however. They tend to require less data and expertise, and are simpler and easier to use 
than optimization models. See Appendices A and B for further discussion. 

3.3.2 Engineering Optimization Models 

In engineering optimization models, such as ETO and MARKAL, the model itself provides 
a numerical assessment and comparison of different policies. These models are linear programs 
in which the most basic criterion is total cost of providing economy-wide energy services under 
different scenarios; when this criterion is used, the structure of this type of model as used in 
mitigation analysis can be represented schematically as 

Minimize total cost of providing energy and satisfying end-use demand subject to: 

a) energy supplied ~ energy demanded 
b) end-use demands satisfied 
c) available resource limits not exceeded 

In addition to the overall optimization structure of these models, perhaps the key distinction 
between these and the accounting models is that, within the model structure itself, trade-offs are 
made among different means of satisfying given end-use demands for energy services. 

The intertemporal structure of these linear programming models varies. Some are 
constructed to perform a "target year" analysis: the model is first parameterized and run for the base 
year, then the procedure is repeated for a single designated future year (typically 2005 or 201 0). 
Others perform a more elaborate dynamic optimization, in which time paths of the parameters are 
incorporated and the model generates time paths of solutions. 

In engineering optimization models, macroeconomic factors enter in two ways. First, they 
are used to construct forecasts of useful energy demands. Second, they can be introduced as 
constraints. For example, the overall cost-minimization can be constrained by limits on foreign 
exchange or capital resources. In both cases, the models do not provide for the representation of 
feedbacks from the energy sector to the overall economy. 

Supply and demand are balanced in engineering optimization models by the presence of 
constraints, as indicated above. The engineering detail and level of disaggregation used in both the 
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supply and demand side are at the discretion of the user, and in practice these vary widely among 
models. 

This type of model allows several means of analyzing GHG emissions and the effects 
thereupon of various policy· options. For example, as an alternative to minimizing energy costs, 
criteria such as minimizing carbon output subject to the constraints can be employed. In addition, 
an overall cap on carbon emissions can be entered as a constraint in the model, and the cost
minimization performed with this restriction. Each such approach allows the comparison of different 
policy intervention. 

The engineering optimization model ETO was developed at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, while MARKAL was developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. ETO has been 
applied to analyses of energy efficiency and carbon reduction scenarios in India, Brazil and China 
(Mongia et al. 1991, La Rovere et al. 1994); see Appendix C for further descirption. MARKAL has 
been applied to energy and environmental analysis by over thirty users in twenty countries, with new 
countries currently undertaking its development; see Appendix D for further discussion. 

3.3.3 An Iterative Equilibrium Model 

The Energy and Power Evaluation Program (EN PEP) model, developed at Argonne National 
Laboratory, incorporates the dynamics of market processes related to energy via an explicit 
representation of market equilibrium, that is, the balancing of supply and demand. EN PEP is used 
to model a country's total energy system, and does not explicitly include an economy model 
integrated with the energy system model. Thus, macroeconomic factors enter the model 
exogenously, as in the previous model types discussed. (That is, demands for energy services are 
derived from macroeconomic drivers rather than being obtained endogenously.) ENPEP thus 
occupies an intermediate position between engineering, energy-focused models, and pure 
equilibrium models. 

EN PEP has been used to do total energy system analysis and electric sector studies in a 
wide range of developing countries. It is organized in modular form for flexibility and ease-of-use. 
Among the modules are a library of technical data on electricity generation technologies, a detailed 
representation of a specified electric power sector, and module for separating electricity demand 
from overall energy demand. Thus, depending on the application, ENPEP's representation 
(particularly as regards the electric generation sector) can be quite detailed. The methodology 
employed to solve the model is a "process network" wherein individual energy processes are 
represented with standard model forms, but application specific data, and linked together as 
appropriate. Prices and quantities are then adjusted iteratively until equilibrium is achieved. This 
iterative approach makes it much easier to include non-competitive-market factors in the system than 
in the optimization approach. (See Appendix E for further description.) 
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3.3.4 Hybrid Models 

In hybrid models, such as MARKAL-MACRO and ETA-MACRO, the basic policy measure is 
the maximization of the present value of the utility of a representative consumer through the model 
planning horizon. Constraints are of two types: macroeconomic relations among capital, labor, and 
forms of energy, and energy system constraints. The model generates different time paths of energy 
use and costs and macroeconomic investment and output. The energy sub-model contains 
representations of end-use technologies, with different models containing different levels of detail. 
Schematically, this type of model can be represented as 

maximize (discounted) utility of consumption 

subject to: 

a) macroeconomic relations among output, investment, capital, labor and energy; 
b) energy system and resource constraints (as in engineering optimization models) 

The constraints in this case are also dynamic: they represent time paths for the model variables. 

In this type of model, energy demands are endogenous to the model rather than imposed 
exogenously by the analyst. In addition, this optimization structure indicates the difference we noted 
above in the way the different models incorporate macroeconomic data. Specifically, in accounting 
and engineering optimization models, these data-on GOP, population growth, capital resources, etc.
-enter essentially in the underlying constructions of the baseline and policy scenarios, as discussed 
in previous chapters. In the hybrid model, however, such data enter in the "macroeconomic 
relations" (technically, the aggregate production function) as elasticities and other parameters. 
Within this model framework, changes in energy demand and supply can feedback to affect 
macroeconomic factors. It should be noted that, despite their inclusion of engineering optimization 
sub-components, these models typically do not contain as much detail on specific end-use 
technologies as many purely engineering models. 

The ETA-MACRO model has been used for energy-environmental planning in a number of 
different countries, and provides the core of the regional energy-economy modules included in the 
Manne-Richels Global21 00 carbon emission analysis model (Manne and Richels 1992). This model 
combines an aggregate process analysis model of electric and non-electric energy production with 
a aggregate economy wide production function with labor, capital, electric, and non-electric energy 
inputs. The strength of this model is its ability to represent a number of fundamental energy
economy relationships with a minimal set of input data. In addition to cost data on electric and non
electric generation, the model only requires a few macroeconomic inputs (e.g., labor force 
participation and productivity growth rates}, resource inputs (e.g., oil and gas resources), and 
macroeconomic behavioral parameters (e.g., the rate of substitution between energy and other 
inputs into the economy). 

MARKAL-MACRO, developed at Stanford University and the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, also provides an integrated representation of macroeconomic relations and energy 
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technology processes (Manne et al. 1992). This model, however, contains much greater detail in 
the end-use or process analysis component. It can address conservation and energy efficiency 
changes in end-use devices directly. The model-wide objective function combines with the cost
minimization in the linear programming sub-model, which ensures that energy demands are satisfied 
at least cost (both on the supply and the demand sides). This model represents the most complete 
effort to-date to combine the "top-down" and "bottom-up" approaches. MARKAL-MACRO has been 
applied in the United States and is currently being used in ten countries participating in the 
International Energy Agency's Energy Technology Systems Assessment Programme. 

3.3.5 "Top-down" Models 

Top-down models focus on economic equilibria, with less emphasis upon details of energy 
technology and end-use analysis. They are built upon the assumptions of competitive equilibrium 
and optimizing behavior on the part of consumers and firms. They differ from hybrid models in being 
based upon general equilibrium rather than neoclassical growth theory, and in eschewing detailed 
engineering sub-components for energy system representation. While theoretically capable of 
including deviations from these assumptions in the form of representations of "imperfect 
competition," such developments have not been pursued in the context of energy analysis. 

The MIMEC model has been used to study development, energy, and environmental policy 
in Egypt and India (Eckhaus and Lahiri 1994). A distinctive feature of this model is the use of a 
process analysis form of input-output analysis to summarize the production possibilities of the 
economy. In the two applications, ten sector (Egypt} and eighteen sector (India) input-output tables 
were constructed using historical data, various substitution elasticity estimates were used to develop 
alternative input vectors for producing the output of the sector in question, and input vectors for 
alternative technologies (those that have been introduced, but are not yet in widespread use) were 
included directly. The selection of technology for the production of the output of each sector 
depends on the relative costs of the inputs to it. The MIMEC model is capable of addressing 
information on costs and energy savings by technology type for selected industries. Thus, in-depth 
analysis of selected industries can be linked through this model to overall economic activity. The 
analysis of other sectors cannot be explicitly represented in this model. The model chooses a mix 
of products that maximizes the discounted utility of consumption of a representative consumer, with 
a linear expenditure system underlying the model of consumer behavior. 

The LBL-CGE model is a multi-sector computable general equilibrium model designed for 
analyzing energy and environment policies. It focuses on macroeconomic effects of investment in 
the energy sector and also on effects of energy price increases on energy consumption in different 
sectors of the economy. The above are contrasted with effects of investment in improving energy 
efficiency. The energy economy interaction is modeled by dividing the economy in materials and 
energy sectors. The materials sector is subdivided into agriculture, basic industry, other industry, 
construction, transport and the services sector. The energy sector is divided into crude extraction, 
natural gas, electricity and petroleum products. The model allows for interfuel substitution both in 
production activities as well as in household consumption. Overall energy consumption is assumed 
to be sensitive with respect to prices and investment in energy efficiency. The effects of policies are 
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analyzed on different points of time in a comparative static framework. Unlike MIMEC, continuous 
functions rather than process analysis are used to represent production possibilites. It is proposed 
to experiment with alternative functional forms and nesting schemes for modeling production 
technology. (See Appendix F for further discussion.) 

3.3.6 Decision Analysis Methodology 

The Analytical Hierarchy Process, or AHP, is a decision analysis tool that allows the explicit 
application of both quantitative and qualitative policy criteria. It includes a technique for weighing 
different criteria in combination according to the judgment of the analyst. Possible criteria include 
cost (life-cycle and capital), resource availability, social acceptance, state-of-development, 
environmental impact, and infrastructure requirements. The AHP has been applied by the U.S. 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory to the study of renewable energy technologies in Mexico. 
For further discussion, see Appendix G. 

3.4 KEY STEPS IN THE MODELING PROCESS 

The modeling process typically consists of a number of interrelated steps. Seven key steps 
in the process are briefly discussed here: (1) determining model objectives, (2) model formulation, 
(3) data collection, (4) data analysis, (5) model calibration, (6) model implementation, and (7) 
sensitivity analysis. 

The first step in the model building process is typically the selection of one or more 
objectives for the analysis. For example, if carbon emissions are to be addressed in a model, are 
costs and benefits of carbon emissions to be balanced? Are emissions to be reduced a specified 
amount at minimum cost? Are the impacts of various policies on carbon emissions to be traced? 
If benefits, costs, or impacts are to be considered, how are they to be measured? 

The choice of objective(s) places some restrictions on the model formulation, but a number 
of alternatives are still generally feasible. Should the model be formulated to optimize some 
objective, to compute an energy, or economy-wide equilibrium, or simply to simulate the evolution 
of the market as various external forces and policies evolve? Crucial decision made here include 
the amount of geographic, and sectoral aggregation, the time horizon, the dis-aggregation of time 
into time periods, the amount of foresight to attribute to various economic actors, and the decision 
rules used by those actors. 

These considerations influence the decision among energy accounting, engineering 
optimization, and economic optimization models. In the accounting models, the comparison among 
policies, including cost-benefit calculations, is carried out externally by the analyst. In the 
engineering optimization models, minimum costs associated with different energy sector 
configurations are computed by the model, but these are not explicitly integrated with the larger 
economy. The hybrid models provide integrated optimization within the model itself, thereby 
enabling the analyst to rank policies directly. 
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Data collection and analysis. Model formulation is often constrained by the amount and · 
quality of the data available. Two types of data may be employed: (1) historical economic data 
regarding economic activity, amounts of labor, capital, materials and energy consumed, and (2) 
engineering data concerning the costs of existing and likely future technologies. Once data has been 
collected it may be analyzed in a number of ways. It may simply be checked for quality, or statistical 
methods may be used to estimate relationships between key economic parameters. 

Data considerations also differ among different types of models. In the more engineering
focussed models, input-output data on energy use and efficiency can be the primary need, with only 
aggregate macroeconomic data required to derive forecasts. In models that employ more detailed 
economic elements, estimates of parameters such as elasticities of substitution are also required. 
The latter can dictate more sophisticated statistical methods for model implementation. 

Model calibration. When the necessary data have been introduced into the model, it is then 
usually necessary to calibrate it to current conditions. This is generally possible because the model 
has more parameters than necessary to calibrate it to current conditions. Of course, if credible 
independent estimates of enough of these parameters are available, care must be taken to calibrate 
by varying the least reliable parameter values. 

Model implementation. Once the model has been calibrated, it is usually embedded in a 
user-friendly computer environment to allow inputs to be changed and outputs observed easily, and 
the model to be solved efficiently. Once the model has been implemented, extensive sensitivity 
analyses are usually run to determine to which inputs the model outputs of interest are most 
sensitive. This yields information of use to policy developers and gives the user more or less 
confidence in the model, depending on how the results square with intuition. Sensitivity analyses, 
thus, form an important part of the model assessment process, which also includes third-party review 
of the data and formulation of the model and comparisons of the results it produces with those 
produced by other models with the same objectives. 

3.5 KEY CHALLENGES IN THE MODELING PROCESS 

A number of key challenges must be met in order to proceed through the model building 
process successfully. Each modeling project confronts its own unique set of challenges, but some 
appear to be common to almost any effort. These include (1) incorporating efficiency versus equity, 
(2) aggregation over time, regions, sectors, and consumers, (3) representing decision rules used by 
consumers, (4) incorporating technical change, (5) capturing facility retirement dynamics, (6) 
avoiding extreme solutions, and (7) accounting for carbon flows. 

Non~ of the models we have discussed provides explicitly for making trade-offs between 
efficiency and equity. Different models, however, have different implications for the analyst's 
consideration of this important issue. Non-optimization models do not themselves choose among 
different policies in an explicit way, but can allow for the ranking of policies according to criteria 
specified by the analyst, including considerations of equity. Engineering optimization models, since 
they focus on least-cost solutions to the provision of energy services, leave to the analyst the 
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judgment of how to trade-off the importance of energy with that of other economic and social 
priorities. The models which optimize the utility of a representative consumer, in a sense, constrain 
consideration of the issue the most. Embedded in this modeling structure is a view of the economic 
system that equates social optima with competitive economic equilibria; the appropriateness of this 
perspective in the application at hand must be weighed in selecting a model. 

Perhaps the most fundamental formulation issues faced by the model builder involve the 
level of aggregation at which costs and benefits are calculated. Economic efficiency is generally 
insured if discounted benefits less costs are maximized in the aggregate and any desired income 
re-distribution is handled subsequently. The models described here do not explicitly examine equity 
considerations; these would have to be examined outside the model. Decision-makers, however, 
are fundamentally interested in how the costs and benefits fall on various income, industry, and 
regional groups. Coupled with the relative emphasis of the analysis on equity versus efficiency is 
the desired level of disaggregation of the model by region, time periods, industry, and income group. 
Obviously, the level of disaggregation must be sufficient to allow reporting of results at the desired 
level, but there in some cases the projection of an aggregate variable can be improved by some level 
of disaggregation to capture the heterogeneity in decision making objects on the part of the different 
groups. These decision rules themselves are critical elements of the models, and range from 
minimizing discounted future costs (or maximizing benefits) over a forty or fifty year time horizon to 
picking investments that come close to minimizing costs based on conditions for a single year only, 
which is more typical of the LBL-CGE model. 

Accounting models contain no explicit representation of consumer decision-making. In 
practice, however, their use often reflects the view that certain "market barriers" constrain 
consumers from making optimal decisions with respect to energy efficiency. At the other extreme, 
the use of the "representative consumer" in the optimization models rests upon very strong 
assumptions regarding consumer behavior. Key among these is the assumption of perfect foresight. 
It is also important to note that this method of representing the aggregate outcome of individual 
decision-making serves primarily to ensure mathematical and empirical tractability, and has only 
weak theoretical justification as a model of market processes. 

Another set of key assumptions about inputs are those made about the costs and 
efficiencies of current and future technologies, both for energy supply and energy use. Most 
analysts use a combination of statistical analysis of historical data on the demand for individual fuels, 
and a process analysis of individual technologies in use or under development to repres~nt trends 
in energy technologies. At some point these two approaches tend to look quite similar though, as 
the end-use process analysis usually runs out of new technology concepts after several decades, 
and it is then assumed that the efficiency of the most efficient technologies for which there is an 
actual proposed design will continue to improve as time goes on. Particularly important, but difficult, 
here is projecting technological progress. Attempts to empirically estimate the dependence of future 
trends in productivity on factor prices, including energy, are rare. · 

Most current modeling approaches focus on investments in new energy producing and 
consuming equipment, which is typically assumed to have a fixed useful lifetime. In scenarios where 
conditions change significantly (either through external factors or explicit policy initiatives) it may be 
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economic to retire facilities earlier or later than dictated purely by physical depreciation rates. This 
endogenous calculation of facility retirement dates can be handled analytically in most models, but 
represents a major increase in data and computational requirements. 

Another typical problem, particular1y with models that assume optimizing behavior on the part 
of individual economic agents, such as MARKAL-MACRO and MIMEC, is the danger of "knife edge" 
resuHs, where a few cents difference in the cost of two competing technologies can lead to picking 
the cheaper one. This is generally handled by disaggregating consumers into different groups who 
see somewhat different prices for the same technology (e.g., coal is cheaper in the coal fields than 
a thousand miles away), modeling the decision process as somewhat less than perfect, and/or 
building appropriate time lags into the modeling structure. 

Finally, estimating carbon flows for ·a given energy system configuration can be 
complicated. It is more accurate to measure emissions as close to the point of combustion as 
possible so types of coal and oil product can be distinguished and feedstocks (which do not 
necessarily produce carbon emissions) can be netted out. However, a point of use model requires 
far more data and computation than the models described here which aggregate several fuel types 
and use average carbon emissions factors for each fossil fuel. 

3.6 SELECTION AND USABILITY OF MODELS FOR MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

lhe selection of an appropriate model depends on the purpose for which the model will be 
used, and the data and human resources available to make proper use of it. It is important to list 
the questions that the model will be used to address, in order of priority, prior to selecting a model. 

The models described in this chapter differ in their usability for mitigation studies among 
countries. Several usability criteria appear to be critical, but how critical each criteria is depends on 
the analytic environment in the country under consideration, e.g., Ph.D. economists may be plentiful 
in some countries, but scarce in others. Table 3-2 shows how the models considered in this chapter 
can be scored on several usability criteria, which are further discussed below. 

Data requirements. The selection of a model for mitigation assessment needs to be guided 
by the data that are already available and those that might be collectable within the time period of 
the assessment. A mitigation assessment requires that data be collected for various energy forms 
and on the technical characteristics of mitigation measures. Switching to less-carbon-intensive fuels 
and more efficient supply and use of energy are two basic types of mitigation opportunities. 
Switching includes the use of renewables. The availability of data for both renewables and energy 
efficiency opportunities is inadequate in most developing and transitional countries, as official data 
collection is primarily focused on conventional fuels. 

An energy accounting model (STAIR or LEAP) has the simplest framework which can be 
used for mitigation assessment with the minimum of non-energy data. But even in this case, if a 
mitigation assessment requires the evaluation of costs, then data on cost of individual options is 
needed. Most countries have energy balances, but a mitigation assessment will need data well 



Table 3-2: Ease of Use Factors for Representative Models 

CRITERIA STAIR LEAP ETO MARKAL EN PEP MARKAL- LBL-CGE 
MACRO 

Data Light- Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate- Moderate- Moderate 
Requirements Moderate Heavy Heavy 

Hardware PC286 PC386 PC486 PC486 PC486 PC486 PC386 
Requirements 

Software Spreadsheet Spreadsheet GAMS GAMS Internal GAMS- GAMS-
Requirements MINOS MINOS 

Ease of Modifying Easy Harder Easy Moderate Harder Moderate Easy 
Source Code 

Ease of Modifying Easy Easy Harder Easy Easy Easy Harder 
Data/Report Writing 

Ease of Including Not Applicable Not Applicable Harder Harder Easy Harder Easy 
Non-Market Factors 
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beyond these, and an analyst needs to bear this in mind before attempting a detailed mitigation 
assessment. 

The other bottom-up models (ETO, MARKAL and ENPEP) require increasingly more 
sophisticated data sets. Since the optimization models rank options on the basis of their costs of 
providing energy services, reliable estimates of costs become crucial to the least-cost selection of 
technology options. The ENPEP model complicates this further by requiring both supply and 
demand curves for each type of fuel. Gathering data for these curves can be difficult when future 
resources are nqt known with much certainty. 

The hardware and software requirements for each model can be crucial in the early stages 
of model development, but these may be the easiest constraints to surmount as computer costs fall 
and the requisite computer infrastructure (particularly as regards technical support services) 
develops in each country. 

The ease of modifying the source code of the models varies considerably. LEAP and 
ENPEP use a proprietary software code and a user cannot access the model code and make 
changes to it. STAIR and ETO, on the other hand, use an open structure whereby the user can make 
changes to the code. STAIR uses either Lotus 123 or Symphony and ETO uses the GAMS software. 
MARKAL and MARKAL-MACRO are also programmed using GAMS, and the user can in principal 
access the source code and make changes to it. 

The advantage of being able to change the code is that the user can change the type of 
output desired from the model. For instance, if the user wishes to focus on capital investment and 
foreign exchange in addition to estimating the costs of providing energy services, he/she can make 
the changes to the ETO code to serve this purpose. Changing the source code requires a detailed 
understanding of the structure of the software and should only be done by a skilled modeler. 

A disadvantage of changing the software is that the software will not be transparent among 
different users, which complicates comparison of results. Modifications of the source code without 
guidance from the software provider/developer will also make support and maintenanc.e difficult. 
Some of the models also have a high degree of "built-in" flexibility; for example, in MARKAL an 
option of providing user-defined equations is included. The modular design of EN PEP also allows 
the user a high degree of flexibility. 

Ease of modification of input data and processing of results. Both ENPEP and 
MARKALIMARKAL-MACRO are provided with menu-driven user interfaces that simplify modification 
of input data and structuring of the modeL For both systems demonstration cases with default data 
are provided. These interfaces also organize file handling and execution of runs, and include result 
processing menus for both tabular and graphical display. A similar menu-driven data entry system 
is provided with LEAP, which also includes a flexible graphics reporting system. 

ETO and LBL-CGE do not have any specialized user interface. In both cases modification 
of data is done directly in the GAMS input file. The results are checked and processed through 
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investigation of the output file produced by GAMS. For presentation and analysis of the results the 
GAMS output file can be modified and imported to spreadsheet software like Excel. 

Incorporation of non-market factors. For some countries a significant issue can be 
incorporating factors other than those that lead to competitive market equilibrium solutions. Typically, 
optimization models can compute a competitive equilibrium market solution quite efficiently, but they 
must be modified, sometimes substantially, to include factors that depart from the competitive 
equilibrium paradigm. Models which search iteratively for an equilibrium solution are generally less 
efficient in finding competitive equilibria, but easier to modify to take into account non-competitive 
market factors. One prime example of an important non-competitive market factor is average cost 
pricing for electricity. The optimization models must be modified to convert the marginal cost prices 
they produce automatically into average cost prices, while the iterative equilibrium models can 
accommodate any desired pricing rule directly. The accounting models, since they are not based 
upon the equilibrium concept, do not run into these problems directly. 

3.6.1 The types of questions that each model can best address 

Following are some key ques!ions that an analyst would seek to answer in a mitigation 
assessment: 

1. What is the economic cost of providing energy services in a baseline or mitigation scenario? 
What is the incremental cost between scenarios? 

1 a. What are the capital and foreign exchange implications of pursuing alternative scenarios? 

2. What is the economic cost of pursuing particular mitigation options, such as high efficiency 
lighting or a renewable technology, and what are its carbon implications? 

3. What are the costs of reducing carbon emissions to a predetermined target level? (Target 
may be annual or cumulative). 

4. What is the shape of the marginal cost curve for reducing carbon emissions? 

4a. How do alternative technologies rank in terms of their carbon abatement potential? 
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Any one of the three types of models discussed above can address questions 1 and 2.1 

However, only the ETO model is currently set up to address the foreign exchange component of 
question 1 a, which is important for developing country planners. 

Question 3 is easiest to address using an optimization model. The other models may require 
several runs to come up with an answer. Of the two optimization models, MARKAL is a dynamic 
model, while ETO focuses on a target year. MARKAL can evaluate the impacts of a cumulative 
carbon constraint, as well as annual constraints changing over time. Both models can evaluate 
target-year constraints. · 

Question 4 requi'res that energy supply and demand be evaluated in an integrated manner. 
A demand-side mitigation measure may change the energy supply configuration measure, which will 
affect the GHG emissions of the energy system. The optimization and iterative models are capable 
of capturing the integrated effect and deriving the changes in carbon emissions. The accounting 
models may not capture the changes in the energy supply mix and the consequent GHG emissions, 
and thus may show higher emissions reduction for a mitigation measure. Only the optimization 
models can calculate marginal costs directly. In the other models an approximation of the marginal 
cost curve can be constructed by performing a large number of carefully selected runs (see 
discussion of cost curves in Chapter 2). 

3.7 DESIGNING AND SETTING UP A BOTTOM-UP ANALYSIS 

The first step in conducting a mitigation analysis is to begin the collection of relevant data. 
The analyst must also define several key parameters that will guide data collection and analysis, 
such as the base year and the time horizon of the study. Data are then assembled in a modeling 
or accounting framework, which should be designed to reflect local conditions and priorities. In order 
to ensure consistency, the detailed data should be calibrated to match official aggregate energy 
supply totals and any existing GHG inventory. 

The exact data requirements for a given study will depend on the nature of the energy 
demand and supply model that the analyst develops. Development of the model structure and 
relationships, in tum, depends upon the availability of disaggregated data, local circumstances and 
priorities, the relative importance of sectors and end-uses in terms of current and projected GHG 
emissions, and the specific mitigation options that will be considered. As a consequence, data 
collection, the specification of model structure and the screening of mitigation options are 
interdependent and thus iterative tasks. 

1Each of the models descnbed above currently ranks or selects technological options, or can do so, on the 
basis of their net present value or annualized energy cost. The models thus assume that energy costs 
determine the choice among demand- and supply-side technologies and processes. In the optimization models 
ETO and MARKAL, technologies can also be selected on the basis of total cost of industrial production, which 
assumes that industries make their technology choices on the basis of total production cost rather than energy 
cost alone. 
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Two key considerations are the choice of discount rates and the definition of which costs and 
benefits to include in the analysis. Direct economic costs include the costs for equipment, 
operations and maintenance, and energy resources. The analyst might want to estimate the 
administrative and program costs associated with measures to encourage adoption of mitigation 
technologies and practices. 2 The analyst must also decide whether less tangible social and 
environmental costs will be included. 

3. 7.1 Data Collection 

Regardless of the approach taken and analysis tool used, the collection of reliable data is a 
major and relatively time-consuming aspect of mitigation analysis. In order to keep data constraints 
from becoming a serious obstacle to the analysis, two points are essential. First, modeling tools 
should be sufficiently flexible to adapt to local data constraints. Second, the data collection process 
should be as efficient as possible. Efficiency can be maximized by focusing the detailed analysis 
on sectors and end-uses where the potential for GHG mitigation is most significant, and avoiding 
detailed data collection and analysis in other sectors. 

Data collection generally begins with the aggregate annual energy use and production figures 
typically found on a national energy balance sheet. The remaining data requirements will depend 
largely on (a) the disaggregated structure of the analysis; (b) the specific mitigation options 
considered; and (c) local conditions and priorities. 

The typical types of data needed for a bottom-up approach to mitigation analysis are shown 
in Table 3-3. They tend to fall within five general categori.es: macroeconomic and socioeconomic 
data; energy demand data; energy supply data; technology data; and emission factor data. The full 
listing of potential data requirements may appear rather daunting. In practice, however, much of the 
data needed may already be available in the form of national statistics, existing analytical tools, and 
data developed for previous energy sector studies. The development and agreement on baseline 
projections of key variables, the characterization of mitigation options relevant to local conditions, 
and, if not already available, the compilation of disaggregated energy demand data are typically the 
most challenging data collection tasks facing the analyst. 

In general, emphasis should be placed on locally-derived data. The primary data sources 
for most mitigation assessments that are carried out over a period of around one year will be existing 
energy balances, industry-specific studies, household energy surveys, electric utility company data 
on customer load profiles, oil company data on fuel supply, historical fuel price series maintained by 
government departments, vehicle statistics kept by the transportation department, etc. The main 
thrust of the data collection effort is not so much on collecting new primary data but on collating 
secondary data and establishing a consistent data set suitable for analysis using the model of 
choice. 

2 To specify these costs more precisely would generally require that the exact mechanism or program for efficiency 
improvement be identified. For the purpose of an initial mitigation analysis, simple assumptions will generally suffice, and 
can be modified once specific programs are evaluated. 



Table 3.3 Data Sources for a Bottom-up Mitigation Analysis 

Data Categories Types of Data Common Data Sources 
Macroeconomic Variables 

Aggregate driving GOP/value added, population, household size National statistics and plans; macroeconomic studies 
variables 
More detailed driving Physical production for energy intensive materials; Macroeconomic studies; transport sector studies, household surveys, etc. 
variables transportation requirements; agricultural production and 

irrigated area; changes in income distribution, etc. 
Energy Demand 

Sector and subsector Fuel use by sector/subsector National energy statistics, national energy balance, energy sector yearbooks (oil, 
totals electricity, coal, etc.) 
End-use and technology Energy consumption breakdown by end-use and device: Local energy studies; surveys and audits; studies in similar countries; general 
characteristics by e.g. energy use characteristics of new vs. existing building rules of thumb from end-use literature; see e.g. Geller (1991); Reddy (1991); 
sector/subsector stock; vehicle stock; breakdown by type, vintage, and Schipper and Meyers (1992) 

efficiencies; or simpler breakdowns 
Response to price and Price and income elasticities Local econometric analyses; energy economics literature 
income changes (optional) 

Energy Supply 
Characteristics of energy Capital and O&M costs, performance (efficiencies, unit Local data, project engineering estimates, Technical Assessment Guide (EPRI, 
supply, transport, and intensities, capacity factors, etc.) 1993); IPCC Technology Characterization Inventory (US DOE; 1993) 
conversion facilities 
Energy prices Local utility or government projections; for globally traded energy products, see 

World Energy Council (1992); UNEP (1994a); US DOE (1994) 
Energy supply plans New capacity on-line dates, costs, characteristics; National energy plans; electric utility plans or projections; other energy sector 

industries (refineries, coal companies, etc.) 
Energy resources Estimated, proven recoverable reserves of fossil fuels; Local energy studies; World Energy Council (1992); Johannson et al. (1992) 

estimated costs and potential for renewable resources 
Technology Options 

Technology costs and Capital and O&M costs, performance (efficiencies, unit Local energy studies and project engineering estimates; technology suppliers; 
performance intensities, capacity factors, etc.) other mitigation studies (UNEP, 1994); IPCC Technology Characterization 

Inventory (US DOE, 1993) 
Penetration rates Percent of new or existing stock replaced per year; overall 

limits to achievable potential 
Administrative and For efficiency investment, often expressed in cost per unit 
program costs energy saved (fixed amount or % added to CSE) 

Emission Factors Kg GHG emitted per unit of ,energy consumed, produced, National inventory assessments; IPCC Inventory Guidelines (IPCC, 1994b); 
or transported. IPCC Technology Characterization Inventory (US DOE, 1993); 
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Where unavailable, local data can be supplemented with judiciously selected data from other 
countries. For example, current and projected cost and performance data for some mitigation 
technologies (e.g. high-efficiency motors or combined cycle gas units) may be unavailable locally, 
particularly if the technologies are not presently in wide use. For this purpose, technology data from 
other countries can provide indicative figures and a reasonable starting point. For data on energy 
use patterns, such as the fraction of electricity used for motor drive in the textile industry, the use 
of external data can be somewhat more problematic. In general, it may be possible to use estimates 
and general rules of thumb suggested by other country studies, particularly data from other countries 
with similar characteristics. 

3.7.2 Selecting and Characterizing Technology Options to Include in the Analysis 

The criteria for judging whether a specific option should be included in a mitigation analysis 
must encompass social, political, and cultural factors in addition to standard economic concerns. 
GHG mitigation must be integrated with other key national objectives, such as improving the balance 
of payments or promoting rural development. Some of the potential criteria that could be used for 
evaluating mitigation options are listed in Chapter 2. The final specification of screening criteria -
and weighing the relative importance of those criteria -- will depend on local conditions and priorities. 

Using a broad set of screening criteria to weed out unpromising, undesirable, or infeasible 
options requires considerable judgment. Many criteria will likely be qualitative and difficult to 
measure in an objective fashion. An obvious reason for screening out an option might be the 
infeasibility of its wide-scale application. Location of options --e.g. fuel resource options or power 
plants -- in environmentally or otherwise sensitive areas may rule them out. There might also be 
overriding concerns about political acceptability. In addition, there may be options, such as reducing 
traffic congestion, which may be difficult to analyze since quantifying the impact on GHG emissions 
may be difficult to do. 

Mitigation technology options can be identified from a variety of sources: country case 
studies, literature review, and international data bases such as those prepared by the IPCC and the 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) (see Box 3-1 ). If derived from studies in 
other countries, the cost, performance, and emission characteristics of specific options should be 
reviewed for their relevance in the local situation. 
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Box 3-1. Data Sources on Technologies for Reducing GHG Emissions 

Two sources of information that may be useful in a mitigation assessment are the IIASA C02 
Technology Data Bank (C02DB), developed by the International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis in Austria, and the Inventory of Technologies, Methods, and Practices for Reducing 
Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, prepared for the IPCC by the U.S. Department of Energy and 
the Environmental Protection Agency. Both of these sources contain a consistent set of information 
on many energy supply and end-use technologies. They each describe technical, economic, and 
environmental characteristics of the various technologies. The IPCC Inventory also describes 
implementation requirements (labor and infrastructure). 

The C02DB presently contains data on about 350 technologies, including conventional as 
well as more advanced technologies. The IPCC Inventory currently contains 43 energy supply and 
44 end-use technologies), and is focused more on advanced technologies. The source country for 
most of the information in the IPCC Inventory is the U.S., while the C02 DB is more oriented toward 
European sources. To enhance the usability of the technology data bank, IIASA has developed a 
fully interactive software package that simplifies retrieval of information. 

The IPCC Inventory is currently undergoing its first external review. The draft report is 
available from Richard Moss, IPCC Working Group II Technical Support Unit, Washington, DC, Fax: 
1-202-554-6715. The contact for the C02DB is Sabine Messner or Andreas Schaefer, IIASA, Fax: 
22-36-71313. 

The key data required for each technology are life-cycle costs (including capital, fuel, and 
operation and maintenance), energy consumption or production features, lifetime, and environmental 
characteristics. For end-use technologies, costs can be entered in terms of costs of saved energy 
(CSE) for efficiency improvements or the costs of specific equipment. For energy supply 
technologies, cost data can be entered in different formats depending on how the model is 
structured. These options include specifying combined costs per unit of energy produced (e.g. cost 
per kWh) or specific capital, fixed and variable operating and maintenance (O&M), and financing 
costs by plant type. It may not always be possible to enter all of the relevant data in a particular 
model, but it is important to have a convenient means of storing such information so that it may be 
used in a multi-criteria assessment. 

One approach for characterizing mitigation options is to employ individual experts with 
detailed knowledge of specific sectors. For example, a mitigation scenario analysis conducted for 
the U.S. involved teams of sector specialists who conducted separate analyses of technical and 
policy options for the buildings, transport, industrial, and energy supply sectors, using a common 
screening approach (UCS et al., 1991). These sectoral analyses generated the cost and penetration 
rate estimates for selected options that were then entered into the LEAP model as data for the 
integrated scenario analysis. 
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3.7.3 Design of Model Structures 

The development of demand and supply modeling (or accounting) structures is generally 
performed in parallel with the data collection process. The principal objectives in developing a model 
structure are: (a) to represent the national energy system and the major factors that influence its 
development, and (b) to include a sufficient level of detail to permit the analysis of selected mitigation 
options. For instance, where irrigated agriculture accounts for a significant share of electricity 
consumption and related GHG emissions, the model structure might include greater end-use detail 
in the agricultural sector to enable the evaluation of options such as improved pumpsets or more 
effective water delivery. In other countries, such model structure and data requirements might be 
irrelevant. In general, modeling (or accounting) structures should be tailored to local circumstances. 

High levels of disaggregation and detailed data structure are characteristic of end-use 
approaches. While disaggregated data can help in evaluating specific technological options, 
excessive data disaggregation can be an a11alytical burden. Where local data are scarce or 
unreliable and are augmented by the use of secondary data or assumptions, the better resolution 
otherwise provided by disaggregation is lost in the fuzziness caused by the data. An efficient 
solution can be to use higher resolution disaggregated approaches in key sectors or subsectors 
where the potential for cost-effective GHG mitigation appears high. Less detailed methods can be 
used to provide a broader overview in other sectors. 

3.7.3.1 Energy demand structure 

The way in which energy demands are represented varies somewhat among different 
models. An example of a demand analysis structure (from the LEAP Demand program) is shown in 
Figure 3-2. To develop such a structure, the analyst must: 

(a) Design a "branch structure." The analyst specifies the demand sectors (e.g., residential, 
industry, and transport) to be modeled, then breaks down each sector, to the degree desired 
and appropriate, into subsectors (e.g., iron and steel production, chemicals, etc.), end-uses 
(e.g., motive power, process heat) and devices (e.g., electric motors, furnaces, boilers, etc.) 
as necessary. Each of the four levels may have as many, or as few, branches as are 
required. Greater disaggregation should be used to model those sectors, subsectors, end
uses and devices where the potential for GHG reduction is greatest. The design of a demand 
structure often requires frequent references to the available data as the design progresses. 

(b) Specify the appropriate variables for each branch. Here the task is to pick the relevant 
variables that "drive" the demand for energy. Consider the simple representation of cooking 
in urban households shown in Figure 3.2. At the sector level, either population or the total 
number of households could be specified. Since cooking generally occurs at the household 
level, the number of households is usually a better driving variable than population for 
projecting energy use for cooking. Similar choices need to be made for other branches, e.g. 
whether energy use in the iron and steel industry should be a function of physical production 



Figure 3.2 Schematic of Demand Structure for Country X 
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(e.g. tonnes of an indicator commodity, such a steel, produced) or economic output 
(e.g. value added for the industrial subsector). These choices will depend on local 
conditions, data availability, and robustness of the relationships. 

The urban household cooking data in Figure 3.2 illustrates the activity level and energy 
intensity specification for one demand "branch". The numerical data shown are for the base year, 
1990. At the first level, the driving activity is households, of which there are assumed to be 8 million 
in 1990. At level two, the fraction of these households in the "Urban" subsector is entered (30% in 
1990). At the third and fourth levels, the saturation of the cooking end-use (1 00%, since most every 
household cooks) and fuel shares and energy intensities are entered, respectively. For example, 
30% of urban households in 1990 used electric stoves at an annual final energy intensity of 1.44 GJ 
per household. 

Some data values can be taken directly from existing statistical compilations, while the 
analyst may have to derive or estimate other values based on existing statistics, survey data, or even 
representative data from nearby countries. In some cases, only more aggregate statistics will be 
available. For example, the analyst may know the average electricity use per urban household, but 
only have suggestive data about the saturation and electricity use levels for specific end-uses (such 
as lighting, cooking, or refrigeration). In such cases, the analyst will have to use judgment and refer 
to other studies. 

3. 7 .3.2 Energy supply structure 

The design of an energy supply structure varies considerably among different models. 
Optimization models and especially a model such as EN PEP have more complex representations 
of the energy supply system, allowing for a detailed description of options for energy extraction, 
conversion, and distribution that the model can choose among. Some general steps in designing 
an energy supply stucture are: 

(a) Define the important energy extraction, conversion, and distribution activities 
in the country. Energy sector models generally contain a default list of energy 
transformation "modules" that can be changed to suit local conditions and the 
mitigation options being considered. 

(b) Specify process data. Within each transformation module, the analyst specifies 
more detailed "process-level" data describing individual facilities or types of facilities 
such as electricity generation plants. The degree of detail in which data are specified 
should reflect the importance of each energy supply sub-sector in the mitigation 
analysis. In many countries, the electric sector is the most important GHG emissions 
source, so the analysis may call for more detailed data on the cost and performance 
characteristics of individual generation technologies. For each technology, the 
analyst specifies input fuels, capacity, efficiency, capacity factor and the capital and 
operating and maintenance costs, and, if relevant, the co-production of other energy 
outputs, such as cogenerated steam. 
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(c) Define the operating rules for each transformation sector. The analyst indicates 
how facilities will operate to meet demand outputs (e.g. electricity or refinery 
products). Facilities can operate to meed local demand, to meet export targets, or 
other criteria. For the electricity sector, for example, specific plants can be 
dispatched to meet an annual system load curve. 

3.7.3.3 Calibration to base year energy balance 

Once detailed data structures have been established, and data entered for the base year, 
the full data set should be calibrated to reflect official base year energy supply totals. When summed 
across end-uses, subsectors, and sectors, the total energy use and required supply, determined 
from a set of disaggregate "bottom-up" data, will often disagree with official supply totals. 
Disaggregated data must then be reviewed and adjusted, based upon the analyst's judgment. Large 
differences generally indicate the need for closer analysis. Small differences can be allocated to the 
least accurately defined demand categories, such as "other industries", or can be allocated to all 
energy use categories on a pro-rata basis. 

3.7.4 Setting up Emissions Data 

Setting up the calculations by which fuel use estimates are translated into estimates of the 
emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants has three elements: 

(a) Decide which gases to consider. Energy sector activities release a number of 
different types of pollutants in varying quantities. The analyst must reduce the large 
field of pollutants to a number that is manageable for the study. Among greenhouse 
gases, carbon dioxide (C02) is almost always the GHG released from energy sector 
activities in the largest quantities. Other greenhouse gases that can be of 
importance include methane and nitrous oxide. The analyst may also wish to 
consider other pollutant emissions, such as sulfur oxides (SO,J and nitrogen oxides 
(NO,J. 

(b) Specify emission factors for each energy activity. Relevant emission factors 
should be specified for each appropriate energy conversion, transport, and 
production activity, and each appropriate energy-consuming activity. If not available 
from the GHG Inventory, GHG emission factors can be taken from the IPCC and 
other sources, as listed in Table 3-3. 

(c) Calibrate base year emissions. Once connections have been made between 
energy data and emission factors, the resulting national energy sector emission 
estimates should be compared and calibrated to ghd GHG emissions inventory, if 
available. Differences between the base year emissions estimates from the 
mitigation study and an official GHG inventory may be due to a number of factors, 
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including differences in energy data, differences in emission factors, or off-line 
computational errors. 

3.8 DEVELOPING A BASELINE SCENARIO 

Developing a baseline scenario that portrays social, demographic, and technological 
development over a 20-40 year or longer time horizon can be one of the most challenging aspects 
of a mitigation analysis. The levels of projected future baseline emissions shape the amount of 
reductions required if a specific mitigation scenario target is specified, and the relative impacts and 
desirability of specific mitigation options. For instance, if many low-cost energy efficiency 
improvements are adopted in the baseline scenario, this would yield lower baseline emissions and 
leave less room for these improvements to have an impact in a mitigation scenario. 

Development of a baseline scenario begins with the definition of scenario characteristics (e.g. 
"business-as-usual"). Changes in exogenous driving variables must then be specified and entered 
into the model, which is then run to simulate overall energy use and emissions over the time horizon 
selected. The baseline scenario must be evaluated for reasonableness and consistency, and 
revised accordingly. Uncertainty in the evolution of the baseline scenario can be reflected through 
sensitivity analysis of key parameters such as GDP growth. 

The procedure will vary somewhat depending on the modeling approach used and the nature 
of a baseline scenario. In an optimization model the use of different technologies is to a certain 
degree decided within the model, dependent on how much one wants to constrain the evolution of 
the baseline scenario. For example, the analyst might choose to construct a baseline scenario in 
which the energy supply system closely reflects or extrapolates from published plans. Alternately, 
the analyst might choose to give the model more flexibility to select a future energy supply system 
based on specific criteria. If one is using an optimization model, it is necessary to introduce certain 
constraints if one wishes to force the model toward a solution that approximates a "business-as
usual" future. 

The rate of economic growth and changes in domestic energy markets are among the most 
important assumptions affecting projected baseline emissions. Official government GDP projections 
may differ from other macroeconomic projections. In terms of domestic energy markets, the removal 
of energy price subsidies could greatly affect fuel choice and energy efficiency, and thus baseline 
emissions and the impacts of mitigation options. 

A preparatory step in developing a baseline scenario is to assemble available forecasts, 
projections, or plans. These might include national economic development plans, demographic and 
economic projections, sector-specific plans (e.g. expansion plans for the iron and steel industry), 
plans for transport and other infrastructure, studies of trends in energy use (economy wide, by 
sector, or by end-use), plans for investments in energy facilities (electricity expansion plans, new gas 
pipelines, etc.), studies of resource availability, and projections of future resource prices. In short, 
all studies that attempt to look into a country's future -- or even the future of a region -- may provide 
useful information for the specification of a baseline scenario. However, it is unlikely that every 
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parameter needed to complete the baseline scenario will be found in national documents, or even 
that the documents will provide a consistent picture of a country's future. As with much of the 
modeling process, the judgment of the analyst in making reasonable assumptions and choices is 
indispensable. 

3.8.1 Developing Projections of Energy Demand 

In bottom-up approaches, projections of future energy demand are based on two parameters 
for each subsector or end use considered: a measure of the activity that drives energy demand, and 
a measure of the energy intensity of each activity, expressed in energy units per unit of activity. 

Measures of activity include data on household numbers, production of key industrial 
products, and demand for transport and services. Activity may be measured in aggregate terms at 
the sectoral level (e.g., total industrial value added, total 
passenger-km or ton-km), and by using indicators at the subsector level. These two measures need 
not be identical. For example, total industrial value added is a common indicator for aggregate 
activity for the industrial sector, but for specific subsectors such as steel or cement one often uses 
tons of production as a measure of activity. In general, physical measures of activity are preferable, 
but they are not appropriate in all cases (such as in light industry, where there is no aggregate 
measure of physical production). Measures of activity are discussed in more detail in the chapters 
on each energy demand sector (Chapters 4-7). 

In bottom-up approaches, future values for driving activities are exogenous. In other words, 
they are based on external estimates or projections rather than being estimated by the model itself. 
Future values can be drawn from a variety of sources, or estimated using various forecasting 
methods. Estimates of the future levels of activity or equipment ownership will depend on local 
conditions and the behavioral and functional relationships within each sector. 

Projections of the future development of energy intensities in each sub-sector or end use can 
be expressed in terms of final energy or useful energy.3 When the choice of end-use options is 
conducted within the model, however, the energy demand should be given in terms of useful energy 
to allow the model to select among technologies for meeting the energy requirements. 

Projections should start from the base year values, such that the sum of the product of 
energy intensity and activity level in each sub-sector add up to total final or useful energy use in the 
base year. In energy statistics the data are normally presented in terms of final energy. If the 

3t'Useful energy" refers to the amount of energy required to meet particular demands for energy services. 
It is typically estimated by multiplying final energy consumption by the average conversion efficiency of end-use 
equipment (e.g., of oil-fired boilers}. Applying the concept of useful energy is more difficult in the transport 
sector, although one can use the estimated conversion efficiency of generic engine types in various vehicle 
classes. 
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projections are to be given in useful energy units, the statistical data should be converted using 
estimated base year efficiencies for each end-use. 

Ideally, the projections of energy intensities should be based in part on historical 
developments. To the extent statistical data on a disaggregated level are available, they give limited 
information for economies that have undergone significant structural changes or changes in 
taxation/subsidies on energy. Even if reliable historical data are available, assumptions on the 
development of the energy intensities have to be made using careful judgment about the status of 
existing end-use technologies and future efficiency improvements that should be included in the 
projections. 

It is important to distinguish between improvements included in the exogenous demand 
projections and improvements that are explicitly included as technology options in the model. For 
example, future improvements of building insulation standards can either be directly included in the 
demand projections as an improvement of intensity for space heating, or modeled as "technology 
options" that can be chosen individually in the assessment, depending on their attractiveness in the 
different scenarios. The distinction is especially important in optimization models. One can assume 
that the insuration standards will be implemented (e.g. through use of regulations), or allow the 
model to choose the implementation. In the latter case, the insulation option will be implemented 
if its cost is less than the cost of supplying the heat using available options for space heating. 

3.8.2 Calculate and Review Results of the Baseline Scenario 

Once the assumptions to be used in the baseline scenario have been mapped out, the next 
step is to enter the projected values for key parameters. When the data set is complete, the model 
calculates the results of the baseline scenario. The analyst should check results to ensure that they 
appear reasonable and logical. When reviewing initial demand results, many questions should be 
raised, such as: Do the growth' rates of fuel demand in each sector make sense, based on the input 
assumptions, past trends, and expected developments? Are there changes in demand patterns that 
seem unlikely? 

When reviewing supply results, the analyst may need to ensure that all fuel demands are 
being met, either through domestic production or by imports. For the electricity system, the analyst 
should make sure that an adequate reserve margin is maintained throughout the planning period, 
and that there is a reasonable balance between baseload, intermediate, and peaking resources.4 

If supply resources are insufficient, demands should be curtailed, prices augmented, or new supply 
resources added. If excess capacity (e.g. unneeded power plants) and/or resources are present, 

4 The reserve margin is the difference between. total installed electric generation capacity and the annual peak demand, 
divided by the peak demand. In general, reserve margins of 15 to 25% are considered adequate for ensuring reliability of 
electric service. Larger reserve margins might indicate an electricity generation system that is over-built (and thus more 
expensive than necessary) or poorly maintained. Base load resources are power plants that run most of the time to meet a 
constant level of demand day and night. Peaking plants run less frequently to meet demand only at "peak" periods (e.g. in 
the morning or evening) when demand is highest. 
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expansion plans should be delayed or curtailed, if possible. (In an optimization model or a system 
simulation model, these supply-side "checks" are generally performed by the model.) 

The final step is to calculate the emissions consequences of the scenario. Here again, the 
analyst should review results to see if they are reasonable. Are the emissions of the expected order 
of magnitude? If not, and errors in the data sets have been eliminated as possible causes, some 
emission factors may be incorrect or missing. 

Once the initial baseline scenario is prepared, it should be reviewed to assess whether it 
presents a comprehensive and plausible future for the country in light of real-world constraints. 
Some specific questions might include: 

• Can the indicated growth rates in energy demand be sustained over the study 
period? Is it a reasonable rate, given rec~nt experience in the country and region? 

• Is the level of capital investment needed to sustain the indicated levels of industrial 
growth likely to be forthcoming? 

• Will the country be able to afford the bill for fuel imports that is implied by the 
baseline scenario? 

• Will the level of capital investment needed for energy supply system expansion be 
available, given competition for limited financial resources? 

• Is the indicated increase in transportation use plausible given current and planned 
transportation infrastructure? 

• Are the emission factors in use appropriate for future technologies?5 

Answers to these questions might indicate the need for adjustments to the baseline scenario 
or sensitivity analyses of key parameters. 

3.9 DEVELOPING MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

The process of developing a mitigation scenario or scenarios involves establishing a scenario 
objective and combining specific options in an integrated scenario. Integrated scenario analysis is 
essential for developing accurate and internally consistent estimates of overall cost and emissions 
impacts since the actual emissions reduction from employing a specific option can depend on the 
other options included in a scenario. For instance, the level of reduction in GHG emission 

5 C02 emissions per unit of fuel use (or production) are unlikely to change much as new technologies are introduced. 
Emission factors for other gases are more likely to be affected by technological changes. 
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associated with an option that saves electricity is dependent on the electricity generation resources 
whose use would be avoided (e.g., coal, oil, hydro, or a mix). In reality, the type of electricity 
generation that the efficiency option would avoid will change over time, and, if lower GHG emitting 
electricity resources are also introduced in the scenario, the GHG savings of the efficiency option 
may be reduced. Integrated scenario analyses are intended to capture these and other interactive 
effects. 

Where using an optimization model the difference in input data for the baseline scenario and 
the mitigation scenario(s) is typically less than in an accounting model, where the choice of 
technologies is exogenous to the model. An optimization model chooses from the whole set of 
available technologies to satisfy the given constraints . 

3.9.1 Objectives for Mitigation Scenarios 

Several objectives are possible for designing a mitigation scenario. The objective will depend 
on political and practical considerations. Types of objectives include: 

• Emission reduction targets. For example: 12.5% reduction in C02 emissions by 2010, 
and 25% reduction by 2030, from baseline levels. An alternative is to specify reductions 
from base year levels, which avoids making the amount of reduction dependent on the 
specification of the baseline scenario. 

• Identify options up to a certain cost per ton of emissions reduction. The emissions 
reduction given by the resulting technology mix would reflect the level of reduction that 
could be achieved at a certain marginal cost 

• "No regrets" scenario. This scenario is a common variant of the previous type of 
objective, where the screening threshold is essentially zero cost per tonne of GHG 
reduced. This type of scenario could reflect a case where one uses a social discount 
rate for the whole economy to calculate costs. 

• Specific options or packages of options. Examples of this type of scenario might be a 
"natural gas" scenario, a "renewable energy" scenario, or a "nuclear" scenario. 

Another important aspect of defining the scenario objective is to decide on whether only C02 

or several GHGs will targeted. Non-C02 GHGs, such as CH4 (methane) or N20 (nitrous oxide), can 
be separately targeted for reduction, or a combined reduction target can be specified using global 
warming potentials (GWPs). 
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3.9.2 Developing Integrated Scenario(s) 

The manner in which one develops an integrated scenario containing a combination of 
mitigation technology options differs among energy sector models. In an accounting model such as 
LEAP, the analyst selects specific options based on their cost of saved carbon and other 
characteristics, and specifies their penetration. In an optimization or simulation model, the selection 
of technologies is done by the model according to its internal logic and criteria specified by the user. 

It is often desirable to develop several mitigation scenarios, as different combinations of options 
might have similar total direct costs but differ with respect to criteria such as balance of payments 
or local environmental well-being. Since many objectives are important to national policy, and 
modeling approaches cannot capture all costs and benefits, the absolute lowest cost scenario may 
not be the preferable one. 

In addition, the analyst may choose to assemble a range of plausible assumptions for key input 
variables, and test their impacts as sensitivity analyses. 

3.9.2.1 Penetration rates of mitigation technologies 

A key task is to determine reasonable penetration rates for technology options. Penetration 
rates denote the speed at which a technology or practice can be adopted ("enter the market"). For 
large investments, such as power plants or large industrial investments, the penetration rate will 
generally be expressed in terms of the timing and size of discrete changes or capacity additions. 
For instance, for technical and infrastructure reasons, there might be a limited amount of wind power 
that can be installed by a specific future date. Alternatively, the intermittent nature of wind power 
generation might limit its maximum achievable penetration to 20% of total electricity generation, if 
no storage capacity is available. 

For smaller investments, such as consumer appliances or smaller industrial investments 
penetration rates are typically expressed in terms of the percent penetration per year of improved 
technologies or practices. For instance, an achievable market penetration rate for high-efficiency 
refrigerators might be 50% of new purchases per year. If 6% of all refrigerators are replaced (or 
purchased by households who previously had none) each year, the total penetration rate of energy
efficient refrigerators into the total stock of refrigerators would be 3% per year. In addition to annual 
penetration rates, there might be a maximum achievable penetration level, akin to the limitation on 
wind power implementation described above, if a certain percentage of the market is unlikely to 
adopt a option for technical or behavioral reasons. 

In general, lower-GHG technologies can be introduced either (a) when existing equipment 
reaches the end of its economic life and needs replacement; (b) when new equipment is needed to 
meet growing demands; (c) as a retrofit measure which modifies existing equipment; or (d) by 
replacing existing equipment before the end of its economic lifetime. As a consequence, several 
factors can influence penetration rates, including: 
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Equipment lifetime. For example, a coal plant may last for 30 years, a refrigerator for 15 
years, and an incandescent light bulb for 1 year or less. Stock models can be used to track 
the replacement of "vintages" of technologies and indicate the timing and opportunity for 
technological improvements. Stock models can be represented in the integrating energy 
models. Alternately, more detailed stock models may be used for specific technologies. 

Technical, infrastructure or financing limitations. The local availability of products, 
technologies, skilled labor, and capital can influence how rapidly a mitigation option can be 
adopted. 

The policy instrument used. For example, to accelerate the adoption of energy-efficient 
refrigerators, either efficiency standards or incentive programs could be used; the two 
options would likely achieve rather different penetration rates. 

In an accounting model, the analyst specifies a particular penetration rate for each option. 
With an optimization model, the analyst typically specifies maximum (or minimum) penetration rates 
that restrict the model's selection. 

3.9.2.2 Review results 

A model will produce a variety of reports, including summaries of costs, savings, and 
emissions reductions achieved. The analyst should review the results for consistency and 
reasonableness. In an a~counting model, the energy supply system should be checked to ensure 
that it is sufficient to meet projected demands, without significant excess capacity. Reduced 
electricity demand will delay the need for new capacity, and the results should be reviewed to ensure 
that a reasonable reserve margin is maintained, but not substantially exceeded. 

3.10 COST CURVES FOR GHG ABATEMEN-rs 

GHG reduction in the energy system can be achieved through changes at many stages of 
the system, involving a wide variety of different energy technologies. Fully cost-efficient abatement 
should consider all available abatement options, at end-use, conversion and production stages, on 
an equal footing. A cost-efficiency analysis of GHG abatement in the energy system should 
therefore be able to compare all these different options in an integrated procedure. A cost curve 
expressing the costs per unit of emission reduction as a function of quantity of GHG reduced must 
thus be an aggregate of a number of different technical and structural changes in the energy system, 
many of which are interdependent. The capability of representing these interdependencies and how 
the detailed energy system information is mapped into a one-dimensional form differs significantly 
among the different models. 

6Parts of this section draw on UNEP Greenhouse Gas Abatement Costing Study, 1992. 
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In an accounting model it is implicitly assumed that the economic and GHG emission "value" 
of each technology can be determined independently because each technology is assumed to 
represent a marginal adjustment of the total system. However, if fundamental, non-marginal, 
structural changes of the supply system, such as fuel substitution and the introduction of combined 
heat and power (CHP) systems, are considered, the economic and GHG emission "values" for the 
energy demand technologies are not unique and cannot be determined independently of the supply 
system. Any investment alone can influence the total economy and GHG intensity of the energy 
system, and technologies must therefore be assigned different economic and GHG emission 
"values" depending on the system in which they take part. 

In· fully-integrated models like ENPEP and MARKAL, the supply and demand are integrated 
in a way that incorporates the impacts on the supply side of even marginal changes on the demand 
side. However, this integrated approach also makes it difficult to relate emission reductions at each 
point of the curve to specific single technology options. 

There are several possible ways of establishing cost curves, and which method to chose 
depend largely on the type of model used. In the following we discuss three different approaches for 
constructing cost curves. 

3.1 0.1 Methods for Construction of Cost Curves 

The partial solution. In this method, each technology option is evaluated separately with 
respect to incurred costs and GHG emissions. Results are compared, option by option, for the 
GHG-reducing option with the reference case. Alternatively, the GHG-reducing option might be 
compared to a total reference case. Incremental changes in GHG emissions and costs are 
calculated, and ranked according to costs as shown in Figure 2-2. Here option A is chosen as the 
most valuable option. 

The procedure is little more than a stacking of abatement options. Ranking of the options is 
done separately for each, ignoring interdependence among the options. The cost curve is built up 
of partial independent segments. The solution is simple, but theoretically unsatisfactory, and can 
lead to serious misinterpretations. 

The retrospective systems approach. This approach requires the development of a 
reference case with which to compare the mitigation case. The first step in this approach is a 
separate ranking of the technology options, using an energy systems framework. In the next step the 
most valuable option (option A in Figure 2-2) is included in the model run, and incremental results 
compared to the reference case are calculated to give the block in the cost curve. Next, the second 
most valuable project is included in the model and new calculations are performed. Results are 
compared to the former ones, a new cost curve block is established, and so on. 

This approach has the advantage of taking into account the interdependence between· the 
given option and every other previous options on the cost curve. The results for option B will thus 
depend on the introduction of option A, while option C will depend on both options A and B. and so 
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on. A drawback is that the results for option A are independent of less valuable options (B, C, D, ... ), 
although in reality a dependence might exist. Furthermore it is important to notice that the 
retrospective method implies that once an abatement option is included in a scenario, it will be a 
permanent part of all subsequent scenarios. 

The iterative procedure in this approach comes closer to representing the interdependencies 
in the system than the partial approach, and is often the methodology applied when establishing cost 
curves using accounting models. 

The integrated systems approach. This approach requires the existence of a well defined 
reference case, and a fully-integrated energy system model where the supply side automatically 
responds to even marginal changes on the demand side in each model run. Both ENPEP and 
MARKAL facilitate this fully integrated approach. The idea is to determine any point on the cost curve 
as the least-cost solution for the total energy system, in which all demand and supply system 
parameters can vary. This approach aims to taking into account all the interdependencies within the 
system, as represented by the energy systems model. 

A least-cost curve can in principle only be established through use of a cost minimizing 
optimization model. In an optimization approach the model itself selects the configuration of the 
energy system that satisfies different emission targets at a minimum cost. To identify a theoretically 
consistent curve showing the least cost at any emission reduction level, the model should have the 
same options available to chose from in each run with increasing emission reduction levels. In 
simulation models like EN PEP, one can also establish a one-to-one relationship between emission 
reduction and cost through imposing constraints on emission levels in the model. However, this will 
not necessary reflect a strictly least-cost curve. 

The disadvantage of the integrated systems approach is that only 'baskets' of options are 
identified, and a strict ranking of options is not possible since the emission reductions achieved as 
one moves up the cost curve result from the use of several interlinked options.7 

The difference can be illustrated by comparing Rgure 2-2 with Figure 3-3. Instead of showing 
the contribution from different technology options, step by step (as in Figure 2-2), the interval where 
the options contribute in the integrated systems approach can be illustrated as shown in Figure 3-3 

7The impacts on costs and/or emissions of introducing single options can be studied in an integrated model 
through running the model with and without the option available. The difference in costs and/or emissions 
between the two cases yields the cost/benefit of the specific options in a fully integrated system. For example, 
the value for the entire energy system of introducing high efficiency refrigerators can be calculated by 
comparing the total system costs of stabilizing emissions when the refrigerators are available to the case when 
they are not. In optimization models the "shadow prices" give information on the relative value to the energy 
system of making one unit of a specific technology more available. This makes it possible to compare 
technologies on the same scale independent on whether they are supply or demand technologies. Ranking 
of options that are not chosen in the optimal solution can also be done through investigating their so-called 
"reduced costs," which is the reduction of unit cost that is needed to make the technology competitive in the 
system. Technologies that appear near to the optimum in a linear programming solution could be attractive 
in a real world where more complex decision variables are involved. 
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As the figure illustrates, emission reductions at each level are achieved through the use of a mix of · 
options, rather than stepwise reduction through single options. Despite the difficulty of singling out 
specific options at each reduction level, the approach represented in Figure 3-3 is still the most 
satisfactory, since it more closely reflects the real situation in an interlinked energy system. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is important to be aware of what the costs presented in the 
curves include. When derived from engineering models, cost-curves usually address direct energy 
system costs. As such, they contain the same limitations as the models themselves in not 
incorporating transaction and other hidden costs, which may vary considerably between different 
options. Moreover, they represent a sectoral notion of costs as opposed to macroeconomic 
measures such as GOP impacts. 

3.11 EVALUATING MACROECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

The "bottom-up" approach only captures the direct economic impacts of technologies, and 
if included, the costs of policy instruments -- efficiency programs, standards, import tariffs, taxes, and 
so on -- that might be used to achieve adoption of the technology options selected in a mitigation 
scenario. It is desirable to conduct some assessment of the impacts on the macro-economy in terms 
of growth in particular sector, employment, and other indicators. One approach for evaluating some 
of these economic impacts is to integrate bottom-up results with "top-down", macroeconomic 
analyses. Capital investment, fuel expenditures, and import and export levels can be used as inputs 
to a top-down model to assess the macroeconomic impacts of mitigation scenarios. 

Bottom-up/top-down integration may be done at different levels of sophistication. At the 
simplest level, the capital investment, fuel expenditures, and import and export levels required for 
energy activities may be compared with those for the whole economy. Alternatively, they may be 
compared with a country's GOP. 

Estimating the effects of energy-sector scenarios requires a linkage to a macro-economic 
model. The one-sector MACRO component of MARKAL-MACRO provides a way to estimate the 
impact on GOP of pursuing different scenarios. In a multi-sector framework, the energy sector results 
may be used as final demand drivers in an input-output (10) framework. The 10 model will yield 
estiall)ates of direct and indirect incremental changes in output, employment and environmental and 
other associated impacts. The estimates may also be used in conjunction with a CGE model (e.g., 
the LBL-CGE model) to determine the impact on the government budget, for example. Regardless 
of which approach is used, it is extremely important for the modeler to place the bottom-up results 
in the context of macro-economic parameters which are important to policy makers. 

3.12 ORGANIZATION OF PART II 

The remainder of Part II presents information and methods that are relevant to mitigation 
assessment in each of the major constituents of the energy sector. Chapters 4-7 cover the energy 
demand sectors: industry, the residential and commercial sectors, transportation, and agriculture. 
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Each chapter presents an overview of mitigation technology options for the sector, considers 
screening of options, and describes the basic inputs for sectoral analysis. Each chapter also 
presents sector-specific methods that illustrate the analytical approach that might be used as part of 
an integrated energy sector assessment. Each chapter also discusses issues that may arise in a 
mitigation assessment. Finally, each chapter provides a discussion of policies that may be used to 
encourage adoption of mitigation technology options in that sector. 

Chapters 8 and 9 cover much of the same material for conventional and renewable energy 
supply. These chapters describe potential mitigation options and discuss resource assessment and 
technology characterization. They also discuss policies that may be used to encourage adoption of 
mitigation options in energy supply. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER4 
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

Industry consists of a vast array of activities involving thousands of different processes, 
which are often site-specific in design. Whereas the buildings and transportation sectors can utilize 
a limited number of energy conservation measures that may be widely applied, the industrial sector 
requires more of a focus on options in specific industries. Generic technologies that cut across 
industries represent only part of the full range of opportunities, and even these generic technologies 
are typically customized for particular applications. 

The opportunities for GHG mitigation in industry are somewhat different than in other sectors 
because the greatest increases in the efficiency of energy and materials use often come not from 
direct efforts to reduce consumption, but rather from pursuing other goals such as improved product 
quality and lower production costs. Many investments undertaken for non-energy reasons yield 
energy efficiency gains as a secondary consequence. 

Industry is also different in that firms usually have an incentive to improve efficiency in order , 
to reduce costs and maintain their profitability. The degree to which this incentive applies varies 
among countries depending on the nature of the economy. In the type of market economy toward 
which many developing and transition countries appear to be evolving, one can expect that industry 

'will pursue a number of the available opportunities for improving the efficiency of resource use. 
Shortage of capital is a problem in many cases, but gradual improvement in efficiency is likely as 

J investment takes place and new plants are built. Thus, mitigation strategies in industry can build 
upon and enhance efforts that may already be underway. Well-designed policies can have an 
important impact, but the overall economic and financial context is likely to be more significant in 
encouraging investment in energy efficiency than particular policies explicitly designed to have that 
effect. 

4.2 MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 

Actions by industry that can reduce emissions from energy use include more efficient use of 
energy, fuel switching, and improved use of materials that reduce energy requirements. In addition, 
policies that lessen the demand for energy-intensive commodities can reduce industrial energy 
consumption. 

Energy efficiency is the most important category for mitigation analysis. There are many 
technologies and practices that could enhance industrial energy efficiency. Minor operational 
changes, such as housekeeping and maintenance, are typically the cheapest, easiest to implement, 
and least risky, but usually yield the smallest energy and cost savings. Production equipment 
changes and energy conservation add-on technologies involve larger investments, typically 
thousands to millions of dollars, and may or may not be justified by reduced energy costs alone. 
Major process changes often require building a new facility, at costs ranging from 25 to 100 million 
dollars, and are usually justified only by strategic market development concerns. 

Because of the nature of decision-making in the industrial sector, it is useful to consider two 
basic classes of technical options: (1) actions for which energy cost savings are the dominant 
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criteria, and (2) actions for which broader criteria such as overall production cost and product quality 
are the dominant criteria. One could call the former "energy-cost-sensitive options," and the latter 
"non-energy-cost-sensitive options." 

4.2.1 Energy-Cost-Sensitive Options 

Energy-cost-sensitive options include low- to medium-cost improvements to the energy 
efficiency of existing capital stock, production and use of more energy~efficient equipment, and fuel 
switching. Many energy efficiency options are applicable across industries. These generic options 
often have benefits in addition to energy-cost savings that may be significant to their adoption. 

4.2.1.1 Measures for existing processes 

Some examples of energy-cost-sensitive measures that can enhance energy efficiency in 
existing plants are described below.1 

Housekeeping, equipment maintenance, and energy accounting. Good housekeeping 
includes activities such as carrying out inspections to encourage conservation; scheduling 
energy-intensive activities; turning off equipment when not in use; installing and using energy
monitoring equipment; wrapping tanks and pipes with insulation; and repairing leaks. Regular 
equipment maintenance can prevent the loss of efficiency that can occur over time. Energy 
accounting systems can be used to help motivate energy-conservation activities. 

Energy management systems can be used to systematically turn off or turn down process 
equipment, lights, and fans. 

Motor drive system improvements include use of high-efficiency motors, improved motor 
rewinding, power conditioning, drive control (especially with adjustable-speed drives), and use of 
more efficient associated equipment (pumps, fans, compressors). 

Improved steam production and management includes use of economizers and other heat 
recovery systems, attention to steam distribution systems, and use of more efficient boilers. 

Industrial cogeneration allows the substitution of waste heat from electricity generation for 
steam that would otherwise be raised in a boiler using fuel (this describes its most common 
application, the "topping cycle"). Cogeneration is an important option for industries with large process 
heat requirements such as pulp and paper, chemicals, arid food processing. It is particularly 
.attractive where there are on-site energy sources that are not being utilized. 

Heat recovery may involve transferring heat from high-temperature waste heat sources to 
more useful media such as steam, or raising the temperature of low-temperature streams so they 
can be useful as heat sources. 

1 Examples of successful implementation of energy efficiency measures in a developing country are described in a recent 
report from India (NPC, 1993). 
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4.2.1.2 Measures for new equipment 

Adoption of more energy-efficient new equipment is an option for devices widely used across 
industries, such as electric motors, pumps, fans, compressors, and boilers. It is an especially 
important option in countries where industry is growing rapidly and the manufactured equipment is 
outdated. 

4.2.1.3 Fuel switching 

Opportunities for switching to lower-carbon fuels vary among countries depending in the 
available resources. The most important options in a mitigation analysis are switching to riatural gas 
or renewable energy sources (e.g., wood from managed plantations for boilers, or solar thermal 
energy for low-temperature process heat demands). 

4.2.2 Non-Energy-Cost-Sensitive Options 

Non-energy-cost-sensitive options include major modifications to existing production capacity 
and addition of new production capacity that incorporates state-of-the-art technology. These options 
are usually specific to particular industries. Improved use of materials. (through recycling and 
process yield improvements) can be considered in this category. 

) 

Major modifications to existing plants vary by industry. Some examples are improvements 
to electric arc furnaces (steel), revamping open-hearth furnaces where they are still viable (steel), 
installing an improved aluminum smelter, improved ethylene cracking, and conversion from semi-dry 
to dry process or installation of pre-calcination (cement). Across industries, automated process 
controls based on new sensor technologies can improve product uniformity and quality, and reduce 
waste from the product stream. 

Installation of new production capacity. New capacity is more productive and usually more 
energy-efficient than existing capacity. The degree of difference depends on the nature of the new 
technology, which may be a slightly improved version of existing technology or an entirely new 
technique, the design of new systems, and the age and condition of existing plants. New capacity 
allows for application of improved technology, design, and process control. Major energy savings 
are often possible with process integration, which involves designing processes so that the number 
of heating and cooling steps are minimized. Proper sizing of equipment and matching of 
components can yield significant savings, as can use of controls and sensors. 

Promoting adoption of state-of-the-art technology is an important option over the 1 0-20 year 
time horizon during which capital stock is replaced and updated. Near term adoption of advanced 
technology is probably not a realistic option for most developing and transition countries, but may 
be viable if one is considering long-term potential.2 

2
State-of-the-art technology refers to the best available technology with demonstrated technical feasibility in actual 

production environments, such as in a commercial or large-scale plant. Advanced technology refers to technologies that 
are under development or have been seriously considered in concept and are expected to have an impact on the 
industry over the next 10 to 25 years. Companies will usually want to introduce advanced technologies in industrialized 
countries where the necessary engineering support is available. 
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More efficient use of materials. Recycling scrap, whether from downstream fabricators or 
post-consumer wastes, bypasses the most energy-intensive steps of manufacturing - the conversion 
of ores and feedstocks into basic materials. The largest energy savings are available in aluminum 
production. Smaller, yet significant, savings are possible for steel and glass. Process yield 
improvements and quality controls save energy by reducing the amount of material that must be 
processed to provide the desired output. Continuous casting in the steel industry is an example of 
a yield-improving technology that saves large amounts of energy. Automated process controls and 

. sensors are an integral part of most yield-improving technologies. 
/ 

4.2.3 Screening Options 

Those industries having the largest emissions, or prospects for major growth, are most 
important to target in a mitigation assessment. Screening of technology options within a given 
industry can use the criteria listed in Table 2-1 in Chapter 2. Data availability and the resources 
available to collect data are important to consider. A Country Study Team may also choose to 
analyze generic options such as more efficient new motors or boilers. In this case, the general 
screening criteria apply. · 

4.3 INPUTS FOR INDUSTRIAL SECTOR ANALYSIS 

4.3.1 Data on Production and Energy Consumption in the Base Year 

A common approach is to separately consider each of the major energy-intensive industries 
and place all other industry in a single sub-sector. Along with the traditional energy-intensive 
industries (steel, cement, basic chemicals, etc.), one may also consider industries that are locally 
important (e.g., food processing or textiles). Units of physical production (such as tons) are 
preferable. For industries with a heterogenous product mix, economic measures such as value 
added can substitute for physical output. 

For certain industries, one may wish to disaggregate total production by product type. For 
example, one can disaggregate total steel production into carbon, stainless, and alloy steel. This 
kind of disaggregation may be difficult to estimate, but it allows for a more precise selection of 
technology options. 

4.3.2 Forecast of Production in Each Sub-sector 

Forecasts of production should draw on the assumed values for growth of GOP and industrial 
value added. Energy-intensive industries, projections of physical production can be based on 
historical relationships between production and GOP, with consideration of export/import 
possibilities. For basic materials such as steel, paper, and cement, one should also consider 
whether growth in per capita domestic consumption is on a rising or slowing path.3 Materials 

31n the U.S., per capita consumption of steel and cement ceased its historical increase in the 1970s and began a steady 
decline due to structured shifts in the economy and changes in manufacturing methods (Williams et al., 1987). Nearly all 
developing countries are still on a rising path, but the rate of increase is likely to slow as an economy becomes more 
developed. The transition countries, on the other hand, have historically had relatively high levels of per capita 
consumption of many basic materials, and for these countries a decline in consumption is likely. 
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substitution, such as use of plastics and aluminum instead of steel in automobiles, and use of a 
lower quantity of materials in products, such as in thinner, higher-quality steel, are important to 
long-run trends in demand for energy-intensive products (Williams et al. 1987), as are changes in 
export strategies. For other industries, the projection may be in terms of value added. 

It is especially important to understand the future of the major energy-intensive industries in 
a country. This involves: a) understanding the current industry as to product quality, modernity of 
process technology, energy intensity, etc. from the standpoint of international comparisons; b) 
projecting domestic consumption, again using international comparisons, income levels, stage of 
technical sophistication of the general economy; c) international cost comparisons for future 
production which could serve as a guide to estimating the role of imports or exports. 

4.3.3 Technology Data 

Analysis of the industrial sector often involves characterizing production technology options 
that can contribute to meeting each industry's future output. Such analysis works best for 1industries 
that produce a relatively homogenous mix of products (such as steel, cement, pulp and paper, oil 
refining). For industries that produce a more heterogenous mix of products, such as the chemical 
industry, one can focus on a few energy-intensive intermediate products (such as ammonia or 
ethylene). For light industries, which typically account for a large fraction of industrial value-added 
but a small share of energy use, it is usually difficult to consider specific processes. Instead, one 
can analyze the application of generic measures in these industries. 

The two general classes of technology options are (1) investments in existing plants, and (2) 
introduction of new plants. In each case, one can characterize several options that have different 
levels of investment and energy use, as well as different environmental implications. Several types 
of retrofits may be considered for improving efficiency in existing plants. New production capacity 
may employ various readily available technologies or state-of-the-art technology. 

For each option, key criteria are: 

• the overall production cost per unit of output (including operating as well as 
annualized investment cost}, 

• the capital requirement per unit output, and 
• the energy intensity for different fuels and electricity. 

Other characteristics that are also important to consider include foreign exchange requirements, 
employment impacts, and environmental impacts (emissions of air pollutants such as S02 , NOx, and 
particulates; discharge of water pollutants). 

An example of characterization of options from an analysis of the aluminum industry in India 
(Mongia et al., 1994) is shown in Table 4-1. The modernized Soderberg technology option has a 
lower unit production cost than the Soderberg retrofit, but the latter has much lower emissions, and 
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Table 4-1 
I 

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS, ALUMINUM INDUSTRY, INDIA 

Criteria Technology Options 

~ 

Soderberg Soderberg Soderberg Pre baked Pre baked Pre baked Pre baked Import 
Existing Modernised Retrofit Existing Improved Smelter New 

Production Cost (Rs/t) 11.61 9.75 10.17 11.45 10.35 11.67 14.19 13.14 

Investment (Rs/t) 0.00 6.95 1.25 0.00 2.41 16.92 34.40 0.0 

Foreign Exchange (Rs It) 0.00 3.37 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.92 34.40 0.0 

Fuel Oil (Toe/t) 0.20 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.0 

Coal (Toe/t) 1.72 1.6 0.86 1.43 1.05 1.05 1.01 0.0 

Electricity (MWH/t) 16.9 15.8 16.2 17.0 16.6 14.5 13.7 0.0 

C02 Emissions (t/ t) 1.88 1.72 1.02 1.57 1.14 1.14 1.01 0.0 

Source: Mongia (1994) 
-· -------

Jl 
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also a lower unit investment.4 For existing plants using the "pre-baked" method, improved anode 
baking reduces both the production cost and emissions. Installation of improved smelters requires 
considerably more investment (all of it requiring foreign exchange), and increases the production 
cost. A new plant employing improved pre-baked technology, which is the main technology relevant 
to India, has somewhat lower emissions than the improved existing plant, but has a much higher 
production cost. Note that different technology options affectthe intensities of fuel oil, coal, and 
electricity in dissimilar ways. Thus, the net impact on emissions depends on the fuel mix for 
electricity supply. 

For industries that use a variety of processes to produce a heterogenous mix of products, 
the method described above must be modified. In these cases, one can characterize generic 
measures such as motor system improvements or housekeeping. Options affecting electricity 
consumption are generally the most important for light industry. 

In addition to the criteria discussed above, the product quality associated with technologies 
should be considered. A new plant will often have higher production cost per unit of output than an 
improved existing plant, but its products are usually of consistently higher quality, which means they 
can command a higher price in the domestic or export market. 

Data on the characteristics of different technologies can often be obtained from in-country 
experts on the particular industry. One can use data from other countries if the technology is 
essentially the same as would be implemented in the study country, which is the case for certain 
types of products. For example, studies of a number of industries in the U.S. provide data on mid-
1980's state-of-the-art technology and describe advanced technologies likely to be commercialized 
(Energetics, 1988). For options affecting existrng plants, the simplest approach is to consider a 
typical plant for the industry. If there are only a few plants in the country, one could consider each 
separately. 

4.4 DEVELOPING INDUSTRIAL-SECTOR SCENARIOS 

This section describes two approaches that an analyst might use in developing industrial
sector scenarios. The exact method used to construct scenarios will depend on the energy sector 
model being used. The simple examples given below are more illustrative of the approach used with 
an accounting model, but they illustrate the basic steps and types of choices that must be made 
(either by the analyst or internally within the model) to develop scenarios. 

4.4.1 Scenarios for Specific Industries: A Simple Accounting Framework 

A Country Study Team may choose not to conduct a detailed analysis of specific production 
technology options. A relatively simple method for describing technology options in industries such 
as steel, aluminum, cement, chlorine, ammonia, and petroleum refining involves comparison with 
international energy intensities, including predicted state-of-the-art intensities. One needs to have 

4n,e calculation of production cost incorporates energy prices faced by Indian aluminum producers, which are 
subsidized. In an analysis from a societal perspective, one should use actual long-run marginal energy costs. The 
calculation of emissions reflects the Indian electricity supply mix, which is weighted toward coal. Thus, measures that 
reduce electricity use have a strong impact on emissions. 
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a production forecast for the industry, and at least qualitative information on product mix (in 
industries like steel and petroleum refining where the issue is significant) and the type of production 
process used in existing facilities. For heteorogenous industries, especially industrial chemicals, the 
fractional reductions in energy intensity can be based on those estimated for related homogeneous 
industries. 

In the following, cement is used as an example. Table 4-2 shows current average fuel and 
electricity intensities for a hypothetical country and potential intensities that could be achieved in the 
future through either retrofit of existing plants or additions of new plants. 

Table 4-2. Energy Intensity of Cement Making Technology Options (Example) 

Current Average, Current Average Retrofit 1990 State 2010 State-
Country X OECD of-the-Art of-the-Art 

Fuel (GJ/tonne 
clinker) 5.0 4.2 3.8 3.15 3.0 

Fuel (GJ/tonne 
cement) 4.5a 3.aoa 3.42a 2.84a 2.40b 

Electricity (kWh/ 
tonne cement) 120 155 150 145 130 

Source: Holderbank (1993) 

a) clinker/cement = 0.90 
b) clinker/cement = 0.80. This requires additional grinding of the steel slag or 

power plant fly ash used as additive. 

We assume that Country X produced 10 million tonnes of cement in the base year of 1990, 
and that 20 million tonnes is the forecast for 2010. Base case and mitigation scenarios can be 
created using the categories in Table 4-2. For each scenario, one projects the amount of future 
production coming from each type of technology. This would typically require some consultation with 
industry experts and an exercise of judgment. 

In the example shown in Table 4-3, half of the production in 2010 continues to come from 
plants existing in 1990. In the Base Scenario, no production comes from retrofit plants, while in the 
Mitigation Scenario half of the plants are retrofit. As for new cement plants, in the Base Scenario half 
of the new production comes from plants using 1990 average technology in the OECD countries, 
while half comes from plants using 1990 state-of-the-art technology. In the Mitigation Scenario, an 
effort is made to utilize better technology in new plants. One might also include early retirement of 
older plants in a mitigation scenario, in which case more of the production in 201 0 would come from 
new plants. 

In using this method, it is important to qualitatively justify the more important assumptions, 
and to discuss important technical issues, such as the fraction of additives in the cement, and any 
fuel switching or use of supplementary fuels (not considered in this example). 

I 

/, 
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A baseline scenario should reflect the fact that many of the technical options that improve 
the efficiency of energy or materials use will be adopted by industry as it responds to market 
conditions. The extent of adoption will depend on the incentives, constraints, and regulations faced 
by industrial managers. 

Table 4-3 Cement Industry Scenarios, 2010 (Example) 
(production in million tonnes, except as stated) 

Technology Category Base Scenario Mitigation Scenario 

Existing Plants: 

Current 10 5 

Retrofit 0 5 

New Plants: 

OECD Average 5 0 

1990 State-of-the-Art 5 5 

2010 State-of-the-Art 0 5 

Total Production 20 20 

Total Energy Consumption 

Fuel (million GJ) 78 66 

Electricity (billion kWh) 2.7 2.7 

4.4.2 Scenarios for Specific Types of Equipment 

The method described in this section allows one to estimate the potential impact of policies 
designed to improve specific types of equipment widely used across industries. It is most easily 
applied for new equipment. The general approach given below can be incorporated in each of the 
bottom-up models described in Chapter 3, but the method of selecting technologies for baseline and 
mitigation scenarios varies among them. 

The method accounts for retirement and introduction of existing and new equipment in a 
simple manner. It requires data on end-use equipment stocks, which are usually not readily available 
for most types of industrial equipment. If a Country Study Team wants to analyze a mitigation option 
associated with a particular type of equipment (e.g., motors), it may try to collect the necessary data 
to use this method. The simplest approach is to analyze equipment at the aggregate industry level, 
since separately analyzing equipment within each industry is much more data-intensive. 

The method requires projection of the number and characteristics of different types of 
equipment in the target year. The assumptions and parameters used should be consistent with the 
industry-wide scenarios. Depending on the data that are available, one may consider a few or many 
types/sizes of equipment. Considering several sizes is desirable, as the opportunities for efficiency 
improvement typically vary with size. The steps involved are described further below. The option 
considered in this simple example is the adoption of energy-efficient new motors instead of standard 
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motors. A similar approach could be used for other types of new equipment. 

A comparable approach may also be used to analyze options that would affect existing and 
new motor systems. In this case, two general options could be considered: (1) retrofit improvement 
to existing systems, and (2) improved design and use of high-efficiency components in new systems. 
This analysis can be difficult, however, as information on the characteristics of these systems in a 
country is hard to obtain, and drawing generalizations as to costs and energy savings impacts is 
problematic. 5 

Step 1. Characterize the base-year stock of motors. This requires data on the number 
of motors in each type/size class considered, and the average utilization (hours/year) and efficiency 
(%)in each class. Using average size (kW or hp), utilization, and efficiency in each class, one can 
calculate average electricity intensity for each class of motor. Stock characterization generally 
requires survey data. 

Step 2. Estimate number of motors in each class in the target year. Estimated growth 
in the number of motors can be based on projected growth in industrial value added. One should 
also consider structural trends in the industrial sector that may affect the future distribution of motor 
types and sizes (refer to the industry-wide scenarios). 

. Step 3. Estimate the number of base-year (survivors) and new motors in target year. 
This requires a retirement rate for base-year motors, which should be made in consultation with 
industry experts. Motors in developing countries are often rewound rather than replaced with a new 
motor.6 The number of new motors in the target year is simply the difference between the total 
number of motors and the number of survivors. 

Step 4. Characterize the average energy consumption and cost of new standard and 
high-efficiency motors; estimate CCE. The best source of data on new motor efficiency is test 
data for motors available in the study country. Efficiencies reported by motor manufacturers may 
also be used. Costs can be based on actual motor prices, net of taxes. If high-efficiency motors are 
not produced locally for a particular type/size, they may be available as an import. The cost used 
in the analysis should be net of import duties. Estimation of the average energy consumption 
requires data on typical utilization (hours/year) for each type/size of motor. Estimation of motor 
lifetime should consider operating conditions in the country. Such data may come from a survey of 
expert judgement. 

Steps 5 and 6. Construct baseline and mitigation scenarios. In the baseline scenario, a 
"frozen efficiency" case would use 1 00% standard new motors, while a "likely trends" case would 
use some mix of standard and high-efficiency new motors. A "technical potential" migitation scenario 
would incorporate high-efficiency motors in all situations where they are judged to be applicable.7 

5Nadel et al. (1991) provide a useful discussion of technical (and policy options) for energy-efficient motors and motor 
systems. 

60ne eould also analyze the option of encouraging purchase of an energy-efficient new motor rather than rewinding a 
failed motor. Rewinding often results in a toss in efficiency. 

7 For some specialized applications, high-efficiency motors are not commonly made. For applications with limited 
operating hours, they may not be cost-effective. For some applications, multi-speed motors are more appropriate. 

./ 
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4.5 MITIGATION POLICIES 

A range of barriers in developing and transitional countries causes the rate of adoption of 
efficient technologies and practices to be less than it could be. To encourage the adoption of 
efficiency improvement and other mitigation measures by industry, a variety of policy options are 
available. 

4.5.1 Policy Strategies8 

Crafting policies to enhance energy efficiency is more challenging for industry than for other 
sectors of the economy. The greater difficulty arises from the diversity of industrial energy use and 
from the interconnections between energy and production costs, product quality, environmental 
compliance, and other sensitive business factors. Several points are clear, however. First, energy 
efficiency is best promoted through policies that: (1) increase investment in industrial plants, and (2) 
focus that investment in a manner that encourages adoption of efficient technologies and production 
methods. Second, the energy conservation and efficiency activities and investments should be 
consistent with sound business strategy. Energy taxes or mandated investments that are too costly 
can put domestic companies at a competitive disadvantage. 

Increasing investment in industrial plants depends on a healthy business and financial 
climate. A business environment that includes both economic growth and competition tends to 
promote investment. Without market growth, corporations may have neither the resources nor the 
incentive to invest. Without competition, companies are under little pressure to invest. Competition 
that is vigorous but fair signals to companies that being profitable depends on being efficient. 
Competition has been an important force behind technology innovation and cost reduction in 
industrial economies, but progress in industrial energy conservation has also been made in 
economies where the state play a strong role, such as China (Levine and Liu 1992). A financial 
environment that includes low capital costs and a long-term outlook will encourage industrial 
investment. 

Efficient technologies that are both cost-effective and reliable must be available at the time 
of investment, and they must be given adequate consideration in investment decisions. Investments 
can be focused to promote adoption of efficient technologies and practices through information 
programs, financial incentives, regulations, and technology research, development, and 
demonstration (RD&D). Policy options in each of these categories are listed in Table 4-4 and 
described briefly below. They vary widely in their potential energy saving impacts and their costs to 
the government, businesses, and consumers. To illustrate the range of effects, the specific options 
are sorted into three distinct levels, in order of increasing government involvement and energy 
savings. The basic level includes relatively low-cost, simple policy options. The moderate level 
includes options that are more ambitious and in many cases would require legislation and increased 
government spending. The aggressive level includes options that are quite ambitious, would require 
legislation, or an increased government role in energy regulation. 

Information Programs. The general lack of concern afforded energy in many corporations is a 
major barrier to investment in energy efficiency improvements. This problem can be addressed 
through policies that raise the profile of energy efficiency as a national and corporate goal. The 

,_,_ S,.his section is adapted from OTA (1993). 
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government could assist by providing technical assistance (audits, training), supporting education 
and advertising programs, supporting independent equipment testing/rating centers, and establishing 
equipment-labeling requirements. 

Financial Incentives. Financial measures can· be used to alter investment patterns in order to 
promote the various technical objectives. These policy instruments include Joan assistance, tax 
credits and other revisions to the corporate income tax code, and taxation of energy products or 
emissions. Reducing import duties on energy-efficient equipment (or on components that would get 
used in manufacturing such equipment) is also an option. 

Regulations. Regulations are the most direct method of changing industrial behavior. Among the 
most viable options for influencing industry's use of energy are equipment efficiency standards, 
reporting and targeting requirements, and regulation of utilities to encourage industrial demand-side 
management programs and purchase of cogenerated electricity. By excluding substandard 
equipment from the market, equipment efficiency standards can have a large impact in a short time. 
They can also help to lower the price of higher efficiency equipment by increasing the size of its 
markets. Voluntary agreements with equipment manufacturers are a possible alternative to 
mandatory regulations .. 

Research, Development, and Demonstration. Continuous improvement in energy efficiency 
requires a constant flow of advanced, commercially available technologies, which in turn requires 
a sustained RD&D effort. Such efforts in developing and transitional countries can reduce 
dependence on the industrial countries for efficient technologies and also adapt technologies to local 
conditions. RD&D should stress technologies and processes that combine energy efficiency with 
more prominent corporate goals such as product quality, labor productivity, and compliance with 
environmental regulations. 

Some of the above policies are best applied in combination. For example, loan assistance 
or other financial incentives can be combined with an auditing program. Equipment testing is a 
necessary precursor to standards. 

Implementing agents for industrial energy efficiency programs may be government agencies, 
electric utilities, or organizations that have a specific mandate to promote energy conservation. 
These actors may also work together to further policy goals. · 

4.5.2 Options for Procuring Best Technology for New Plants 

Some of the policy options discussed above will encourage industrial managers to seek the 
best available technology when building a new plant, but government can help promote good 
practices that can result in lower costs and higher chances for trouble-free operation. (In some 
cases, the government may be directly involved in the planning for new plants.) 

For many commodity-type products, it is important to build a "world-scale" unit, since new 
plants often use standard designs which have been built before, and it costs far more to engineer 
and procure equipment for a plant that differs very much in either scale or technology from the most 
recently built similar plants. (Of course, there must be a market to justify a world-scale unit.) 
Companies should get competitive bids from potential technology suppliers, which encourages them 
to quote lower profit margins and put their best people on the project. They should also give clear 
signals to the bidders on the criteria for selection (e.g., the degree of undemonstrated technology 
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that will be accepted). 

4.5.3 Estimating What Policies Can Achieve 

Much of the long-run improvement in energy efficiency for a given product is driven by 
technological progress that tends to reduce all inputs. Such progress is autonomous of changes in 
energy price and relatively insensitive to policy, apart from general policies that promote investment 
and R&D (Ross and Steinmeyer, 1990). Support for public and joint public/private RD&D is also 
important for indigenous technology development or adaptation, especially in the long run. While 
such policies are quite important for industrial development, they are not likely to be considered as 
mitigation policies. 

For options that are more sensitive to energy costs, the policies discussed above can 
accelerate adoption of measures that industry might do on its own eventually or induce actions that 
would be unlikely to occur within a given time frame. Of these, the impact of regulations, especially 
minimum efficiency standards for equipment, is the least difficult to characterize. For example, if one 
assumes that a standard for motors is set at the efficiency level that has been identified as being 
cost-effective, the impact of the standard can be approximated as the difference between the 
technical potential identified for that measure and what would occur under a nlikely trends" scenario. 
For other types of policies, the potential impacts are difficult to assess with accuracy. In these 
cases, one should make conservative assumptions, specifying clearly what the assumptions are. 



Information programs 
Technical assistance 

Education and 
advertising 

Equipment labeling 

Financial Incentives 
Loan assistance 

Investor income tax 
provisions 

Energy and carbon 
taxes 

1 

Table 4-4 
Policy Options for Improving Industrial Energy Efficiency 

Provide government-supported auditing 
and diagnostic assistance to small-and 

medium-sized industrial plants. 
Develop training and certification programs 

for energy managers and auditors. 
Assist electric utilities with industrial DSM 

program design. 

Promote energy-conserving technologies 
through workshops and technical literature. 

Establish public recognition program for 
corporate commitments to efficiency. 

Implement energy-efficiency labeling 
program for generic industrial equipment 
such as motors, pumps, fans, compressors, 
and boilers. 

Guarantee loans and/or subsidize interest 
rates for energy efficiency investments. 

Grant tax-free status to dividends earned on 
bonds used to finance energy efficiency 
investments. 

Research effects of taxation on industrial 
competitiveness and viability of methods, 
such as export rebates, for mitigating 
competitive harm. 

Conservation of Conservation of 
fossil fuels electricity Cogeneration 

X X X 

X X X 

- X -

X X X 

X X -

X X -

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 
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Level of government involvement 
Fuel switchinga and energy savings 

X Basic 

- Basic 

X Basic 

X Basic 

- Basic 

- Basic 

X Moderate 

X Moderate 

X Basic 
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Tax fossil fuel use 
• fuel specific (e.g., petroleum). 
• based on heat or carbon content of fuels. 

Tax imports of petroleum. 
Tax C02 emissions 

• from industrial processes. 
• exempt cogeneration units. 

Corporate income Grant tax credits and/or accelerated de· 
tax provisions preciation for efficiency investments. 

Regulations 
Efficiency standards Study effectiveness of implementing energy 

efficiency standards for generic industrial 
equipment such as motors, pumps, fans, 
compressors, and boilers. 

Utility oversight Provide incentives to encourage utilities to 
adopt industrial DSM programs. 

Relax electricity-transmission rules to allow 
sales of cogenerated power to the grid or 
directly to other industrial plants. 

Reporting and Establish efficiency reporting and 
targeting targeting programs. 

Research, Expand technology demonstration efforts. 
development Expand efforts to improve energy efficiency 
and demonstration of industrial equipment and processes. 

a Shifts in the energy mix: from high-carbon to low-carbon fossil fuels. 
KEY: DSM = demand-side management 
SOURCES: Based on u.s. Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 1993. 
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X X X X Moderate or aggressive 

X - - X Moderate or aggressive 
X - X X Moderate or aggressive 

X X X X Moderate 

X X - - Basic 

X - - - Basic 

- - X - Moderate 

X X - - Moderate 

X X X X Basic 
X X - X Basic or moderate 
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CHAPTERS 
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTORS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Energy use in the residential and commercial sectors primarily results from activities that take 
place in homes and other kinds of buildings. Although the two sectors consist of different classes 
of buildings having different types of equipment, they are both affected by the same general kinds 
of mitigation options. A similar analytical approach may be used for both sectors, but its application 
must take into consideration the different features and dynamics of each sector. 

An important feature of the residential sector in developing countries is the growth that is 
taking place in the demand for energy services. In the industrialized countries, demands for many 
energy services have become saturated. Growth in population will increase total service demand, 

. but usage per household will not increase dramatically even if incomes rise. For example, the 
number of refrigerators per household and the amount of volume per household cooled by 
refrigerators in U.S. residences is unlikely to grow much over the next twenty years. In developing 
nations, where many people are just now beginning to acquire refrigerators, the demand for the 
service delivered by refrigerators is increasing rapidly. 

5.2 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Mitigation technology options for the residential and commercial sectors may be grouped into 
four broad categories: (1) efficiency improvements on existing and new building shells, (2) efficiency 
improvements on new equipment; (3) efficiency improvements on existing equipment, and (4) 
switching to energy sources/equipment with lower GHG emissions Within each of these categories, 
there are a variety of technologies and practices that may be applied to reduce energy use or switch 
to energy sources with lower GHG emissions. For an overview of energy-efficient technologies for 
buildings, see Koomey et al. (1994) or OTA (1992). 

It is important to recognize that individual technologies in buildings often interact. For 
example, measures that reduce energy use for lighting in commercial buildings also reduce air 
conditioning requirements, but may increase space heating requirements, depending on the climate. 
The interaction among measures also means that the energy savings associated with one 
technology cannot be assessed in isolation from other technologies with which it interacts. 

5.2.1 Efficiency Improvements for Existing and New Building Shells 

A variety of measures is available for making both existing and new building shells more 
energy-efficient. These include use of adequate levels of insulation for ceilings, walls, and floors; 
insulating glazing for windows; control of air infiltration; shading devices or solar control glazing to 
reduce unwanted solar heat gains through windows; and high-albedo materials, coatings, and paints 
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to reflect shortwave solar radiation and thereby keep building surfaces cooler.1 

Such measures may affect energy consumption for space heating and/or cooling. Measures 
can generally be applied more easily and at lower cost in design and construction of new buildings, 
but considerable reduction in energy use can also be attained via retrofit of existing buildings. The 
cost-effectiveness of different types of improvements depends heavily on the climate in which a 
building is located, and whether energy is used for both heating and cooling or for only one of the 
two. 

A companion strategy for reducing the need for mechanical heating and cooling is to make 
effective use of natural heating and cooling. Design techniques include passive solar design, which 
seeks .to utilize energy from the sun by proper placement of windows and incorporation of thermal 
storage; use of natural ventilation for cooling, such as practiced in much traditional architecture; and 
planting of trees for blocking the sun or wind. 

5.2.2 Efficiency Improvements for New Equipment 

Efficiency improvements on new equipment include both incremental changes to a type of 
equipment and use of different technology that is more efficient than the technology which it 
replaces. Examples of the former are increasing insulation in refrigerators and using a more efficient 
compressor in air conditioners. Various design measures can be applied to any type of equipment 
to improve its energy efficiency. In the residential sector, the most significant types of equipment 
are refrigerators, water heaters, and depending on the climate, space heaters and air conditioners. 

Cookstoves using biofuels are also important energy users in many developing countries, and 
various improved designs are available either commercially or as prototypes. The magnitude of net 
C02 emissions from biofuels consumption (i.e., the amount that is harvested on a non-sustainable 
basis) in any given country is uncertain. For this reason, the IPCC Draft Guidelines for National 
Greenhouse Gas Inventories requires that net C02 emissions from burning of biomass fuels are 
treated as zero. Thus, measures that improve the efficiency of biomass use do not affect C02 

emissions from the residential sector. Rather, they increase biomass stocks. Therefore, options to 
increase the efficiency of biomass use are discussed under Forestry. 

Combustion of biofuels also results in emissions of other GHGs, such as methane, carbon 
monoxide, nitrous oxide, and oxides of nitrogen. The global warming potential of these products of 
incomplete combustion can be considerable, depending on the time scale chosen and whether 
indirect warming effects are included. If possible, these gases should be accounted for in a GHG 
Inventory. Measures affecting the efficiency of biofuels use will often result in reduced emissions 

1 Use of high-albedo materials, coatings, and paints can also help keep urban surfaces cooler and thereby keep the 
urban air temperature from rising (the so-called "urban heat island effect"). Along with tree planting, this measure can 
reduce energy use for cooling. The size of the impact depends on the local climate and the nature of the urban 
environment. 
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of these gases. 

The full cost-benefit analysis of biomass end-use efficiency options should include the 
reduced emissions of non-C02 gases, the gain in biomass stocks (which should be accounted for 
under Forestry), as well as the economic and health benefits to the end users. 

Examples of use of different technology that is more efficient include compact fluorescent 
lamps, heat pump space or water heaters, electronic fluorescent ballasts, and high-pressure sodium 
lamps for outdoor lighting. All of the above technologies are commercially available, but may not be 
produced yet in all countries. · 

5.2.3 Efficiency Improvements for Existing Equipment 

Efficiency improvements on existing equipment include both physical improvements to 
equipment to enhance its performance and improved utilization of equipment. Examples of the 
former are heating equipment tune-up, insulation of heat distribution systems, and use of 
adjustable-speed drives on motor-driven equipment. Examples of improved equipment utilization 
include use of energy management systems, which are computerized control systems that can be 
programmed to operate building lighting and HVAC equipment, and the use of automated lighting 
controls, which allow more efficient management of lighting energy use in commercial buildings. 
Manual controls that allow occupants to use equipment more efficiently can also provide significant 
energy savings in space heating and cooling. 

5.2.4 Switching to Energy Sources/Equipment with Lower GHG Emissions 

Options for switching to energy sources/equipment with lower GHG emissions include 
substituting solar for conventional water heaters, substituting electric for kerosene lamps, 
substituting biogas for other biofuel stoves, and substituting gas for coal in space heating. In many 
cases, the new equipment is more energy-efficient, and the new energy source has lower carbon 
content per unit of energy. 

The use of substitute energy sources depends on their availability. In some cases, 
construction of energy supply infrastructure may be required (e.g., rural electrification, gas 
distribution network). The GHG impact of switching to electricity depends of course on the energy 
mix for electricity generation, and thus cannot be fully analyzed prior to. conducting an electricity 
demand/supply integration. o: 

In some circumstances, substituting kerosene or LPG for biofuel cookstoves may yield a 
reduction in GHG emissions and an increase in biomass stocks. Although kerosene and LPG are 
fossil fuels containing carbon, stoves using kerosene and LPG are several times more 
energy-efficient than typical biofuel cookstoves and have much fewer emissions of non-carbon 
products of incomplete combustion such as methane. A disadvantage of this option is that oil or gas 
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may need to be imported, while biofuels could be sustainably produced in most countries. 

5.2.5 Screening Options 

The applicability of different mitigation options varies among countries more in the residential 
and commerical sectors than in others. Options affecting space heating are not of much interest in 
most developing countries, while options affecting air conditioning are of low interest in the transition 
countries. Similarly, options affecting biomass use are not very important in the transition countries, 
but are of interest in many developing countries. 

The general criteria for screening options are described in Chapter 2. Below we discuss 
several criteria that are particularly important in screening options for the residential and commercial 
sectors. 

Size and growth rate of end-use. It is important first to identify which end uses are the 
largest and/or the fastest growing consumers of primary energy, and to target those end uses for 
further analysis. Surveys of equipment ownership and sales are helpful in this endeavor, as are 
measured data on energy use of particular equipment or buildings. 

New vs. existing buildings. Buildings typically have lifetimes of 50 to 1 00 years. In most 
developed nations the annual growth rate in building stocks is relatively modest (typically 1-3%/year), 
which (along with the relatively long lifetime of buildings) implies that achieving significant energy 
savings requires retrofitting existing buildings. Such retrofits are typically more difficult and expensive 
than building a more efficient building in the first place. Developing nations usually have rapidly 
growing building stocks, so programs to affect existing buildings should have a lower priority than 
programs and policies that target new buildings. 

High cost-effective savings potential. Once the largest and fastest growing end uses are 
identified, one can estimate which end uses have large and cost-effective savings potentials (based 
on previous studies or expert judgment). Combustion-related processes are limited by the First Law 
of thermodynamics to less than 100% efficiency, while other processes that do not depend on 
combustion (e.g., heat pumps, cooling, and lighting) can achieve much higher efficiencies. In 
residential buildings, large cost-effective savings potentials are typically found in lighting, water 
heating, refrigeration, and space conditioning. In the commercial sector, cost-effective savings in 
lighting and cooling are usually large. 

Ease of affecting market choices. Another important issue in screening options is the ease 
of changing the market to induce manufacturers to produce and consumers to purchase more 
efficient equipment. It is always easier to affect the efficiency of manufactured devices (such as 
appliances) than to affect that of site-built structures (such as most residential and commercial 
building shells). The quality control issues are less difficult for manufactured devices, and the 
number of supply-side actors to be affected by policy is usually smaller than for site-built structures. 
This criterion argues that for rapid short-term benefits, a focus on appliances and equipment is 
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appropriate. It will take longer to implement standards and other policies for site-built building shells, 
but they are no less important in the longer term, because of the long lifetime of buildings. 

5.3 INPUTS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTOR ANALYSIS 

An analysis initially requires data on total consumption of each energy type by the residential 
and commercial sectors in the base year. In many countries, the division of oil, district heat, or 
biomass consumption between the residential and commercial sectors must be estimated. If such 
a disaggregation has not been done as part of the GHG Inventory, it should be estimated for 
mitigation analysis. In this case, analysis of options affecting these energy sources will be 
approximate. 

A common approach for analysis of residential and commercial energy use involves 
disaggregating energy consumption by end uses such as space heating and cooling, cooking, 
lighting, refrigeration, and others. In industrial countries, analysis of technology options for specific 
end uses has been supported by extensive surveying by governments and utilities. The end-use 
approach has also been applied in developing countries for residential analysis,2 but in many cases 
data are not sufficiently detailed for this approach to be used. End-use analysis of the commercial 
sector is particularly difficult due to the variety of building types in the sector and the general lack of 
survey data. A Study Team could choose to combine detailed analysis of mitigation options for 
selected end uses with a simple analysis for other end uses. 

The structure of the analysis in each sector will depend on the end-use disaggregation that 
the study team chooses to make. For each end use considered, the minimum required inputs for 
scenarios are data on (1) the relevant variables that drive the demand for energy, and (2) fuel and 
electricity intensity. 

For many end uses, the number of devices is used as a "driving" variable. For space heating, 
one might use floor area. For the commercial sector, where end-use analysis is more difficult, one 
can use totc;ll floor area (if data are available), or total valued added. 

In many developing countries, it is important to distinguish between urban and rural 
households, because the characteristics of households and buildings in these two areas can be very 
different. In these cases, separate analyses should be done for urban and rural households. This 
requires a disaggregation of energy consumption and equipment stocks in the base year into urban 
and rural components. 

Energy consumption in the base year by end use. The degree of disaggregation depends 
on the available data. One might choose to estimate energy consumption in the two or three most 
important end uses and place the remainder of energy use in an "other" category. For the 

2Examples include India (Dutt, 1993), Mexico (Masera et al., 1992), and Venezuela (Figueroa et al., 1992). 
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commercial sector, for which end-use data are often difficult to estimate, one might choose to do a 
very simple end-use breakdown, such as dividing electricity consumption into lighting and "other," 
and considering all fuel use at an aggregate level. 

If information on energy consumption by end use is not available from an authoritative 
source, then estimates must be made. Sometimes previous estimates made for countries with 
similar characteristics can be adopted to approximate the energy consumption by end-use in the 
country under study. In the longer term, surveys should be done and measurements taken of who 
has what kind of equipment and how much energy is used by particular types of equipment. The 
results of these surveys and measurements can then be used to more accurately characterize the 
base year energy consumption by end-use. 

Data on building/equipment stocks for each end use studied. Data on the number of 
buildings and the saturation of end-use devices (e.g., refrigerators, cook stoves) may be obtained 
from surveys. For space conditioning end uses, it is desirable to disaggregate the building stock into 
appropriate categories (such as detached houses and apartments). Similarly, for certain types of 
equipment one may choose to keep separate account for sub-categories (e.g., small and large 
refrigerators). 

Basic sectoral .. drivers... The basic drivers are the number of households for the residential 
sector and total floor area or value added for the commercial sector.3 Projections of the future 
number of households often may be obtained from official sources. Projections of commercial-sector 
floor area may be based on growth in commercial-sector value added, which should be obtained 
from the macro-economic forecast used for the Country Study. 

Future equipment stock for each end use studied. For the residential sector, the usual 
approach is to project a future saturation of each type of equipment, which refers to the percentage 
of households ha~ng the equipment. The future saturation should be related to growth in household 
income; its estimation may be assisted by comparisons with other countries. For the commercial 
sector, one can use a rate of growth in the number of devices in a given end use. This rate may be 
based on the projected growth in floor area or value added. 

Technology data. The basic steps for characterizing technical options for the residential and 
commercial sectors are as follows (adapted from Krause et al., 1994): 

(1) Identify the types of technologies currently in place, their average lifetimes, energy 
efficiency, and utilization. The degree of detail can vary considerably, from using one 
type/size of technology as a proxy for an entire class to developing data on many 
types/sizes. 

3Value added is not a very desirable indicator to use because it is often not accurately measured, and it is shaped by 
the changing structure of the commercial sector. However, one has no viable alternative if data on floor area are lacking 
(which is often the case). 
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Create an inventory of energy-efficient technologies or technical improvements and 
characterize their energy savings relative to current average technology. One can 
complement this inventory with advanced engineering options for further improving 
the energy efficiency of the best commercially available equipment. 

(3} Assemble data on the current market prices and projected price developments for 
efficiency technologies or technical improvements. In considering the societal 
perspective, prices should be net of import duties and other taxes. 

Technology characterizations for a number of important energy efficiency technologies for the 
buildings sector are given in a database prepared for the IPCC by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
(Koomey et al., 1994}. This information will be made available to Country Study T earns. ~ 

The savings potential of a measure is typically based on engineering calculations (backed 
up by measured data on energy savings, in the best case} relative to a baseline technology. For 
space conditioning measures, these calculations typically use a building simulation computer 
program to estimate heating and cooling energy use in a given climate with a particular building (or 
an average building, known as a prototype}. For other end-uses, simple engineering calculations or 
data from equipment testing (for new equipment} usually suffice. These calculations usually compare 
the best currently available technology with the baseline technology. 

To produce consistent economic comparisons, the analyst must make certain that the level 
of service delivered by efficient devices is at least equivalent to that of the devices they replace. 
Costs can be based on current market prices or on engineering estimates (for near-commercial 
technologies}. Care must be used in adopting market prices, because costs of efficient technology 
in the current market may be higher than the costs that would prevail if the market for the efficient 
technology grows considerably. 

5.3.1 Issues in Analysis 

Treating measure interactions. To properly estimate the energy savings potential of 
conservation measures, they should be ranked in order of increasing cost per GJ or kWh saved (the 
cost of conserved energy, or CCE}. Determining this order is simple for efficiency measures that are 
independent. However, the ranking becomes complex when the energy saved by one conservation 
measure depends on the efficiency measures that have been implemented previously. 

Consider conservation measures applied to a residential water heating system. The energy 
savings attributed to certain improvements in the water heater's efficiency will depend on the amount 
of hot water demanded, which will depend on the measures that may have already been 
implemented (such as low-flow showerheads}. The sum of savings of each measure implemented 
alone will be greater than the two implemented together. If the interdependence of the measures is 
not taken into account, it is possible to "double-count" the energy savings. 
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A properly-calculated efficiency potential will avoid double-counting errors by using the 
following procedure: 

(1) The CCE is calculated for each of the interacting measures. 

(2) The cheapest (i.e., lowest CCE) measure is selected and "implemented"; that is, the 
energy savings from the first measure are subtracted from the baseline energy use. 

(3) The new energy use is used to recalculate the CCEs of the remaining measures. (In 
general, their CCEs will rise.) 

(4) The measure with the next lowest CCE is selected and implemented. 

(5) The energy savings of the remaining measures are recalculated, and the measures 
are re-ranked. This procedure is repeated until all the interacting measures have 
been ranked. 

An important consideration when analyzing commercial lighting technologies is the interaction 
between HVAC and lighting energy use. Reducing lighting energy will decrease cooling energy use 
and increase heating energy use, because the waste heat from the lights will be reduced when more 
efficient equipment is installed. In hot climates, this effect always leads to additional energy and cost 
savings. The exact size of the additional savings depends on particular building characteristics and 
weather patterns. These interactions can be treated by simulating the effect of lighting energy 
savings on HVAC energy use with a building energy simulation model (Atkinson et al., 1992). 

Accounting for side benefits. Many efficient technologies provide better services than 
those they replace. It is important to account for these additional benefits because in some cases 
they can be more important than the direct value of the energy saved. An example of the importance 
of side benefits is that of using electric lighting as a substitute for kerosene lighting in rural homes. 
The gain in service (lighting quality) is generally more important than the energy savings involved. 
In the commercial sector, efficiency technologies may also improve worker productivity and should 

· be allocated that benefit. 

Avoided costs from efficiency measures. For assessing the cost-effectiveness of a 
mitigation option, one can compare the CCE to the avoided supply cost. One typically uses an 
average avoided cost. In reality, the avoided cost will vary depending on the load shape impact of 
the conservation measure and the characteristics of the utility system in which the savings accrue. 
For example, refrigerator savings are baseload in character, occurring throughout the year at a 
relatively constant rate. Lighting savings are more likely to accrue at times when the utility system 
is faced with meeting peak demand; avoided costs will generally be higher in this case. For 
discussion of how to treat peak demand savings from efficiency options, see Koomey et al. (1990). 
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5.4 DEVELOPING RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTOR SCENARIOS 

5.4.1 A Basic End-Use Accounting Framework 

This section describes a simple procedure for developing scenarios for particular end uses. 
For each end use selected, one projects the future evolution of equipment stocks and analyzes 
particular technology options for meeting future energy service demands. Since different options 
may be targeted at existing and new equipment or buildings, it is necessary to keep separate 
account of these two classes. In this method, one estimates the total number of devices (or 
buildings) in the target year and estimates a retirement rate for existing equipment (or buildings), 
which leaves a certain number surviving in the target year. The number of new devices (or 
buildings) that entered the stock over the study period is simply the difference between these two 
quantities. Efficiency measures are then applied to either existing or new buildings or equipment as 
appropriate. 

The end uses of residential refrigeration and commercial lighting are taken as examples. In 
these examples, there are only two types of equipment for each end use: standard and 
energy-efficient. In a more sophisticated analysis, one would use more than two types. 

The required inputs are an estimate of total energy consumption in the base year for the end 
use, a projection of equipment stocks, and average energy intensities of existing and new equipment 
(or buildings). In the example presented in Table 5-1, all values are expressed as indices, where 
the base-year (1995) value is equal to one. An analyst could use actual values rather than indices. 

Step 1. Estimate the shares of base-year surviving equipment (or buildings) and new 
equipment (or buildings) in the future stock. To estimate a retirement rate for existing buildings 
or equipment, information is required on lifetimes.4 The stock of devices (or buildings) still existing 
in the target year can be expressed as a fraction of the base year stock. In the example, we assume 
that the total number of refrigerators grows as a function of the growth in households and in 
refrigerator ownership per household (saturation), while the total number of lighting fixtures in the 
commercial sector grows as a function of the growth in floor area and saturation (equipment per unit 
of floor area). The stock of new devices installed after 1995 (expressed as a fraction of the base 
year stock) is simply the difference between the total stock in 2015 and the stock of devices existing 
in 1995 that survive to 2015. 

Step 2. Use energy intensities of existing and new equipment (or buildings) to derive 
a baseline scenario of energy use. One can express the energy intensity of new devices as a 
fraction of the base-year intensities for existing devices. As illustrated in the example, the average 
intensity of new equipment is often lower than that of existing equipment. 

4A common assumption is that devices retire at an exponential rate equal to the inverse of the device lifetime. Other 
retirement assumptions may be more accurate in particular circumstances. 



Table 5-1: Constructing Residentiai/Commerical Scenarios: Two Examples 

Residential Commercial 
Units refrigerators lighting 

Lifetime of equipment Years 20 12 

Retirement rate % 5% 8% 
Annual growth in total energy services % 3% 3% 

Annual growth in saturation % 1% 1% I 
Annual growth in total households/floor area % 2% 2% 

. 
Stock of devices 1995 1995 = 1.0 1.00 1.00 

Stock of devices 2015 1995 = 1.0 1.81 1.81 
Devices existing in 1995 still existing in 20 15 1995 = 1.0 0.36 0.18 

Post-1995 devices in 2015 1995 = 1.0 1.45 1.64 

Energy intensity factor (1995 = 1.0) 
Typical existing devices 1995 1995 = 1.0 1.00 1.00 

Baseline new devices installed post -1995 1995 = 1.0 0.80 0.70 
Efficiency case new devices installed post -1995 1995 = 1.0 0.50 0.30 

Baseline scenario - Frozen efficiency 

1995 electricity use 1Wh 50 40 

Total forecasted electricity use in 2015 1Wh 76 53 
Electricity use from 1995 devices in 2015 18 7 

Electricity use from post-1995 devices in 2015 58 46 

Mitigation scenario 

Total forecasted electricity use in 2015 1Wh 54 27 
Electricity use from 1995 devices in 2015 18 7 

Electricity use from post-1995 devices in 2015 36 20 

Annual savings in efficiency case (2015) 1Wh 22 26 

(1) Devices existing in 1995 are assumed to retire at an exponential rate equal to the inverse of the equipment lifetime. / 

(2) Electricity use in 2015 equals intensity factor (for each vintage bin) times number of devices times 1995 electricity use. 
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In a "frozen efficiency" baseline, the intensity factors are assumed to remain constant 
throughout the forecast (both existing and new devices are frozen at their 1995 intensities, but new 
devices replace existing devices as they retire). One calculates electricity use for surviving devices 
by multiplying the stock of surviving equipment by the intensity of such devices and by the total 
energy consumption for that end use in the base year. One then multiplies the stock of new devices 
by the intensity of such devices and by the total electricity use in the base year, and adds the results 
of this and the previous calculation. This assumes that all new devices are of the standard type. 

To develop a "likely trends" baseline, one must make assumptions about how intensities are 
likely to change because of market forces over the forecast period. The simplest approach is to 
assume that some share of new devices are of the efficient type (see below) rather than the average 
type. A more advanced approach would consider different degrees of efficiency improvement that 
might occur. 

Equipment in buildings is usually not retrofit (instead it is replaced at the end of its useful life), 
so the assumption that surviving equipment remains at fixed intensities until retired is probably 
accurate. Building shells are often retrofit due to their long lifetimes. Thus, the intensity factors for 
space conditioning end uses affected by shell retrofits must be adjusted to reflect such retrofits. The 
"frozen efficiency" baseline assumes no retrofits occur, whereas the "likely trends" baseline may 
assume that some of the stock receives retrofits. 

Step 3. Use energy intensities of efficient technologies to derive the technical potential 
for energy savings. Energy use is calculated in the same manner as for the frozen efficiency case, 
except that all new devices are assumed to be of the efficient type. If shell retrofits are being 
considered,· one assumes that all surviving buildings receive the retrofit by the target year. The 
energy intensity of efficient technologies is based on the engineering calculations described earlier. 

5.4.2 Detailed Equipment Stock Models 

The most accurate way to assess efficiency potentials in a bottom-up analysis is to begin at 
the lowest level of dissaggregation that the data allow. For buildings, such analysis involves creating 
building prototypes with thermal and equipment characteristics corresponding to new and average 
existing buildings. These prototypes are then run through a building energy simulation program with 
average weather to estimate heating and cooling energy use for different insulation levels and 
equipment efficiencies. For appliances, energy use is determined from engineering simulations and 
measured data. This detailed approach is exemplified by the work of Krause et al. (1988) and 
Kearney et al. (1991 ). These methods require data that can be difficult to obtain, so assumptions 
are often required. If a Country Study Team wishes to use a detailed approach for analysis of 
residential or commercial sector mitigation options, appropriate models and assistance can be 
provided. 

Equipment stocks. In a more detailed approach, the stock of relevant equipment is typically 
tracked at the level of technology, vintage, and fuel. For example, Kearney et al. (1993a) describe 
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a residential forecasting model that keeps track of stocks and other information for about a dozen 
different classes of refrigerators, with each class allowed to choose from ten or more technologies. 
These stocks are inferred from industry sales data or anecdotal evidence. Building shell stocks differ 
by region, vintage, and space conditioning equipment type, and in the best case these stocks are 
tracked at this level of detail. 

The differing lifetimes of building shells and equipment are used to estimate retirement rates 
and to group the building stock into different categories that are tracked explicitly. For example, 
buildings existing in the base year still existing in a forecast year would be split into those with 
original equipment, and those with equipment that has been replaced since the base year. The 
number of buildings in the first category would decline at a rate determined by the retirement rate 
of the equipment as well as the retirement rate of building shells. The number of buildings in the 
second category would increase over the duration of most forecasts, even though the total number 
of base-year buildings still existing in a forecast year would decrease over time. 

Energy intensity and efficiency factors. Intensity factors are not usually used in the more 
detailed calculations. Instead, each technology is assigned an energy consumption per unit (UEC, 
in kWh or GJ/unit/yr), based on engineering calculations or measured data. The unit energy 
consumption is a function of equipment efficiency and usage behavior, and these two parameters 
are specified independently in the most sophisticated end-use models. 

In a frozen efficiency scenario, the energy use per unit and the equipment stocks are tracked 
at the technology level. Total energy use in the base year is equal to the stock of equipment in that 
year times the average UEC for that equipment. For some devices, the capacity of the device (e.g., 
installed wattage for lighting) is also treated separately. The frozen efficiency forecast is created 
using the same conventions as before, except the energy use of typical base-year existing and new 
devices is specified in greater detail. The forecast of equipment stocks must also be disaggregated 
to the technology level, which makes such forecasts data-intensive and computationally demanding. 

To estimate a business-as-usual baseline scenario, bottom""UP forecasting models typically 
use some form of life-cycle cost calculation and diffusion curve to estimate the rate of penetration 
of new technology. The rate of such penetration depends on fuel prices, capital costs, logistic 
constraints, and other considerations. 

Estimating technical potential. Examples of a more detailed approached are two studies 
that assessed conservation potentials for residential refrigerators and commercial lighting. 

A detailed study of refrigerator efficiency options was conducted in the U.S. to determine the 
level at which minimum efficiency standards for refrigerators' should be set (US DOE, 1989a). The 
analysis relies on an end-use forecasting model that characterizes refrigerator energy use and 
associated capital costs by class of refrigerator (e.g., automatic defrost with top-mounted freezer, 
manual defrost, etc.) and by technology type. The energy savings estimates are based on 
engineering calculations using an established methodology. Since refrigerator usage does not vary 
much, these engineering calculations can give a very accurate picture of energy use for refrigerators 
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under average conditions. The study creates a business-as-usual forecast and then assesses the 
potential impacts of different efficiency standard levels in terms of energy use, costs, and shipments 
of different technologies and classes of refrigerators. 

A detailed assessment of lighting efficiency potential is that of Atkinson et al. (1992). This 
study tracks equipment stocks at the level of technology, and assesses the potential impacts of 
standards, incentives, and information policies on residential and commercial lighting energy use. 
Incandescent lamps as well as fluorescent fixtures, lamps, ballasts, and controls are treated in detail. 
Both current and advanced technologies are analyzed. Energy use is estimated using a bottom-up 
approach that relies on installed wattage, efficiency data, and usage data by technology and building 
type (e.g., offices, retail, restaurants, etc.). Both frozen efficiency and business-as-usual cases are 
presented. 

5.4.3 Simple Scenario Development 

This method provides a baseline scenario of energy use and a rough characterization of the 
potential for reducing energy use in end uses for which specific mitigation options are not analyzed. 
One estimates future fuel and/or electricity intensity for each of such end uses for a baseline and a 
mitigation scenario.5 General knowledge of-how energy is used allows a rough assessment of the 
likely trends. This approach relies on both consideration of historic trends and expert judgment as 
to how a particular end use could evolve. 

The mitigation scenario represents a rough estimate of the total fuel and electricity savings 
that could result from a set of mitigation options. This analysis does not consider specific mitigation 
options. Costs of a mitigation scenario are very difficult to estimate with this method. 

Step 1. Project fuel andlor electricity intensities in each end use for a baseline scenario, 
and calculate total consumption of each energy type. Projecting future energy intensities in a 
"likely trends" scenario requires combining historical data with judgment about the future. For 
example, one might assume that average energy use per household for lighting will increase from 
1 00 kWh/year to 200 kWh/year due to increase in size of homes and in the number of light points. 

Another approach is to estimate future intensities by reference to current intensities in other 
countries. One makes a judgment that the end use in the Study Country is likely to reach the 
intensity level of some other country by the target year. For example, one might assume that the 
average lighting energy intensity in the Study Country will reach the current level of Japan or Spain 
by the target year. 

If many end uses are grouped in an "other" category, the change in intensity can only be 

5Aitemately, several end uses may be grouped into a single category. For example, one might group all 
commercial-sector electrical end uses into a single category. Estimating changes in a category that comprises several 
different end uses is difficult, however. 
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estimated very roughly. For example, if one is considering total fuel use per unit floor area in the 
commercial sector, one might estimate that there will be a moderate increase in intensity due to 
higher demand for energy services such as heating or water heating. 

Multiplying the intensity by the number of devices, households, or amount of floor area yields 
total energy consumption for each end use. 

Step 2. Project fuel and electricity intensities in each end use for a mitigation scenario, 
and calculate total consumption of each energy type. The possible approaches are similar as 
in projecting baseline scenario intensities, except that in this case one considers changes that could 
occur if efficient technologies were widely adopted. If one is using actual intensities in other 
countries to estimate what the intensities in the Study Country could be, one can select a country 
whose residential sector or commercial sector is similar to what the same sector in the Study 
Country could be in the target year if policies encouraged efficiency improvement. 

5.5 MITIGATION POLICIES 

Policies affecting energy efficiency in the residential and commercial sectors fall into four 
basic categories: efficiency standards, incentive programs, information programs, and market 
transformation programs (chiefly government purchasing). 

5.5.1 Minimum Efficiency Standards 

Minimum efficiency standards may apply to appliances ancl other equipment and to new 
buildings or those undergoing substantial renovations. Efficiency standards can take two forms: 
prescriptive standards, which mandate specific technologies, and performance standards, which 
mandate a specific level of energy consumption. A standard can also give the user a choice of 
prescriptive or performance approaches. 

Standards for new buildings exist in many countries throughout the world, but are often not 
very stringent with respect to energy efficiency (Janda and Busch, 1994). In addition, building 
standards are often enforced by local officials who are understaffed and insufficiently trained 
(Usibelli and Stevens, 1988). 

A different type of standard for new buildings involves electric utilities establishing minimum 
efficiency requirements for new buildings hooking up to the system (Bellamy and Fey 1988). Utility 
service standards have been used extensively in the Northwest, U.S. (Vine 1986). They have been 
successful in part because they apply leverage to the builder/developer at a key point in the 
development process. Such policies can be effective in countries where on-site enforcement may 
be subject to cheating. 

Because of concentration in the appliance industry and because mass-produced devices are 
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easier to change than site-built devices, equipment standards are more effectively enforced than are 
building standards. Appliance standards have been popular in the U.S. (McMahon et al., 1990), and 
are being considered in Western Europe. The data collected for the U.S. appliance standards 
rulemakings is extensive and has proved valuable for analysts both within and outside the U.S. (US 
DOE 1988, US DOE 1989a, US DOE 1989b, US DOE 1990, US DOE 1993b, US DOE 1993c, US 
DOE 1993a). 

By themselves, minimum efficiency standards provide no incentive to produce a more 
efficient device or building than the standard requires, and are often much less stringent than would 
be cost-effective from society's perspective. They can, however, be combined with incentive 
programs that will encourage efficiency beyond the standard level. 

Voluntary agreements between the government and appliance manufacturers can be an 
alternative to mandatory standards. Such agreements have been negotiated, with generally positive 
results, in Western Europe, Japan, and Brazil (Meyers et al. 1990). However, these agreements 
have not pushed the market as strongly as did the appliance standards in the U.S. 

5.5.2 Incentive Programs 

Incentives usually involve rebates or low-interest loans to those purchasing efficient devices 
or undertaking building retrofits. Penalties on purchasers of less efficient devices are also possible. 
In the U.S., rebates have been extensively used by utilities (EPRI 1987a); tax incentives have also 
been tried, with mixed results. In Western Europe, grants and tax incentives were used in many 
countries to encourage housing retrofit in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Well-conceived financial incentives can influence purchaser decision making. They may also 
promote the development of an energy service industry and financial infrastructure needed for 
continuing success with energy efficiency programs (EPRI, 1987b). 

The information component of incentive programs to promote specific efficiency technologies 
can be important. Utility rebates for compact fluorescent lamps and electronic ballasts deliver 
institutional credibility to claims that these devices actually save energy. If an architect sees that the 
utility will pay rebates for installations of ten different devices, search costs have been reduced. The 
designer can just focus on ways to use those ten technologies in the design, without necessarily 
undertaking a lengthy analysis of all techniques available to reduce energy consumption. 

5.5.3 Information Programs 

Information programs have been used throughout the world to promote energy conservation 
in homes and, to a lesser extent, in commercial buildings. Information programs include labeling of 
devices with efficiency information, utility bill stutters, booklets listing the most efficient devices, 
handbooks for building designers, developers, architects and others, and radio and television 
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advertisements. The impact of these programs is difficult to gauge. 

Site-specific information may be delivered by energy audit programs. Without incentives or 
soft loans to encourage adoption of measures identified in audits, however, the rate of adoption is 
usually low. 

The cost of disseminating information can be reduced if the information distribution source 
is perceived by consumers as being more objective than suppliers, is centralized (it achieves 
economies of scale in replication and distribution), and it uses existing distribution channels (e.g. 
utility bills or customer service representatives). 

One important means of disseminating information is to conduct demonstration projects using 
the latest building and appliance efficiency technologies. These projects demonstrate the capability 
and reliability of new technologies. They can also uncover unanticipated problems in installing these 
technologies, which can then be corrected before full-scale implementation gets underway. 

5.5.4 Government Purchase Programs/Market Transformation 

This policy involve governments creating a market for new efficiency technology through their 
purchasing choices. In this way the efficient technology will be supported in the early stages, which 
would allow manufacturers to increase production of efficient products and achieve economies of 
scale more quickly. This policy can be justified on the grounds of direct operating cost savings to the 
government, with the added benefit of encouraging more rapid adoption of efficiency technologies 
in the economy as a whole. Governments could simply mandate technologies for use in new 
government construction, or they could mandate a certain efficiency or performance level. 
Government purchase programs of this nature are being implemented at the federal level in the U.S. 

5.5.5 Incentives vs. Mandates 

Incentives are often preferable to mandates because they allow individual actors to choose 
the most cost-effective path to achieve the desired level of energy efficiency or emission reductions. 
Incentives are also more flexible than mandates. Mandates are useful when there are relatively high 
monitoring costs for incentives or when the required actions are easy, non-controversial, or 
inexpensive. Properly enforced mandates also may have more predictable effects than incentives, 
although experience gained with early incentive programs can be used to great advantage when 
predicting the results of future programs. Mandates and incentives should work in tandem, with 
policy makers using standards to eliminate the least efficient buildings or appliances, and using 
incentives to promote improvements beyond the 
level of the mandated standards. 
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5.5.6 Effectiveness of Policies 

Programs are typically only able to capture some fraction of the technical-economic savings 
potentials described, because of real world complexities and limitations. A sophisticated attempt to 
address these complexities in the context of assessing savings potentials is that of Brown (1993). 
The results of this work, summarized in Figure 5-1, show that slightly less than half of the technical 
potential savings identified for the U.S. residential sector (Koomey et al., 1991) can be 
cost-effectively captured by a combination of appliance standards, building standards, and utility 
programs over a twenty year forecast time frame. 

Figure 5-1 also shows the individual effect of various corrections to the estimates of energy 
savings and costs. These corrections each have a noticeable effect, but the.biggest effect (Market 
Penetration) is that associated with the time necessary to scale up programs and with the imperfect 
effectiveness of those programs. Program costs, takeback of savings, imperfect persistence of 
measures, and an adjustment because engineering estimates often overestimate savings all are 
important correction factors that affect the technical potential. To accurately estimate the achievable 
potential, one should estimate the effects of all these different factors on an end use by end use 
basis. As this is a difficult process, simple estimates may be made instead. 
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Figure 5-l: Achievable Conservation Potential 
in US Residential Electricity Use in 2010 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 6 
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR 

Demand for transportation increases as economies grow, as incomes rise, and as 
infrastructure expands to accommodate demand. Thus, for most developing and transition 
countries, the key issue in analyzing transportation mitigation options is how to reduce growth in 
emissions from projected levels. Analysis of mitigation options needs to consider both the short term 
(up to a decade into the future) and the long term (a decade or longer). Unlike other energy-using 
activities such as industry or electric utilities, steps that can be taken to reduce emissions from 
transportation in the short term are either easily reversible (requiring effort to sustain the reductions), 
or they are of questionable value in the long term (measures to reduce energy consumption by 
relieving traffic congestion may be overtaken by a few years' increase in transportation demand). 
Other measures, such as improving the efficiency of vehicle fleets or switching fuels, require long 
lead times to have substantial effect, but they are much more likely to persist in their impact. Even 
if economic growth leads to an increase in the amount of transportation, emissions will be lower if 
the vehicle stock has higher fuel economy, or if it uses cleaner fuels than present petroleum fuels. 

For many countries, it is important to distinguish between planning for the present 
transportation system and planning for one that might be expected under rapid growth. For example, 
if demand for transportation increases at 4% per year, and if vehicle fleets and infrastructure expand 
to accommodate this growth, then the transportation system at the end of a typical 30-year planning 
horizon will be 3.25 times larger than its present size; 69% of the system will have been built 
subsequent to the beginning of the planning (given replacement of existing facilities and vehicles, 
the percentage will be somewhat higher than this). For this reason, it is important not to let the 
existing system drive the analysis of mitigation options, especially in the long term, because the 
determinants of long-term emissions have yet to be put into place. 

Transportation encompasses a complex set of activities operating at several different 
geographic scales even within a single country: urban, regional, national, and international. To 
analyze these activities, several classes of approach have been developed, each directed at different 
questions, different decision makers, and different scales of analysis: 

Demand forecasting: how much travel or freight movement is expected? How might 
changes in fuel prices, changes in economic activity, or changes in land use affect the 
amount of travel or freight movement? 
Mode choice: what mix of transportation modes will be used to provide passenger and 
freight transportation services? 
Vehicle stock analysis: what impact does changing the vehicle technology (fuel 
economy, fuel type, emission controls) have on fuel use and emissions? 
Logistics management: for an activity that uses transportation, how can it be reorganized 
to reduce the use or cost of transportation? 
Transportation management: how should infrastructure and vehicle flow be managed to 
reduce congestion or to improve efficiency? 
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Transportation planning: what investments should be made to meet additional demand 
for transportation or to improve efficiency? 

All of these approaches have some value in efforts to analyze options for reducing emissions 
of greenhouse gases from transportation. However, most mitigation analyses will use the first three 
and these will be the focus of attention in this chapter. The other approaches are more useful in 
analyzing options for implementation in specific contexts (e.g., a provincial agency that operates a 
vehicle fleet, a municipal government that builds highways or public transit systems, a development 
agency that builds transportation infrastructure), or for analyzing options when special circumstances 
apply (e.g., a government-owned fleet or an urban area contributes a major share of the country's 
transportation emissions). 

6.2 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Five broad categories of mitigation options encompass a large number of specific actions. 

(i) Improve vehicle technical efficiency 

Reduce vehicle weight, drag, or rolling resistance; improve engine, transmission, or 
drive-train performance; and for some types of vehicles, switch fuels (e.g., heavy trucks from 
gasoline to diesel). 

Most developing and transition countries do not exercise direct control over the design of the 
vehicles they import or assemble (vehicles manufactured or assembled by most countries use 
designs if not components supplied under agreement by multinational vehicle suppliers). However, 
they can influence the mix of vehicles that they import, and they can negotiate with suppliers of 
vehicle components or vehicle designs assembled domestically to increase the fuel economy of the 
final product. The effectiveness of options to improve the technical efficiency of vehicles will be 
limited by the range of technical efficiency of vehicles that are available (or expected to be available) 
for import or assembly. 

(ii) Switch to fuel systems with lower emissions 

Shift from petroleum to natural gas, methanol, ethanol, electricity, or biofuels with lower 
emissions per unit of service (vehicle-kilometer traveled, tonne-kilometer of freight moved). Specific 
actions may include measures to ensure production and distribution of fuel, measures to ensure 
availability of vehicles to use the fuels, and measures to maintain the vehicles and fuel systems, with 
the specifics depending on the type of fuel and degree of market penetration sought. Some types 
of fuel switching will reduce emissions from vehicle tail pipes but may have high enough emissions 
in the production and distribution stages that total emissions for the fuel cycle will be higher than for 
petroleum fuels. In particular, the impact of switching to electric vehicles is strongly dependent on 
the electricity generation resource mix. 

In general, fuel switching as a mitigation option will be limited to highway vehicles and to 
railroads. The latter may consider switching from coal to diesel or electric locomotives, or switching 
from diesel to electric. 
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(iii) Improve system efficiency 

Improve traffic flow (e.g., improve traffic signal timing, limit mix of vehicles or access on some 
. routes, or other measures to reduce congestion or increase average speed and load); increase 
vehicle load factor by ride sharing, changing routes or schedules, or increased back hauling; improve 
vehicle maintenance; improve operating training and performance; integrated planning for expected 
growth. Most of these actions are subject to influence by national governments, but estimating their 
effectiveness can be difficult. 

Mitigation options to improve system efficiency are quite diverse. Many of these options 
involve changing decisions made by large numbers of individuals or firms, and few have been 
studied extensively in terms of cause and effect. Some of these mitigation options, such as 
improving traffic flow, involve actions that intuitively may reduce emissions but that may do so only 
in the short term or not at all (Thailand Development Research Institute 1990, Birk and Zegras 1993). 
Only in exceptional cases, such as in Singapore, have these options succeeded (Ang 1989). 
Options such as training vehicle operators to improve fuel economy, or improving the maintenance 
of vehicles, have demonstrable effects in the short term. For example, training operators to operate 
their vehicles more efficiently has been shown to improve in-use fuel economy by up to 1 0% in the 
U.S. during the short run, although questions remain about how long such savings will persist, or 
what may be required to maintain them (Greene 1986). 

(iv) Encourage shifts toward modes with lower emissions 

Promote walking, bicycling, public transportation, and railroad freight relative to automobile 
and truck traffic; avoid creating barriers to modes with lower emissions when developing, managing, 
or operating infrastructure for motor vehicles; increase infrastructure devoted to low-emission 
modes; increase the cost of using motor vehicles relative to modes with lower emissions; increase 
licensing requirements for motor vehicles; promote modes with lower emissions via public 
information campaigns or improvements in the quality of service (e.g., dedicated rights-of- way for 
buses, increased frequency of service). Again, estimating the effectiveness of these actions can be 
difficult. 

(v) Manage transport demand 

Plan land uses to reduce need for motorized travel and accommodate modes with lower 
emissions; charge tolls for motorized traffic; improve postal and telecommunications systems; 
expand and decentralize public services to reduce trip length. 

The theoretical attractiveness of demand management can easily be demonstrated, but the 
present state of knowledge provides little guidance for identifying the most cost-effective ways to 
reduce demand growth rates. Land-use planning and improved telecommunications have been 
suggested as means for reducing future levels of demand from baseline levels (Watterson 1993, Birk 
and Zegras 1993), but little information is available to indicate the magnitudes of reductions that 
might be realistically achieved. 

Demand management can be affected via land-use planning to reduce the length or 
frequency of trips or the need to use high-emission modes for travel. Land-use planning is unlikely 
to have much effect in the short term, and its long-term impact is difficult to estimate. Intuitively, 
compact settlement patterns and mixes of land uses allow reductions in the length and frequency 
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of trips, but numerical estimates are limited, and evidence in the U.S. suggests that "improving the 
mix" of land uses has relatively little impact on trip generation. Although land-use planning can 
provide the opportunity for people to use modes with low or no emissions, people need not avail 
themselves of such opportunity (Owens 1989, Giuliano and Small 1993). Long-term emission 
reductions resulting from changes in land-use planning may be greater in cities that have not yet 
adapted to extensive automobile use. · 

Some relationships between land-use patterns, density, and transportation remain poorly 
understood. Dense patterns of land use can contribute to traffic congestion, reducing average 
vehicle speed and fuel economy. Lower densities require longer trips and greater vehicle use, which 
in the long term may also lead to congestion, offsetting the short-term benefits of increased vehicle 
speed and fuel economy (Newman and Kenworthy, 1988). 

Demand management also can be effected by substituting telecommunications or postal 
communications for transportation, but the impact of such measures is difficult to assess. The 
potential for reduction in developing countries may be small because the proportion of employees 
whose work and incomes would allow them to make such substitutions is low. 

6.2.1 Screening Mitigation Options 

In screening mitigation options, one should consider the criteria described in Chapter 2. 
Criteria that are especially important for transportation analysis are discussed below. 

Relationship between an option and national goals. Is the option consistent with 
development plans and goals (e.g., physical access to employment or public services; urban 
development)? Is it consistent with transportation development plans (e.g., planned infrastructure 
expansion or industrial development)? If the option is inconsistent with these plans, what are the 
implications and requirements of altering other plans to accommodate it? If the option is consistent 
with them, can some of the costs of implementing the option be shared with programs for 
implementing other plans? Many of the questions here relate to identifying indirect costs and 
benefits of the mitigation option. 

Relationship between an option and transportation-related problems. Does 
implementing the option help to solve other transportation-related problems (e.g., local air quality, 
traffic congestion, limited funds or land for infrastructure expansion, balance of trade for petroleum 
imports)? If so, does this improve its prospects for successful implementation? If not, what is 
required to remove the incompatibility or reduce it to acceptable levels? Many of the questions here 
relate to identifying direct and joint benefits of the mitigation option. 

The country's ability to implement options. Are there adequate numbers of technically 
trained personnel available to implement and manage the option? What is the cost of implementing 
the option, and are financial resources available? Will the public support the option or oppose it? 
Can the needed expertise, institutions, or acceptance be developed at reasonable cost? Many of the 
questions here involve estimation of the direct costs of implementing the mitigation option. 
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6.3 INPUTS FOR TRANSPORTATION SECTOR ANALYSIS 

6.3.1 Aggregate Data 

Energy consumption in the base year. An analysis of the transport sector initially requires 
data on total consumption of each energy type by each of the various transport modes (i.e., 
automobiles, trucks, rail, ships, air) in the base year; If information on energy consumption by mode 
is not available from an authoritative source, then estimates must be made. 

Transport activity. For passenger transport modes, the usual indicator of activity is 
passenger-km (p-km). The usual indicator for freight transport is ton-km (t-km). These indicators 
are typically available from official sources for most, but not all modes. In some cases (e.g., private 
automobile travel), estimates may be necessary. 

6.3.2 Vehicle Stock Data 

Ideally, one has estimates of the number of vehicles in different groups defined to have 
similar age and fuel type characteristics (for example, the number of vehicles that are one year old 
and use diesel, the number that are one year old and use gasoline, the number that are two years 
old and use diesel, etc.). Each of these groups is termed a "vintage." If this level of detail can be 
collected, then a model can be used to track a vintage as the vehicles in it are expected to age, 
deteriorate, or go out of service in the future. This kind of tracking is important, since many of the 
vehicles purchased in any year will still be in use 10-15 years later. If less detail is available, larger 
vintages may be used with some loss in accuracy. If a vehicle fleet contains vehicles that use 
different types of fuels (e.g., gasoline and diesel), then if possible each vintage should be defined 
to include a single fuel. 

Data sources will vary. Most countries impose some form of vehicle licensing, inspection, 
or taxation, and the administration of these requirements may collect detailed data. If enforcement 
and compliance with these requirements is lax, this approach will underestimate the size of t.he 
vehicle fleet, and it may be necessary to augment it with information collected for other purposes 
(e.g., proportion of vehicles stopped for traffic violations that are unlicensed; roadside surveys to 
estimate the under-count) (see Meyers 1988 for a discussion of vehicle data in developing 
countries). If a country imports vehicles, it may have data on past and current imports; if a country 
manufactures or assembles them,· it may be able to obtain information on past production and 
disposition (sales, exports) of these vehicles. For some types of vehicles other than light-duty 
highway vehicles (e.g., passenger aircraft, buses, locomotives), government entities may own or 
control the vehicle fleet and should be in a position to obtain data directly. 

6.3.3 Vehicle Fuel Economy and Use 

Once the vintages have been defined and their size estimated, it is necessary to estimate 
how much fuel the vintage consumes now and will consume in the future. This, in turn, requires 

1 ' some way of estimating vehicle use and vehicle fuel economy. (It also requires estimating what 
proportion of each vintage will still be operating one year, two years, three years, and so on, in the 
future. This is termed the "survival rate.") For light-duty passenger vehicles, some countries may 
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be able to obtain current vehicle use from odometer readings taken at compliance with annual 
licensing, inspection, or taxation; this source may also yield estimates of vehicle survival rates. 
Other countries may need to sample vehicle owners. If possible, it is desirable to collect additional 
information about variables likely to influence vehicle use, such as household income, whether the 
vehicle is used in a business or for government work or not, and whether the vehicle's owner is 
located in a large city, small city, or rural area. With this kind of information, it is possible to esti~ate 
how vehicle ownership may grow as the population increases, or as the economy expands, or as 
people migrate to cities. 

Vehicle fuel economy estimates may be available from local assembly plants or importers, 
although vehicle models sold in developing or transition countries often are different from those that 
are tested in developed countries. Sampling vehicles at refueling stations is another approach, and 
it may be more accurate, especially if most vehicles are operated under congested urban conditions. 

6.4 DEVELOPING SCENARIOS 

An approach for analyzing transportation energy demand and emissions is illustrated in 
Rgure 6-1. The first step is to project the demand for transport for each major passenger and freight 
mode. There is no single, universally applicable model for projecting demand for transport. In most 
developing and transition countries, future transport demand is probably best projected as a function 
of growth in population, the economy, and income. The specific variables used will depend on the 
data series that are available in the country. If a country has a number of major population centers 
or if particular sectors of the economy contribute disproportionately to transportation demand, it may 
be appropriate to include information about the country's geographic or economic structure in the 
estimating model. The demand for particular passenger and freight modes can be estimated based 
on assumptions regarding the prospects for competing modes (such as rail and road in freight 
transport). The demand for each mode affects the number of vehicles and their rate of use. 

Growth in population and the economy along with various government policies shape the 
levels of vehicle ownership (private and public). A vehicle stock model allows tracking of different 
types of vehicles as they enter or leave the stock. For each group of vehicles that enter the stock 
in a given year, known as a "vintage," one collects data on basic characteristics such as fuel 
economy (e.g., liters per 100 km) and fuel type (e.g., gasoline, diesel). Changes in the vehicle stock 
over time are tracked with a vehicle stock model such as that described in Greene et al (1986) or 
Greene and Rathi (1990). 

Once a vehicle enters the stock, its fuel economy is shaped by how the vehicle is maintained 
and operated and also by the operating environment (i.e., the degree of traffic congestion, which 
affects average vehicle speeds). It may also be influenced by government policies. 

Fuel consumption for each type of vehicle is calculated based on the number of vehicles, 
their average fuel economy, and their average use (kilometers or tonne-km). GHG and other tailpipe 
emissions are calculated based on fuel use and vehicle characteristics. The impact of various 
mitigation options is derived by estimating the effect on the appropriate variables in the model. 
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Figure 6-1: An Analytical Approach for Transportation Mitigation Assessment 
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6.4.1 Analyzing Impacts of Mitigation Options 

This section discusses how the five classes of mitigation options listed earlier might be 
analyzed. The analytical approaches differ, in part because the information available for analyzing 
them differs for each class, and in part because some draw upon types of analysis that may be 
undertaken for other purposes. 

To analyze a mitigation option, it is necessary to estimate its effect on one or more of the key 
variables. For example, if an option changes the technology of vehicles that will be imported or 
manufactured in the future, then this will affect either the type of fuel or the fuel economy. These 
variables would be changed for the affected vintages and their fuel consumption recalculated. An 
option that changes the cost of fuel should affect the use of vehicles in all vintages, but it may do 
so differently for vehicles with different fuel economies or owned by people with different incomes. 
The· level of detail and the approach used in estimating these effects will depend on the resources 
and expertise in each country, and on how large the effect is expected to be. 

If a mitigation option affects a portion of the vehicle fleet, then this needs to be analyzed by 
modifying the baseline estimates for the appropriate portion of each vintage. For example, if a 
mitigation option would reduce traffic congestion in the capital city, thereby improving fuel economy 
for vehicles that operate in the capital, then the effect of the option should be estimated based on 
the proportion of each cohort affected by the option. Similarly, an option to encourage mode 
switching or reduce trip length in a major city would affect vehicle use only for portions of each 
vintage. An operator training program might affect only a portion of a country's operators. 

Analysis of a mitigation option requires one to estimate the cost and other impacts of 
implementing it. Options dealing with vehicle improvements will be easier to cost than those dealing 
with transport system improvements. 

6.4.1.1 Improve vehicle technical efficiency 

The analyst must determine opportunities for improving the fuel economy of new vehicles 
added to the fleet (e.g., range of fuel economy available in present models available for import, 
assembly, or manufacture), and possible of penetration rates for these vehicles (e.g., under 
standards the rate for efficient vehicles can be higher than otherwise). Substituting more fuel
efficient vehicles for those expected to meet future demand for vehicles in the baseline scenario 
allows the vehicle stock model to calculate fuel consumption and other costs and benefits over the 
analysis horizon. Costs will include any additional cost per vehicle associated with improved 
technical efficiency. Estimating the costs of different levels of fuel economy improvement would 
allow definition of steps on an emission reduction "supply curve." 

6.4.1.2 Switch to fuel systems with lower emissions 

The approach to analyzing alternative fuels requires vehicle fleet information that is 
essentially the same as that described above for vehicle efficiency. Typically, the penetration rates 
for these vehicles will be lower than those for high-efficiency vehicles using conventional fuels, at 
least in the early years of implementation. This reflects the added effort needed to foster the 
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introduction of alternative-fueled vehicles in the fleet, and the perceived cost and convenience 
disadvantages of such vehicles relative to those that use petroleum fuels. Assessing the costs and 
benefits will require information about the alternative fuels (e.g., type, source, cost). This information 
will come from the energy supply analysis (for both conventional and renewable fuels). 

A recent analysis of alternative fuels provides consistent estimates of tailpipe and upstream 
emissions for light- and heavy- duty highway vehicles using various alternative fuels in the U.S. 
(Deluchi 1991; 1993). The upstream estimates reflect the ways the fuels would be produced in the 
U.S., so they would have to be modified for another country. 

6.4.1.3 Improve system efficiency 

To examine a mitigation option that reduces traffic congestion in order to improve fuel 
economy, one can estimate the effect on vehicle fuel economy, enter the revised fuel economy into 
the vehicle stock model, and estimate the effect of this change on fuel consumption and emissions. 
The effect of improving traffic flow on fuel economy (whether by adding highway capacity, improving 
signalization, or other means) might be estimated using traffic engineering models to estimate the 
effects on average vehicle speed, and using coefficients to relate average vehicle speed to fuel 
economy. The effectiveness of the improvement, and its persistence, depend in part upon whether 
present congestion conditions are suppressing some demand for travel (i.e., whether or not there 
is latent demand that would emerge once improvements are made), and in part upon the rate of 
growth in demand. Both of these factors would determine how long the improvement might remain 
effective at reducing congestion and improving fuel economy. A program to educate vehicle 
operators how to operate vehicles more efficiently would be analyzed in similar fashion. 

Analy5is of a program option to assist large fleet operators, including government agencies, 
in improving the management of their fleets would estimate the effectiveness of such programs in 
reducing distance driven or improving fuel economy, apply these effects to the proportion of the 
nation's vehicles affected, and calculate the fuel savings. Experience from the U.S. and Canada 
suggests that improved routing and logistics management for large fleets can reduce fuel 
consumption by 10-20% (Erkut and Maclean 1992, Graham 1993). Persistence of savings from this 
option will depend in part upon whether the option is implemented as a one-time program or on a 
continuing basis, and in part on economic incentives to maintain efficient performance (either via fuel 
prices or competition with other firms). 

For both operator training and fleet management, the effect on a country's emissions would 
depend on the proportion of the nation's operators and vehicles affected by the options, as well as 
on the effectiveness of the options among the targeted populations. 

This category also includes options to increase vehicle occupancy (e.g., by increasing the 
opportunities available for freight backhauling). These options would be modeled as reductions in 
the rate of vehicle use for the affected vehicles. 

6.4.1.4 Encourage shifts toward modes with lower emissions 

Mode shifting of passenger travel, especially in urban areas, entails encouraging people to 
use non-motorized modes or public transportation instead of automobiles. Analysis of this option 
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requires estimates of present and projected modal splits and estimates of emissions intensities for 
various modes. The analysis must consider any changes in the operation of low-emission modes 
taken to respond to changes in demand (e.g., an increase in the frequency of bus service, or an 
increase in the area served by buses). Absent an aggressive effort to improve the performance of 
low-emission modes and to encourage their use, the impact of such mitigation options is likely to be 
fairly small. Again, the technical assistance team may provide some estimates of the effectiveness 
of mode-switching measures, based on international experience. 

The analysis task may be easier for freight when an established alternative (such as rail) to 
shipping by truck exists. 

6.4.2 Constructing Scenarios: An Example 

6.4.2.1 Baseline scenario 

Fuel use in a baseline scenario may be projected simply by assuming continuation of present 
rates of increase and augmenting this information with expected changes (e.g. planned infrastructure 
investments, anticipated effects of policies recently enacted but not yet fully implemented). 
Alternatively, expected fuel use may be projected in more detail based on expected trends in vehicle 
ownership and technology (e.g., fuel economy for vehicles entering the country's fleet, absent any 
measure to improve it). This is the method used in the baseline scenario presented in Box 6-1. 

To calculate how much fuel each vintage of vehicles will consume in a given year, one 
multiplies fuel economy (liters per kilometer) times the number of vehicles times the average number 
of kilometers a vehicle is expected to be driven in a year. Summing fuel consumption across· 
vintages yields total fuel consumption. 

To construct the baseline scenario, it is necessary to develop information on vintage size, 
fuel economy, vehicle use, and survival rates for the vehicles that will enter service in future years. 
The simplest approach is to extrapolate from past vehicle sales and to assume similar fuel economy 
and patterns of use. However, vehicle purchase rates are known to vary with the health of the 
economy, with growth of personal income, with the availability of vehicles if imports or production 
have been restricted in the past, and with changes in government policy toward vehicles. These 
·same factors also are known to influence how much vehicles are used. If there are reasons to 
believe that future rates of vehicle purchase or use will differ substantially from those in the past, 
then this needs to be modeled. 

The fuel consumption for each vintage of new vehicles can be calculated as it is for vintages 
of existing vehicles, and these new vintages can be tracked from year to year. Their estimated fuel 
consumption in each year is added to that estimated for existing vehicles. 

The basic approach outlined above can be applied to different types of vehicles. For freight 
modes, tonne-kilometers may be a more appropriate measure for vehicle use than distance. For rail, 
ship, and air transport, energy use can be projected without a vehicle stock analysis. One can 
estimate growth in demand for passenger and freight service based on expected trends, and then 
estimate change in the average energy intensity (e.g., energy use per passenger-km or tonne-km). 
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Box 6-1: Constructing Transportation Scenarios Using a Vehicle Stock Model (Modified 
from Greene et al, 1986). Base year = 1995. 

Distribution of vehicles by vintage (light trucks): 

Year in Service 
1995 
1994 
1993 
1992 
1991 
1990 
1989 
1988 
1987 

Number 
8,482 
8,064 
5,871 
5,180 
4,489 
4,248 
3,212 
2,625 
1,450 

Year in Service 
1986 
1985 
1984 
1983 
1982 
1981 
1980 
1979 or earlier 

Total 

Number 
1,036 

967 
1,209 

691 
760 
587 
380 

.1.JAQ 

50,391 

Use of new vehicle in first year of operation: 54,501 km/yr (estimated from survey) 
Rate of decline in use with age: -0.036 (estimated from survey) 
Average fuel economy for existing vehicles: 9.241itres/100km (99% of fuel used is diesel). 
Scrappage function estimated from survey 

Baseline scenario assumptions (projection through 2003): 

Average new vehicle fuel economy: 9.5 litres/1 OOkm 
(estimated from survey; assume constant for new vehicles) 

Annual growth rate in vehicle stock: 14%/yr (estimated from vehicle registration data). 

1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 

9,669 
11,023 
12,566 
14,325 
16,331 
18,617 
21,224 
24,196 

Registrations 
New vehicles Used vehicles 

819 
933 

1,064 
1,212 
1,383 
1,576 
1,797 
2,048 

No change in real prices of vehicles or fuel through 2003 
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Mitigation scenario assumptions: 

Average vehicle fuel economy: Improve tires, improve maintenance, engine oils, and 
institute driver training to yield an immediate improvement of 5% for existing and new 
vehicles; otherwise fuel economy of new vehicles does not change. 

Impose 11% tax on new vehicles: reduces purchases of new vehicles by 1 0% in 1997; 
growth of registrations declines to 10% per year. 

Registrations 
New vehicles Used vehicles 

1996 9,669 819 
1997 10,635 933 
1998 11,699 1,064 
1999 14,325 1,212 
2000 12,869 1,383 
2001 14,156 1,576 
2002 15,572 1,797 
2003 17,12g 2,048 

Increase diesel fuel price by 1 0% in 1996 and by 30% in 1997; increase price of gasoline by 
12% in year 1996 and 14% in year 1997 to reduce incentive to purchase new gasoline 
vehicles instead of diesel. The price increase reduces driving via an elasticity parameter. 

Results: 

Vehicle stock 

Fuel consumption (diesel) 
(1 061itres/yr) 

6.4.4.2 Mitigation scenario 

50,391 

183 

2003 Base Case 2003 Mitigation , 

124,000 97,000 

565 379 

Estimating the impact of mitigation options on energy consumption and emissions requires 
assumptions regarding the rate of implementation. As noted above, this estimation will be difficult 
for some classes of option. · 

One may evaluate specific actions either in isolation from or in combination with each other. 
For example, the mitigation scenario presented in Box 6-1 combines the effects of several measures 
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to reduce the rate of growth in vehicle purchases, plus measures to improve the efficiency of vehicle 
operations. Estimates of cost are likely to be more difficult for combined actions than for individual 
ones. The uncertain costs and effectiveness of some classes of option, such as demand 
management, may make their use in supply curve development of questionable value. 

Estimation of macroeconomic impacts of mitigation options (e.g., on employment or 
productivity) would require additional information on the manner and cost of implementation, plus 
the benefits of implementation. For example, in the mitigation scenario in Box 6-1, future vehicle 
registrations are substantially reduced when compared to the baseline scenario. If these vehicles 
are used primarily for convenience, the macroeconomic effects of the scenario would be quite 
different than if the vehicles were used productively in the economy. 

':,) 

6.5 MITIGATION POLICIES 

(i) Improve vehicle technical efficiency. 

,, A number of policy options are available for improving the technical efficiency of vehicles. 

I 

Where vehicles are imported, the most effective policy is likely to be fuel economy standards. In 
many countries, import duties and other taxes make vehicle purchase costs so high that adding fees 
based on fuel economy are unlikely to have much effect. Where vehicles are assembled or 
manufactured domestically using designs or components from abroad, negotiations probably will be 
necessary to gain access to models with higher fuel economy. These might be augmented with a 
gradually increasing schedule of fuel economy requirements. As noted earlier, efforts to improve 
vehicle fuel efficiency are likely to be limited to whatever range the multinational vehicle 
manufacturers have developed for their global markets. 

(ii) Switch to fuel systems with lower emissions. 

Fuel switching is a more complex undertaking, because it requires coordination among the 
different activities of vehicle production, vehicle purchase, fuel production and distribution, fuel 
purchase, and vehicle maintenance. It typically requires a mix of measures to ensure: production 
of vehicles that can use the alternative fuel; provision of these vehicles at a price competitive with 
those that use conventional fuel; production and distribution of the alternative fuel where it is 
demanded; provision of the fuel at a price competitive with conventional petroleum fuels; conversion 
of existing vehicles to use the new fuel; and maintenance and repair of vehicles that use the new 
fucl. ' 

A fuel-switching option is likely to require a mix of: requirements for fleets to purchase the 
vehicles; mandates for production or import of these vehicles in some share of the market; 
subsidies during the initial phase of the program for vehicle conversion and fuel production; some 
sort of tax or rebate to provide price parity among fuels; and training and licensing programs for 
mechanics to convert or maintain vehicles that use the new fuel. The effectiveness of these 
measures will depend on the mix and the aggressiveness with which they are pursued. 

(iii) Improve system efficiency. 

Some options to improve traffic flow involve changes to transportation infrastructure, which 
historically has been a responsibility of the public sector. These options can be implemented 
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relatively easily by direct investment of public funds, assuming the availability of funds for 
changing and maintaining traffic signalization systems, expanding highway capacity, providing 
dedicated rights of way for buses or car pools, and so forth. More controversial and more difficult 
to implement are bans on certain types of traffic (such as trucks) during periods of peak congestion, 
or restrictions on the numbers of vehicles or vehicle licenses. Some of these measures, if 
implemented, require supporting measures to provide or improve alternative modes. 

(iv) Encourage shifts toward modes with lower emissions. 

The choice of measures to encourage the use of modes with lower emissions will depend 
upon the present availability and use of these modes, and on understanding present barriers to their 
increased use. For example, if alternatives are presently available but under-used market, surveys 
can identify reasons for the lack of use, each of which would require different measures (for 
example, investment to improve service, changes in prices of different modes) to correct. On the 
other hand, if alternatives are used to present capacity, then investment in new capacity may be 
the most effective measure to encourage greater use. Other measures, depending upon specific 
barriers identified, might include a shift in funding emphasis toward modes with lower emissions, 
higher fees for modes with higher emissions, and managing land-use change to promote patterns 
of use and infrastructure that are more easily and effectively served by modes with low emissions. 

(v) Manage transport demand. 

Measures to manage transport demand will vary with local circumstances. In some 
countries, lack of reliable telephone and postal service requires clients and couriers to make large 
numbers of trips that businesses and households in other countries do not have to make. 
Investment in postal, telecommunication, and service delivery systems targeted to foster the 
use of these systems instead of physically moving information and people to conduct business, 
agency, or household functions could reduce travel and, with postal systems, provide employment. 
Implementation of land-use planning that could reduce travel demand requires coordination among 
the responsible agencies and a solid understanding of the reasons for present travel behavior. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER7 
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR1 

The agriculture sector has at its core the production process for foodstuff (e.g., grains, fruits 
and vegetables, meat, fish, poultry, and milk), and non-food vegetable products of economic value' 
(e.g., tobacco, jute, hemp). However, the sector also comprises or has close links with processes 
that take place before and after this core production process, such as fertilizer production, 
post-harvest processing, and transport of foodstuff. Defined broadly, the agriculture sector has as 
its primary goal the delivery of food on the table for the population or for export. Thus, any measure 
that will reduce the energy consumption while delivering the food service is in principle a potential 
candidate for analysis as a mitigation option. 

Despite the relative importance of this sector to economic activity and employment in the 
developing countries, agricultural energy use tends to be small compared to that in industry or 
transport. Energy is mainly used for ground water pumping and farm machinery such as threshers 
and tractors. In many cases, electricity and fuel use tends to be inefficient because of price 
subsidies, and thus mitigation options may offer a significant potential for improving efficiency and 
reducing GHG emissions from this sector. 

7.2 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Potential mitigation options for agricultural energy use are described below. While some of 
the options are not yet available for widespread implementation, or need more scientific and 
economic analysis before their applicability can be assessed, they are also presented since they 
might become feasible later on. 

The main near-term option likely to be of interest for GHG mitigation is efficiency 
improvement in irrigation. The use of various renewable sources of energy for agricultural 
applications (e.g. wind-driven pumps, solar drying, diesel engines powered with mostly gasified 
biomass) have been tested on a limited scale and may be of interest in some cases. (Agricultural 
residues may also be used for meeting energy demands outside the agriculture sector- e.g., for 
cogeneration in agro-processing industries.) 

(1) Reduce energy use for irrigation. Irrigating crops often requires considerable amounts 
of electricity or diesel fuel. Reducing energy consumption for irrigation while providing the. desired 
service may be accomplished through use of more efficient pump sets and water-frugal farming 
methods. 

1This chapter deals only with energy use in agriculture. Mitigation options for non-energy GHG emissions associated with 
agriculture are covered in Chapter 12. 
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For improving the efficiency of irrigation pumpsets, a number of technical measures are 
available. These include: use foot valves that have low-flow resistance; replace undersized pipes 
and reduce number of elbows and other fittings that cause frictional losses; use high-efficiency 
pumps; select pumps better matched to the required lift characteristics; use rigid PVC pipes for 
suction and delivery; operate pumps at the recommended RPM; select prime mover for the pump 
(i.e., electric motor or diesel engine) matched to the load; select an efficient diesel engine or motor 
for the application; schedule and perform recommended maintenance of the pump and the prime 
mover; and ensure efficient transmission of mechanical power from the prime mover to the pump. 
For further discussion of the potential for improving pumpsets, see OR Group (1993). 

(2) Increase the efficiency of non-pumping farm machinery. Energy use for traction for 
cultivation, sowing, weeding, harvesting, and other operations can be reduced through use of more 
efficient equipment or by minimizing the need for traction through low-tillage agriculture. 

(3) Switch to lower-carbon energy sources. Options in this category include wind- and 
photovoltaic-powered pumps, enhanced solar drying, and use of biofuels instead of fossil fuels in 
various applications where heat is required. 

(4) Reduce input of chemical fertilizers. The two basic ways of reducing the input of 
chemical fertilizers are to target fertilizer application better and to substitute organic or microbial 
fertilizers for chemical fertilizers. Reduced demand for chemical fertilizer lowers energy use in the 
chemical industry. There have been limited studies in developing and transition countries on 
reducing the intensity of chemical fertilizer inputs through improved application or use of organic 
fertilizers, so assessing the potential impact of this option is difficult. 

(5) Use conservation tillage systems. Conservation tillage practices store carbon in the 
soil through retention of vegetative matter (crop residue). Since most conservation tillage practices 
reduce the number of trips across a field needed to grow and gather a crop, total energy required 
to grow a crop is reduced. 

(6) Improve efficiency of post-harvest drying and storage. Various agricultural products 
are subjected to drying or cold storage before they are sent to market. The efficiency of these 
processes can generally be improved through use of better equipment and proper maintenance. 

(7) Reduce post-harvest fooclgrain losses. Assuming that food needs are being met, use 
of storage methods impervious to pests and rodents can reduce the need for crop production, 
thereby saving the energy that would be used in that production. 

7.2.1 Screening of Options 

Screening of options for the agriculture sector should consider their possible impacts on a 
number of critical issues other than cost-effectiveness and reduction in GHG emissions. Analysis 
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of these impacts is important because some of them may be unacceptable, despite attractive GHG 
reduction potential for the option. Some of the most significant issues for screening (and evaluating) 
mitigation options are: 

(1) Impact on the local environment 
(2) Impact on unemployment and on enterprise development 
(3) Impact on income distribution and social equity 
(4) Impact on national security- dependence on imports for food, fuel 
(5) Impact on capital investment 
(6) Impact on foreign exchange reserves (i.e., balance of payment). 

Each country may have specific additional issues that require consideration in the screening of 
mitigation options. Some of these issues have quantitative criteria for acceptability (e.g., the rate 
of return on social investment must meet the norm set for other social investments). Others may 
have only qualitative criteria, or quantitative criteria that are set through the political process (e.g., 
it may be acceptable to have reliance on food imports only to an extent of, say 10%, of the annual 
consumption, but not more). 

7.3 INPUTS FOR AGRICULTURE SECTOR ANALYSIS 

The initial inputs for agricultural scenarios are base-year data on agricultural production and 
fuel and electricity use. A projection of future value added or the future production of food grain can 
be based on government plans or expert estimates. The analyst may divide the agricultural sector 
into two components: irrigated agriculture, where data and information on particular mitigation 
options for pumping and on-farm machinery may be available, and non-irrigated area, whose 
commercial energy use and intensity is usually very low. 

Analysis of selected equipment requires disaggregation of energy consumption by end use. 
Major end uses include irrigation, field operations, post-harvest processing, and livestock facilities. 
Detailed end-use data are often sparse for the agriculture sector. As a rough approximation, one 
can usually assume that nearly all of the electricity consumption is for irrigation. Fuel use is divided 
primarily between diesel pumps and field operations. 

End uses being analyzed should be characterized in terms of the number and average 
energy intensity of existing equipment. Projection of the future stock of each type of equipment may 
be based on future production. For projecting the stock of pumping equipment, estimates of the 
future amount of irrigated crop area and future crop patterns are also useful inputs. 

An analysis of new equipment requires similar data as in other energy-demand sectors. For 
example, data on performance and cost of standard and energy-efficient pumpsets may be gathered 
from equipment manufacturers, and the cost and energy savings may be calculated for one or more 
typical applications. One may use one size/type of equipment or several. 
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For retrofit improvements to existing equipment, the average energy savings and cost for 
typical applications may be based on actual measurements from projects or on engineering 
calculations. 

7.4 DEVELOPING SCENARIOS 

7.4.1. An End-Use Accounting Framework 

The basic steps in an end-use analysis of agricultural equipment are listed in Table 7-1. This 
analysis requires an estimate of base-year electricity or fuel consumption for the end use, and 
considers evolution of equipment stocks. For irrigation, for example, one begins with base-year data 
on the number and average energy intensity of pump sets by type (fuel/electric) and size, and then 
projects growth in the total number of pumps of each type/size. One retires existing pumps at a 
specified rate and these are replaced by new pumps. Mitigation options that may be considered 
include use of high-efficiency rather than standard pumps, and retrofit of existing pumping systems. 

Where agricultural energy consumption is a significant component of total energy use, a 
Study Team may wish to use a more detailed approach which analyzes the evolution and energy 
intensity of irrigation pumps and other equipment for each crop type (see Moulik et al. 1990). This 
approach requires sufficient data and information on irrigation pumps and other equipment to be able 
to project their numbers and future energy intensity with some confidence. 

The cost-effectiveness of technology options can be based on how the CCE compares to the 
cost of electricity or fuel. If a measure meets the test of economic acceptability from the societal 
perspective, one should assess its impact on other important issues (such as unemployment and 
enterprise development, local environment, food security, foreign exchange reserves). 
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Table 7-1. Basic End-Use Analysis for Agriculture Energy, 
(Electric or Diesel Irrigation Pumps Example) 

1. Obtain data on base-year number and average energy intensity of pumps by size 
2. Estimate future number of pumps in each size class 

-- Use growth rate based on projected growth in VA or irrigated area 
3. Estimate retirement rate for base-year pumps 
4. Obtain data on average energy intensity and cost of new standard and high-efficiency pumps 
5. Estimate potential average energy savings and cost associated with retrofit of surviving 

base-year pumps 
6. Calculate baseline energy consumption for each class of pumps. 

-- Frozen efficiency: no retrofits, standard new pumps 
-- Likely trends: some retrofits, mix of standard and high-efficiency new pumps 

7. Calculate technical potential energy consumption 
-- -1 00% retrofits, -1 00% high-efficiency new pumps* 

8. Estimate portion of technical potential that is cost-effective 
9. Identify and evaluate mitigation policies and estimate achievable potential. 

*In practice, the measures will not be applicable for all cases; some adjustment must be made. 

7 .4.2 Scenario Development Without End-Use Analysis 

If data are lacking to conduct end-use analysis, a simple approach may be used to construct 
scenarios for agricultural energy use. The steps in an aggregate analysis are listed in Table 7-2. 
This analysis uses a measure of total agricultural production such as the total tonnes of food grain 
or total value added. The main task is to project the future aggregate fuel and electricity intensity 
(i.e., energy use per tonne of grain or unit of value added) for baseline and mitigation scenarios. The 
technical potential for GHG mitigation is roughly assessed without evaluation of specific options. 
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Table 7-2. Aggregate Analysis for Agriculture Energy Use 

1. Obtain base-year grain production or value added by agriculture. 
2. Obtain or estimate base-year energy use for agriculture by fuel type. 
3. Project future grain production or value added by agriculture using likely trends or 

government plans. 
4. Calculate the base-year intensity of fuel and electricity use 
5. Project future baseline intensity of fuel and electricity use 
6. Project future intensity of fuel and electricity use in mitigation scenario 
7.. Calculate future fuel and electricity use 
8. Estimate mitigation scenario fuel and electricity use 
9. Estimate fuel and electricity savings in mitigation scenario 
10. Identify mitigation policies 

The construction of baseline and mitigation energy scenarios at the aggregate level is 
relatively straightforward. The baseline projection of energy intensities should consider past trends 
and also what areas of land will be under cultivation for various crops, using what degree of 
irrigation, machinery, and fertilizers. The projection of aggregate fuel and electricity intensity in the 
mitigation scenario should be done by roughly estimating the technical potential for reducing 
intensities. For example, one might judge that a variety of options could reduce aggregate electricity 
intensity by 15% in the target year. In this approach, estimating the cost of mitigation is very difficult. 

7.5 MITIGATION POLICIES 

The available policy options for the agriculture sector are generally similar to those for 
industry. They include efficiency standards for generic equipment, energy audits, loan programs, 
and financial incentives. In both sectors, opportunities for efficient use of resources and use of 
non-fossil energy resources tend to be rather site-specific, so policy responses require some kind 
of outreach. Agriculture presents a particular challenge, however, because of the large number of 
individual enterprises spread over a wide area. Thus, greater management resources are needed 
to implement and monitor policies. In addition, in many countries, subsidies to energy and other 
agricultural inputs limit interest in their more efficient use. Reduction or removal of such subsidies 
will encourage both more efficient use and application of renewable technologies. 

Design of policies needs to account for the impacts on different stake-holders, especially 
those who may stand to lose from a policy and will thus need to be rewarded (Bhatia and Pereira, 
1988). For example, reduced electricity sales from more efficient electric pumpsets might be 
attractive to a utility because of reduced outlays for subsidy of agricultural electricity. On the other 
hand, the farmer may have higher payments of principal and interest. Similarly, there will be 
economic impacts on technology suppliers, consumers, traders, and so on. If the measure is 
societally attractive but not attractive from the perspective of some of the stake-holders, it need not 
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be rejected. Policy means, such as easy credit, may be used to compensate the losers while the 
society as a whole still gains from the implementation of options. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 8 
CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SUPPLY 

This chapter discusses the identification and screening of mitigation options in conventional 
energy supply, resource assessment and technology characterization, and the policies that might 
be used to implement options considered desirable. Comparative analysis of mitigation options 
affecting the conventional energy supply system and development of energy supply scenarios may 
be conducted with one of the bottom-up models discussed in Chapter 3, and not described in this 
chapter. 

The conventional energy supply system consists .of the following components: 

• Oil sector 
• Gas sector 
• Coal sector 
• Nuclear materials sector 
• Electric power sector 

Although the electric power sector is often the largest contributor to GHG emissions, all 
elements of the fuel cycle need to be considered for their mitigation potential. Table 8-1 identifies 
some of the GHG emission sources from the conventional energy supply system. 

The application of GHG mitigation options to the conventional energy supply system is a 
major undertaking. The options affect large energy supply facilities (e.g., power stations, coal mines, 
gas distribution systems); they are complex to apply because of the highly interconnected nature of 
the energy supply system; and they can have major impacts on the overall economy. 

The process of analyzing GHG mitigation options for the conventional energy supply system 
builds on the well-developed techniques of energy system planning. The addition of environmental 
analyses to these energy planning techniques is relatively recent, but has received much attention. 
The addition of GHG emission calculations and the evaluation of mitigation options is an incremental 
analysis that can added to normal energy system planning methods. 

8.2 MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 

GHG analyses are typically done over a long time horizon. Over a long time period, 
conventional energy supply systems are likely to change dramatically, and so will potential GHG 
mitigation options. In addition to mitigation options that are commercially available at this time, this 
section identifies and characterizes technologies that are at various different development stages 
and may, at a later time, become available. 
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Table 8-1 Sources of GHG Emissions from the Conventional Energy Supply System 

Sector/ Green House Gas Emitted 
Fuel cycle stage Source of 

Emissions co. CH co NO, 

OIL SECTOR 

Production Gas flaring X ·x 

Transport Spills X 

Refining Distillation X X X X 
Fractionation 
Spills 
Storage Leaks 
Combustion 

GAS SECTOR 

Production Gas flaring X 
Leaks 

Transport Pipeline leaks X 

Uquefactionl Leaks X 
reaasification 

COAL SECTOR 

Mining Coal bed X 
methane 

Transport 

Cleaning X X X 

NUCLEAR MATERIALS SECTOR 

Mining X 

Processing X X X X 

ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 

Generation Combustion X X X X 

For the power sector, mitigation options are listed in three areas: technology and efficiency 
improvements, fuel substitution, and post-combustion techniques. Mitigation options applicable to 
the entire energy supply system, including resource extraction and transportation/distribution, are 
also presented. Only a brief summary of each option is presented here. More details, including data 
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on GHG em1ss1on reduction potential and cost, are provided in the IPCC Technology 
Characterization Inventory (IPCC, 1993). 

Not all of these options will be applicable in every country. In addition, countries may wish 
to evaluate other mitigation options not presented here. It will be necessary to screen the available 
options and select the most appropriate ones for detailed analysis. 

8.2.1 Power Sector: Technological and Efficiency Improvements 

(i) Coal Beneficiation 

The purpose of coal beneficiation (coal preparation or coal cleaning) in the energy sector is 
to remove impurities such as ash-forming minerals and sulfur to improve the combustion 
characteristics of the coal. There are three basic technology types of coal beneficiation: physical 
beneficiation (commercially available), chemical cleaning (under development), and biological 
cleaning (under development). 

Physical coal cleaning employs technologies based on physical differences between the coal 
and the mineral impurities. During the process, the coal is crushed and screen into different size 
categories to separate out impurities that are not chemically bound to the organic matter of the coal. 
The coal fines may either be discarded (associated with energy penalty) or cleaned using froth 
flotation. In the U.S. alone, there are several hundred beneficiation facilities operational using 
physical coal cleaning. Chemical cleaning uses chemical reactions to remove impurities (e.g. sulfur) 
that are organically bound to the carbon in the coal. Biological beneficiation employs microbes 
specifically designed to selectively attack and break down impurities in the coal. Both, chemical and 
biological cleaning, have the potential for significantly higher removal efficiencies. 

Benefits of cleaning the coal prior to combustion include (1) improved boiler availability and 
reduced maintenance, (2) reduced S02 and dust emissions as well as significantly lower waste 
generation, and (3) increased heat content of the product coal. A higher heat content of the coal 
corresponds to lower C02 emissions per kWh electricity generated. 

Costs of coal beneficiation depend on the coal feedstock and the level of cleaning. Capital 
costs for physical cleaning can range from $25,000 to $100,000 per tonne/hr. Related O&M costs 
range from $1-5 per tonne of cleaned coal [IPCC, 1993]. 

(ii) Advanced pulverized coal combustion 

Significant research and development efforts are directed toward improving operating 
characteristics of conventional pulverized coal-fired (PC) power plants. Plant efficiencies of close 
to 40% are targeted that will be achieved through the use of supercritical steam, higher initial steam 
temperatures, and multiple reheat. Better sorbent utilization and other process improvements could 
reduce C02 emissions from the flue gas desulphurization (FGD) unit as well. Table 8-2 shows cost 
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and environmental characteristics for advanced PC plants in comparison with conventional PC 
technology. 

Technology 

Conventional 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

Advanced 
PC,300MWe 
advanced FGD 

Table 8-2 Cost and Environmental Characteristics for 
Conventional and Advanced PC Combustion 

Efficiency Cost Information (January $1989) Air Emissions (g/kWh) 
% 

capital FixedO&M VariableO&M so2 NOx C02 
($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

33.4 1,'742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 

37.6 1,537 29.0 5.2 3.3 3.0 886.9 

(iii) Atmospheric fluidized bed combustion 

In atmospheric fluidized-bed combustion (AFBC), a mixture of solid fuel, granulated limestone 
sorbent, and inert bed material such as sand or ash are suspended (fluidized) by an upward flow of 
air. Heat is removed from the combustion zone by producing steam in water-filled tubes passing 
through the fluidized bed and/or the hot gas stream. A conventional steam turbine utilizes the steam 
to generate electricity. The suspension provides for better fuel mixing and heat transfer and keeps 
the combustion temperatures low (about half of a conventional coal plant). This minimizes NOx 
formation and provides for near-optimal S02 capture by the sorbent. Post-combustion pollution 
equipment is only needed for particulate control which can be achieved with electrostatic 
precipitators or fabric filters. 

There are two types of AFBC technology: bubbling fluidized bed combustion (BFBC) and 
circulating fluidized bed combustion (CFBC). The combustion air flow in CFBCs occurs at higher 
velocities resulting in a more turbulent bed and entrained flow. Whereas in BFBCs the lower air flow 
velocities create a discernable and measurable bed height. Even though both technologies are 
commercially available, BFBCs seem to be getting more popular due to increased fuel flexibility, 
better mixing and heat transfer, higher S02 capture, and better combustion efficiency [Sondreal and 
Jones, 1991]. Cost and environmental characteristics are given in Table 8-3. 
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Table 8-3 Cost and Environmental Characteristics for AFBC 

Technology Efficiency Cost lnfonnation (January $1989) Air Emissions (glkWh) 
% 

Capital RxedO&M VariableO&M so2 NOx C02 
($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

Conventional 33.4 1,742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

AFBC, bubbl. 34.3 1,724 34.5 7.6 3.6 tbd 972.9 
200MWe, 

AFBC, eire. 33.9 1,603 32.4 72 3.6 tbd 982.4 
200MWe 

(iv) Pressurized fluidized bed combustion 

Pressurized fluidized bed combustion is operated at a pressure of 6-16 atmospheres. Due 
to the pressurized conditions and the more efficient steam production, the combustion chamber of 
a PFBC is generally one third the size of a conventional furnace. The pressurized gases exiting the 
combustor are cleaned of particulates, alkali, and other contaminants. The gases are then expanded 
in a gas turbine to generate electricity and passed through an economizer to preheat the feedwater 
for the steam turbine cycle before being discharged to the atmosphere. The steam that is generated 
by the tubes immersed in the fluidized bed is expanded in a conventional steam turbine to produce 
additional electric power. This combined-cycle system yields an overall efficiency of up to 39% 
[EPRI, 1989]. PFBCs also come in two different types: bubbling bed and circulating bed (see 
above). Cost and environmental characteristics for PFBC combustion are given in Table 8-4. 

Table 8-4. Cost and Environmental Characteristics for PFBC Combustion 

Technology Efficiency Cost lnfonnation (January $1989) Air Emissions (glkWh) 
% 

Capital RxedO&M Variable O&M 502 NOx C02 
($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

Conventional 33.4 1,742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

PFBC,CC. 38.0 1,508 40.0 6.5 3.2 tbd 877.1 
340MWe 

PFBC, CB 35.2 1,464 30.6 6.5 3.5 tbd 947.8 
250 MWe 

PFBC,BB 33.2 1,570 29.7 62 3.7 tbd 1003.9 
250MWe 
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(v) Advanced combustion turbines 

The combustion turbine is a prime mover that converts thermal energy into mechanical work. 
Inlet air is compressed in the compressor and mixed with fuel in the combustion chamber. The 
combustion products are then expanded through a fixed nozzle vane, and the high-velocity gas 
stream transfers momentum at constant pressure to the blade, causing tangential rotation that drives 
an electrical generator. The gas travels through a series of stages (combination of nozzle and blade) 
in the combustion turbine, before exhausting to the atmosphere. A portion of the work produced in 
the turbine is used to power the air compressor, which is usually mounted on the same shaft as the 
turbine .. 

Simple-cycle combustion turbines have efficiencies in the range of 30-35%. However, small 
(up to 50 MWe), airoderivative turbines are already being marketed with simple-cycle efficiencies of 
up to 41% [GlW, 1991]. In combined cycle operation, the most recent turbines achieve efficiencies 
of 53-55% [Moore, 1993]. By the end of the decade, large (150-250 MWe), heavy-frame machines 
are expected to operate at efficiencies of 58-61% in combined-cycle mode. 

There is significant development work currently underway to design these advanced gas 
turbines. The advanced designs include (1) steam injected gas turbines, (2) compressor 
intercooling, separately, and in combination with steam injection, (3) chemical recuperation of waste 
heat combined with intercooling and steam injection, and (4) humid-air turbine with an intercooled, 
regenerative cycle where a saturator adds moisture to the compressor discharge air. Table 8-5 
compares technical characteristics of conventional turbines with intercooled steam injected gas 
turbines. 

Technology. 

Conventional 
Natural Gas 
40MWe 

Conventional 
Natural Gas 
140MWe 

ISTIG 
Natural Gas 
50MWe 

ISTIG 
Natural Gas 
150MWe 

Table 8-5. Cost and Environmental Characteristics for 
Advanced Combustion Turbine 

Efficiency Cost lnfonnation (January $1989) Air Emissions (g/kWh) 
% 

capital FixedO&M Variable O&M so2 NOx C02 

($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

35.5 362-469 0.7-1.0 5.4- 10.3 0.0 0.4 525 

30.3 342-385 0.7 5.4-7.6 0.0 1.8 616 

47.0 1,142 9.7 9.2 0.0 0.04 397 

47.0 893 6.1 5.9 0.0 0.04 397 
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(vi) Combined cycle 

Combined cycle plants consist of a combination of two or more power cycles, each using 
different working fluids. The most popular combined cycle is the gas and steam turbine combined 
cycle. In this configuration, a gaseous or liquid fuel is burned to operate a gas turbine to generate 
electricity. The hot turbine exhaust gases are passed through a steam boiler to produce steam for 
a steam turbine. The steam turbine utilizes waste heat from the turbine that, in a simple cycle, would 
have been rejected to the atmosphere. The additional electricity increases the overall system 
efficiency. Combined cycle generation is ideal for retrofit applications, as either existing combustion 
turbines or steam turbines can be converted into a combined cycle plant by adding the missing cycle. 

(vii) Integrated gasification combined cycle 

In the integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technology, coal is first fed to a gasifier 
where it is partially oxidized to form a raw fuel gas. The raw gas is cleaned to remove sulfur and 
nitrogen compounds, particulates, and tar. The clean gas is then fired in a gas turbine to generate 
electricity. The hot exhaust from the gas turbine passes through a waste heat boiler and provides 
steam for a conventional steam turbine. The steam turbine generates additional electricity. 

There are three generic types of gasifiers. The first is the moving-bed process where large 
particles of coal move slowly downward through the reactor. Countercurrently, a stream of steam 
and oxygen (or air) moves upward, devolatilizes the coal, resulting in the two products, gas and ash. 
The second type is the fluidized bed gasifier. In this process the resultant gas is desulphurized 
within the reactor using limestone or dolomite as sorbent. Particulates are removed downstream 
with cyclones. The entrained bed gasifier is the third generic type. Here, the pulverized coal and 
the oxidant are introduced together and move concurrently with the steam through the gasifier while 
they react with each other. 

IGCC plants are expected to operate at efficiencies of up to 40%. By the end of the decade, 
IGCC plants are projected to achieve thermal efficiencies of 43% giving them ideal near-term 
potential for reducing GHG emissions from conventional coal-fired power plants with efficiencies of 
35% [Torrens, 1989]. Cost and environmental characteristics are given in Table 8-6. 
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Table 8-6. Cost and Environmental Characteristics for IGCC 

Technology Efficiency Cost lnfonnation (January $1989) Air Emissions (g/kWh) 
% 

capital FixedO&M Variable O&M so2 NOx C02 
($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

Conventional 33.4 1,742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

IGCC 29.2. 37.3 1,560. 34.0-38.4 2.5-3.8 0.04-1.2 0.2-2.5 817. 
Entrained bed 1,700 1,085 

IGCC 37.5. 39.4 1,340. 302 4.8 0.3. 3.2 0.2-1.8 785-862 
Moving bed 1,440 

IGCC 37.7. 39.6 1,630. 352 3.6 1.2. 3.1 0.9 ·1.4 820 
Auidized bed 1,790 

(viii) Fuel cells 

Fuel cells convert the chemical energy contained in a fuel directly into electricity and heat. 
Intermediate steps like combustion, conversion of heat to steam, to mechanical energy, and finally 
to electricity are not needed. Fuel cells can be classified into several categories, with the most 
important being molten carbonate (MCFC), phosphoric acid (PHFC), and solid oxide (SOFC). Fuel 
cells are similar to batteries except that the electrodes, that are consumed in a battery, are 
constantly replenished. Different electrochemical reactions take place, generating electricity, steam, 
and, depending on the cell type, C02• Efficiencies of up to 57% are achievable (see Table 8-7). 

Table 8-7. Cost and Environmental Characteristics for Fuel Cells 

Technology Efficiency Cost lnfonnation (January $1989) Air Emissions (g/kWh) 
% 

capital FixedO&M Variable O&M S02 NOx C02 

($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

Conventional 33.4 1,742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

MCFC, 45-47 1,730 27.9 62 0.003. trace- 700.755 
500MWe 025 0.08 

SOFC, 48.0 1,830 58.5 included in fixed 0.1 0.11 611.682 
747 MWe component 
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(ix) Combined heat and power systems - cogeneration 

A combined heat and power (CHP) system consists of an engine or a turbine to drive an 
alternator and a heat recovery system. In addition to the electrical power generated by the 
alternator, some or all of the heat from the prime mover can be used in form of steam, hot water, 
or hot gases. Combined heat and power systems can reach thermal efficiencies of up to 80% and 
more. Small CHP systems convert about 20% of the fuel input into electric power and about 55-60% 
into useful heat. In larger systems, the electric power output may be as high as 40% of the fuel 
input. Potential applications are district heating and cooling and process heat for industrial purposes. 
The very high system efficiencies of CHP systems bear enormous potential for fuel savings and 
resulting GHG mitigation (see Table 8-8). 

Table 8-8. Cost and Environmental Characteristics for CHP Systems 

Technology Efficiency Cost Information (January $1989) Air Emissions (glkWh) 
% 

capital FixedO&M Variable O&M 502 NOx C02 
($/kW) ($/kW-yr) (mills/kWh) 

Conventional 33.4 1,742 38.7 6.4 3.7 3.3 997.3 
PC,200MWe 
FGD 

CHP, 80.0 na na na 1.5 1.4 416.8 
200MWe 

In back-pressure CHP plants the steam leaving the steam turbine is condensed at conditions 
that generate hot water which can be directly fed into a district heating system. Heat and electric 
power are produced at a fixed ratio. In extraction type CHP plants, steam is extracted from the 
steam turbine to heat the water for the district heating system. The system is more flexible as it 
allows for a variable ratio of heat and power generation. The higher the heat demand, the more 
steam needs to be extracted and the lower the electric power generation. 

(x) Improvements in transmission and distribution systems 

In industrial countries, power transmission and distribution (T&D) systems generally have 
losses that are in the range of 5-10%. In developing countries and countries with economies in 
transition, this number can be substantially higher. A survey of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
among its member countries showed T&D system losses ranging from 15% to 37% with an average 
net system loss of 21.5% [Burrel, 1991 ]. The losses may be associated to lack of financial resources 
to expand and maintain the systems, chronically overloaded systems, inadequate billing and 
collection infrastructure, and theft. 

Reducing T&D losses provides, in essence, pollution-free power mostly at very favorable 
financial terms. Loss reductions can be achieved through system rehabilitation projects, use of 
capacitators and synchronous condensers to correct system power factors, rigorous loss reduction 
programs, improved billing and collection procedures, and increased security and vigilance. An 
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ADS-financed project in Pakistan revealed that rehabilitating the distribution system can provide 
power at an investment cost of US$135 per kW. Power factor improvements have been shown to 
generate additional power at costs of US$100-200 per kW [Burrel, 1991]. 

8.2.2 Power Sector: Fuel Switching and Repowering 

Fuel switching in the power sector is an option to reduce GHG emissions. In these cases, 
coal would be substituted for low- or zero-carbon fuels, namely natural gas and nuclear (hydro and 
other renewables are elsewhere in chapter 9). Natural gas emits about half the C02 per GJ of fuel, 
and in many applications can replace oil or coal directly at relatively low cost. Nuclear power 
generation is assumed to have no GHG emissions, although the fuel processing cycle uses an 
extensive amount of energy, which may result in GHG emissions. 

There are a number of uncertainties associated with nuclear power. Public acceptability, 
waste management, and financing availability are only a few of the issues that will affect nuclear's 
future role. In addition, there is considerable debate about the cost of nuclear power. Cost items 
like decontamination and decommissioning, long-term waste management, and indirect cost for 
emergency evacuation planning are usually not reflected in cost assumptions of nuclear power. 
Including these cost items may significantly change the economic competitiveness of an expanded 
nuclear program. 

Repowering is a somewhat different approach. Based on criteria like age, size, and control 
equipment, a pool of coal-fired power stations can be drawn up that may be suitable for repowering. 
In the repowered unit, the old firing technology is replaced with any of the new, advanced 
technologies. 

8.2.3.3 Power Sector: Post Combution Options 

The discussion of post combustion options has, to this point, mostly centered around the 
mitigation of C02 emissions. Recent research and development work has identified a variety of 
technologies in this category, some of which have been derived from industrial applications. At this 
time, all post-combustion technologies are expensive and energy-intensive. This is due mostly to 
low C02 concentrations in the flue gas, the presence of many species some of which are corrosive, 
the dominance of N2 in the flue gas that, similarly to C02 is relatively inert, etc. The most promising 
technology for C02 capture from power plants appears to be the chemical stripping method. The 
technologies are discussed further in DOE (1993). 
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8.2.4 Fuel Supply: Extraction and Delivery System 

(i) Natural gas supply system 

Typical components of a natural gas supply system include production wells, gas processing 
plants, transmission pipelines, storage and injection/withdrawal facilities, and distribution systems. 
The system incurs losses at each of these steps, and as natural gas consists primarily of methane 
(a greenhouse gas), these losses contribute to GHG emissions. 

As shown in Table 8-9, there is a variety of emission reduction options currently available to 
the natural gas supply sector. In addition, development work is in process for new technologies and 
practices to reduce methane emissions at every stage of the supply system. Technologies that may 
play a stronger role in the near future include (1) installation of catalytic converters on reciprocating 
engines, (2) use of "smart" regulators in distribution networks, (3) use of metallic coated seals, (4) 
use of sealant and cleaner injections in valves, and (5) use of composite wraps for pipeline repair. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found that the technically feasible methane 
emission reduction potential of the natural gas system may be as high as 33% (in 201 0) using 
available technologies. The profitable reduction potential is estimated to be about 25% (in 201 0) 
[EPA, 1993]. 

(ii) Coal mining 

During the coalification process, gases are produced and entrapped in the coal. When the 
coal is mined, the gas is released to the atmosphere. The main component of the coal bed gas is 
methane (>80%) with the remainder being C02, N2, 0 2, H2, and He. The heating value is comparable 
to natural gas. Coal rank, pressure (depth), and temperature determine the amount of gas in the 
coal. For the U.S., average CH4 release factors have been determined by coal type [DOE, 1990] 
with the following results: 779 ff/ton (anthracite), 252 ff /ton (bituminous/subbituminous), and 10 
fflton (lignite). 

Standard procedure in a coal mine is to collect and vent the methane released into the mine 
shaft. Possible GHG mitigation first seeks to optimize the methane release by short-, medium-, and 
longhole drilling for pre- and postdrainage [Lama, 1991 ], and drilling of cased wells with perforation. 
The coal bed methane is collected and utilized for on-site electric power generation. The methane 
recovery rate of this system is estimated to be 50% [EPA, 1990]. Capital costs are $690,000 per 
well with an annual capacity of 80,000 mcf at operating costs of $80,000 per year [Kuuskraa, 1989]. 
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Table 8-9. GHG Mitigation Options for the Natural Gas Supply Sector 

Stage of Supply Emission Source Mitigation Option Comments 
System 

Production and Pneumatic devices Replace high-bleeding U.S. emission reduction 
Processing (used on heaters, pneumatics with no- or potential: 7.1% 

separators, gas hydrators, low-bleeding devices 
gathering pipelines) Very cost-effective 

Gas dehydrators Install flash tank separator, U.S. emission reduction 
(remove H20 from gas use recovered methane as potential: 7.1% 
stream with glycol, emissions fuel in glycol regeneration 
occur during glycol unit Generally cost-effective 
regeneration) 

Fugitive emissions (through Implement inspection and U.S. emission reduction 
leaks at damaged seals or maintenance programs potential: 5.7% 
corroded pipeline) Not cost-effective 

Transmission Pneumatic devices Replace high-bleeding U.S. emission reduction 
pneumatics with no- or potential: 3.4% 
low-bleeding devices Very cost-effective 

Reciprocating engines Use turbine engines for U.S. emission reduction 
(drive compressor engines) compression when potential: 3.7% 

constructing new pipeline Other operational factors 
or retiring reciprocating must be considered when 
engines on existing selecting compressor 
pipelines engines, site-by-site decision 

Venting during routine Use portable evacuation U.S. emission reduction 
maintenance for repairs compressors to pump gas potential: 0.6% 

to an adjoining section Cost-effective in Canada 
Not cost-effective in U.S . . 

Fugitive emissions Implement inspection and U.S. emission reduction 
(through inadequately sealed maintenance programs at potential: 7.1% 
valves, fittings, assemblies, compressor stations 
or corroded pipeline Cost-effective 

Distribution Fugitive emissions from gate Implement inspection and U.S. emission reduction 
stations maintenance programs potential: 3.1% 

Cost-effective 

Fugitive emissions from Replace leaking pipe or Very expensive 
subsurface piping joint or insert repair 

material in old pipe Not cost-effective 
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8.2.5 Screening Technology Options for Analysis 

A first step in conducting an analysis is to screen the available options and select a set for 
detailed evaluation. This screening will eliminate expending limited resources on options that will 
have little effect or that may not be practical for consideration in a country. 

The method for screening and selecting options for analysis relies on the use of expert 
judgement in the consideration of a countrrs energy situation. It is primarily a qualitative evaluation 
of which options may offer the best possibilities. The basic steps that are used in the screening are 
discussed in the following sections. 

8.2.5.1 Identify major GHG sources - current, future 

First, major sources of GHG emissions from the current energy supply system need to be 
identified based on the inventory of GHG emissions. Mitigation options that operate on all the major 
sources should be considered for inclusion in the analysis. 

In reviewing the information in a GHG inventory, attention should be focused not only on 
large individual sources (e.g., power stations, coal mines) but also on small, distributed systems 
(e.g., natural gas distribution lines) that may have small individual emissions but which may, in 
aggregate, be a major contributor. 

In addition to considering current GHG emission sources, the future configuration of the 
energy supply system needs to be evaluated. Future major sources of GHG emissions need to be 
identified. Given that the planning horizon for climate change analyses may extend over several 
decades, the configuration of the energy supply system is likely to change significantly. Many of the 
existing facilities may be retired during the period. New facilities of the same type or of very different 
types may be brought on-line. The candidate facilities for the future energy supply system need to 
be included in the list of possible major GHG emission sources. 

For each of the GHG sources identified, a list of mitigation options should be tabulated. This 
list should include options that reduce emissions from individual sources (e.g., improving combustion 
efficiency, fuel switching) and options that are applied on a system ·level (e.g., modified dispatching 
of electric power plants). The mitigation options identified above can be used as an initial list of 
possibilities. 

8.2.5.2 Evaluate candidate options 

Criteria that can be used to evaluate candidate options are listed in Chapter 2, Table 2-1. 
Here we discuss several criteria which are important for conventional supply options. 

Applicability Options that cannot be realistically considered to apply in a country's unique 
circumstances can be dropped from further analysis. For example, it is not reasonable to include 
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the use of natural gas in a country that has no ready access to gas supplies either domestically or 
from imports. As another example, it may not be reasonable to consider a repowering program for 
power stations that are very old and soon to retire. 

Potential Effectiveness The potential for a given mitigation option to have a significant 
impact on GHG emissions is another consideration used for screening. Options that will have only 
a small impact may be relegated to a lower priority when the analysis is carried out. The focus 
should be on those options that have the largest potential for effectiveness. 

Potential Cost Options may be screened on the basis of the potential cost to implement. 
While actual costs would have to be determined during the course of the analysis, there is generally 
enough information to identify which options would be prohibitively expensive to carry out. 

Potential for Other Environmental and Social Benefits and Costs Some options may 
provide other environmental and/or social benefits in addition to the reduction of GHG emissions 
(e.g., improved system efficiency can reduce the import fuel bill and the production of other air 
pollutants). These additional benefits can warrant inclusion of an option for study. Also, some 
options may have other environmental and/or social costs (e.g., a hydropower station that floods 
valuable land or displaces large groups of people) that exclude them from consideration. 

Implementation Barriers Some candidate options may be screened out on the basis of 
barriers (e.g., policy, regulatory, public concern) that would be very difficult to overcome. This would 
eliminate from the analysis those options that, while possibly effective, probably could not be 
implemented. 

8.2.5.3 Select options for analysis 

A set of mitigation options that will be subjected to more detailed analysis should be drawn 
up from the above considerations. This list will help focus the analysis efforts in the most productive 
directions. 

In developing this list, several issues should be kept in mind. First, mitigation options can 
be considered for application both individually and in combination with other options. For example, 
an individual option would be to improve the efficiency of operation of electric power stations. A 
combined set of options would be to improve efficiency and switch from coal to natural gas. In some 
cases, a particular mitigation option may not be particularly effective by itself but may be very 
effective when taken in combination with other options. 

Second, the mitigation options in the conventional energy supply system must be considered 
for their interactions with other sectors. What is done in one sector may have substantial effects, 
positive or negative, in other sectors. 

Third, the analysis of mitigation options should be carried out on an iterative basis. Some 
options that have been selected for analysis may, on more detailed evaluation, prove to be 
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ineffective or inappropriate. Ukewise, some options that were initially screened out may, after initial 
results are completed, need to be reinvestigated tor their potential applicability. 

8.3 ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

The investigation of the availability of energy resources determines what energy supplies are 
currently available and might be available in the future. The principal resources of concern here are 
fossil fuels: oil, natural gas, and coal. Resources other than fossil fuels (e.g., renewable energy 
resources) are also an important part of a resource analysis, and are covered in Chapter 9. 

The resource analysis of fossil fuels is a geological determination of the location of 
resources, the quantity of resource available, and the economics of extraction. One method of 
categorizing fossil fuel resources is the procedure used by the U.S. Geological Survey. Resources 
are categorized into the following groups: 

• Identified Resources 
-Measured 
-Indicated 
-Inferred 
-Economically recoverable 
-Marginally economic 
-Subeconomic 

• Undiscovered Resources 

When tabulating a country's fossil fuel availability, the term "reserves" is applied only to the 
measured and indicated resources that are economically recoverable. This gives a much more 
realistic picture of the availability of commercially exploitable energy. 

In addition to identifying domestic resources, the resource analysis needs to determine the 
opportunities for importing fossil fuels. Oil, natural gas, and coal are all internationally traded 
commodities that can contribute to a country's supply system. 

The significance of the resource analysis on the analysis of GHG mitigation options is two
fold. First, the availability of domestic fossil energy resources will determine what possibilities a 
country has to switch to lower carbon-content fuels. For example, a country that has large domestic 
coal reserves but limited natural gas will have difficulty in substituting for the coal in power 
generation. Second, the exploitation of fossil fuel resources (e.g., coal mining, crude oil extraction,· 
natural gas extraction) is itself a source of GHG emissions that may require mitigation measures. 
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8.4 ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERIZATION 

Energy technologies that utilize the available energy resources need to be identified and 
characterized. A consistent and comprehensive data set for each candidate technology needs to 
be assembled. The technologies under consideration must cover the entire energy system, both in 
its current configuration and in possible future configurations. 

Table 8-10 gives a typical list of energy supply system technologies that could be included. 
The list is intended to be illustrative and not comprehensive. 

All steps of the fuel cycle should be included even though some are not significant from the 
standpoint of GHG emissions. Some pieces of the system, although not major contributors to GHG 
emissions, will affect how the system is designed. For example, the use of natural gas as a 
substitute for coal in power generation will be constrained by the availability of pipelines to bring the 
gas to power station sites. 

Table 8·10. Typical Conventional Energy Supply Technologies 

FUEL CYCLE STEP 

EXTRACTION PROCESSING TRANSPORT CONVERSION 

OIL On-shore Refining Pipeline Combustion 
Off-shore Tanker 
Primary recovery Barge 
Secondary recovery Truck 
Tertiary recovery Rail 

NATURAL On-shore Well-head processing Pipeline Combustion 
GAS Off-shore Uquefaction Rail (LNG) 

Associated Ship (LNG) 
Non-Associated 
Primary recovery : 
Secondary recovery 
Tertiary recovery 

COAL Underground Cleaning Rail Combustion 
Surface Solvent refining Barge, ship 

Gasification Truck 
Uquefaction Slurry pipeline 

NUCLEAR Mining Conversion Rail Reactor fuel 
MATERIALS Enrichment Truck 

Fuel fabrication 

The characterization of these technologies at this stage in the analysis process consists of 
assembling information for each technology in a consistent fashion. The information to be gathered 
is illustrated on Table 8-11. Sources of this information include IPCC (1993}, which will be provided 
for Country Studies, and also EPRI (1993). 
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Table 8·11 Typical Energy Supply Technology Data Requirements 

PARAMETER EXAMPLES 

En~ineerin~ Performance Data 

Energy output Type of products output 
Range of output caoacitv 

Energy input Input fuel 
Input materials 
Restrictions on inputs 

Thermodynamic efficiency ' Current 
Future 

Performance limits capacity design, maximum, minimum 
Operational limitations 

Technology status Commercially available 
Research 
Pilot plant 

Economic Data 

Capital cost Labor, materials 
Interest during construction 
Forejgn and domestic comoonent 

Non-fuel operating cost Labor, materials 
Taxes 

Financial data Interest rate 
Return on investment 
Discount rate 
Foreign exchange 

Environmental Data 

GHG emission rates C02 , Methane, Others 
Without mitigation options 
Wrth miti~tion options 

Air pollutant emission rates so. 
NO. 
Particulates 
Others 

Other environmental burdens Water pollution 
Solid waste generation 
Land use 
Occupational health and safety 
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8.5 CONSTRUCTING SCENARIOS. 

The construction of a baseline scenario for energy supply should be conducted as part of 
demand/supply balancing in an energy system model. Similarly, analysis of mitigation options for 
conventional energy supply should be conducted in an integrated framework. This integrated analysis 
will identify those options affecting conventional energy supply that appear attractive. The analyst 
must then consider barriers to the implementation of these options, and identify policies to promote 
their adoption. 

8.6 MITIGATION POLICIES , 

The steps that need to be taken to encourage adoption of mitigation technology options must 
be identified and evaluated as part of the overall analysis. Tables 8-12 to 8-15 list several categories 
of implementation strategies with examples. These are adapted from USDOE (1989) and are only 
illustrative of the many possibilities. It is not possible to select a set of implementation strategies that 
will be applicable to all countries. The unique situations of each country require a careful evaluation 
of alternative implementation techniques and the selection of the ones most suited to local 
conditions. 

Each of the implementation options has different issues associated with its use. For 
example, regulations tend to be rigid and not easy to adjust to changing circumstances. They also 
require a large effort to enforce. Rscal measures are more flexible but it is not as easy to determine 
what level of fiscal measure (e.g., tax or subsidy) is required to produce the desired alterations to 
the energy system. Information measures are useful but it is difficult to judge how effective they are. 
Research and development activities will generally require longer time periods to have results 
become evident. In reality, countries will need to employ a combination of implementation measures 
that match local conditions. 

Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) is an approach that can be helpful in evaluating and 
encouraging adoption of mitigation options for the electric sector. Governments can encourage or 
require utilities to utilize IRP techniques, which provide a framework for considering demand and 
supply-side options in an integrated manner. Key concepts and methods involved in IRP are 
discussed in the Technical Report to Chapter IV.B of the IPCC Second Assessment Report. 
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I Table 8-12. GHG Mitigation Implementation Options~ Fiscal Incentives 

OPTION DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

Emission Fees Fees placed on emissions of GHGs •CO. emission fee on energy facilities 

Tradeable Emission Requiring the acquisition of rights to emit •Reforestation project to accompany new 
Rights GHGs by trading with other sources; total energy facility construction 

emission quantities to be government- •Retirement of one facility before a new 
controlled one can be built 

Deposit-Refund System Deposits taken on products with high GHG •Deposit on CFC-containing equipment 
content or With high GHG sources used in 
manufacture· refunded uoon orooer disoosal 

Taxes - taxes levied on GHG sources 

Excise taxes Taxes levied on specific products •Tax on electricity generated by coal 
•Tax on oil production 

Taxes on Taxes levied on companies •Tax on coal companies 
1) firms •Tax on oil companies 

Taxes on Personal income taxes •Tax credits for use of efficient equipment 
individuals 

Property Taxes on land and facilities •Taxes on high GHG-emitting facilities 
taxes •Tax credits for low GHG-emitting - facilities 

Tariffs Taxes levied on imported goods and •Taxes on imported, high carbon-content 
services fuels 

Subsidies - rebates or lower tax rates to low-GHG-emitting sources 

() Direct Government Exoenditures -_government funding_ for activities 

Research and Government funding of R&D programs •Energy efficient technology research 
development •GHG monitoring research 
support 

Direct Government purchase of low GHG-emitting •Purchase for government use 
government technology •Purchase for private use 
ourchases 
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Table 8-13. GHG Mitigation Implementation Options- Regulatory Measures I 
OPTION DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

Controls - measures that are direct controls on the development and operation of the enerav svstem 

Bans Strict prohibition of the use of certain •Ban on new coal-fired equipment 
technoiOQies •Ban on flarin!l !las from production wells 

Emission Umits on the emissions of GHG from plants •GHG emission quotas on power plants 
controls in the enerav system 

Input controls Umits on the inputs to energy system •Restriction on quantity of coal consumed 
facilities 

Consumption Umits on the consumption of energy or •Electricity use restrictions 
controls energy-related services •Restrictions on energy-consuming 

activities 

Price controls Umits on prices for energy - price •Price floors on carbon-based fuels 
ceilings/floors •Price ceilings on non-carbon or low-

carbon fuels 

Rate-of-retum Requirements on the rate-of-retum •Modification of rate base for electric 
regulation calculation process for energy supply utilities to allow for lower-carbon but more 

companies exp_ensive systems 

Standards - measures that set performance standards on enerav supply S1 'Stems 

Technology Performance, process, equipment and •Requiring the use of specific electricity 
standards design, and product standards for energy generation technologies 

SUPPlY technoiO!lies •Efficiency standards for power plants 

Licensing and Conditions placed on energy supply •Ucensing of power plant designs 
certification operations that must be met before they can •Site permits 

operate 

I 

I ! 
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Table 8-14. GHG Mitigation Implementation Options -Information Strategies 

OPTION DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

Advertising and Labeling Requiring GHG information on equipment •GHG emission labels on energy supply 
system equipment 

Education Information dissemination programs •Information programs for utility planners 
•Information programs for the general 
public 

Moral Suasion Adversarial information program to •Program to promote low GHG 
persuade ener!lv svstem operators technoiOQies under threat of reaulation 

Signalling Conveying signals to energy system •Advanced notices of proposed rules 
operators about desired actions •Non-mandatory standards 

Table 8-15. GHG Mitigation Implementation Options- Research and Development 

OPTION DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

I) Public Invention Support Providing support to commercialization of •Energy efficient technology awards 
Programs innovative technoiQgies 

Commercialization Dissemination of information on •Information programs for private sector 
Education commercializing innovative technologies entrepreneurs 

Provision of Specialized Information program for energy operators to •Extension programs 
Information accelerate technology change 

Demonstrations Full scale demonstrations of innovative •Demonstration of new electricity 
technology , Qeneratin!l technology 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 9 
RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPPLY 

Renewable energy can be defined initially as any energy source that is derived directly or 
indirectly from solar energy. In the broadest sense, however, almost all of the energy we use today, 
including fossil fuels, can be considered a form of solar energy. The most familiar forms of energy, 
such as wood, oil, gas, and coal, are embodied forms of solar energy gathered, stored, and 
transformed by natural processes. 

Climate change due to emissions of greenhouse gases, particularly carbon dioxide, becomes 
an issue when stored solar energy is converted to useable forms of energy (heat, electricity, fuels, 
chemicals) at a rate far exceeding the rate of formation. For coal, oil, and natural gas, the ratio of 
time between formation and use is on the order of 1 million to one: that is, the world uses in one year 
what took natural processes one million years to create. Only biomass among these stored forms 
has a time ratio that is within a_ human time frame of years or decades. Renewable energy can now 
be defined as forms of solar energy that are available and replenished in time scales no longer than 
human lifetimes. 

Given this definition of renewable energy, it becomes clearer why renewable energy is an 
important option for mitigating climate change. Because renewable energy creates little if any net 
greenhouse gas emissions its use will not disrupt the radiative energy balance of the earth's 
atmosphere and will permit sustainable, long-term mitigation of climate change. The renewable 
energy option will allow climate change mitigation, energy use, and economic development to 
proceed in synergy rather than in opposition. 

The remainder of this chapter will discuss what information, data, and analytic tools are 
needed to identify, screen, and characterize renewable energy options. The information and data 
needed include: 

• economic and social development goals and needs 
• energy end-uses and tasks to be performed 
• characteristics of energy needs 

- scale (total requirements, grid/off-grid, centralized/distributed, etc) 
-quality (dispatchable/non-dispatchable, interruptible/non-interruptible, etc. 
-timing of energy needs (duration, seasonality, diurnal, etc) 

• available energy resources 
• technology characterization 

Once energy needs are defined within the larger context of economic and social development 
needs and plans, renewable energy resources and technologies can be identified and evaluated for 
incorporation into this larger context. The analytical tools needed include systematic methods to 
inventory renewable energy resources and to evaluate the most appropriate applications of these 
resources. 
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This chapter presents an overview of renewable energy options, and discusses resource 
assessment and characterization of renewable energy technologies. Methods for analyzing 
renewable energy options within an integrated framework are discussed in Chapter 3. Policy options 

·for encouraging adoption of renewable energy technologies are briefly described at the end of this 
chapter. 

9.2 MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 

Renewable energy supplies encompass a broad range of resources, and numerous 
technologies can be used to tap those resources. Table 9-1 lists the major technologies, and the 
following discussion briefly describes each technology and its applications. Although many of these 
technologies are still under development, most have entered commercial markets around the world 
at some level. Some, such as hydropower and biomass technologies, have achieved sizeable 
market penetration, while others (e.g., photovoltaics) are used in important but relatively limited 
applications today. Research and development activities continue to improve all of these systems 
to enhance their ability to meet future energy requirements, and new systems that are still in the 
early stages of development may provide additional opportunities. 

9.2.1 Solar Energy 

Solar technologies use the sun's energy directly to generate energy for industrial processes, 
buildings, and transportation as well.as electricity for general consumption in all three of these end
use sectors. Given the large size of the solar resource, these technologies are not constrained by 
feedstock requirements but rather by costs and "institutional" obstacles such as performance (e.g., 
intermittent operation), perceived risks, and siting issues. 

(i) Photovoltaics 

Photovoltaic (PV) devices convert the energy contained in sunlight directly into electricity 
using modules composed of multiple PV cells. Two broad categories of PV devices exist: flat-plate 
and concentrating. Concentrator systems uses lenses to focus radiation onto just a few, highly 
efficient PV cells and only use direct beam sunlight, while flat-plates utilize the whole of the incident 
solar radiation, including diffuse (scattered) and direct insolation. 
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Table 9-1. Renewable Energy Technologies 

RESOURCE TECHNOLOGY END-USE APPLI_C_ATION 
Electricity" Industry Buildings Transport 

Photovoltaics - Flat Plate ,/ 

Photovoltaics - Concentrator ,/ 

Solar Thermal Parabolic Trough ,/ ,/ 

Solar Thermal Dish/Stirling ,/ 

Solar Solar Thermal Central Receiver ,/ ,/ 

Solar Ponds ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Passive Heatinq ,/ 

Active Heating ,/ 

Daylighting ,/ 

Horizontal Axis Turbine ,/ 
Wind 

Vertical Axis Turbine ,/ 

Direct Combustion ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Gasification/Pvrolvsis ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Biomass 

Anaerobic Digestion ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Fermentation ,/ 

Drv Steam ,/ 

Flash Steam ,/ 

Geothermal Binary Cycle ,/ 

Heat Pump ,/ 

Direct Use ,/ ,/ 

Conventional ,/ 

Hydropower Pumped Storage ,/ 

Micro-hydro ,/ 

Ocean 
Tidal Enerav ,/ 

Tht!rm::~l c ... ,..r~• r., :inn ./ 

a Electricity generated by any of these methods can be used in the remaining end-use applications either to meet power 
demands directly (e.g., industrial electricity inputs, buildings lighting demand, or electric vehicles) or as an input to end-use 
fuel production (e.g., hydrogen produced via electrolysis). 
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Today's annual PV market is only about 50 MW worldwide, but market growth during the last few 
years has been 25% per year. PV systems are currently cost-effective in some consumer products 
(e.g., watches and calculators) and distributed and remote power generation (e.g., village power). 
For example, over 2000 small residential PV systems have been installed in the Dominican Republic 
under a unique revolving credit system that permits rural clients to borrow funds to purchase these 
systems and pay the loans back as they save money from avoided kerosene purchases. Similarly, 
15,000-20,000 systems have been installed in Mexico under the government's rural development 
program. As costs continue to decline in the next 5-15 years, opportunities for PV systems will 
expand, allowing them to compete with large-scale conventional power generation in the next 
century. 

(ii) Solar Thermal - Electric 

Solar thermal technologies collect the sun's radiant energy to create a high-temperature heat 
source that can be converted into electricity via a number of thermodynamic conversion cycles. 
Parabolic trough technologies employ a field of parabolically-shaped solar collectors that focus the 
sun's energy onto specially-coated metal pipes surrounded by glass tubes containing a heat transfer 
fluid (such as synthetic oil). Parabolic dish systems use a modular mirror system that approximates 
a parabola and creates a high energy flux at the focal point, where an external combustion Stirling 
engine converts the heat into electricity. Central receivers use a large field of sun-tracking mirrors 
(heliostats) that reflect the incident radiation onto a tower-mounted thermal receiver. Finally, solar 
pond systems collect and store solar energy in a liquid medium (usually a large basin of water with 
a salt gradient to suppress heat loss), which can then be converted to electricity using a closed 
Rankine Cycle engine. 

Solar thermal technologies are currently in the developmenVdemonstration phase, with 
projects designed to prove the reliability and operation of such facilities in numerous locations 
worldwide. Many systems employ thermal storage devices or energy backup (so-called "hybrid" 
systems) to overcome issues associated with the intermittent nature of the solar resource (e.g., 
power generation during cloudy weather). Likely applications for these technologies will be village 
power (especially the parabolic dish/Stirling systems) and centralized electricity generation in the late 
1990s and early 21st century. 

(iii) Solar Thermal - Industrial Process Heat 

Solar thermal technologies for industrial process heat (I PH) utilize similar technologies and 
principles as solar thermal electric technologies in generating a high or medium-temperature heat 
source. The heat generated from these systems can then be used to supply energy for general 
industrial processing needs or for specialty processes, such as the detoxification of hazardous 
wastes. 

Development and deployment opportunities for these technologies are closely tied to those 
for solar thermal electric systems, since they employ similar thermodynamic and physical principles. 
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(iv) Solar Building Technologies 

Solar building technologies include active and passive heating and cooling systems, as well 
as daylighting. Today, there are more than two million solar water heaters installed in Japan and 
600,000 in Israel; significant numbers are also found in many other countries, notably the United 
States, Kenya, China, Turkey, and Papua New Guinea. Active heating systems provide hot water 
and space heating for residential or commercial buildings utilizing a collector that receives or absorbs 
the incident solar energy and transfers it to a working fluid (water, oil, or air) for direct use or storage. 
Active solar cooling technologies include solar desiccant systems that use a drying agent to adsorb 
water vapor in building circulation air; solar heat is then used to dry or regenerate the desiccant for 
re-use. Another cooling technology, the solar absorption system, is based on traditional refrigeration 
technologies but uses solar heat to provide much of the energy, although some mechanical 
assistance is typically required. 

Passive heating and cooling systems use little or no mechanical assistance, relying rather 
on the design of the building to achieve specific thermal requirement goals. Passive space heating 
uses natural heat transfer processes to collect, store, and distribute heat. Techniques in practice 
today include direct gain systems (e.g., south-facing windows), thermal storage walls, attached 
sunspaces (e.g:, greenhouses), roof storage using water that collects heat and is distributed via 
convection, and convective loops based on a thermosiphqn principle common in solar hot water 
heaters but using air as the working fluid. 

Conventional passive cooling techniques maximize natural ventilation, incorporate well
insulated and low-emissivity building materials, and utilize advantageous landscaping methods (e.g., 
shade tree planting). More advanced practices involve earth cooling tubes that use lower 
underground soil temperature to cool incoming air, evaporative cooling using water, and ice ponds 
(in which ice from the winter months is used to cool circulating air as it melts). 

Finally, daylighting simply involves the effective use of natural light to provide illumination. 
This is primarily achieved through building design, although advanced optical switching materials and 
low-emissivity coatings for windows can further the effective use of daylighting. 

9.2.2 Wind Energy 

Wind technologies convert the energy of moving air masses at the earth's surface to rotating 
shaft power that can be directly used for mechanical energy needs (e.g., milling or water pumping) 
or converted to electric power in a generator. Two major types of turbines exist and are defined 
based on the axis of blade rotation: horizontal-axis (which currently dominate commercial markets) 
and vertical-axis turbines. 

Wind energy has proven the most cost-competitive renewable electricity technology for the 
bulk power market to date; however, its use is also very well-suited to remote and distributed 
applications. Hybrid applications, in which a wind turbine is coupled with another renewable energy 
source (e.g., PV) and/or a conventional back-up unit (e.g., diesel generator), are attracting much 
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interest in the remote power market. For example, the fishing village of Xcalac in Mexico uses a 
hybrid system composed of six 10 kW wind turbines, an 11.2 kW PV array, and a diesel backup 
generator to provide 1 00% of its power. 

As of 1994, there were over 1700 MW of installed wind turbines in the world, the majority of 
which are located in California in the U.S. Most of these are in the 50-150 kW size range and are 
providing power to the electric utilities in that state. Newer turbines being installed today for bulk 
power are closer to the 150-300 kW range, and systems in the future are expected to be much 
larger, reaching sizes over 500 kW. 

9.2.3 Biomass Energy 

Biomass energy is a term that includes all energy materials derived from biological sources, 
including wood wastes, agricultural residues, food industry wastes, sewage, municipal solid waste, 
and dedicated herbaceous or woody energy crops. The potential size of the biomass resource is 
quite large on a global scale, and the ability to utilize existing residue streams that may provide low
cost feedstocks offers attractive near-term opportunities for biomass use. In the longer term, the 
development of sustainable, dedicated biomass energy plantations may further expand the resource 
base and help reduce the costs of energy produced from biomass. 

(i) Biomass Electric Technologies 

Cogeneration of biomass in the industrial sector provides the largest share of biomass
derived electricity today. Low-cost feedstocks are often critical to the economic viability of biomass 
energy use in these markets, and thus waste materials such as agricultural and forest products 
residues, food processing wastes, and MSW can be attractive feedstocks for direct combustion in 
boiler systems. Dedicated electricity generation also benefits from the use of waste materials, 
although the development of dedicated biomass energy crops may provide low-cost feedstocks in 
the long term and while simultaneously extending the resource base. 

The energy, environmental, and economic performance of biomass electric technologies can 
also be enhanced by moving to advanced conversion technologies, such as gasification/gas turbine 

· technologies. Gasifiers convert biomass to a syngas containing chiefly carbon monoxide and · 
hydrogen, which can then be combusted in an aeroderivative gas turbine. The theoretical efficiency 
of such a process is much higher than that of the conventional direct combustion/steam turbine 
process, thereby reducing feedstock requirements and enhancing the economics of power 
generation. 

Biomass energy systems are emerging as an economically viable option for satisfying power 
needs in both industrialized and developing countries (on-grid ·and off-grid). Where the resource 
conditions are favorable, power systems based on feedstocks grown on short-rotation forestry (SRF) 
plantations can produce electricity at costs that are comparable with conventional fossil-based 
alternatives (see Carpentieri et al., 1993; Russell et al., 1992; and Perlack et al., 1991 ). Potential 
SRF biomass-to-electricity projects include: 
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• the conversion of agricultural processing facilities (e.g., sugar mills, rice mills, sawmills) to 
cogenerate heat and power for on-site processing needs and export of excess power to the 
local distribution grid using a combination of mill wastes and plantation grown biomass; 

• the conversion of fossil-fired electric generation facilities to burn or co-fire plantation grown 
biomass; 

• and the development of stand-alone biomass-based power generation relying exclusively on 
SRF plantation grown feedstocks. · 

The interest in biomass-to-electricity projects comes not only from its potential as a low-cost 
supply of power but for its potential to mitigate a host of environmental concerns such as reducing 
the rate of C02 buildup in the atmosphere by sequestering carbon, by substituting for fossil fuels, and 
replacing wood use from existing forests. When SRF feedstocks are grown renewably, biomass 
contributes no net buildup of atmospheric carbon because the carbon released during burning is 
extracted from the atmosphere during photosynthesis. 

Direct combustion technologies can continue to improve and expand their market share in 
industrial cogeneration and utility markets, and the advanced power cycles discussed above are 
likely to move out of the demonstration phase and into commercial operation near the turn of the 
century. 

(ii) Biomass Heating Technologies 

The most common use of biomass is direct combustion for residential space heating and 
cooking and for industrial process heating. In the residential sector, improved wood cook and 
heating stoves can offer advantages in terms of reduced fuel requirements (thus, lower costs or less 
time spent collecting biomass) and improved emissions characteristics. In industrial processes (e.g., 
the sugar cane industry or pulp and paper industry), biomass wastes can be used more effectively 
by increasing boiler efficiencies and enhancing residue collection activities. 

(iii) Biomass Transportation Fuels 

Fuels produced from biomass feedstocks for transportation applications include ethanol, 
methanol, and their ethers, ETBE and MTBE, as well as hydrogen, synthetic gasoline, biodiesel, and 
jet fuels. Ethanol is produced from sugar (e.g., sugar cane), starch (e.g., corn), or cellulosic 
feedstocks (wood, herbaceous material, and MSW). The conversion process involves the 
biochemical conversion of the feedstock into its constituent glucose chains, which are then 
fermented to produce alcohol. 

Methanol is produced from biomass by first gasifying the feedstock to form a syngas (a 
mixture composed primarily of carbon monoxide and hydrogen), a subsequent gas-shift reaction to 
adjust the chemical composition of the gas, cleaning, and finally the conversion to methanol in the 
presence of a catalyst. Hydrogen can also be manufactured via the gasification of biomass followed 
by gas-shift reactions and separation of the hydrogen component of the syngas. 
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Synthetic hydrocarbon fuels (gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel) can be created from biomass by 
pyrolizing the feedstock to form an intermediate biocrude liquid product and then catalytically 
converting the biocrude to a traditional hydrocarbon fuel formulation. Alternative methods convert 
the oils extracted from certain plant seeds to diesel fuel by isolating the hydrocarbon portion of the 
carbon chain. 

Currently, ethanol is the only biofuel that has achieved noticeable market success, 
particularly in Brazil and, to an extent, in the U.S. The advanced technologies associated with 
producing ethanol from low-cost feedstocks (i.e., lignocellulosic biomass) may help enlarge the 
ethanol market after the tum of the century. Similarly, biomass-methanol production technologies 
might be commercially available in the first decade of the 21st century, particularly if gasification 
technologies continue to advance in the electric power sector. Finally, current research experience 
indicates that cost-effective hydrogen and synfuel production might also reach commercial levels 
sometime in the first decade of the 21st century. 

(iv) Biomass energy systems: general considerations 

In addition to the direct power and environmental benefits, biomass energy systems offer 
numerous other potential benefits, especially for developing countries. Some of these benefits 
include off-season employment of underutilized labor (tree planting and maintenance, use of tree co
and by-products); increased agricultural productivity through soil stabilization, reduced water runoff, 
and improved microclimates; and increased opportunities for industrial development through the 
availability of peak (wet season) and base load (dry season) power. In power deficit areas, the 
availability of power can encourage the development of small-scale industries and rural commerce, 
increase the productivity of agriculture through irrigation and post harvest processing, make modern 
conveniences (e.g., lighting and potable water pumping) available to many more rural residents, and 
promote general well-being. 

What seperates the evaluation and implementation of biomass energy projects apart from 
other renewable and conventional energy systems is that resource or feedstock management is an 
integral part of a total energy, environmental, and economic system. Moreover, the complexity of 
the evaluation and possible implementation is further compounded by a high dependency of the . 
biomass ·energy system on adapatation to local environmental, economic, social, and institutional 
considerations. Evaluation of this option must address a complex array of issues: competitiveness 
with other sources of energy supply, costs, emissions, financing, energy regulatory policies, food and 
fiber production, employment and impacts on agriculture, biodiversity and habitat, land ownership 
and tenure, flood and erosion control, pollution remediation, plantation sustainability, and logistics 
of resource supply and distribution. 

9.2.4 Geothermal Energy 

Geothermal energy systems tap the heat originating from the earth's molten interior and the 
decay of radioactive materials in the crust. The potential size of the resource is very large, although 
conversion technologies for fully accessing the estimated 1 00 million quads of available worldwide 
resource are yet to be proven. Geothermal energy is currently being used in various locations 
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around the world to produce electricity at costs competitive with conventional sources and provide 
energy directly for space heating, food and industrial processing, refrigeration, and aquaculture. 

(i) Geothermal Electric Technologies 

Hydrothermal resources, consisting of water and/or steam trapped in fractured or porous 
rocks, are currently the only type of geothermal energy being accessed on a commercial scale. 
Electricity is produced via one of three major routes: dry steam, flash steam, and binary conversion . 
Dry steam systems use the geothermal steam directly to drive a turbine-generator while flash steam 
technologies first convert hot geothermal liquids to steam by quickly reducing its pressure. Finally, 
binary cycle systems are used for generating power from lower temperature liquids by using the hot 
geothermal waters to vaporize a secondary working fluid that then drives a turbine-generator unit. 

The state of California in the U.S. currently receives 6% of its electricity from geothermal 
energy, and installed units exist in the Philippines, Mexico, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, and other 
countries. Advances in methods for locating, drilling, and extracting geothermal energy coupled with 
improvements in conversion technologies can help geothermal electricity expand its current market 
share further, effectively competing with fossil-powered sources in the baseload power market. 

(ii) Geothermal Heating Technologies 

In some regions of the world, low-temperature geothermal energy is being used directly for 
space heating, such as in several cities in Iceland where steam/hot water lines carry geothermal fluid 
through the district heating system. Another promising technology is the geothermal heat pump 
(GHP). GHPs operate tike a conventional heat pump (a refrigerator, for example, is a one-way heat 
pump) and use the heat gradient between the earth's surface and groundwater or soil several 
hundred feet below the surface to power the pump. Because GHPs are reversible, they can provide 
space heating in the winter and space cooling in the summer as well as supplement domestic hot 
water needs year-round. More than 100,000 of these systems have been installed in the U.S. to 
date, and sales continue to grow at significant rates. 

9.2.5 Hydropower 

Hydropower facilities exploit the kinetic energy in flowing or falling water to generate 
electricity. Conventional hydropower facilities use water from a river, stream, canal, or reservoir to 
continually produce electrical energy, and water releases from single-purpose reservoirs (i.e., 
dedicated to power production) can be quickly adjusted to match electricity loads. Multipurpose 
reservoirs are not capable of following load as closely; however, they can be simultaneously used 
for irrigation, flood control, navigation, recreation, and water supply. 

Pumped storage plants operate similarly, but instead of tapping free-flowing water, the facility 
uses recycled water. During off-peak hours, water is pumped to an upper reservoir using low-cost 
resources, where it can be re-used to provide peak power on demand. Pumped hydropower facilities 
are net energy consumers (typically 1.25-1.40 kWh is required to pump the water to the upper 
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reservoir for each kWh generated); however, they provide significant economic and operational 
benefits to utilities because of their ability to meet transient peak power demands. 

Finally, mini-hydro facilities (30 MW or less in size) offer opportunities for distributed or 
remote power generation with minor environmental impacts, low operating costs, and high reliability. 
Installation of these systems is usually quite rapid and can use local labor. 

Hydropower technology is currently mature and widely available. Almost 15% of the world's 
electrical energy comes from hydroelectric facilities operating in over 80 countries. Only a fraction 
of the available resource has been exploited to date, in large part because of siting constraints, 
environmental pressures against large-scale systems, and competition with other interests for water 
resource use. The increased development and use of micro-hydro technologies may permit 
additional resources to be accessed without encountering the barriers that have traditionally 
constrained conventional hydropower development. In Nepal, for example, the Agricultural 
Development Bank has financed the purchase of more than 650 small hydro systems by farmers, 
who use income from milling operations and electricity sales to pay back the loans. 

9.2.6 Ocean Energy 

Numerous systems have been conceived of for capturing the energy of the ocean's waves, 
tides, and temperature gradients. Of these, ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) and tidal 
power systems have received the greatest attention to date. OTEC uses the temperature difference 
between the surface of the ocean and depths of up to 1000 meters to generate electricity in either 
a closed-loop (using a secondary working fluid) or open-loop cycle (using seawater as the working 
fluid). 

Tidal power uses the same principle employed in hydroelectric power generation to extract 
energy from a difference in hydrostatic head created by the rising and falling tides. A minimum 
difference of 5 meters between low and high tides is often cited as the limit required to effectively 
produce electricity, although developments in micro-hydro technology may permit additional 
resources with lower ranges to be accessed. 

OTEC and tidal power are still primarily in the development stage, and technical, cost, and 
siting constraints continue to limit the progress of these systems. 

9.2.7 Screening Mitigation Options 

The first step in screening renewable energy options for further analysis is to conduct a 
preliminary resource assessment. For many countries, such an assessment may have already been 
conducted with sufficient accuracy to allow a screening out of those options that are unlikely to be 
of interest because adequate resources are lacking, or are too small to make a significant national 
contribution. Alternately, the Study Team can conduct its own preliminary assessment, drawing on 
appropriate experts in the country. For assessment of biomass resources, the energy sector analyst 
should work together with the forestry and agricultural analysts. 
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For those technologies for which exploitable resources appear to be available, one should 
then conduct a screening using the criteria listed in Table 2-1 in Chapter 2. It is particularly important 
to consider the potential for indirect economic benefits such as local employment creation and 
foreign exchange savings. 

' \ 9.3 RESOURCE ASSESSMENT1 

Use of renewable energy requires careful matching of conversion technology to resource 
availability and to energy demand. Although it is usually obvious to the inhabitants of an area that 
one form of renewable energy is more plentiful than another, it is important to conduct an inventory 
of renewable energy resources before selecting technologies that may be deployed to convert these 
resources to usable energy forms. Some countries may have progressed beyond what is discussed 
below on resource assessment, while others may not have. 

Resource assessment requires determination of the quantity and quality of resources found 
in a given region at a given time. It may involve exploration and monitoring to determine whether 
a particular site is suitable for a particular renewable energy technology. 

An inherent difference between renewable and conventional energy resources is that 
renewable sources are determined by their "flow" whereas conventional sources are "fixed" in stock. 
Renewable energy resources vary by time of day, and some of them, such as solar radiation and 
wind, vary by night and day. Most renewable energy sources vary seasonally, and all of them vary 
from year to year. Sunlight and wind are variable in place, also. The rate at which renewable energy 
resources can be expended is generally fixed by the flow and not, as with conventional resources, 
by demand. These inherent resource characteristics make it essential to carefully evaluate energy 
needs when considering renewable energy systems. Some renewable energy resources, such as 
biomass resources, have competing uses that must be considered. Furthermore, crops can be 
grown for energy as well as agricultural uses, and in cases such as bagasse, there are mutual 
benefits in using a biomass resource for both agricultural and energy applications. 

Data availability for renewable energy resources varies widely. Furthermore, most of the data 
available have been collected primarily for other purposes such as agriculture, airline operations, 
flood control, timber harvests, waste management, and the protection of life and property (weather 
forecasts). Such data are valuable for those purposes, but they do not always provide the 
information required to make accurate assessments of renewable energy resources. The collection 
of data specifically for assessing renewable energy resources is quite limited. In addition, data that 
are available for renewable energy resources are generally lacking in accuracy and spatial 
(geographic) and temporal (time) resolution. The poor spatial resolution (lack of data at most 
locations) is the direct result of the small number of locations at which resource measurements have 
been made. The lack of temporal resolution means that it is not possible to accurately estimate the 

1The discussion on resource assessment is taken from Maxwell and Renne (1994). 
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flow characteristics of renewable resources on time scales capable of resolving hourly, daily, 
monthly, and annual variations. 

9.3.1 Solar Radiation 

Most measures of solar radiation resources are given in terms of the total energy received 
(in Btu, kWh or megajoules) each hour and/or day at the measurement location. Monthly and annual 
averages are computed from the hourly or daily data, and these are used to prepare tabular data 
sets and maps of average daily energy. These data tables and maps provide a first-level indication 
of resource availability. More detailed assessment requires resolving the temporal characteristics 
of solar radiation - changes that take place over time scales ranging from minutes to decades. 
Experience has shown that short-term changes in the flow of solar energy requires measurement 
intervals of 5 minutes or less. Monitoring long-term changes associated with climate change, 
volcanic eruptions, and atmospheric pollution requires a continuous measurement program. 
Typically, solar radiation data have been collected at intervals from 1 minute to one day, with the 
most common interval being 1 hour. Hourly data are adequate for most applications. The short-term 
(e.g., 5-minute) variability of solar radiation at a given site can usually be determined from one to 
three years of data. 

For initial screening of solar radiation resources and to produce solar resource maps at the 
national level, monthly average daily totals of the global horizontal radiation are available on Internet 
from a database at NASA-Langley at a resolution of 280 km by 280 km grids. These data are 
available for all locations. These data can be processed to obtain finer spatial (to 30 km grids) and 
temporal resolution but such work will require specific effort by experts. These data should be 
validated by ground-based observations before they are applied to evaluate the suitability of solar 
energy technologies or projects to meet specific end-uses or needs. International solar radiation 
data are available from the World Radiation Data Center (WRDC) in St. Petersburg and from the 
World Radiation Monitoring Center in Zurich. Data from the WRDC will be available in the near 
future from NREL on Internet. 

9.3.2 Wind Energy 

Because the power of the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed, a small change 
in wind speed can represent a large change in wind power at any given time. Wind power density 
is calculated by summing the average wind power of several ranges of wind speed over a specified 
period of time (month, season, or year). The power for each range is multiplied by the frequency of 
occurrence of wind speeds within that range, and the results are summed over all ranges to obtain 
the wind power density. Maps based on such wind speed ranges to define wind power classes are 
available but at such large scales that even initial screening at the national level for most countries 
will be difficult. Wind atlases for many parts of the world are available but vary in quality and 
consistency. Grubb and Meyer (1993) survey data availability at the national and continental levels. 
Since wind speed is highly variable and is affected by surface roughness and topography, regional 
or local data are desirable for screening purposes. 

f'· 
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Similar to solar radiation, wind speed has not generally been measured for the purpose of 
assessing wind energy resources. For these reasons and others, most of the wind data available 
today are not as reliable as one would like for estimating wind energy resources. Wind resources, 
including the turbulence characteristics of the resource, can vary significantly over small distances, 
particularly in very mountainous terrain or in coastal or lake-shore regions. When no wind data are 
available, topographic and vegetative indicators, or numerical models, might be used to estimate 
wind resources. 

9.3.3 Hydropower 

Moreira and Poole (1993) summarize hydropowertechnology and its worldwide resource 
potential. The hydropower resources for a given river basin or catchment area can be estimated 
from three sources of information: hydrographic records, which define the rate of flow of water at 
a certain point within the river basin, measurements or estimates of precipitation falling on the 
catchment area, and the topographic characteristics of the catchment basin. Recording rain gages 
are standard for virtually all weather service stations around the world. 

The prospects of developing any site also depend on numerous engineering, environmental, 
and economic considerations that have not been fully assessed and which can change over time. 
In those areas of the world with rapid population growth or areas that are prone to periodic severe 
droughts, there can be intense competition for the available freshwater supply. As with other 
renewable resources, the cost of energy derived from a hydropower project can vary considerably, 
even within regions where the resource is generally high. 

9.3.4 Geothermal 

Geothermal energy resources fall into four categories: hydrothermal (hot water and steam), 
hot dry rock, geopressured hot water with dissolved methane, and magma. Only hydrothermal 
resources have been commercially developed to date. Palmerini (1993) provides an overview of 
global geothermal resources and extraction technologies. 

The main characteristics of a geothermal reservoir that determine the usefulness of its 
energy are its volume, the water state (liquid and/or steam), temperature, pressure, depth, water 
chemistry, and recharge rate. High temperature steam sources are of greatest value for generating 
electricity. Lower temperature liquid sources (T < 90°C} are typically used for heating buildings and 
for process heat. The depth and pressure, particularly for liquid resources, will affect the cost of 
getting the resource to the surface. The chemistry of the liquid or steam will affect construction and 
operational costs, according to the measures required to remove harmful minerals or mitigate their 
effects. The rate at which the hot water or steam are replenished (naturally and by injecting spent 
fluids) determines the quantity of energy that the source is capable of supplying on a continuous 
basis. 
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9.3.5 Biomass 

Biomass is by far the most complex of the renewable energy resources and presents the 
most difficult assessment problems. This complexity is due primarily to the multiple sources of 
biomass- including energy crops (e.g., trees, com, sugarcane, microalgae); standing crops (mostly 
forests) grown for other purposes; litter and dead or non-commercial trees (standing waste) in 
forests; and forest and agricultural wastes (field and mill or factory)-and to the many energy 
conversion processes that are possible, including direct combusion, gasification, liquefaction, and 
biochemical processing. The first step (after determining end-use needs) is to inventory sources of 
biomass and their availability. Hall, et al. (1993) review biomass resources at the national and 
continental levels. 

Once the sources and availabilty are identified, harvesting rates, transportation, storage, 
and conversion issues must be considered. For example, microalgae might be harvested on a daily 
basis, agricultural crops and agricultural waste from one to three times per year, trees grown for 
energy use every three to five years; it may be economical to harvest litter and standing waste only 
in conjunction with a timber harvest, which may occur as infrequently as once every 1 0 to 50 years. 
Given the variety of biomass resources, several resource assessment methods will be needed. 
Assessment of biomass resources for the energy sector should be coordinated with the non
energy part of the mitigation assessment. 

Biomass resources are also difficult to assess because they consist of both flow and fixed 
stock components. Standing crop and litter in a mature forest represent a fixed stock waiting to be 
harvested. Annual growth in young forests, agricultural crops, and harvesting and production wastes 
all represent flow resources that are subject to change seasonally and from year to year. With the 

·exception of crops grown for energy use, there is little consensus regarding the proportion of most 
biomass resources that is available for energy use. Competing uses of biomass for food, clothing, 
and shelter also complicates resource assessment. Competition for many biomass waste products 
is also important to consider. Wastes from both forest and agricultural crops are essential to 
stabilize and replenish soils. Straw and wood chips are used for bedding material for animals, and 
some waste products, such as bean pods and sugar beet pulp, are used as animal feed. In general, 
the amount of waste that could be diverted to sustainable energy production is not well known. 

9.3.6 Municipal Solid Waste 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) can be defined as the post-consumer solid waste generated 
by residential, commercial, and institutional (schools, hospitals, offices, etc.) sources (OTA 1989). 
Industrial sources are not included because industrial wastes are usually discarded separately from 
municipal wastes. Some of these solid wastes are combustible are being used in some areas as 
a renewable source of energy. The feasibility of using MSW for energy production in a given area 
depends on a number of factors, including population, availability of landfills, the general economy 
of the area, and the demand for thermal or electrical energy. 

An estimate of the national resource base requires an estimate of the materials flow of paper "-
and paperboard, plastics, yard trimmings, rubber and leather, textiles, wood, food wastes, and other ·, 
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categories of MSW that could be used as an energy resource. Estimates of MSW resources for 
individual municipalities requires measurements of the MSW at the dump site or the point of 
generation. At the dump, the total weight could be determined by weighing the trash collection 
trucks before and after dumping. Measuring the composition of the MSW is more costly and time
consuming. A certain percentage of the trash trucks must be randomly selected and their contents 
dumped and sorted into categories such as paper and paperboard, plastics, wood, metal, etc. Each 
category must then be weighed separately. Similar to any other measurement process, the accuracy 
and reliability of MSW sampling is dependent on the design of the sampling program (e.g., number 
of, samples, distribution in time, and length of sampling period) and its execution. Currently, there 
is no standard method for collecting such data, in fact, there is no general agreement on the 
categories to be used to define MSW (Kahn and Sable 1988). 

9.4 TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERIZATION 

After renewable energy resources are assessed to the degree possible with the available 
data, the next step is to characterize technologies that can convert the resources to usable forms. 
Renewable energy technologies are as varied as the resources they convert to electricity, heat, and 
fuels, and the information required to evaluate them differs somewhat among technologies. In 
general, however, the types of data listed in Table 8-3 for conventional energy supply technologies 
(engineering performance, economic parameters, environmental impacts) also apply for renewable 
energy technologies. 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the U.S. has prepared technical and 
economic descriptions (technology characterizations) of selected renewable energy technologies for 
the IPCC that include performance and cost data. These technology characterizations include those 
renewable energy technologies considered by the Energy and Industry Subgroup of the IPCC to be 
commercially available in' the near-term (<10 yrs) and suited for limiting the levels or growth rates 
of greenhouse gas emissions in developing and transitional economies. The technologies 
characterized and their applications are 

• flat-plate photovoltaics (electricity) 
• solar thermal (heat, electricity) 
• salt-gradient ponds (electricity, space and process heat, desalinization) 
• wind turbines (electricity, water pumping) 
• small-scale hydro (electricity) 
• geothermal (electricity) 
• MSW (electricity, heat) 
• biomass: direct-fire steam turbine, gasification-gas turbine cycles (electricity) 
• pelletized wood (space and process heating). 

Additional cost information on photovoltaics, solar thermal electric, and biomass energy 
(electricity and liquid fuels) is available in Ahmed (1994). 
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An important set of technologies not included in the IPCC work so far is that to produce liquid 
fuels from biomass. Technology characterizations of these and other energy systems listed in Table 
9-1 are available from NREL. 

9.5 CONSTRUCTING BASELINE AND MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

Renewable energy deployment scenarios can be developed by using estimates of the future 
energy demand and supply mix as a base case. Given the larger goal of identifying renewable 
energy technologies that could result in significant greenhouse gas emissions reductions, the 
purpose of a deployment scenario is to estimate the potential range of future greenhouse gas 
emissions reductions for different renewable energy technologies. 

After potentially applicable renewable energy technologies are identified, a method to select 
the most suitable technologies is needed. There are two general ways to make this selection. One 
way is to use optimization or other models that can integrate renewable energy technologies into the 
overall energy supply system once assumptions on costs and performance are made.2 The second 
way is to use a decision analysis tool that explicitly accounts for subjective and non-quantifiable 
factors. An example of such a tool is the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), which has been 
applied for evaluation of renewable energy technologies in Mexico. The use of the AHP to assess 
the use of renewable energy technologies is further discussed in Appendix A6. 

Specific options can be further developed by identifying market opportunities and exploring 
market penetration options. In doing so, attention should be paid to some of the unique 
characteristics of renewable supply technologies. Renewables offer important benefits in terms of 
reduced environmental impact beyond climate change mitigation, energy independence and 
diversity, and economic and social development. These benefits are often not readily modeled, but 
are essential elements of a comprehensive assessment. 

A particularly promising area for renewables deployment is distributed or off-grid power 
generation. Accounting for these opportunities requires a way of evaluating the trade-off between 
grid extension and off-grid remote power generation. In many instances, a utility line extension can 
be more costly than deploying a renewable technology as a stand-alone system. 

For on-grid applications, a key issue for renewable energy is integrating the technologies into 
the existing energy network. Many of the renewable technologies operate intermittently, which is to 
say that they only produce power part of the time (when the sun is out or the wind is blowing). Some 
of the outages can be predicted (e.g., the time that the sun will set is known), while others can not 
(e.g., a large bank of clouds passing overhead). As a result, electric utilities consider most solar and 
wind technologies as non-dispatchable, since they cannot be turned on whenever they are required. 
Considerable research and experience has been devoted to assessing how utilities can deal with 

2Many models assess the availability of resources (e.g., oil, gas, coal) through pricing. As the resource becomes more scarce, the 
fuel price of a technology increases, and the deployment of the technology is therefore constrained. For many renewables, fuel price 
does not exist ~.e., solar or wind technologies), and there is no way for the model to automatically limit deployment based on resource 
availability. In these instances, a "cap" may need to be applied to the model. 
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this uncertainty. One method has been to increase the knowledge of the resource through resource 
assessment to reduce the uncertainty about when the resource is available (i.e., "predict" when the 
wind will come up). Other techniques include the use of backup and storage systems, promoting 
system diversity, and load management. 

9.6 MITIGATION POLICIES 

Policies to promote adoption of renewable energy options, and examples of their application, 
are briefly described in Table 9·2. These are loosely aligned with the policy options listed in Chapter 
8 on conventional energy supply, since many of the same types of policies will serve to enhance 
renewable energy supply. Table 9-2 only lists policies and examples that might directly promote the 
use of renewable energy; however, most of the options discussed in Chapter 8 can have indirect 
effects on the use of renewables. For example, taxes or restrictions on the use of carbon-intensive 
fuels (e.g., coal) will increase opportunities for renewable energy. Finally, integrated resource 
planning offers opportunities for incorporating renewable energy technologies into utility planning as _ 
part of a formal process. 

In addition to the policies in Table 9·2, technological transition strategies should be part of 
an implementation plan for renewable energy. Hybrid systems such as diesel generator/wind, hydro 
pumped storage/wind, and co-firing of renewable and conventional fuels (e.g. biomass and coal) are 
ways of integrating renewable and conventional technology options. 
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Table 9-2 Policies to Promote Uses of Renewable Energy 

OPTION DESCRIPnON EXAMPLES 

Emissions Limits on emissions of GHG or other - Emissions cap on new power plants 
Controls pollutants transportation vehicles, etc. 

• caps by technology • Emissions cap from regional utilities, 
• caps by region/sector urban zones (e.g., "clean cites"), or 

segments of the Industrial sector 

Input Controls Require uses of renewable energy feedstocks • Set-asides for renewable utility 
technologies In future capacity 
expansion plans 

• Payments to operators using renewable 
energy for Industrial processes 

Price Controls Price subsidies for renewable energy fuels • Federal/local subsidies on cost of 
and technologies electricity From renewable utility 

technologies 
- Payments to operators using renewable 

energy for Industrial processes 

Rate-of-Return Requirements on the rate-of-return • Permit owners/operators of renewable 
Regulation calculation for energy supply companies electric technologies to achieve higher 

rates of return 

Permitting Conditions placed on energy supply • Preferential siting of renewable energy 
operations supply facilities; reduce siting 

constraints 

Tradeable Require the acquisition of GHG emission - Renewable energy supply technology 
Emission Permits rights by trading with other sources used to offset emissions from non-

renewable sources 

Taxes Tax credits/levies for GHG control - Tax credits for renewable energy use 
- on products (fuels, electricity, etc.) 
-on firms - Taxes on GHG-emitting technologies 
• on land and facilities 

Tariffs Reduced tariffs for importation of non-GHG - Reduced tariffs on foreign renewable 
emitting technologies energy supply technologies (e.g., wind 

energy systems) or demand tech· 
nologles (e.g., alcohol-fueled vehicles) 

Research, Government funding of R,~,&D In the area of - Government-sponsored research, 
Development, and renewable energy Including demonstration activities 
Deployment 

Government Purchase Government purchase of renewable energy - Purchase of alternative-fueled vehicles 
technologies for government fleet use 

- Cost-sharing with Industry; and In 
purchase of Industrial renewable 
energy technologies 

Information Promote renewable energy technologies with - Create one-stop shopping Information 
Dissemination the general public, specific industry groups, "clearinghouses" for renewables 

and energy planners • Sponsor technical conferences with 
Industry 

Cooperatives Promote cooperatives that aggregate demand - Rural electric cooperatives (with focus on 
for renewable energy technologies village power) 

- Industry-sponsored cooperatives (e.g., 
- pulp and paper Industry) 
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CHAPTER10 
INTRODUCTION AND A LAND-USE FRAMEWORK FOR THE 

NON-ENERGY SECTORS 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Part Ill of this document covers the three main land-based sectors--forestry, agriculture, 
rangelands and grasslands--and waste management. The biomass sectors are responsible for 
emissions of carbon dioxide associated with land-use changes, and they can also sequester carbon 
through photo-synthetic processes. Together with the waste management sector, these sectors are 
also responsible for most of the anthropogenic emissions the greenhouse gases methane, non
methane hydrocarbons, nitrous oxide, and oxides of nitrogen. These sectors therefore provide 
opportunities for mitigating climate change through reduction of GHG emissions and/or through 
increased absorption and storage of carbon in perennial vegetation, detritus, soils, and in long-term 
biomass products. 

In the forestry sector, the main mitigation options involve: 1) reducing emissions by 
maintaining existing carbon sinks through conservation and protection, efficiency improvements and 
fossil fuel substitution, and 2) sequestering carbon by expanding vegetation cover, and increasing 
carbon storage in soils and in long-term products. 

In the agriculture sector, a major option involves the adoption of agricultural practices that 
increase the amount of crop residue on or in the surface soil layer; this reduces maximum 
temperatures and evaporation and increases organic matter in the soil, thereby trapping carbon in 
the soil. Other agricultural options include reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from animal 
husbandry, rice production, and fertilizer application. 

In rangelands and grasslands, most options are based on enhancement of carbon sinks 
through improved range management, wild fire management, animal husbandry, and biomass 
replenishment. 

The main options in the waste management sector involve reducing methane emissions from 
landfills and waste-water treatment. 

10.2 ESTABLISHING LAND-USE PATTERNS FOR MITIGATION ANALYSIS 

The availability of land and its products shape the mitigation options in the non-energy 
sectors. Forests, range and grasslands, and agricultural lands together comprise most of a country's 
vegetative land area. Changes in the land-use pattern in one sector directly influence the magnitude 
of land available for the other sectors. Land conversion from forests to agriculture or to pasture lands 
is a common feature in many developing countries. Where afforestation programs are active, 
wastelands are being reforested to yield industrial wood products. Elsewhere, the construction of 
dams and urban sprawl are taking over what were once fertile agricultural lands. Ultimately, the 
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amount of land area available in a country is fixed and the bounty of the land has to be shared 
among its various users. Exactly how the lands are shared will be determined by land-use demand 
and supply factors, as moderated by land-use policy and law. Moreover, the options in each sector 
are influenced by cross-sectoral issues rooted in the country's land-use policy and law. 

The regulations governing the distribution of land in one sector are often connected to those 
for the other sectors. Because of these interactions, it is important that the availability of land and 
its distribution for alternative activities be evaluated in a comprehensive manner with the participation 
of specialists on forestry, agriculture, and range and grasslands. 

The existing models that incorporate land-use change are either small-scale, site-specific 
models for which applicability to the whole economy is difficult1, or broad-based regional 
bio/physiochemical process models, the output of which can only be used as an intermediate input 
in simulating land-use redistribution among sectors. 

For the purposes of mitigation analysis, the simple framework presented below can be used 
for tracking land use change over several decades. The framework requires exogenous inputs to 
relate current and future land use activity and product demand and supply. The most common 
factors that affect land use and its products include: 

(1) Demographic variables such as human population and its growth rate, rural/urban 
distribution, and dependence on land resources. 

(2) Economic factors such as income level, technological development, dependence on 
export of land-based products, and rates of economic growth. 

(3) Type and intensity of land use, such as shifting versus permanent agriculture, or clear
cutting versus selective harvesting. 

(4) Biophysical factors such as soil productivity, topography and climate. 

Using this framework for a mitigation evaluation consists of two steps: 1) evaluating current 
and future land availability for the baseline and mitigation scenarios, and 2) determining the demand 
for land use products and reconciling the availability of land to meet product demand. 

10ne such model is LUCS, which has a project-level focus, with a capability for cost-benefit analysis 
(Faeth et al., 1994). 



1D-3 Land-Use Framework for the Non-Energy Sectors 

Step 1: Evaluate current and Mure land availability for the baseline and mitigation scenarios. 

Step 1.1: It is useful to begin by describing the main policy and land tenure elements which 
determine the existing distribution among the three sectors, and to identify the likely trends in land
use change; the latter may include increased acquisition of forest land for agriculture or pasture, 
abandonment of agricultural land for pasture or to secondary forests, age loss of forest lands to 
severely or permanently degraded lands. Each user should define a baseline scenario using these 
elements as a basis. 

Table 10-1 shows the land area changes for a hypothetical country. In this example, range 
and grasslands are considered a subset of forest land. {This example is also used to illustrate the 
evaluation of the forestry sector mitigation options in Chapter 11.) 

Current land area statistics are organized as shown in the table. Government plans and other 
ongoing trends of afforestation, land conversion, etc. may be used to determine a baseline mosaic 
of future land use patterns. Plans for land area changes are usually not available beyond a 5-10 
year time horizon. These may be extrapolated to estimate each type of land area until 2030. 

Step 1.2: A land use pattern for a mitigation scenario may be constructed using the above baseline 
trends as a starting point. The example assumes future changes in land use in order to illustrate two 
types of forestry mitigation options. The first option is to protect 12,000 ha of current national park 
land, which is being depleted to 1 000 ha in the baseline scenario by 2030. The second option is to 
reforest 40,000 ha of wastelands into forest land. 

Step 2: Determine the demand for products (fuel wood, timber, crops, etc.) of land-use in 1990, 
2010 and 2030, and reconcile the land availability with the demand for products. 

Step 2.1: The 1990 forest products demand is shown in the example (Table 10-2). Each type of 
land area is a source of several products. If mitigation options are to be successful, it is imperative 
that the future demand for these products be satisfied either through more intensive use of land or 
through imports of products. Alternatively, countries may also wish to pursue a strategy to replace 
non-wood products with wood ones. In our example, we illustrate such a scheme whereby wood 
produced from reforested wastelands is used to replace non-wood industrial products. Countries 
exporting timber products would also want to ensure that revenue earned from exports does not 
diminish because of the implementation of options. 

In the example, we hpve listed fuelwood, industrial wood, agricultural products, livestock 
maintenance, and electricity generation (hydro) as the products that might be derived from land. A 
user should include products appropriate to his/her country. 

For 1990, the example shows the absolute demand for, and the supply of, each product and 
its intensity of land use. It is important to ensure that the land-use intensity does not exceed well 
known norms for each type of product. These norms may be obtained in consultation with specialists 

1 • in the country. 
I 
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Step 2.2: The baseline demand for these products may be projected to 2010 through the use of 
econometric, end-use and other techniques. Alternatively, estimates of demand may be obtained 
from experts in the field. For the baseline scenario, the example shows the absolute product demand 
and supply from various types of land use, and the intensity of land use in 201 0 for each product 
(Table 10-3). 

Step 2.3: For 2010, Table 10-4 shows the effect of the two forestry mitigation options on product 
supply. The non-wood industrial products in the baseline scenario are replaced by production from 
reforested wasteland in the mitigation scenario. The protection of national parks results in a loss of 
40,000 tonnes of agricultural products which are imported in the mitigation scenario. The evaluation 
of these two options, reforestation and protection, is described in Chapter 11 on forestry. 

. Similar analyses should be conducted for 2030 for both scenarios. If the demand for the 
products cannot be met, then either the mitigation options will need to be modified or the product 
may need to be imported. 

Use of the framework described above requires interaction among experts working in the 
forest, agriculture and range and grasslands, and energy sectors. Each sectoral specialist should 
construct his/her own baseline and mitigation scenarios and reconcile the projected overlapping use 
of land with experts from the other sectors. This process will yield a consistent set of baseline and 
mitigation land use scenarios. 

10.3 ORGANIZATION OF PART Ill 

The organization of each chapter in Part Ill follows a common structure. Each chapter begins 
with identification and screening of the mitigation options and then presents an analytical approach 
specific to that sector. After describing the inputs necessary for scenario construction, the analysis 
methods for the mitigation options are presented. Finally, each chapter shows how to construct 
baseline and mitigation scenarios, and briefly discusses implementating mitigation options in the 
sector. The coverage of each sector is dictated by the nature of the options available within the 
sector. 
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TABLE 10-1. Establishing Land-Use Patterns 
for Mitigation Analysis, Country X 

(million hectares) 
============================================================================================ 

1990 1991 1992 2010 2030 
============================================================================================ 

7 >>>>STEP 1.1: LAND USE PATTERN, BASELINE SCENARIO 
8 
9 »> Forest Land 

10 >> >40% Crown Cover 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
11 >> 10-40% Crown Cover (Woodlands) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
12 >> <10% Crown Cover 
13 > Rangelands 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 / 

14 > Grasslands 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
15 > Wastelands 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 
16 » Other 
17 >>> Protected Land 
18 >>Wildlife Sanctuaries 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
19 >> National Parks 12,000 11725 11450 6500 1000 
20 » other 
21 »> Crop Land 
22 » Perrenial 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
23 » Annual 1,500,000 1,500,275 1,500,550 1,505,500 1,511,000 
24 » Shifting 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
25 >> Current Fallow 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 
26 » Other 
27 >» Other 
28 » Urban 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
29 » Dams and Roads 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 
30 » Mines 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
31 >>> Not Classified above 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
32 >>>> TOTAL (million ha.) 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 
33 
34 >>>>STEP 1.2: LAND USE PATTERN, MITIGATION SCENARIO 
35 
36 »> Forest Land 
37 >> >40% Crown Cover 100,000 101000 102000 120000 140000 
38 >> 10-40% Crown Cover (Woodlands) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
39 >> <10% Crown Cover 
40 > Rangelands 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
41 > Grasslands 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
42 > Wastelands 40,000 39000 38000 20000 0 
43 » Other 
44 >>> Protected Land 
45 >>Wildlife Sanctuaries 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
46 >> National Parks 12,000 
47 » Other 

12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

48 >» Crop Land 
49 » Perrenial 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
so » Annual 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 
51 » Shifting 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
52 >> Current Fallow 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 
53 » Other 
54 »> Other 
55 » Urban 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
56 » Dams and Roads 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 
57 » Mines 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
58 >>> Not Classified above 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
59>>>> TOTAL (million ha.) 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 4,528,000 



TABLE 10-2. Supply of, and Demand for, Land-Use Products, Country X, 1990 
============================================================================================================================================================ 
64 
65 >>>>STEP 2.1: 1990 PRODUCT SUPLY AND DEMAND >>>> 1990 INTENSITY OF LAND USE (/ha) 
66 
67 Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. Live· Electri • Other Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. Live· Electri· Other 
68 Wood Product stock city Wood Product stock city 
69 •ooo t '000 t '000 t '000 GWh t/ha t/ha t/ha #!ha MWh/ha 
70 
71 >» Forest Land 
72 >> >40X Crown Cover 10,000 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
73 >> 10·40X Crown Cover (Woodlands) so 1,000 1.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
74 >> <10X Crown Cover 
75 > Rangelands 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 
76 > Grasslands 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.so 0.00 0.00 
77 > Wastelands 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 o.oo 
78 » Other 
79 >>> Protected Land 
80 >>Wildlife Sanctuaries 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
81 >> National Parks 20 40 1.67 0.00 3.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 
82 » Other 
83 »> Crop Land 
84 » Perrenial 1,000 1,200 260 1.00 0.00 1.20 0.26 0.00 0.00 
85 » Annual 500 1, 700 0.33 0.00 1.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 
86 » Shifting 15 300 30 0.08 0.00 1.50 0.15 o.oo 0.00 
87 >>current Fallow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
88 » Other 
89 »> Other 
90 » Urban 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
91 » Dams and Roads 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 
92 » Mines 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
93 >>> Not Classified above 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
94 >> Additional Categories 
95 >> Additional Categories 
96 >> Imports/ (Exports) 
97 
98 >>> TOTAL SUPPLY OF PRODUCTS 1,585 11,000 3,240 315 45 0.35 2.43 0.72 0.07 0.01 0.00 
99 

100 >>> TOTAL DEMAND FOR PRODUCTS 1,585 11,000 3,240 315 45 
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108 
TABLE 10-3. Supply of, and Oemand for, Land-Use Products, Country X, 2010 

110 ======================================================================================================================================================== 
111 
112 >>>> STEP 2.2: 2010 BASELINE SCENARIO: PRODUCT SUPLY AND DEMAND 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 

. 144 

»> Forest Land 
>> >40% Crown Cover 
>> 10-40% Crown Cover (Woodlands) 
>> <10% Crown Cover 
> Rangelands 
> Grasslands 
> Wastelands 

» Other 
>>> Protected Land 
>>Wildlife Sanctuaries 
>> National Parks 
» Other 

»> Crop Land 
» Perrenial 
» Annual 
» Shifting 
>> Current Fallow 
» Other 

>» Other 
» Urban 
>> Dams and Roads 
» Mines 

>>> Not Classified above 
>> Additional Categories 
>> Additional Categories 

>> Imports/ (Exports) 

145 >>> TOTAL SUPPLY OF PRODUCTS 
146 
147 >>> TOTAL DEMAND FOR PRODUCTS 

Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. 
Wood Product 

•ooo tons •ooo tons •ooo tons 

400 

3 

0 

20 

1,000 
1,450 

15 

2,888 

2,888 

10,000 
1,000 

0 

11,000 

11,000 

40 

2,000 
4,871 

300 

(0) 

7,211 

7,211 

Live- Electri-
stock city 

•ooo GWh 

5 
10 
10 

288 
156 
30 

499 

499 

100 

100 

100 

>>>> 2010 BASELINE SCENARIO: LAND USE INTENSITY 

Other Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. 

0 

t/ha 

0.00 
8.00 

0.12 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
1.67 

1.00 
0.97 
0.08 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

82.2% 

Wood Product 
t/ha t/ha 

100.00 
20.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.0% 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
3.49 

2.00 
3.25 
1.50 
0.00 

o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

122.6% 

Live- Electrl-
stock city 
#/ha MWh/ha 

0.00 
o.oo 
0.20 
0.50 
0.25 

0.00 
0.00 

0.29 
0.10 
0.15 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

58.4% 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.33 
0.00 
0.00 

122.2% 

Other 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

'o.oo 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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TABLE 10-4. supply of, and Demand for, Land-Use Products, Country X, 2010 

150 ======================================================================================================================================================== 
151 
152 >>>> STEP 2.3: 2010 MITIGATION SCENARIO: PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
1n 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 

»> Forest Land 
>> >40% Crown Cover 
>> 10-40% Crown Cover (Woodlands) 
>> <10% Crown Cover 
> Rangelands 
> Grasslands 
> Wastelands 

» Other 
>>> Protected Land 
>>Wildlife Sanctuaries 
>> National Parks 
» Other 

»> Crop Land 
» Perrenial 
» Annual 
» Shifting 
>> Current Fallow 
» Other 

>» Other 
» Urban 
>> Dams and Roads 
» Mines 

>>> Not Classified above 
>> Additional Categories 
>> Additional Categories 

>> Imports/ (Exports) 

185 >>> TOTAL SUPPLY OF PRODUCTS 
186 
187 >>> TOTAL DEMAND FOR PRODUCTS 

Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. 
Wood Product 

1000 tons '000 tons '000 tons 

400 

3 

0 

20 

1,000 
1,450 

15 

2,888 

2,888 

10,000 
1,000 

2,500 

0 

13,500 

13,500 

2,000 
4,871 

300 

40 

7,211 

7,211 

Live
stock 

'000 

5 
10 
10 

288 
156 
30 

499 

499 

Electri
city 
Gllh 

100 

100 

100 

>>>> 2010 MITIGATION SCENARIO: LAND USE INTENSITY 

Other Fuel Wood Industrial Agric. 

0 

t/ha 

0.00 
8.00 

0.12 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
1.67 

1.00 
0.97 
0.08 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

82.2% 

Wood Product 
t/ha t/ha 

100.00 
20.00 

0.00 
0.00 

125.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

22.7% 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

2.00 
3.25 
1.50 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

121.3% 

Live- Electri-
stock city 
#/ha MWh/ha 

0.00 
o.oo 
0.20 
0.50 
0.25 

0.00 
0.00 

0.29 
0.10 
0.15 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

58.4% 

0.00 
0.00 

o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.33 
0.00 
0.00 

122.2% 

Other 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 



11.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 11 
FORESTRY SECTOR 

Forestry mitigation options refer to those measures and policies that can lead to a reduction 
in the emission of greenhouse gases from forestry and/or increase carbon sequestration in forests, 
long-term wood products and other tree vegetation. In most land use changes involving 
decomposition and oxidation, greenhouse gases (GHG) will be emitted into the atmosphere. These 
gases include carbon dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CI-\), nitrous oxide (N.z 0), 
oxides of nitrogen (NOJ and other non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC). Although C02 accounts for 
the bulk of these gases emitted from the forest sector, it can also be re-absorbed by vegetation, soils 
and water bodies. The other GHGs, while emitted in trace amounts, accumulate in the atmosphere 
for their entire residence period, without a possibility for re-absorption. The emissions of these trace 
gases can be estimated using standard ratios to the amounts of C02 released. 

11.2 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Mitigation options for the forestry sector may be classified into two basic types. One type 
involves expanding the stand of trees and the pool of carbon in wood products. Expansion 
withdraws carbon from the atmosphere and maintains it on land. The second type involves 
maintaining the existing stands of trees and the proportion of forest products currently in use. 
Maintaining existing stands, whether achieved through reduced deforestation, forest protection or 
more efficient conversion and use of forest products, keeps the avoided GHG emissions from 
entering into the atmosphere for the duration of the pool maintenance. Although expansion and 
maintenance of carbon pools in standing trees, forest soils, and forest products may be very 
effective mitigation options, they may be difficult to implement since the alternative use of the land 
upon which the carbon is stored is often more valuable to local inhabitants than the trees are. 

Another way to reduce carbon emissions is to use wood obtained from renewable sources 
like forest plantations as a substitute for non-renewable emission sources, particularly fossil fuels 
(Hallet a/., 1991). This substitution will delay the release of carbon from the fossil fuel for as long 
as one continues to use wood from a renewable source in lieu of the fossil fuel. Similarly, wood 
derived from renewable sources, if used as a substitute for wood fuel derived from depletable natural 
forests, will also delay or stop carbon release from the non-renewable source. Forest sector 
mitigation options are summarized below. 

11.2.1 Maintaining Existing Stocks 

(i) Forest Protection and Conservation. This protects the carbon and other GHG in both the 
vegetation and soil. Such measures are often included in projects which are put in place for 
non-carbon resource management purposes, such as wildlife protection, soil conservation, 
water catchment, and recreational reserves. Measures to improve wildfire protection and 
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reduce forest losses from insects and diseases should also be considered under this 
category. 

(ii) Increased Efficiency in Forest Management. Harvesting and Product Utilization. Measures 
to increase efficiency include natural forest management with selective harvesting; 
harvesting for multiple end-uses; residue utilization for fuel and tertiary products; increased 
conversion efficiency, possibly involving technological intervention; and salvage operations 
during conversion of forests to other land uses like hydropower development; etc. 

(iii) Bio-energy Initiatives. Mitigation options in the bio-energy field will mainly reduce the use of 
biomass and thus maintain stocks of carbon, while restraining emissions of trace GHGs. 
According to the IPCC 1994 Draft Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, all 
net emissions from biomass burning should be considered loss of forest stocks. Bio-energy 
options include: more efficient kilns for charcoal production, charcoal packaging (e.g. 
briquettes), improved woodfuel stoves; improved use of charcoal for industry (e.g. steel); 
more efficient use of wood in agriculture (e.g. tobacco and tea curing). 

Use of sustainably-grown biomass for fossil fuel substitution is another option. Such 
biomass may also be used as a substitute for fuelwood from natural forests that are being 
depleted. 

Urban tree planting to reduce energy use for building cooling and heating will be handled 
under the household and industrial energy chapters to the extent that one can compute the 
energy savings. 

11.2.2 Expanding Carbon Sinks 

Each of the options in this category must be separately identified and described depending 
on the intended use of the new biomass or the fate of the new land use. Uses include provisions 
of forest products such as woodfuel, timber, pulp and papers, and forest services like recreation, soil 
protection, and emission reduction through f.ossil fuel substitution. The fate of the biomass is critical 
in determining the carbon flows, cost and benefit streams, and the implementation possibilities of 
the specific mitigation options listed below. 

(i) Afforestation: Planting forests in bare land, with biomass density commensurate to the 
objective of the project. 

(ii) Reforestation: Replanting and/or natural regeneration of deforested areas. 

(iii) Enhanced Regeneration: Increasing the biomass density of existing degraded and under
stocked forests. 

(iv) Agroforestry: Some or all of the agroforestry forms listed below may be applicable to 
different sites in the country. The most commonly practiced forms are: 



(v) 
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inter-cropping for the purpose of producing both agricultural and forest products, 
boundary and contour planting for wind and soil protection, as well as providing 
agricultural and wood products, 
taungya system applied as an integral part of forest management, in both natural and 
plantation forestry, . 
pastro-silviculture for producing both forest and livestock products, 
non-timber tree farms such as those established for rubber, tannins and resins, 
bamboos, cooking oil, rattan, etc. 

Urban and Community Forestty. This includes the additional biomass in non-contiguous tree 
cover which has not been described elsewhere. This may include residential shade trees, 
and road-side and demarcation trees in the rural areas. Expanded urban forestry, which 
sequesters carbon and may also reduce emissions through cooling and heating of urban 
residential and commercial buildings, should also be considered. 

11.3 COMPREHENSIVE MITIGATION ANALYSIS PROCESS (COMAP): OVERVIEW 

COMAP is intended to guide an analyst in undertaking a comprehensive assessment of the 
role of the forest sector in a country's climate change mitigation effort. This approach includes the 
following specific steps (See Figure 11-1 ): 

1. Screening to identify mitigation options significant to the country. 

2. Assessing of the current and future land area available for restraining emissions and/or 
carbon sequestration given the demand for land by all sectors. 

3. Identifying the mitigation options which could be implemented on the various available lands. 

4. Estimating of the emission reduction and/or carbon sequestration per unit area for each 
mitigation option. 

5. Estimating of the total and unit costs and benefits for each option. 

6. Developing of future GHG net emissions and cost scenarios. 

7. Evaluating the cost-effectiveness of mitigation options. 

8. Exploring the policies, institutional arrangements and incentives necessary for the 
implementation of mitigation options. 

The first step involves categorizing and screening the mitigation options that are suitable for 
implementation. This is followed by a determination of the forest and agricultural land area that 
might be available to meet future demand, for both domestic consumption and export. Demand for 
wood products includes demand for fuel, wood, industrial wood products, and construction timber. 
The land which is left over after satisfying the future demands for products and the demand for 
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Figure 11-1: Comprehensive Mitigation Analysis Process (CO MAP) for Forestry 
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conversion to other land uses can be considered to be available for carbon sequestration and/or 
other environmental purposes. In many countries there may not be enough land available. This 
case, some of the wood demand may have to be met through wood imports or in using substitutes 
for forest products. Alternative combinations of land use and wood product demand patterns will 
lead to different scenarios of the future. The most-likely-trends scenario is chosen as the base line 
scenario, against which the mitigation scenarios a~e compared. 

The mitigation options are then matched with the types of future wood products that will be 
demanded and with the type of land that will be available. Matching options and demand requires 
iterating between satisfying the demand for wood products and land availability considerations. 
Based on this information, the potential for emission reduction and/or carbon sequestration, as well 
as the flow of costs and benefits per hectare of each mitigation option, are determined. The carbon 
and cost-benefit information is used to establish the cost-effectiveness of each option, which yields 
its ranking among other options. In addition, this information, in combination with land use 
scenarios, is used to estimate the average and total cost of each and all mitigation options. Finally, 
the barriers, policies and incentives needed for the implementation of each scenario are explored. 

Such a comprehensive approach should result in a mix of mitigation options which use the 
least resources as well as provide the most benefits, while mitigating climate change. This will allow 
for a cost-effective implementation of a subset of the options depending on the available resources 
at any point in time. This approach also reduces the possibility of double-counting of GHG flows, 
costs and benefits. 

At the end of this section, two examples are attached to illustrate the comprehensive 
assessment approach. The first example, forest protection, is drawn from the category of 
mitigation options intended to maintain existing stocks of biomass and carbon. The second 
example, reforestation, aims to expand carbon stock. In both examples, there is also a possibility 
of avoiding emissions of trace GHGs. 

11.4 STEP 1: SCREENING OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

There is a need to screen out non-promising options prior to undertaking a comprehensive 
evaluation. While the general criteria for screening are similar to those described in Chapter 2 on 
energy, there are some criteria which are specific to the forestry sector. These criteria may include: 
conformity with existing forest management plans, equity and co-benefits issues, feasibility and/or 
ease of implementation, ecological soundness of the option, etc. The following are two examples 
of screening criteria: 

(i) Biophysical considerations. Some options may be screened out due to biological or 
physiographic reasons. These may include site characteristics e.g., climate, soil, 
drainage, and altitude. For example, large increases in productivity in a dry area 
through short rotation forestry in an area without possibility of irrigation can be 
screened out at this stage. 
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(ii) Political considerations. Those options which are expected to significantly infringe 
on the sovereignty of a country or might tend to cause political instability should be 
screened out. For example, a measure which requires physical removal of large 
numbers of forest dwellers for re-settlement may be politically infeasible and socially 
un-wise for the country in question. 

11.5. STEPS 2 & 3: LAND AVAILABILITY AND PRODUCT DEMAND/SUPPLY 

As discussed in Chapter 1 0, both baseline and mitigation option scenarios depend on the 
demands exerted on the forest resource for both wood products and other land uses. However, in 
many countries the dynamics of the economy shapes the scarcity of land. Whether available lands 
are ever used for biomass growth depends on economic, political, demographic, social, cultural, and 
other factors. 

Estimation of available land area can be done as described in Chapter 1 0. The easiest 
method is to use the existing plans on land use management, such as government plans to increase 
the current forest cover to a given proportion of the land area in the future. A more involved method 
requires matching each mitigation option with the land available for its implementation, adjusting for 
any possible overlap where more than one option takes place on the same piece of land. This must 
take into account the minimum land requirements by the other sectors over time, especially the 
agricultural sector which has traditionally been given priority over forestry in land-use allocation. 

11.5.1 Land-use Scenarios 

An important element of the approach is developing scenarios for demand on land use, wood 
and other relevant products. These scenarios depict the amount of products that would be 
demanded and the land that would be required to support such a demand, given the capacities of 
the various land categories. The amount of carbon that can be potentially stored, and the net cost 
of doing so, varies with the type of options that will be included in the scenarios. The development 
of scenarios, discussed below, would form the basis for applying the method described in 
Chapter 10. 

11.5.1.1 Baseline or likely trends scenario 

This type of scenario is based on the current trends of land use and consumption of forest 
products in the country. It involves describing of existing land use distribution among and within 
sectors, the rate at which land is being converted from one use to another, and identifying of the 
factors which drive the land use distribution and conversion process. Factors such as population 
and income growth rates are used to extrapolate the demand for land and forest products to the 
future, under given assumptions on the behavior of the factors. 
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11.5.1.2 Mitigation scenarios 

(i) Technical Potential Scenario 

This scenario helps to estimate the amount of carbon that might be stored if the technically 
available land area were to be fully utilized for carbon sequestration. This scenario ignores many 
factors -- economic, institutional, cultural, legal, etc. -- that may limit the usability of available land 
for the sole-purpose of storing carbon. Thus the scenario represents an upper limit to the amount 
of carbon that might be stored through forestry options in a country. 

(ii) Programmatic Scenario 

A programmatic scenario is one which is based on specific existing programs. Examples of 
such programs include the America the Beautiful reforestation program (Andrasko eta/., 1991 ), the 
goal declared by the Noorclwijk Convention to increase net world forests by 12 million hectares a year 
by the beginning of the next century, and various national plans/programs and bilateral initiatives, 
like the Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP), which are in place in many tropical countries. If one 
does not use the comprehensive approach, a programmatic scenario is most appropriate to develop 
a mitigation scenario. 

One disadvantage of a programmatic scenario is that it may yield wood far in excess of its 
domestic and/or export demand. This could lower the price of wood and reduce an option's net 
monetary benefit, depending on the price elasticity of demand of the relevant products. 
Programmatic scenarios are particularly likely to create an inequitable distribution of benefits (Adams 
eta/., 1993), since they are usually driven by a single major purpose, e.g. to store carbon, to 
conserve fauna, to re-habilitate degraded lands, etc. However, the excess wood derived from such 
scenarios could be absorbed by an expanded program of biomass conversion to replace fossil fuels. 

(iii) End-Use Scenario 

This type of scenario would be driven by the need for wood products and various land uses 
in a country. The end-use approach has been used extensively to understand the magnitude of 
future demand for energy (Sathaye eta/., 1989). However, with the possible exception of some 
applications in developed countries (Adams eta/., 1980), this approach has not been applied to the 
forest sector with the same analytical rigor and specificity. The FAO has done numerous studies on 
timber trends and outlook both at the global and regional level, but very few such studies for 
individual developing countries have been done (FAO 1963, 1967a, b, 1986.). 

End-use scenarios have the advantage that they take into consideration an end-user's needs 
for forest products and .land. In tropical countries, where wood is scarce and forests are used as 

o sources of many non-timber products, planting trees for carbon storage alone may not be 
sustainable. The trees will most likely be cut down and used for various products. Thus, only trees 
that provide multiple and adequate benefits, including carbon storage, to a diverse set of 
beneficiaries are likely to be managed sustainably. In order to satisfy the assumption that tree stock 
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should be maintained in perpetuity, it is important that all participants be adequately compensated. 
An end-use based approach that explicitly recognizes the needs of the participants will yield more 
plausible and sustainable future scenarios than a programmatic approach. 

Construction of end-use scenarios is done with varying degrees of complexity. The simpler 
forms are used to project current consumption per capita into the future, adjusting for driving factors 
such as population growth and income. To improve on this, one can make further adjustments using 
known or estimated income elasticities of demand for the product in question. Many of the wood 
products outlook studies mentioned above are based on this approach. For example, the approach 
was recently applied to evaluate forest sector mitigation options for India (Kadekodi and 
Ravindranath, 1994). 

The second way to construct end-use scenarios involves statistical estimation of a product 
consumption function, with a few explanatory variables used to generate the coefficients needed for 
projection. Time series or cross-sectional information is used depending on the product in question 
and availability of data (FAO, 1991 ). A more rigorous variation of the statistical approach involves 
an econometric analysis of the product market (both demand and supply), including the use of some 
form of a land-use allocation model for tracking the required forest areas needed to meet such 
demands (Adams and Haynes, 1980). This approach usually includes a policy simulation phase, 
which is used to forecast the impact of various policies, including those which may constitute 
mitigation options. This method will most likely lead to more precise projections of future demand 
and supply of forest products and forest land. However, its application requires a sound knowledge 
of econometric techniques and a good amount of data on production, consumption and price 
structure of forest products, and applicable factors (of production) and technology. Of the three 
methods, each country should use the one commensurate to their capability and availability of data, 
and be aware of the different levels of precision associated with the resulting projections. 

(iv) Achievable Scenario 

The end-use scenario described above shows the projected demand for both forest products 
and land use under the various mitigation options. This scenario may not be achievable depending 
on the likelihood of implementing the underlying mitigation options, which depends on factors such 
as land tenure and law and available technical and human resources. In most cases, the achievable 
scenario is less than the economically defined scenario. Past experience with implementating 
similar projects can save as a guide for estimating the magnitude of GHG mitigation that may be 
achievable. 

In summary, one should construct a baseline scenario for the purpose of computing the 
change caused by mitigation options. Of the four mitigation scenarios, the technical potential is of 
some interest in that it shows the maximum physical potential. The programmatic scenario will be 
useful for those countries which do not apply the comprehensive approach. We recommend that 
wherever possible, the analyst construct end-use scenarios and also estimate the achievable 
potential. 
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11.6 STEPS 4 AND 5: ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

The aforementioned mitigation options either maintain or expand the stock of carbon in 
biomass, soil and/or wood products. Two approaches have been used in the past to evaluate stored 
carbon. One approach assumes that trees will be planted for the purpose of storing carbon and will 
not be harvested after they grow to maturity. It suggests that carbon stock be estimated according 
to the amount accumulated in tree biomass, soil, litter and understory over a period of time (Moulton 
and Richards, 1990). The time period may be that of a single rotation or multiple finite rotations. 
The second approach assumes that carbon will need to be stored in perpetuity, and estimates the 
amount of stored carbon based on an average amount of on-site carbon over an infinite number of 
rotations (Dixon eta/., 1991) 

A modified version of the second approach has been used by Swisher (1991). The method 
adjusts average stock for the biomass remaining at maturity. Swisher also includes the carbon in 
soil, litter, understory and wood products in estimating the total carbon storage of a given site. 

Of the two methods mentioned above for evaluating stored carbon, we think that the second 
approach is preferable, since (1) it is consistent with the fact that the economic value of stored 
carbon is unknown and thus the safest course of action would be to store carbon in perpetuity, and 
(2) intermittent harvesting of forest product~ provides a periodic income stream that strongly 
influences the financial evaluation of a mitigation option (Winjum and Lewis, 1993). 

11.6.1 Step 4: Greenhouse Gas Flows 

Numerous mitigation options can be identified for implementation in different parts of the 
country. Their implementation will take place over a long period of time. The estimation of GHG 
flows should cover the following items: 

1. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Estimate carbon flows associated with each option at all stages of the project, including 
emissions from salvage, silvicultural operations, harvesting, and short-term products like 
pulp and paper and woodfuel. Also to be included are the emissions from soil disturbance, 
and from future decomposition from medium- and long-term forest products in use. The 
other trace GHGs, such as CH4, N20, NOx and NMHC, should be estimated if the option in 
question will eliminate the emission of significant quantities of them into the atmosphere. 
Despite the existence of a substantial level of uncertainty associated with estimating 
emissions of these trace gases, one should, at the very least, use simple emission ratios of 
these gases per unit of emitted C02-carboh. Appendix 11-2 provides applicable ratios for 
trace gas e~issions from biomass burning and flooding. 

2. Carbon Seguestration 

This includes estimates of uptake by vegetation and soils within the area. This should be 
based on Net Primary Productivity of the woody biomass, including the net storage in soil and 
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detrital material. Alternatively, carbon sequestration can be estimated for the various 
mitigation options based on the mean annual increment of the growing vegetation and the 
refurbishment of the soil carbon from organic matter. 

Incremental carbon storage 

In order to evaluate the incremental carbon benefit of a mitigation option, it is necessary 
to estimate the carbon that might have been stored without the project. For forest protection, the 
baseline amount of carbon stored may be estimated as that which would have been released in the 
absence of a protection measure, such as a physical barrier, or monitoring and policing, relocation 
of forest dwellers, provision of alternative means of earning a living to the current users of the forest, 
or a subset of these measures (Swisher, 1991 ). 

In the case of plantations or management of forests under rotation, the situation is more 
complicated. One needs to compare the incremental carbon which would be sequestered on land 
and in products indefinitely. On land, carbon will be stored in vegetation, soil and the decomposing 
biomass. The carbon stored per hectare in a plantation or forest managed sustainably in rotations 
can be estimated as described in Example 2. 

It is important to include carbon stored in wood products when estimating the total carbon 
storage, since wood-product carbon can amount to 30-40% of the carbon stored on land (Dewar and 
Cannell, 1992). By not including product carbon, studies such as Dixon et a/. (1991) may 
overestimate the unit costs by a corresponding proportion. 

A more comprehensive framework for tracking the carbon flows from all forestry mitigation 
options in a country is a spreadsheet model named COPATH (Makundi eta/., 1991), which is 
described in Appendix H. This model provides a coherent framework for tracking all the carbon flows 
from each scenario over as long a period as desired, while providing the analyst the capability to 
assess the carbon balance in the sector at any point in time under each scenario. In brief, the model 
allows one to estimate the existing carbon stock in the forest areas which may be affected by the 
mitigation options as well as estimating the carbon release from decomposition and oxidation of the 
affected biomass. It also helps estimate the carbon sequestration in vegetation, soil and wood 
products. 

11.6.2 Step 5: Estimating Costs. and Benefits of Mitigation Options 

To evaluate the mitigation options, a set of criteria should be assembled for each option. The 
evaluation should cover a variety of criteria, including physical, socio-economic, and other 
environmental factors, so as to make comparison of options exhaustive. The physical criteria such 
as land availability, biomass productivity and net GHG flows for each option have been described 
above. Below is a discussion on evaluating the suggested economic criteria. 
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(I) Physical Inputs and Outputs 

Although the physical criteria gives the capacity of the various options to mitigate climate 
change, the economic criteria are essential decision variables in choosing mitigation options. In this 
section we discuss the approach and the issues involved in compiling the economic criteria. 

The first step is to identify and quantify all necessary physical inputs required for 
implementing of each option covering the initial operations, management, harvesting (if applicable), 
etc. These should include estimates of land, labor, equipment and material needed to support the 
project or option throughout its lifetime. For the land-intensive options, different categories of land 
must be identified and their suitability for various options assessed. For all options, we also have 
to identify constraining factors such as expertise, technology, and capital investment, because these 
may affect both the cost as well as the likelihood of implementing the option. 

Together with the physical inputs, one must estimate the physical output in terms of desirable 
products like timber, woodfuel, and agricultural produce (for agroforestry options) that are expected 
from each mitigation option. 

(ii) Unit Costs and Benefits 

In order to create policies and measures to stabilize future GHG emissions, national policy 
makers need information on the costs and benefits of options in addition to their carbon implications. 
Policy makers must weigh the costs, benefits, and impacts of climate change mitigation and 
adaptation options in the face of competition for limited funding from the government and other 
sources. The policy goal for climate change mitigation options is to identify which mix of options will 
best achieve the desired forest resource utilization goals at the least cost. In other words, the policy 
should attempt to maximize economic and social benefits from forestry, while minimizing local and 
global environmental and social impacts. 

It is important to draw a system boundary within which the costs and benefits of a project will 
be evaluated. Costs and benefits should be evaluated up to the roadside, and not to the millsite or 
market place. Roadside costs would include the cost of harvesting wood, which in turn include the 
required forest-road construction costs. By choosing to report costs only up to the roadside, we 
exclude the costs and carbon emissions associated with transporting the produce to the market. 
This also eliminates the need to collect data and make projections of the location of mills which will 
likely change if a large magnitude of projects have to be implemented in order to significantly reduce 
nation-wide emissions. The post-roadside costs should be handled in the respective end-use 
sectors such as industry (sawmilling) and residential (biomass fuels). 

For each of the physical inputs (e.g. labor), one has to obtain the cost per unit at the time 
of use. For each desirable product (e.g. timber or woodfuel), an estimate of product price will be 
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necessary. These will be used to calculate the cost and benefits of the monetary elements of each 
option. 

Costs: 

The costs of carbon storage of a mitigation option include the (i) present value of the stream 
of expenses sufficient to cover the project's planning, development, and occasional and recurrent 
expenses, and (ii) present value of the project's opportunity cost. Swisher and Masters (1992) refer 
to the present value of future project costs as an endowment. 

The endowment includes the initial cost of establishing the project, cost of silvicultural 
operations, management, extension services, protection, and cost of monitoring the project's 
performance. For perpetual management of a given forest project, the benefits derived during the 
first rotation may be sufficient to cover the operation and management of future rotations. 

The 1990 IPCC report on Response Strategies to Climate Change reviewed the then existing 
literature on costs and benefits, and noted that halting deforestation was a low-cost option for 
reducing a unit of atmospheric carbon (IPCC, 1991 ). The report quoted regional average annual 
costs of about $8/tC for tropics forestation and reduction of deforestation, and about $28/tC for 
forestation in non-US OECD countries. The cost of establishing a forest plantation, excluding the 
opportunity cost of land, was estimated to range from $230 to $1 000 per hectare with an average 
cost of $400 per ha (Sedjo and Solomon, 1988). 

The unit cost estimates for carbon sequestration have been improved in several ways since 
the IPCC report. First, unit costs have been estimated for individual countries by different types of 
mitigation options rather than by regions or for the globe as a whole. For example, Dixon et a/. 
(1991) estimated establishment costs for 94 countries by combining survey data with information 
gathered from the literature. 

Secondly, other cost components such as land rental (opportunity costs), maintenance, and 
monitoring and evaluation, which were not included in the earlier IPCC report, are now being 
addressed (Swisher, 1991; Moulton and Richards, 1990). The opportunity cost evaluation is 
·important since it captures the benefits derived from land use in the absence of a mitigation option, 
given the current broad land-use patterns. Opportunity cost may be evaluated using various 
methods depending on the land in question and the likelihood of producing various goods and/or 
services if it is not used for the given option. These approaches include land rent, land market price 
and net benefits obtainable from an alternative land use. In all these cases, land values and benefits 
from alternative use should be adjusted to account for existing significant price distortions due to 
subsidies, zoning regulations, etc. For example, land rental costs for the US were estimated at 
$142 per ha. by Moulton and Richards (1990), and the land purchase price was estimated between 
$400 and $1000 per ha. by Sedjo and Solomon (1988). 

Land prices are likely to be lower in developing countries. For Thailand, Wangwacharakul 
and Bowonwiwat (1994) reported an estimate of $44-89 per ha. for present value of the opportunity 
cost of land. For degraded lands suitable for reforestation in India, the land price is very low 
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($20/ha.) (Ravindranath and Somashekhar, 1994). For China, the forest lands are already allocated 
for forest development, while the dry croplands are reserved for agroforestry development. Thus, 
the opportunity cost of non-forestry land use or land classified for forestry may be close to zero (Xu, 
1994). 

Benefits: 

In addition to carbon storage, implementing a mitigation option will result in other monetary 
and non-monetary benefits. These benefits may be classified as ~ and indirect benefits 
depending on their role in, and level of, economic activity, and forest values. Direct benefits may 
include goods such as fuelwood and timber, and services such as recreation. Indirect benefits may 
include such items as employment for local inhabitants, air pollution and micro-climate control, 
watershed protection, and development of social infrastructure such as schools, roads, and 
hospitals. In addition to these benefits, the forest has a value derived from the stock as a resource. 
This value may be influenced by concern for future generations and social status. 

There is no consensus at present on the monetary value of reducing a unit of atmospheric 
carbon. Preliminary estimates of the marginal cost (including taxes) of stabilizing emissions from 
fossil-fuel burning in the US range between $1 00 to $200 per tC (Cline, 1992; Nordhaus, 1993), 
based on top-down models which do not include significant improvements in low-cost energy 
intensity in the economy. The unit cost estimates for mitigation options in most of the F7 countries 1 

fall well below this range, and in the case of India they are also below the unit costs of energy
efficiency options. 

A unique feature of the methodology presented in this section is the explicit evaluation of the 
direct benefits which may be derived from the sale of timber and other wood and non-wood products. 
As has been demonstrated in the F7 studies (Sathaye eta/., 1993), the benefits are sufficiently large 
to offset the life-cycle cost of many sink expansion options. In effect, carbon may be sequestered 
at a net benefit to society. However, in some cases, carbon sequestration projects may still not be 
cost-effective because of farmers' high cost of borrowing money. 

11.7 STEP 6: COST -EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION 

11. 7.1 Initial Cost per ha and per tC 

Initial costs do not include future discounted investments needed during the rotation period. 
The indicator provides useful information on the amount of resources required to establish the 
project. 

Most cost studies estimate this indicator (Dixon eta/. 1991; Andrasko eta/. 1991; Volz eta/. 

1The F7 network is a group of researchers from 9 countries who have been doing research on 
Tropical Forestry and Global Climate Change, coordinated by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, for the past 4 
years. The countries are Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Tanzania and Thailand. 
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1991 ). The other cost components and the option's benefits are often ignored. The studies take into 
consideration the carbon stored in live biomass and most account for soil carbon. The Dixon {1991) 
study uses the mean stock of carbon as a measure of the amount of carbon that would be stored 
by a mitigation option. The other studies report several estimates of the cost per tC, but their 
method of carbon estimation is unclear. 

11.7.2 Endowment Requirements per ha and per tC 

This is the sum of establishment cost and the discounted value of all future investment and 
recurring costs during the lifetime of the project. For rotation projects, the costs of second and 
subsequent rotations would be paid for by the revenues derived from the first rotation and thus would 
not be included in estimating the endowment. For projects which do not have substantial monetary 
benefits, this indicator is quite useful because it provides the endowment necessary to maintain the 
project in perpetuity. Swisher {1991) uses this indicator to evaluate project cost-effectiveness. 

11.7 .3 Net Present Value (NPV) per ha and per tC 

This indicator would provide the net direct benefit to be obtained from the project. For most 
plantations and managed forests it should be positive at a reasonable discount rate. For options 
such as forest protection {Example 2), the NPV indicator is also positive if indirect benefits and forest 
value are included, both of which are subject to controversial evaluation. Appendix 11-1 provides 
the mathematical formulation for deriving this indicator for plantations and managed forests. 

11.7 .4 Benefit of Reducing Atmospheric Carbon (BRAC) 

This indicator expresses the NPV of a project per unit of atmospheric carbon reduced, as 
opposed to the reduction of net emissions. In so doing, it captures the atmospheric residence time 
of carbon. The formulation of the indicator varies with the rate at which economic damage might 
increase, and it allows time-dependent evaluation of atmospheric carbon as may be deemed 
necessary. The expression for deriving BRAC when the economic damage caused by atmospheric 
carbon increases at the real societal rate of discount. For complete coverage of the BRAC indicator, 
see Sathaye et a/.{1993). 

BRAG = NPV I ( _!_ L~e C,) 
a . 

(1) 

where NPV =Net Present Value of Benefits 
a = Decay Rate of Carbon 
T e = Time duration of carbon flows 
C1 = Net carbon flow in time t 
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11.7.5 Imputed and non-monetary costs and benefits 

After compiling the criteria given above, we recommend that all the identifiable costs and 
benefits that one is currently unable to evaluate be listed for each mitigation option. Imputed values 
should be listed separate from the direct costs and benefits. The intangible benefits and costs 
should also be listed in a separately column for each mitigation option. To the extent it is possible, 
identify the likely bearers of costs and benefits, including the non-monetary items. All these criteria 
may play an essential role in the choice and subsequent implementation of mitigation options. 

11.8 STEP 7: DEFINING BASELINE AND MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

Having compiled the physical, economic and the intangible criteria for each mitigation option, 
one uses them to define mitigation scenarios containing a set of options. One useful method is to 
summarize the results as a supply curve for emission reduction or carbon sequestration. For 
example, the establishment cost per ton of carbon or per hectare can be used to plot a cost of 
conserved carbon (CCC) curve for all mitigation options. The curve shows the amount of carbon 
that could be stored at increasingly higher establishment cost. The other indicators (endowment 
requirement, NPV, or BRAC) could also be used to plot similar curves. 

The unit values are combined with the area availability for each option to obtain a step 
function of all options in a scenario. From these curves one can calculate the total area and financial 
resources required to achieve a given scenario, and the total amount of carbon and other GHGs 
saved. Although there may not be a coherent method for comparing the non-monetary and 
intangible costs and benefits associated with each option, their enumeration helps the policy makers 
in the choice and implementation of the various mitigation options. 

11.9 MITIGATION POLICIES 

11.9.1 Identifying Implementation Policies 

Having constructed the baseline and mitigation scenarios, one has to identify and describe 
the policies which may be necessary to implement the mitigation options. These policies can be 
divided into two groups: (1) forestry policies which govern the use of forest resources, and (2) non
forestry policies which happen to influence levels of activities in the forestry sector. 

1 . Forestry Policies 

Policies that can be used to maintain carbon stocks and/or expand carbon sinks include the 
following: 

(i) Forest protection and conservation policies. One has to consider both national, 
regional, and local measures to preserve existing forests and vegetation cover. Examples 
include local laws prohibiting conversion of steep slopes to agricultural lands or national laws 
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gazetting vulnerable ecosystems into nature reserves. 

(ii) Policies on shared responsibility for managing existing protected areas between local 
communities and the central agencies, which also include the sharing of benefits from the 
protected area, tend to reduce "encroachment" by the surrounding population. Such policies 
have been applied effectively in many developing countries. A recent example is the shared 
wildlife management in Zimbabwe. 

(iii) Policies governing terms of timber harvest concessions (allowable cut, concession 
duration, levels and structures of fees and royalties) will influence the implementation and 
effectiveness of mitigation options that improve the efficiency of forest and product utilization. 
These policies may even include logging bans in specified ecosystems. Policies which 
emphasize export of higher-value timber products or ban log exports may reduce the rate of 
forest degradation while maintaining the forest sector's contribution to the country's foreign 
exchange earnings. 

(iv) Tax rebates and dissemination policies governing the adoption of efficient charcoal 
kilns and wood stoves have been shown to substantially affect the success of such programs 
in the bioenergy field. 

(v) Aggressive afforestation and reforestation policies both by villagers and forest 
departments will help expand the carbon sinks in a country.· These policies may include 
village afforestation schemes, incentives for private ownership of degraded lands for 
reforestation, emphasizing expanding plantation forestry for industrial wood instead of relying 
on natural woodlands. 

2. Non-forestry Policies 

These policies are intended to manage the other sectors of the economy, but have large 
influences on the depletion of the carbon stock, and at times may provide a disincentive to increasing 
forest cover. The mitigation policies which lie in this area are: 

(i) Land tenure policies that do not encourage private ownership of public lands with an 
express mandate to develop the land. Policies to the contrary have been shown to 
encourage wasteful conversion. of forests to other land uses so as to meet the criteria for 
property rights assignment. 

(ii) Land tenure policies that increase the certainty of tenure tend to encourage the 
owners of the land to plant and retain trees on their land. Such policies will be necessary for 
mitigation options involving agroforestry or woodfuel plantations. 

(iii) Agricultural policies that do not encourage extensive and wasteful conversion of 
natural forests to agricultural lands. Policies which emphasize more intensive farming and 
conversion of less marginal woodlands tend to lead to production of the same agricultural 
output from less area, using the same amount of resources. 
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(iv) lnfrastructural policies governing mining, dam construction, and road construction can 
reduce unnecessary emissions. 

(v) Taxes, credits, and pricing policies also play an important role. 

11.7.2 Barriers and Incentives for Implementation 

The policies described in the last section may not easily be translated to mitigation programs 
due to the existence of barriers and lack of incentives to implement them. A diverse array of criteria 
will have to be satisfied before a project can be implemented. The analyst should identify and 
describe potential solutions to these barriers. The most common barriers to the implementation of 
forestry mitigation options can be divided into three categories: 

1 . Technical and Personnel Barriers 

(i) Availability of scientific data on silvicultural practices and soil conservation may be 
a limiting factor in evaluation of various options. Availability of seed material, research on 
species provenance multi-cultural management, including harvesting techniques and silvi
pastoral systems may be lacking for individual sites. 

(ii) In the short to medium term, there may be a lack of qualified local personnel to carry 
out the projects and provide extension services necessary for the successful involvement of 
local populations. 

2. Financial and Resource Barriers 

(i) Funding for forestry projects has been very low in most cases. Participation of the 
commercial sector may depend on incentives for long term investment in forestry. The 
borrowing rates from banks may be too high for private investors and or local communities 
to get credit for forestry projects. Bilateral and foreign-source funds are restricted to those 
forestry sections that are more profitable, and as such there may not be enough funds for 
broad investment in the identified response options. 

(ii) Agricultural activity may compete for labor with the forestry sector, depending on the 
types of crops and the seasonal demands on labor. 

(iii) Procedures and mechanisms for identifying of beneficiaries, cost-bearers and ways 
to apportion credit from the options may be a barrier to implementation. 

3. Institutional and Policy Barriers 

(i) Land tenure and land law may prove be the strongest hindrance in implementing the 
mitigation options, especially in developing countries. 

(ii) Institutions necessary to allow various parties to participate in the options may not 
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exist in the country. For example, there may not be a mechanism for sharing benefits 
between the central authorities and the local participants in community-based mitigation 
options. 

(iii) Policy barriers to harvesting, marketing of forest products, pricing, tariffs and quotas 
for exports and imports may also hinder implementation of some of the mitigation options. 
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EXAMPLE 1 :-MAINTAIN CURRENT CARBON STOCKS- FOREST PROTECTION 

The steps in this example are illustrated in Table 11-1 for the hypothetical country X. 

Steps 2 and 3: Determine current and future land area under two scenarios, baseline and mitigation 
options. In our example, the baseline scenario assumes that in 1990 there were 12,000 ha of 
protected forests which had declined from 16,000 ha in 1980. It is further assumed, that the forest 
degradation and conversion of land to agriculture would continue in the future until only 1 000 ha are 
left in the protected area by 2030. Conversion of land to annual agriculture implies that the stored 
carbon is reduced from a high equilibrium consistent with forest ecosystem, to a much lower level 
consistent with annual crop production. 

In the mitigation scenario, adequate steps are taken to ensure that the area is protected and 
the 12,000 ha of land remain protected until2030. In addition, protection increases the biomass 
density and carbon density of the protected area. 

Step 4.1: Determine the current and future biomass density under each scenario. In order to 
determine the carbon pool and sequestration, it is necessary to know the biomass density, the soil 
carbon density and the carbon content of biomass. If this information is not available from 
destructive sampling data, it can be estimated using the following formula: 

where SV = Stemwood Volume (m3/ha) 
AS = Above-ground biomass over Stemwood volume Ratio 
TA =Total biomass (above plus below-ground) to Above-ground Ratio 
DW = Dry to Wet biomass Ratio 
WD = Wood density (t/m3

) · 

In our baseline scenario, we assume that the biomass density continues to decline, as the 
forest area is degraded, starting with 200 tlha in 1980 to 160 tlha by 1990. The density is assumed 
to continue declining at a rate of 1% each year to 107 tlha by 2030. 

Alternatively, the dry biomass density increases in the mitigation scenario at 1% annually to 
reach 238 tlha by 2030. 

Step 4.2: Determine the current and future carbon density under each scenario. The carbon ratio 
of biomass varies between 0.45 and 0.55 for most vegetation, with a few exceptions like rubber 
which can have substantially higher carbon content. Multiplying the biomass density by the carbon 
ratio (C%) yields the carbon density (tC/ha) for each scenario. In our example, we assume that the 
carbon ratio (C%) is the same for both baseline and mitigation scenarios at 0.5. Biomass carbon 
declines from 80 tC/ha to 54 in the baseline scenario and increases to 119 tC/ha by 2030 in the 
mitigation scenario. 
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Step 4.3: Determine the soil carbon density for each scenario. We assume that the soil carbon 
density remains unchanged at 100 tC/ha in the baseline scenario but increases with the gradual rise 
in biomass density to 149 tC/ha by 2030 in the mitigation scenario. 

Step 4.4: Determine the total carbon density under each scenario. Adding the biomass and soil 
carbon density yields the total carbon density for each year under each scenario. Total carbon 
density (tC/ha) decreases from 180 to 154 for the baseline scenario and increases to 268 in the 
mitigation scenario. 

Step 5.1: Determine the cost of forest protection. In our baseline scenario, the area was poorly 
protected, and the expenditure, which may be based on the annual government budget, was 
$2/ha/yr. 

In the mitigation scenario, this increases to $9/ha/yr which is assumed to provide adequate 
protection to the area. This figure is the present value of a stream of costs from 1991 to 2030 (Step 
5.1.1 ). Initial costs are $5/ha in 1991 and recurrent costs are $0.5/ha/year until 2030. 

Step 5.2: Determine the benefits from land conversion. In the baseline scenario, a portion of the 
protected land was lost each year to encroachment from which settlers derived monetary benefits, 
which we assume to be $50/ha/year. No land conversion occurs under the mitigation scenario. 

Step 5.3: Determine the cost or benefit of alternative means of satisfying the settlers demand for 
products and services. In the mitigation scenario, the settlers would either occupy other lands which 
would have carbon consequences or their needs would have to be met through import of products. 
We assume, for simpicity, that their needs would be met by imports of products. The nation would 
bear the cost of these imports which would normally be higher than the settlers benefits. We 
assume the imports to cost 5% more than domestic products. Had the settlers' demand been met 
by allocation of other land, it could have resulted in a net benefit to the economy. 

Step 5.4: Determine the benefits of protection. In the baseline scenario, the protected area provided 
certain recreation and other benefits which were valued at $2/ha/year. These increase to 
$15/ha/year as mitigation reduces the degradation of the vegetation in the protected area. 

Step 6.1: Determine the carbon pool and annual sequestration for each scenario. Multiplying the 
total carbon density (tC/ha) by the land area (ha) under each scenario yields the pool (tC) of carbon 
for each year. Since the carbon density and the land area decline in the baseline scenario, the 
carbon pool declines from 2,160,000 tC in 1990 to 153,518 in 2030. In the mitigation scenario it 
increases to 3,215,946 tC by 2030. 

It is important to compute the annual increase in the carbon pool in the mitigation scenario 
and compare it with the annual change in the baseline scenario. The annual incremental carbon is 
80,480 tC in 1991 which declines to 74,748 tC by 2030. 

Step 6.2: Determine the total costs and benefits. Here we aggregate the costs and benefits for the 
baseline and mitigation scenarios. For the baseline scenario, the cost of forest protection is 
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computed by multiplying the Step 5.1 cost by the protected area. For example, for 1991, the cost 
is calculated as $2/ha/year * 11725 ha = 23,450 $/year. Similarly, the benefits of land conversion 
are computed by multiplying the figures for 1991 in Step 5.2 by converted land area, and benefits 
from protection are calculated by multilying the figures in Step 5.4 by land area. Adding these three 
estimates yield the net benefit for the baseline scenario for each year ($13750 for 1991 ). 

The costs and benefits for the mitigation scenario for 1991 amount to a net benefit of 
$52,343. The incremental net cost for 1991 = -$52,343 + $13,750 = -$38,593 or the incremental net 
benefit for 1991 = $126,300. 

The present value of the stream of costs and benefits from 1991 through 2030 is computed 
next. In this illustration, we assume a discount rate of 1 0%. Experts should use discount rates 
appropriate to their economies. The present value of incremental net cost amounts to $1,936,317. 

Step 7: The cost-effectiveness of conserving carbon may now be expressed using the 
aforementioned indicators. The net present value of benefits is -$0.63/tC and -$161/ha: and the 
corresponding BRAC value is -$0.047/tC. The intial cost of forest protection is $0.02/tC and $5/ha. 
The endowment required to protect forests until 2030 is $0.23/tC and $59/ha. 



Table 11-1 
Analysis of a Forest Protection Mitigation Option, Country X 

======================================================================================= 
FOREST PROTECTION 1980 1990 1991 1992 2030 
======================================================================================= 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

>>> STEPS 2 AND 3: LAND AREA Cha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 15000 
> Land Converted from Forest 

>> Mitigation Scenario 15000 

12000 

12000 

6 >>>> STEP 4: ESTIMATING CARBON POOL AND SEQUESTRATION 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

>>>STEP 4.1: BIOMASS DENSITY (t/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 200 
>> Mitigation Scenario 200 

>>> STEP 4.2: BIOMASS CARBON DENSITY (tC/ha) 

14 >>Baseline Scenar 
15 >> Mitigation Seen 

< C(%) > 
0.5 
0.5 

100 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

>>> STEP 4.3: SOIL CARBON DENSITY (tC/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 100 
>> ~itigation Scenario 100 

>>> STEP 4.4: TOTAL CARBON DENSITY (tC/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 200 
>> Mitigation Scenario 

25 >>>> STEP 5: ESTIMATING COSTS AND BENEFITS 

160 
160 

80 
80 

100 
100 

180 
180 

>>>STEP 5.1: COST OF FOREST PROTECTION CS/ha/yr) 
>> Basetine Scenario 2 2 
>> Mitigation Scenario 9 

11ns 
275 

. 12000 

158 
162 

79 
81 

100 
101 

179 
182 

2 
9 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

>>>STEP 5.1.1: STREAM OF COSTS AND PRESENT VALUE (S/ha.) 
>> Initial costs 5 
>> Recurrent (Maintenance etc.) Costs 0.5 
>> Monitoring Costs 
» Total Costs 5.5 
>> Present Value of Costs 9 

38 >>> STEP 5.2: BENEFIT FROM LAND CONVERSION (S/ha/yr) 
39 >>Baseline Scenario 50 50 50 
40 

11450 
275 

12000 

157 
163 

78 
82 

100 
102 

178 
184 

2 
9 

0.5 

0.5 

50 

41 >>> STEP 5.3: BENEFIT OR COST OF PROVIDING ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS (S/yr) 
42 » Mitigation Scenario -14438 -28875 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
n 
73 
74 
75 

>>> STEP 5.4: BENEFIT FROM FOREST PROTECTION CS/ha/yr) 
>>Baseline Scenario 2 2 
>> Mitigation Scenario 15 

>>>.STEP 6.1: TOTAL CARBON POOL (tC) 
>> Annual Incremental C Protected 
>>Baseline Scenario C Pool 3000000 
>> Mitigation Scenario c Pool 

2160000 
2160000 

>>> STEP 6.2: TOTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF CSEQ ($) 

>> Incremental Net Cost 
>>Baseline Scenario Benefit 
> Cost 
> Benefit from Land Conversion (Opportunity Cos 
> Benefit from Forest 

>> Mitigation Scenario Benefit 
> Cost 
> Alernative Supply of Imported Products 
> Benefit 

>>> STEP 7: COST-EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS 
>> Net Present Value of Benefits 
> S/tC 
> S/ha. 

>> Benefit of Reducing Atmospheric Carbon 
> S/tC-yr. 

>> Initial Cost of Forest Protection 
> S/tC 
> $/ha. 

>> Endowment (Net Present Value of Costs) 
> S/tC 
> S/ha. 

2 
15 

80480 
2101120 
2181600 

-38593 
13750 
23450 
13750 
23450 
52343 

113220 
14438 

180000 

2 
15 

80164 
2042m 
2203416 

-10405 
27500 
22900 
27500 
22900 
37905 

113220 
28875 

180000 

1000 

12000 

107 
238 

54 
119 

100 
149 

154 
268 

2 
9 

0.5 

0.5 

50 

-577500 

2 
15 

< Total > 
74748 3062428 

153518 153518 
3215946 3215946 

<Present V 
1060720 1936317 
550000 1234145 

2000 163995 
550000 1234145 

2000 163995 
-510720 -702173 
113220 1006529 
577500 1295852 
180000 1600208 

-0.63 
-161 

-0.047 

0.020 
5 

0.23 
59 
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EXAMPLE 2:-- EXPAND CARBON STOCKS- REFORESTATION 

The steps in this example are illustrated in Table 11-2 for the hypothetical country X. 

Steps 2 and 3: Determine current and future land area for the baseline and mitigation options 
scenarios. In this example, we assume that for the baseline scenario 40,000 ha of wasteland exist 
in 1990 which persist in its current until 2030. 

In the mitigation scenario, adequate steps are taken to ensure that the 1000 ha are 
reforested each year so that by 2030 the wasteland is converted to closed forest. The reforested 
land will be managed in rotations consistent with the planted species and the desired forest 
products. 

Step 4: Determine the current and future carbon pool, emissions and sequestration for each 
scenario. 

Step 4.1: Baseline Scenario: In order to determine the carbon pool and sequestration of 
wastelands, it is necessary to estimate the 1} biomass density, 2} carbon content of biomass and 
3} soil carbon density. The dry biomass density (tlha} may be expressed as 

where SV 
AS 
TA 
DW 
WD 

Dry Biomass Density(tfha} = SV* WD* TA*DW 

= Stemwood Volume {m3/ha) 
= Above-ground biomass over Stemwood volume Ratio 
=Total biomass (above plus below-ground) to Above-ground Ratio 
= Dry to Wet biomass Ratio 
= Wood density (t/m3

) 

In our baseline scenario, we assume that the biomass density remains fixed until 2030 at 20 
tlha. Multiplying the biomass density by the carbon ratio (C%) yields the carbon density (tC!ha) for 
each scenario. We assume a carbon ratio of 45%. 

The soil carbon density is assumed to be 70 tC/ha. Experts will have to obtain data for their 
countries in order to ascertain the density for wastelands. 

Step 4.2: Mitigation Scenario: Reforestation has the potential to increase carbon density through 
increased carbon in vegetation, soil, decomposing matter and wood products. The carbon density 
may be computed using the following procedure: 

Total carbon stored= Land carbon+ Product carbon 
Land Carbon= (Vegetation+ soil+ decomposing matter) carbon 

The computation of each term in the above formula for stored carbon is summarized in the equation 
given below. A brief description of the elements and associated assumptions is given after the 
equation. 

/ 
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i. Vegetation Carbon: For the plantation response option, consider that the plantation is 
operated in rotation for an indefinite time period. This would ensure that at least 112 the 
carbon sequestered by an individual plot is stored away indefinitely. The formula for 
estimating the amount of carbon stored per ha is: 

Vegetation Carbon Stored per ha = c/T/2 
where cv = average annual net carbon sequestered per hectare 

T = rotation period 

In our example, we assume that the planted species has a rotation period of 1 0 years, and 
a yield of 12 tlha/year and a carbon ratio of 0.5. Users may wish to change these values 
from one year to another if the species planted are different in each year or management 
regime is expected to vary. 

ii. Decomposition is equivalent to storing carbon: The decomposing biomass on land also 
creates a stock of carbon. In perpetual rotation analysis, this carbon stored in the biomass 
may be estimated using the following formula: 

Decomposing Matter carbon stored per ha = cd *t/2 
where cd = average annual carbon left to decompose per hectare 

t = Decomposition period 

In our example, we assume that the decomposition period is 6 years, and the amount of 
decomposing carbon left behind is 6 tC/ha/year. Users should apply values applicable in 
their case. 

iii. Soil Carbon: There is considerable uncertainty in the literature regarding the soil carbon 
content and the influence of factors that affect it. Hence, we should analyze economic costs 
and benefits with and without considering soil C. Where soil carbon data are not available, 
soil carbon data from other countries with similar conditions may be used. Note that the 
increase in soil carbon is more significant (i.e., higher% of total carbon benefit) where the 
current above-ground biomass is low, and vice versa. Further, we assume that the soil 
carbon loss and gain during harvesting and regrowth is very small compared to initial gain 
on degraded land. 

Soil Carbon stored per ha = C5 *T 
where C5 = Increase in soil carbon per hectare 

T = rotation period 

In our example, we assume that the soil carbon increases at 2 tC/ha/year over the rotation 
period of 1 0 years, and then remains fixed in the soil in perpetuity. Users may wish to apply 
different values if the trend of soil replenishment is known for the area given the species. 

iv. Forest products: If the forest products are renewed continually, they can store a stock of 
carbon over an infinite period. The amount of carbon stored in the form of products will 
depend on the product life. The longer the product life the more carbon will be stored away. 
The amount stored over an infinite horizon, which assumes that products are replenished at 
the end of their lifecycle, will increase with product life according to the formula: 
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Carbon stored per ha = L; cP ;*n/2 

= amount of carbon stored per ha in product i 
= life of product i 

We assume that the product oxidizes or decomposes at the end of its lifetime. If the 
character of disposal of the product is differet, then applicable assumptions should be used. 

In our example, we assume that the average product life is 30 years, and the amount of 
carbon in the product is 30 tC/ha. 

The total stored carbon by the mitigation option is the sum of the four components discussed 
above, which amounts to 583 tC!ha. The pool of carbon stored is the sum of this amount and the 
baseline soil carbon of 70 tC!ha, for a total pool of 653 tC!ha. 

Step 4.3: We summarize the carbon density estimated in Steps 4.1 and 4.2 for both scenarios in 
this step. 

Step 5.1: Determine the east of reforestation. In our baseline scenario, the cost per ha is assumed 
to be $5/ha. In the mitigation scenario, reforestation incurs an initial cost in 1991, 1992 and 1993. 
Recurrent maintenance costs are incurred which increase from $1 0/ha to $1 00/ha as the reforested 
area expands from 100 ha to 1000 ha. Similarly·monitoring costs increase from $5/ha to $50/ha. 
The stream of total costs per ha are shown in Step 5.1.1. The present value of these costs is 
$2927/ha. 

The present value of the stream of costs and benefits from 1991 through 2030 is computed 
using a discount rate of 10%. Users should apply a discount rate appropriate to their economy. 

Step 5.2: Determine the benefits from land conversion. In the baseline scenario, the annual benefits 
from working the wastelands amount to $20/ha. For the mitigation scenario, the benefits are derived 
from timber production in the tenth and subsequent years, and from the sale of fuel wood and raisin 
which may be collected annually. The total benefits amount to $7.5/ha in 1991 (see Step 5.2.1) 
which then increase to reach an annual equilibrium value of $175/ha/year. The present value of 
these benefits amounts to $5663/ha. 

Step 6.1: Determine the carbon pool and annual sequestration for each scenario. Multiplying the 
total carbon density (tCiha) by the land area (ha) under each scenario yields the pool (tC) of carbon 
for each year. Since the carbon density and the land area remain unchanged in the baseline 
scenario, the carbon pool stays at 3,160,000 tC. In the mitigation scenario it is higher at 3, 734,000 
tC in 1991, which continues to increase as the fraction of land area being reforested increases. 

The annual incremental carbon is 574,000 tC and the total pool is 22,960,000 tC by 2030. 
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Step 6.2: Determine the total costs and benefits. Here we aggregate the costs and benefits for the 
baseline scenario and also for the mitigation scenario. For the baseline scenario, the annual 
wasteland costs are $200,000 and the corresponding benefits are $800,000 for the 40,000 ha. of 
land. 

The costs and benefits for the mitigation scenario for 1991 amount to a net benefit of 
$3,320,830. These continue to increase as an increasing fraction of the wasteland is reforested. 
Net benefits reach $2,735,883 by 2030. 

The difference between the baseline and mitigation scenarios' net benefits yields the total 
incremental benefit whose present value is $22,975,791. 

Step 7: The cost-effectiveness of conserving carbon may now be expressed using the 
aforementioned indicators. The net present value of benefits is $1.00/tC and $574/ha. and the 
corresponding BRAC value is $0.075/tC. The intial cost of reforest~tion is $3.4/tC and $1946/ha. 
The endowment required to reforest and maintain the tree stands until2030 is $1.19/tC and $684/ha. 



Table 11·2 
Analysis of a Reforestation Mitigation Option, Country X .· 

================================================================================================================================================================================= 
REFORESTATION 1980 1990 1991 1992 1993 2030 1980 1990 1991 1992 1993 2030 
================================================================================================================================================================================= 

>>> FROM STEPS 2 AND 3: LAND AREA Cha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 
> Wasteland 40000 40000 

>> Mitigation Scenario 
> Wasteland 40000 
> Reforested Land 

>>>> STEP 4: ESTIMATING CARBON POOL AND SEQUESTRATION 
>>>STEP 4.1: BASELINE SCENARIO·· WASTELANDS 

>> Vegetation Carbon 
> Dry Weight (t/ha) 
> Carbon density (%) 

>> Soil Carbon 
>Amount of carbon stored in soil (tC/ha) 

>>> Carbon Pool (tC/ha) 

>>>> STEP 4.2: MITIGATION SCENARIO ·- REFORESTATION 
>> 1. Vegetation Carbon 
> Rotation Period (Years) 
> Annual Biomass Yield (t/year/ha) 
> Carbon density (%) 

>> 2. Soil Carbon 
> Rotation Period (Years) 
> Amount of carbon stored in soil (tC/ha) 

>> 3. Decomposing Matter Carbon 
> Decomposition Period (Years) 
> Amount of decomposing carbon (tC/ha) 

>> 4. Product Carbon 
> Average Age (Years) 
> Amount of carbon stored in product (tC/ha) 

>>> Mean Carbon Storage (tC/ha) 
>>> Carbon Pool CtC/ha) 

>>> STEP 4.3: TOTAL CARBON DENSITY (tC/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario 
> Wasteland 

>> Mitigation Scenario 
> Wasteland 
> Reforested Land 

40000 

39000 
1000 

20 
0.45 

70 
79 

30 
10 
12 

0.5 
20 
10 
2 

15 
6 
5 

45 
30 
30 

110 
180 

79 

79 
180 

40000 

38000 
1000 

20 
0.45 

70 
79 

30 
10 
12 

0.5 
20 
10 
2 

15 
6 
5 

45 
30 
30 

110 
180 

79 

79 
180 

40000 

37000 
1000 

20 
0.45 

70 
79 

30 
10 
12 

0.5 
20 
10 
2 

15 
6 
5 

45 
30 
30 

110 
180 

79 

79 
180 

4oooo 

0 
1000 

20 
0.45 

70 
79 

30 
10 
12 

0.5 
20 
10 
2 

15 
6 
5 

45 
30 
30 

110 
180 

79 

79 
180 

>>>> STEP 5: ESTIMATING COSTS AND BENEFITS 
>>>STEP 5.1: COSTS ($/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario (Wastelands) 5 
>> Mitigation Scenario (Reforestat 2927 

5 
2927 

5 
2927 

5 
2927 

5 
2927 

>>>STEP 5.1.1: STREAM OF COSTS ($/ha) OF REFORESTATION FOR A 1000 ha PLOT, 
10 year ROTATION 

>> Initial Costs 1000 800 500 
>>Recurrent (Maintenance etc.) Costs 10 20 30 100 
>> Monitoring Costs 5 10 15 50 
>>Establishment Costs 
>> Total Costs 1015 830 545 150 
>> Present Value of Costs 2927 

>>> STEP 5.2: BENEFITS ($/ha) 
>>Baseline Scenario (Wastelands) 
>> Mitigation Scenario (Reforestat 

20 
5663 

20 
5663 

20 
5663 

20 
5663 

20 
5663 

>>>STEP 5.2.1: STREAM OF BENEFITS ($/ha) OF REFORESTATION FOR A 1000 ha PLOT, 

100 
10 year ROTATION 

>> Timber Product 
>~ Non-timber benefits (fuel wood) 5 10 
>> Non-timber benefits (raisin) 2.5 5.0 
>> Other benefits 
>> Total Benefits 7.5 15 
>> Present Value of Benefits 5663 

>>> NET PRESENT VALUE OF BENEFITS ( 2736 

>>>STEP 6.1: TOTAL CARBON POOL (tC) 
>> Annual Incremental c Sequestered 

>>Baseline Scenario 
101000 101000 

> Wasteland 3160000 3160000 
>> Mitigation Scenario 3261000 3362000 
> Wasteland 3081000 3002000 
> Reforested Land 180000 360000 

>>> STEP 6.2: TOTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF CSEQ ($) 

15 50 
7.5 25.0 

22.5 175 

101000 101000 

3160000 3160000 
3463000 7200000 
2923000 0 
540000 7200000 

< Total 
404000 

<Presen 

>> Incremental Net Benefit 2720883 2705883 2690883 2135883 2297579 
>>Baseline Scenario Benefit 
> Cost 
> Benefit 

>> Mitigation Scenario Benefit 
> Cost 
> Benefit 

>>> STEP 7: COST-EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS 
>> Net Present Value of Benefits 
> $/tC 
> S/ha. 

600000 
200000 
800000 

3320883 
3121617 
6442500 

>> Benefit of Reducing Atmospheric Carbon (BRAC) 
> S/tC-yr. 

» Initial Cost 
> S/tC 
> S/ha. 

>> Endowment (Present Value of Costs) 
> S/tC 
> S/ha. 

600000 600000 
200000 200000 
800000 800000 

3305883 3290883 
3116617 3111617 
6422500 6402500 

600000 533402 
200000 177800 
800000 711203 

2735883 2830981 
2926617 2734698 
5662500 5565680 

5.6 
57 

0.42 

19. 
194 

6.7 
68 
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APPENDIX 11-1 
ESTIMATING NET PRESENT VALUE OF FORESTS 

MANAGED IN PERPETUAL ROTATION 

This note explains the computation of the net present value (NPV) for a plantation or forest 
which is managed in perpetual rotations. We provide the formulas for computing the NPV for one 
rotation on a single plot, that for perpetual rotations on a single plot and finally for a mosaic of 
perpetual rotations on multiple plots. 

a. NPV per hectare for one rotation on one plot: 

NPV = '21 (R1 - C
1

) e-rt 

where R. = Revenue per hectare in time t 
C1 = Cost per hectare in time t 
r = Rate of Discount 
T = Rotation age in years 
e = Natural log base 

b. NPV per hectare for perpetual rotations on one plot (NPVP): 

NPVP = NPV I (1 - e -r T ) 

Note that for coppice plantations, a rotation should be taken to mean the length of time. until 
replanting. The coppice harvest and costs should be treated as intermediate output and costs. 

c. NPV per hectare of perpetual rotations on multiple plots (NPVMP): 

The NPV of perpetual rotations on multiple plots is 

= NPVP '21 e-rT 

= NPVP (1-e -r r ) I (1 - e -r ) 

The NPVMP is obtained by dividing the above equation by T, which is 

NPVMP = NPVP (1-e-r r) I T (1 - e-r ). 
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APPENDIX 11-2 
TRACE GAS EMISSIONS FROM FORESTRY 

Some mitigation options in Forestry reduce the emission of radiatively forcing trace gases 
such as methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20), oxides of nitrogen (NO, i.e., NO + NQ ), carbon 
monoxide (CO), and other non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC). Such gases are emitted during (1) 
biomass-burning in forest clearing, (2) woodfuel combustion, (3) forest/savanna fires, (4) possibly 
when some termites digest biomass, (4) flooding of forest areas by dams, (5) digestive processes 
of animals, mainly the ruminant group. However, the bulk of these emissions originate from biomass 
combustion. 

Andreae eta/. (1988) and Crutzen and Andreae (1990) estimated compound ratios of trace 
gas to total carbon rel.eased during biomass burning. For CH4 , CO and NMHC, the ratio is to total 
carbon. For N20 and Nq, the ratio is for nitrogen to carbon. The compound ratios for savanna 
burning are: 

Ratios for trace gases: 

Compound 
Methane 
Carbon monoxide 
Nitrous Oxide 
Oxides of Nitrogen 
Non-methane hydrocarbons 

.Bmi.Q 
0.007 - 0.013* 
0.075-0.125 
0.005 - 0.009 
0.094 - 0.148 
0.0131 

*A more recent estimate by Delmas and Ahuja gives an estimate of 0.002- 0.006 

Source: IPCC 1994. op. cit. 

C-CH4 ratios for biomass fuels: 

Fuel Type 
Fuelwood 
Agricultural Residues 
Dung 
Charcoal combustion 
Charcoal production 

Source: Delmas and Ahuja (1993). 

C-CH4ITotal C Ratio 
0.012 (0.009- 0.015) 
0.005 (0.003 - 0.007) 
0.017 
0.005 (0.0014 - 0.0085) 
0.063 (0.040 - 0.090) 

To convert the ratios to full molecular weights, the emissions of CH4 and CO are multiplied by 16/12 
and 28/12 respectively, and the emissions of N20 and Nq are multiplied by 44/28 and 30/14 
respectively. 
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Other trace gas parameters: 

Compound Value 
Hydro dams Methane 0.157 

** Based on the global average for lakes. 

Source: Aselmann and Crutzen, 1990. 

~ 
MT/ha/yr** 



12.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER12 
AGRICULTURE 

This chapter presents methods for evaluating mitigation options for the agriculture sector.1 

The primary sources of GHG emissions in this sector include animal husbandry, rice cultivation, 
fertilizer application, and soil carbon in cultivated soils. The latter are also a potential carbon sink. 

Animal Husbandry. Animal husbandry results in methane emissions from two main sources: 
enteric fermentation (the digestive processes of animals); and manure management system 
facilities. Enteric fermentation emissions are driven principally by the quality and quantity of feed 
consumed by ruminant animals (cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats, and camels). Non-ruminant livestock 
(swine, horses, and poultry) produce a relatively small amount of methane from enteric fermentation. 
Enteric fermentation by livestock has been estimated to account for about 65 to 100 Tg of methane 
emissions annually (IPCC, 1992); about 80 percent of these emissions are from the large ruminant 
animals: cattle and buffalo (USEPA, 1994). · 

Efforts to reduce methane emissions from enteric fermentation generally focus on options 
for improving production efficiency. Demand for animal products continues to increase globally, 
putting pressure on livestock production systems and competing land uses such as forestry. 
Improving production efficiency will not only help reduce these pressures and meet the growing 
demand, but also can reduce methane emissions per unit of product produced. To be considered 
viable, emissions reduction strategies must also provide an economic return for the producer and 
be ecologically sustainable. 

Manure related emissions result from the anaerobic decay of organic material in livestock 
manure. Current estimates of methane emissions from livestock manure worldwide range from 1 0 
to 18 Tg per year (approximately 2 to 5 percent of global annual anthropogenic methane emissions). 
Three animal groups account for more than 80 percent of total emissions: swine: 40 percent; non
dairy cattle: 20 percent; and dairy cattle: 20 percent (USEPA, 1994). Manure management systems 
that promote anaerobic conditions produce the most methane: liquid/slurry storage facilities (tanks 
and pits) and anaerobic lagoons. While a relatively small percentage of livestock manure worldwide 
is managed in this manner, these systems are responsible for about 60 percent of global livestock 
manure methane emissions (USEPA, 1994). In contrast, management techniques which involve 
contact of the manure with air (e.g., uncollected on the range or spread directly on crops or pasture 
land) have limited methane production potential. 

Efforts to reduce methane emissions from manure management facilities focus on options 
for recovering and using the methane produced. Techniques for reducing emissions should also 
maintain the fertilizer value of the material, as well as provide a cost effective means of handling the 
manure. 

10ptions for mitigating emissions from energy use in agriculture are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Rice Cultivation. Methane is emitted from flooded rice fields (both rain-fed and irrigated) due 
to the anaerobic decomposition of organic matter in the paddy soil. Current estimates of methane 
emissions from flooded rice fields worldwide range from 20 to 150 Tg per year (IPCC, 1992), making 
it one of the largest anthropogenic sources of methane emissions globally.2 

The principal approach for reducing methane emissions from flooded rice cultivation is to 
modify growing practices. Research is ongoing to identify and evaluate options for reducing 
methane emissions by managing the input of organic material to the cropping system and/or 
modifying the flooding regimes to alter the anaerobic conditions that lead to methane formation. 

While research on alternative growing practices appears promising, significant investigation 
remains to assess the complex set of factors that affect the methane emission process from flooded 
rice fields.3 In particular, the impacts of alternative growing practices on production as well as 
methane emissions over extended periods of time remain to be quantified. Because rice plays a 
critical role in the culture and diets of over one billion people globally, options for mitigating 
emissions must therefore satisfy the following criteria: 

• improve rice productivity; 
• provide a positive economic return to the producer; 
• not require significant amounts of hard currency; and 
• be ecologically sustainable. 

Fertilizer Application. It is well documented that nitrous oxide (N20} is accumulating in the 
atmosphere, but the activities that are leading to this accumulation have yet to be well quantified. 
It has been suggested, however, that about 70 percent of N20 emissions originate from soils 
(Bouwman, 1990 and IPCC, 1992}. Consequently, perturbations to the soil nitrogen (N) cycle are 
believed to be contributing to the increase in atmospheric N20 concentrations. While a variety of 
factors influence the nitrogen (N) cycle in soils, the increase in N input to soil systems is one factor 
that has been quantified (Mosier, 1993). 

Nitrogen can be added to soils for crop production through the application of N fertilizers and 
organic materials (animal manure, crop residues, sludge from municipal or individual 
treatment/storage facilities), by the cultivation of nitrogen fixing plants, through the application of 
irrigation water containing dissolved N,and from precipitation. Experimental and monitoring data 
show that the application of nitrogen to cultivated soils increases N emissions from the soil to the 
atmosphere. However, the transport and fate of N depends on numerous soil characteristics, the 

2Most of the methane associated with rice cultivation is produced in irrigated and rain-fed wetland rice fields, which comprise over 75 
percent of the area of gobal cullivated rice fields. Neither dry upland rice fields nor deepwater rice are believed to produce significant amounts 
of methane. Because 90 percent of worldwide rice production occurs in Asia (Braatz and Hogan, 1991 ), this region accounts for the majority 
of methane emissions from rice cultivation. 

3rhe methane which is not oxicfiZed Qn the upper layers of soil or inside the plant itself) is released into the atmosphere by plant-mediated 
transport and by diffusion and ebullition through the floodwater. The amount of methane released is affected by the following factors: soil 
factors (temperature, pH, redox potential); nutrient management; water regimes; cultivar; and cultivation practices. 
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fertilizer formulation, fertility profile of the soil, moisture regime, and management. When applied 
to a crop, 100 kg of fertilizer N could result in 50 of the 100 kg of N harvested in the crop, and 50 lost 
by the combination of leaching (25 kg), surface runoff (5 kg), and gaseous losses (20 kg). A 
combination of conventional wisdom and limited research data indicates that 5% to 1 0% (1 to 2 kg) 
of the gaseous emissions will be N20. The remaining makeup of the gaseous emissions will include 
ammonia (NH3), elemental nitrogen (N2), and various oxides of N (NOx). 

Use of fertilizer N is essential for obtaining desired crop yields. Appropriate N management 
practices have the benefit of improving fertilizer N use efficiency, enhancing crop growth and quality, 
protecting surface water and groundwater quality, and reducing emissions of N20 to the atmosphere. 
Some of the practices that should be included in a nitrogen management program are: 1) soil testing; 
2) timing of N application to when it is needed by the crop; 3) accounting for the residual N in the soil 
and the N nitrification potential of the soil; 4) establishing a reasonable yield goal based on the 
soiVcrop; 5) accounting for N mineralization and N from legumes, animal manure and other organic 
waste, and irrigation water (CAST, 1992). 

Although ongoing research clearly indicates that N-gas emissions can be reduced by 
implementing fertilizer management techniques, more information is needed to define and improve 
N fertilizer management practices to minimize losses of N20 to the atmosphere. However, 
understanding of the processes involved is evolved well enough to permit the formulation of 
defensible mitigation strategies. Through the use of the analytical technique formulated in the 
computer model NLEAP ("Nitrate Leaching and Economic Analysis Package"), the gross emission 
of N gasses to the atmosphere can be determined (Schaffer et al., 1991). NLEAP accounts for 
movement of N throughout the primary flow circuit of the nitrogen cycle including the amount of 
N-gas emitted to the atmosphere. The specific amount of N20 in the emitted gas, under a range of 
conditions, is not known with certainty, and is the subject of further research. However, the total 
amount of gas emitted can be calculated through use of NLEAP. With additional development of 
NLEAP along with collection of experimental and field data, the amount of N20 in the total amount 
of gas emitted can be estimated based on the site variables. 

Soil Carbon in Cultivated Soils. Cultivated soils are believed to be a source of carbon 
emissions because cultivation of soils has been shown to lower their organic carbon content (Cole 
WI., 1993; Duxbury and Mosier, 1993; Lee, Phillips, and Liu, 1993). The soil carbon loss occurs 
within about 25 years following the initial conversion of the native land cover to cultivated conditions. 
Following this initial loss, the amount of soil carbon will generally stabilize at a level consistent with 
the cultivation practice used. 

Loss of soil organic carbon (SOC) occurs due to both enhanced mineralization of organic 
matter and erosion. The extent to which the loss of SOC contributes to increases in the atmospheric 
concentration of carbon dioxide (C02) is not known, however (Duxbury and Mosier, 1993). Much (if 
not most) of the SOC is likely lost through erosion, by wind or water. For example, Lee et al. (1993) 
estimated that 35% of current SOC loss from soils in the U.S. combelt is by water erosion. Much 
of the eroded soil is deposited near the site of erosion, while some is transported to more distant 
locations with considerably different environmental conditions. Often, but not always, oxidation of 
SOC under these conditions is slower than at the original site. The uncertainty in the fate of SOC 
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transported through erosion translates into an uncertainty in the estimate of the amount of C02 
released from or sequestered by agricultural soils. 

The use of alternative tilling practices can not only reduce the rate of SOC loss, it can also 
lead to a net accumulation of carbon in the soil. As such, changing tilling practices to accumulate 
SOC can help mitigate C02 emissions from other sources. The most promising opportunities for 
accumulating SOC are in areas where conventional tillage practices can be replaced with 
conservation tillage practices. 

12.2 POTENTIAL MITIGATION OPTIONS 

12.2.1 Animal Husbandry 

Enteric Fermentation 

The conditions under which livestock are managed vary greatly. Options for reducing 
emissions must be selected to be consistent with country-specific circumstances, including: animal 
management practices (including cultural traditions); feed resources; market conditions; and 
economic development priorities. Although there are differences among various countries, one 
common strategy for reducing methane emissions is to increase animal production efficiency (e.g., 
milk production in cows, reproductive efficiency of cows maintained to produce calves, and the 
stamina and strength of draft animals). Virtually all efforts that improve animal productivity will 
reduce methane emissions per unit of product produced.4 

The ability to reduce methane emissions per unit of product produced has been 
demonstrated in various countries with intensive animal production systems. Experience has shown 
that proper veterinary care, sanitation, ventilation (for enclosed animals}, nutrition, and animal 
comfort provide the foundation for improving production efficiency and reducing methane emissions. 
In many cases, focusing on these basics provides the best opportunity for improving production 
efficiency. Within this context, a variety of techniques can help improve animal productivity and 
reduce methane emissions per unit of product. 

The following are the main strategies identified to date for reducing methane emissions from 
ruminant livestock. Specific approaches for each of these strategies are summarized in 
Appendix 12-1 and described in more detail in USEPA (1993b). 

4-rhe methane emissions per unit of product produced vary substantially among regions and livestock production systems. For example, 
YhlileahighlyproductiveCONrnayemit 120 kg of methane per year, she may also produce 7,000 kg of milk, resulting in a release of 17 grams 
of methane per kilogram of milk produced. In comparison, a smaller cow on a straw based diet may emit so to 60 grams of methane per 
kilogram of milk produced (leng, 1991}. · 
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• Improved Nutrition Through Mechanical and Chemical Feed Processing: Improved 
nutrition reduces methane emissions per amount of product produced by enhancing 
animal performance, including weight gain, milk production, work production, and 
reproductive performance. Methane emissions per amount of digestible energy 
consumed by the animal may also be reduced. This option is applicable to 
accessible ruminant animals with limited feed resources. Assuming that feed 
digestibility is increased by 5 percent, methane emissions per unit product produced 
may decrease on the order of 1 0 to 25 percent, depending on animal management 
practices. 

• Improved Nutrition Through Strategic Supplementation and Other Methods: 
Improved rumen function will reduce methane emissions per amount of feed 
consumed. Also, by providing additional microbial and/or by-pass protein to the 
animal, emissions per amount of product produced will be reduced by enhancing 
animal performance, including weight gain, milk production, work production, and 
reproductive performance. Improved rumen function may reduce methane emissions 
by about 5 to 1 0 percent. In addition, emissions per unit product may be reduced by 
25 to 75 percent due to substantial increases in animal productivity that are 
anticipated under specific conditions (Leng, 1991 ). 

• Production Enhancing Agents: Certain agents can act directly to improve productivity 
and redu~e methane emissions per unit product. While various agents are under 
development, two agents that are currently available commercially are bST and 
anabolic steroid implants. 

• Improved Production Through Improved Genetic Characteristics: Genetic 
characteristics are limiting factors mainly in intensive production systems. Continued 
improvements in genetic potential will increase productivity, and thereby reduce 
methane emissions per unit product. 

• Improved Production Efficiency Through Improved Reproduction: Large numbers of 
ruminant animals are maintained for the purpose of producing offspring. Methane 
emissions per unit product can be significantly reduced if reproductive efficiency is 
increased. Improved nutrition described above can improve reproduction. 
Additionally, there are options for addressing reproduction directly. 

The technical applicability of these approaches to the main livestock management systems 
is summarized in Table 12-1. For example, for small scale dairy and draft animal production systems 
and subsistence mixed farming production systems (generally found in developing countries), a 
range of options is applicable, including: improved feed processing; improved nutrition through the 
use of supplements; a~d genetic improvements through breeding programs. 
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Table 12-1 
Applicability of Enteric Fermentation Emission Reduction 0 )tions to Animal Management Systems 

I I 
Production- . 

%of Animals Feed Improved Nutrition Enhancing Genetic Improved 
(% of Emissions) Processing Agents Improvement Reproduction 

Intensive Dairy-- Processed Balanced rations used Candidate for additional Strong programs Strong programs 

Non-grazing feeds are used routinely implementation (e.g., in place in main in place in main 

1 0·15% of animals routinely bST) dairy countries dairy countries 

(20·25% of emissions) 
Candidate for targeted Candidate for additional Strong programs Strong programs Intensive Dairy- (NA) supplementation in implementation (e.g., . in place in main in place in main Grazing selected areas with bST) dairy countries dairy countries deficiencies 

Possible candidate for 
targeted 

Extensive supplementation in Candidate for additional Candidate for 
Commercial (NA) selected areas with implementation additional (NA) 
Ranching deficiencies, implementation 

35·40% of animals depending on 
deliverabilltv 

(40-45% of emissions) Candidate for targeted Possible candidate 
Non-Extensive supplementation in Candidate for for targeted imple-selected areas with Commercial (NA) deficiencies; Currently used routinely additional mentation in cases 
Ranching candidate for implementation with adequate 

defaunation access to animals 

Feedlot 1-2% of animals Processed Balanced rations used Currently used routinely feeds are used (NA) (NA) Production (2-4% of emissions) routinely routinely where allowed 

Candidate for Candidate for 15-20% of animals Candidate for additional Small Scale Dairy additional implementation of (NA) additional (NA) and Draft (10-15% of emissions) implementation MUB and/or implementation 
MIIR/RD~ 

Source: USEPA (1993c): 

-
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In addition to the technical applicability defined in Table 12-1, additional criteria for assessing 
whether reducing emissions from ruminant livestock is a promising avenue for reducing GHG 
emissions include the following. 

• Population of Large Ruminant Livestock. The emissions reductions that can be 
achieved are a function of the size of the population of large ruminant animals, cattle 
and buffalo. These options for reducing emissions should be considered if methane 
emissions from cattle and buffalo are a significant component of the total GHG 
emissions for the country. 

• Conditions Must Support Efforts to Improve Production Efficiency. These emissions 
reduction options will be most effective when conditions in the country support efforts 
to improve production efficiency in the livestock sector. Examples include the 
following: 

Economic Development. Economic development priorities that include the 
livestock sector are a useful complement to emission reduction efforts. 
Improved production and resulting incomes, for example among small scale 
dairy producers, can both reduce methane emissions per unit of product and 
improve rural economic conditions. 

Marketing Infrastructure. When production efficiency is increased in areas 
of low productivity (as may be the case in developing countries), the product 
marketing infrastructure can become stretched. Efforts to improve marketing 
arrangements and infrastructure are a necessary complement to initiatives 
to reduce emissions. 

Education. Educational opportunities for livestock producers, e.g., on-farm 
from agriculture extension services; may be one component of efforts to 
promote the use of emissions-reducing practices. Such programs could be 
one avenue for implementing the emissions reduction initiative. 

In some countries, producer cooperatives have successfully created a climate that supports 
improvements in production efficiency. For example, cooperatives can provide training, assist in 
product marketing, and improve cash flow for producers, enabling them to invest in productivity 
enhancing practices. Working with producer cooperatives to improve production in a manner that 
also reduces methane emissions may be an attractive approach for some countries. 

Manure Management System Facilities 

Manure management system facilities that promote anaerobic conditions produce the most 
methane, including liquid/slurry storage facilities (pits and tanks) and anaerobic lagoons. The 
preferred approach for reducing methane emissions from manure management facilities is to recover 
the methane produced and combust it; in the process the methane can be used as an energy 
source. Methane recovery technologies have been successfully used and demonstrated under a 
variety of conditions, and have been shown to reduce emissions by up to 70 or 80 percent (US EPA, 
1993b). Three main approaches have been identified (Table 12-2 summarizes the characteristics 
of these techniques). 
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Table 12-2 
Summary of Methane Recovery Techniques for Livestock Manure 

Considerations Covered Lagoons Larg_e Scale Digesters Small Scale Digesters 

Technique • Impermeable Lagoon Covers • Complete Mix • Fixed Dome 
• Plug Flow • Floating Holder 

• Flexible BaQ 

Gas Quality • Medium Quality • Medium Quality • Medium Quality 
(600-800 Btu/cf) (600-800 Btu/cf) (600-800 Btu/cf) 
(22-29 MJ/m3

) (22-29 MJ/m3
) (22-29 MJ/m3

) 

Use Options • Electricity Generation • Electricity Generation • Electricity Generation 
• Boilers, Refrigeration, Other • Boilers, Refrigeration, Other • Domestic Gas Use 
• Fertilizer, Feed Supplement, • Fertilizer, Feed Supplement, • Fertilizer, Feed Supplement, 

Other Other Other 

Availability • Currently Available • Currently Available • Current!~ Available 

Capital Requirements • Low/Moderate • Moderate • Low 

Technical Complexity • Low Technology • Moderate Technology • Low Technology . 
Applicability • Temperate, Tropical • Temperate, Tropical • Temperate, Tropical 

• Flush Systems· Low % TS2 • 2-15 %TS2 • 7-15 %TS2 

Methane Reductions 1 • Up to 80% • Up to 70% or more • Up to 70% 

1 These are reductions which may be achieved at an appropriate individual site. 
2 Percent Total Solids (%TS) is a measure of the concentration of the manure in water. 
Source: USEPA (1993c). 

<: 
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Covered Lagoons: Covered lagoons treat and store manure along with the large quantities 
of water used to wash the manure solids out of livestock housing facilities. The manure is treated 
under anaerobic conditions, resulting in the production of significant amounts of methane, which is 
recovered using an impermeable floating lagoon cover. The methane generated from these systems 
is often sufficient for the ,energy needs of large scale, intensive farm operations. Because their 
technology and capital needs are relatively low, covered lagoons may be appropriate for large farm· 
operations in developing countries, especially those which need the high quality liquid fertilizer that 
lagoons produce. The use of lagoons in arid regions, however, may be constrained by their high 
water requirements. 

Small Scale Digesters: Digesters are designed to enhance the anaerobic decomposition of 
organic material and to optimize methane production and recovery. Small scale digesters typically 
require a small amount of manure and are relatively simple to build and operate. As such, they are 
an appropriate strategy for small to medium confined or semi-confined farm operations. These 
digesters are also well-suited for regions with technical, capital, and material resource constraints, 
and have already been implemented successfully in countries such as China and India (United 
Nations, 1984). The digesters offer additional benefits in agricultural regions where manure is 
currently burned for fuel, as the generated methane is a cleaner and more efficient fuel. In addition, 
digested manure retains most of its fertilizer value. Small scale digesters generally operate best in 
temperate and tropical areas. Three common types of these digesters include the fixed dome, 
floating gas holder, and flexible bag. · 

Larger Scale Digesters: These digesters are also designed to enhance anaerobic 
decomposition and optimize methane recovery, but have larger capacities and are often more 
technologically advanced. They are generally heated, and can operate in relatively cold regions. 
Because larger scale digesters require greater capital investment, are more complex to build and 
operate, and require large concentrations of manure, they are best suited for large livestock 
operations. These technologies are especially suitable at operations which handle manure as liquids 
(less than 10 percent solids) or slurry (1 0 to 20 percent solids). 

The criteria for considering the implementation of these emissions reduction techniques 
include the following: 

• Emissions. The emissions reductions that can be achieved are a function of the amount 
of manure currently handled in a manner that produces methane emissions. These 
options for reducing emissions should be considered if methane emissions from liquid
based manure management facilities are a significant component of the total GHG 
emissions for the country. 

• Conditions Must Support the Recovery and use of the Methane. These emissions 
reduction options will be most effective when conditions in the country support efforts 
to recover the methane and use it as an energy source. The most promising opportunity 
for implementing methane recovery is a large confined animal production facility using 
a liquid manure handling system. High local energy prices (which would increase the 
value of the methane recovered) make these options attractive. Small scale 
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implementation can also be attractive, particularly if an alternative energy source is 
desired (e.g., due to depletion of forest resources). 

In addition to recovering methane from manure facilities, methane emissions can be reduced 
by keeping the manure under aerobic conditions. Manure spreading on soils and composting are 
the primary approaches for maintaining aerobic conditions. When undertaking spreading, care must 
be exercised in the rate of application on land to protect groundwater quality and to prevent 
unwanted runoff. Also, spreading must generally be restricted during periods when the ground is 
frozen, making it unfeasible in some areas. 

Composting is a good alternative for managing manure because the compost it produces is 
a valuable fertilizer. Care must be taken to prevent unwanted runoff from the compost facility. 
Additionally, the potential for methane to be emitted from unwanted anaerobic conditions that may 
develop within the compost remains to be assessed. 

12.2.2 Rice Cultivation \ 

Efforts to date have identified a number of approaches which could reduce methane 
emissions from rice cultivation while maintaining the productivity of the rice fields (IPCC, 1990; 
Braatz and Hogan, 1991 ). Two of the most promising approaches under investigation are changes 
in nutrient management and water management practices (USEPA, 1993c): 

• Nutrient Management. Research indicates that using nitrogen (N) fertilizers and 
reducing the use of raw organic materials as fertilizer can reduce methane emissions 
from rice fields. Additionally, the form of theN fertilizer and the method of application 
may be important. This option may be promising because N fertilizers are already a 
major nutrient source for flooded rice fields in Asia. The major constraints to this option . I 
are the cost of N fertilizers, which may be prohibitive in some regions, and the existence 
of traditional fertilization techniques, which may be difficult to change. Additionally, care 
should be taken to apply N fertilizers in a way that N20 emissions (see below). 

• Water Management. Intermittent draining of rice fields during the growing season or 
between croppings appears to decrease methane production, as does increasing the 
water percolation rate in the fields. These methods may be technically feasible in 
lowland regions and flatland irrigated areas, which have secure and controllable water 
supplies. Proposed changes in water management practices must be researched 
carefully in order to avoid decreasing productivity. 

The impacts of these approaches on methane emissions and rice production remain to be quantified 
fully. Research indicates, for example, that there are interactions among fertilizer type, application 
method, and soil type that may affect methane emissions. Additionally, the impacts of intermittent 
field drainage on weed growth and rice production are still being researched. Examples of recent 
and ongoing research and assessments include the following: Kern .e.Laf. (in press), Olszyk .e.Laf. 
(1993); Masscheleyn .e.Lal. (1993); and Wang .e.Lal. (1993a and 1993b). 
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Efforts are also ongoing to examine other avenues for reducing emissions, including the 
following (Braatz and Hogan, 1991 ): 

• Cultivar Selection.· Developing rice cultivars which result in lower methane emissions 
may be a feasible option, and can be practical as long as rice productivity and other 
desirable characteristics are not compromised. 

• Cultivation Practices. Opportunities may also exist for mitigating methane emissions by 
altering existing rice cultivation practices, such as tillage and seeding techniques. While 
certain changes in practices have been shown to reduce emissions, however, this 
strategy may be impractical. Existing cultivation practices have often been developed 
to suit physical, biological and socioeconomic conditions, and may be the most 
appropriate methods for each region. 

Research in this area is continuing at the International Rice Research Institute and among key rice
growing nations, including India and China. Countries are encouraged to evaluate options they 
believe promising as part of their mitigation analyses. 

12.2.3 Fertilizer Application 

· Although the factors that affect N20 emissions from nitrogen application are not completely 
understood, there are several nitrogen management techniques known to be effective in reducing 
overall N-based emissions. Control of the nitrate form of nitrogen, N03, is the critical aspect of 
managing N20 emissions, and is the central focus of the management techniques listed below: 

• Test soils to determine fertilizer N needs. 
• Establish yield goals based on site and crop characteristi<::s. 
• Establish yield goals based on site and crop characteristics. Set fertilizer rate and 

timing of application. 
• Select N fertilizer formulation related to yield, leaching and runoff potential, and 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

emissions. 
Account for animal manure and other organic waste where used in the fertility program, 
Use of winter cover crops for removal of residual N. " 
Place N deeper in the soil. 
Implement irrigation water management techniques . 
Use nitrifying and denitrifying inhibitors . 

12.2.4 Soil Carbon in Cultivated Soils 

While there are uncertainties in the estimates of carbon dioxide emissions from cultivated 
soils, the use of conservation tillage techniques have shown to be effective in reducing SOC loss 
and, in some cases, can lead to SOC accumulation (Kern and Johnson, 1993). As alternatives to 
conventional tillage practices, conservation tillage techniques were developed to reduce water and 
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wind erosion, conserve soil moisture, and reduce fuel requirements. While they have the potential 
to reduce production costs, conservation tillage techniques require a higher level of farming skill. 

Conservation tillage systems manage crop residues with a reduced amount of tillage, and 
in some cases no tillage. In a mulch till approach, a mulch of crop residues is maintained to protect 
the soil against raindrop impact and wind, slow evaporation, increase water storage, and slow 
organic matter decomposition. No-till approaches consist of no tilling after harvest to planting time. 
No-till can be combined with the addition of a cover crop to further protect the soil. Table 12-3 
summarizes the practices for conventional tillage and three examples of conservation tillage systems 
for continuous corn production. Although the examples were developed for U.S. conditions, the 
concepts are applicable for all cultivation practices. 

· The costs and benefits of these mitigation approaches remain to be assessed, however. 
Research in this area is continuing, and countries are encouraged to evaluate options they believe 
promising as part of their mitigation analyses. 

12.3 OVERVIEW OF THE MITIGATION ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

The following four steps are recommended for performing a mitigation option analysis. 

Step 1: Develop Scenario Inputs Scenario inputs, such as area under rice cultivation, 
number of days under cultivation, the number of animals by type, etc. are decided in this 
step. 

Step 2: Identify Target Sub-groups to be the Focus of the Emissions Reduction Effort and 
Refine the Emissions Estimates for the Sub-group The purpose of this step is to focus the 
analysis on those portions of the GHG source that are amenable to control. The target sub
groups are selected based on the applicability of the mitigation options for the source. A 
more detailed baseline emissions estimate is then developed for the target sub-groups. 

Step 3: Evaluate the Mitigation Options for the Sub-group The purpose of this step is 
evaluate the impacts that the mitigation options have on the emissions and other 
characteristics of the target sub-group. 

Step 4: Develop Baseline and Mitigation Emissions Scenarios The purpose of this step is 
to integrate the information developed in Steps 1, 2 and 3 in order to develop both baseline 
and mitigation emissions scenarios. 

Section 12.4 summarizes the inputs needed for baseline and mitigation scenarios. Section 12.5 
summarizes Steps 2 and 3, identifying the target sub-groups and evaluating the mitigation options. 
Section 12.6 summarizes development of the baseline and mitigation scenarios. 

oj 

l 
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Table 12-3 
Operations for Conventional and Conservation Tillage: 

U.S. Continuous Corn Production 

Conventional Conservation Tillage 
·Operation 

Tillage Mulch Till No-till No-till & Cover 

Tandem Disk y 

N Fertilizer y y y y 

Tandem Disk y y 

Field Cultivator y y 

Row Planter y y y y 

Rotary Hoe y 

Row Cultivator y y 

Row Cultivator y 

Harvest y y y y 

Tandem Disk y 

P Fertilizer y y y y 

Twisted Point y y 
Chisel 

Plant Winter y 
Wheat 

Shred, Kill y 
Wheat 

I Source: Lee, Phillies, and Liu (1993}. I 

12.4 SCENARIO INPUTS 

The IPCC/OECD emissions inventory methodologies identify the inputs needed to estimate 
GHG emissions for 1990 or an alternative base year (IPCC/OECD, 1994). Scenarios of future 
emissions, with and without the implementation of mitigation options, may be developed by 
forecasting the key variables that drive the emissions. 
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12.4.1 Animal Husbandry 

The IPCC/OECD emissions inventory method has the following steps: 

• collect information on the animal populations;5 

• estimate emissions factors per animal from the IPCC/OECD recommended values (or 
based on more detailed calculations presented in the method); and 

• multiply the emissions factors by the relevant livestock populations. 

If national data are lacking, the FAO Production Yearbook presents data on animal populations. The 
IPCC/OECD guidelines presents emissions factors that can be used for the baseline emissions 
estimates. Information on the portion of manure that is managed in each of the main types of 
facilities should be obtained from national livestock experts. 

The baseline scenario of future emissions can be developed using a simple method or a 
complex method. The simple method is driven by scenarios of the future production of animal 
products, such as milk, meat, and draft power. For each animal type, an average emissions factor 
per unit of production is estimated for 1990 based on the 1990 inventory. The emissions factors are 
then multiplied by estimated future production to estimate future emissions, as follows: 

where: 

Emissions;,,= Production;,, x Emissions Factor;, 1990 

Emissions;,, is the estimate of emissions for animal type i in year t, 
Production;,, is the estimate of production for animal type i in year t, and 
Emissions Factori, 1990 is the estimate of the emissions factor per unit of production for animal 
type i in 1990.6 

This simple approach assumes that the emissions factor is not changing over time. The principal 
input required is the scenario of future production. 

A more complex analysis should be conducted if the emissions factor per unit of production 
is expected to change in the future .. A detailed assessment of the livestock production system is 
required, including an explicit assessment of how changes in production efficiency (e.g., increases 
in milk production per cow) will affect the size and performance of the overall national herd. Trends 

>rhe information required depends on the level of detail at which the emissions are estimated. 

E>rhe emissions factors discussed here are emissions factors per unit of product produced, for example kg of methane 
emitted perton of milk produced. These emissions factors would be estimated by dividing the relevant emissions for 1990 
by the level of production for 1990. 

,, 

\ 
I 
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in the production of animal products, production levels per animal, and manure management 
practices should be considered. 

Models capable of integrating the necessary information to conduct this assessment are not 
currently available. However, recent analyses have been conducted using the framework presented 
in Hallam (1983) in a spreadsheet structure (Woodbury and Gibbs, 1989). 

12.4.2 Rice Cultivation 

The IPCC/OECD emissions inventory method is recommended for developing the scenarios 
of emissions. This method uses the following equation for each rice growing condition f. 

where: 

Emissions;= Area; x Emissions Factor; x Days; 

Area = area cultivated under rice growing condition i (hectares, ha); 
Emissions Factor= emissions factor for rice growing condition i (kglha/day); and 
Days = number of days under cultivation while flooded for rice growing condition i. 7 

While it is known that a variety of factors affect methane emissions, to date emissions factors have 
only been developed that vary by water management and temperature conditions. 

For estimating base year emissions, the IPCC/OECD method recommends that the best 
available national data be used to estimate an average emissions rate for three years (e.g., 1989-
1991). Data on rice growing area for all countries are available from the FAO Production Yearbook 
(FAO, various). For each country, IPCC/OECD (1994) presents default estimates of the season 
length (days) and the portions of the area that are: continuously flooded; intermittently flooded; and 
dry (rarely flooded). Emissions factors are also presented for the different water management and 
temperature conditions, although it is recommended that locally-derived emissions factors based on 
field measurements be used when they are available. 

Future emissions can be estimated using forecasts of the growing activity. Future changes 
in area under cultivation and water management conditions must be considered. If locally-derived 
emissions factors are used that reflect differences in conditions such as fertilization practices, the 
baseline changes in these conditions should also be forecast. Data for these forecasts should be 
drawn from national agriculture planning studies. 

. 
7Because more than one rice crop is grown per year in some areas, the number of days under cultivation would be the 

total number of days per year across all crop cycles. 
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12.4.3 Fertilizer Application 

As discussed above, the information needed to accurately estimate baseline N20 emissions 
is not available. The IPCC/OECD emissions inventory guidelines allow a wide range of baseline 
emissions estimates to be developed using the following approach: 

where: 

N20 Emissions Low to High = N Applied x Emissions Coefficient x 44/28 

N Applied= the tons of N applied to soils from chemical fertilizers, organic sources (animal 
manure and crop residues) and from biological sources (leguminous crops); 

Emissions Coefficient ranges from a Low of 0.0005 to a High of 0.039, with a Median 
estimate of 0.0036; and 

44/28 is the ratio of the molecular weight of N20 to the molecular weight of N in N20. 

The very large range of nearly two magnitudes between the low and high coefficients demonstrates 
the uncertainty in the current information available for making the emissions estimates. The 
IPCC/OECD guidelines recommend that the full range of emissions (Low to High) be estimated to 
convey the degree of uncertainty. 

Sources of data for estimating the N applied are listed in IPCC/OECD (1994). Forecasts of 
N applied would be needed to develop a baseline of future emissions. 

12.4.4 Soil Carbon in Cultivated Soils 

The IPCC/OECD emissions inventory guidelines provide a method for estimating C02 

emissions from soil organic carbon (SOC) in cultivated soils. To evaluate the 'mitigation potential 
of switching to conservation tillage practices, a baseline scenario of SOC characteristics and tillage 
practices is needed. In particular, the areas where conventional tillage techniques are likely to be 
viable should be identified. 

The potential to accumulate SOC depends on highly site-specific climate, soil, and crop 
management factors. Simply stated, the change in the SOC content over time is a function of the 
carbon input rates and carbon turnover rates for each soil layer, as follows (Cole m_ru., 1993): 

d(SOC)·/dt- 1·- k·x (SOC)· I - I I I 

where: 

'- · SOC; is the SOC in carbon pool i (i.e., in each soil layer); 

r. 
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I; is the input to carbon pool i (from crop residues or other organic matter sources); and 

kix (SOC)iis the decomposition of carbon (i.e., turnover or loss) from carbon pool i. 

The decomposition rate function, k;. depends on climate, soil texture, tillage practices, crop 
residue characteristics, and similar factors. For sites with soil erosion by wind or water, kj also 
inherently includes loss of SOC through transport of soil off-site. In this case, kj does not necessarily 
represent the rate at which SOC is oxidized in C02• The uncertainty in the rate at which C is 
released or sequestered introduced by not knowing the fate of the SOC in eroded soil can be 
quantified by using an erosion model to estimate the amount of SOC removed by erosion, and then 
assuming that all or none of this SOC is released to the atmosphere. 

Models such as EPIC and CENTURY may be used to assess how the various factors interact 
to influence SOC.8 These models require detailed data on carbon inputs and factors that affect the 
turnover rate of SOC, including climate, soil texture, tillage practices, and crop residue 
characteristics. These data can be developed from national data bases when available, or from site
specific studies. Forecasts of future practices should consider ongoing trends in the use of various 
tillage techniques. Additionally, because weather conditions are an important factor affecting SOC, 
scenarios of future changes in climate (temperature and precipitation) may also be considered in the 
assessment (see, e.g., Woomer, 1993). 

12.5 ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

12.5.1 Enteric Fermentation 

Identify Target Sub-groups to be the Focus of the Emissions Reduction Effort and Refine the 
Emissions Estimates for the Sub-group 

The purpose of this step is to identify subgroups of the livestock population that are best to 
target for emissions reductions. Experts in animal nutrition and production within the country must 
be involved in this assessment. The following is recommended to identify sub-groups of the national 
cattle and buffalo populations that are most promising for emissions reductions: 

• 

• 

• 

identify cattle and buffalo populations with relatively low levels of production efficiency; 

identify under-utilized or inefficient use of conventional and non-conventional feed 
resources that could be used for the population with low levels of production efficiency; 

identify the segment of producers with low production efficiency animals that can adopt 
improved production practices (e.g., those that are in organized cooperatives); and 

llrhe EPIC model is described in Sharpley and Williams (1990a and 1990b). The CENTURY model is described in 
Parton .m..a~. (1992). 
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• identify the segment of these producers that are a priority for economic development 
or for improvements in markets or marketing approaches, which would take advantage 
of the increased production efficiency of these animals. 

For the sub-groups that are promising candidates for emissions reductions, detailed data should be 
collected for purp<;>ses of refining the methane emissions estimates. The Tier 2 (detailed) emissions 
estimating procedure described in the IPCC/OECD inventory method (or a comparable method) 
should be used. In addition to livestock population data, the following information is required for the 
detailed assessment: 

• average weight of each animal type (kg); 

• average weight gain per day (kg); 

• feeding situation: confined animals; animals grazing good quality pasture; and animals 
grazing over very large areas; 

• milk production per day (kg/day);9 

• average amount of work performed per day (hours/day); 

• percent of cows that give birth in a year;10 and 

• feed digestibility (%).11 ·· 

These data should be obtained from national livestock experts. A detailed baseline of future 
emissions should be developed based on estimates of changes in these characteristics as well as 
future production levels. 

Evaluate the Mitigation Options for the Sub-group 

The impact of each of the mitigation options applicable to each target sub-group should be 
· assessed. The impact on emissions is estimated as follows: 

• Identify how the mitigation option will affect the livestock characteristics used to 
estimate emissions. For example, the feed digestibility may be increased by 5 percent, 
or the milk production per cow may be increased by 15 percent. 

9Milk production is required for dairy cows and non-dairy cows providing milk to calves. 

11l-rhis is only relevant for mature female cows. 

11 Feed digestibility is defined as the proportion of energy in the feed that is not excreted in the feces. Digestibility is 
commonly expressed as a percentage (%). Common ranges for feed digestibility for cattle are 50% to 60% for crop by
products and rangelands; 60% to 70% for good pastures, good preserved forages, and grain-supplemented forage-based 
diets; and 75% to 85% for grain-based diets fed in feedlots. 

!. I 
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Estimate new emissions factors per animal using the new livestock characteristics (the 
same method used to develop the baseline emissions estimates should be used). 
Estimate a new age structure of the livestock population if the mitigation option affects 
growth rates, reproduction, or mortality. Using these emissions factors per animal and 
the new age structure of the livestock population, estimate new emissions factors per 
unit of product produced. 

Estimate how the mitigation option will affect the overall production of animal products . 
In some cases overall production efficiency may increase as the result of improved 
production efficiency. Overall production will generally be constrained by feed 
availability and cost, however. 

• Estimate the change in emissions using both the estimated change in the emissions per 
unit of production and the estimated change in production. 

The costs of the options must be estimated in terms of: training costs; increased feed 
processing costs; infrastructure investment costs; and other costs. Estimates of costs will depend 
on local conditions and the details of the projects and programs being considered. These costs will 
be offset by benefits in terms of increased production efficiency and improved standards of living for 
rural populations. The costs and benefits should be estimated from the perspective of the individual 
producer as well as nationally. Only those options that are made to be profitable from the 
perspective of the individual producer will likely be adopted. ATI (1992) is an example of the type 
of assessment required in this step. 

12.5.2 Manure Management System ·Facilities 

Identify Target Sub-groups to be the Focus of the Emissions Reduction Effort and Refine the 
Emissions Estimates for the Sub-group 

The purpose of this step is to identify subgroups of the livestock population that are best to 
target for emissions reductions. Experts in animal production and manure management within the 
country must be involved in this assessment. The following is recommended to identify sub-groups 
of livestock that are most promising for emissions reductions: 

• identify livestock populations managed in large production facilities (typically large 
dairies and hog production facilities) that manage manure in liquid systems; 

• 

• 

identify livestock populations (typically small-scale dairy and draft cattle) whose manure 
is burned for fuel; and 

identify the segment of the large and small producers that would benefit from having an 
additional energy source, i.e., the methane recovered from the manure. 
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For the sub-groups that are promising candidates for emissions reductions, detailed data should be 
collected for purposes of refining the methane emissions estimates. The Tier 2 (detailed) emissions 
estimating procedure described in the IPCC/OECD inventory method (or a comparable method) 
should be used. The following information is required to conduct this assessment: 

• annual average population (number of head) and climate region (cool, temperate, and 
warm); 

• average daily manure volatile solids (VS) excretion (kg per day of dry matter); 12 

• methane producing potential (80 ) of the manure (cubic meters (m3
) of methane per kg 

of VS); 

• manure management system facility usage (percentage of manure managed with each 
manure management system facility); and 

• methane conversion factors (MCFs) for each manure management system used (the 
MCF defines the portion of the methane producing potential (80 ) that is achieved). 

A detailed baseline of future emissions should be developed based on estimates of future production 
levels and manure management practices. The approach recommended for developing a scenario 
of future emissions is the same as discussed above for enteric fermentation, with the addition of the 
consideration of changes in manure management practices. 

Evaluate the Mitigation Options for the Sub-group 

The impact of each of the mitigation options applicable to each target sub-group should be 
assessed. The impact on emissions can be estimated as the amount of methane that will be 
recovered that would otherwise have been emitted. USEPA (1993d) presents an example of how 
this analysis can be performed. 

The costs of the options must be estimated in terms of: training costs; increased labor costs; 
infrastructure investment costs; and other costs. Estimates of costs will depend on local conditions 
and the details of the projects and programs being considered. These costs will be offset by benefits 
in terms of energy produced arid the maintenance of the fertilizer value of the manure. Additional 
benefits may include reduced pressure on forest resources in rural areas fcir fuel and improved 
standards of living for rural populations. The costs and benefits should be estimated from the 
perspective of the individual producer as well as nationally. Only those options that are made to be 
profitable from the perspective of the individual producer will likely be adopted. 

12yolatile solids (VS) is a measure of the degradable organic material in livestock manure. The VS excretion rate is driven 
by feed intake and feed digestibility. Feed intake may be estimated using the Tier 2 emissions inventory method for enteric 
fermentation (IPCC/OECD, 1994). 
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12.5.3 Rice Cultivation 

Methods for evaluating mitigation options for methane emissions from rice cultivation are in 
the early stages of development. As discussed above, research is ongoing to identify and evaluate 
various approaches for reducing emissions. Once reliable information is available on various 
options, the following general approach may be used to evaluate the options. 

Identify Target Sub-groups to be the Focus of the Emissions Reduction Effort and Refine the 
Emissions Estimates for the Sub-group 

To identify the most promising areas for emissions mitigation, a list of candidate mitigation 
options·is needed, and the applicable conditions for each option must be identified and compared 
with a database of growing conditions in the country. For example, modifying water management 
to periodically drain the fields may only be practica.l in areas with secure irrigation supplies. A 
detailed database on national growing conditions, including irrigation status, would be needed to 
identify those areas that met the applicability criteria for the option. Such as database could be 
organized in a Geographic Information System (GIS), which would also facilitate the evaluation. 

Once the target areas are identified, the emissions baseline for each should be re-examined." 
If possible, detailed site-specific measurement data from several years for these specific areas 
should be used to develop emissions factors. Additionally, estimates of days flooded should be 
developed for these specific target areas. Using these data, a detailed baseline of emissions for the 
target areas should be developed, as discussed above. 

Evaluate the Mitigation Options for the Sub-group 

The impacts of each mitigation option on the target areas should be identified. Data on the 
impacts of the options on the emissions factors would be used to estimate the changes in the 
emissions. Additionally, the costs of the options, including the impacts on rice production must be 
assessed. The data needed to evaluate impacts on emissions and costs are not yet available, 
however. Recent analyses, based on ongoing research results, that demonstrate this approach are 
presented in Kern .eta!. (in press), Bachelet and Neue (1993), and Bachelet, Kern, and Tolg (1993). 

12.5.4 Fertilizer Application 

Evaluation of mitigation options for managing N20 emissions should begin with the selection 
of land unit subdivisions to be analyzed. The analysis needs to encompass all of the major land 
resource (physiographic) regions in which agricultural crops are grown. These regions should be 

1 1 established on the basis of groups of similar physical, cultural, structural, and meteorological 
features. 

I I 

The features involved in establishing physiographic regions include, but are not necessarily 
limited to the following: 
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• PHYSICAL: Soils (soil survey information, soil nitrate levels, bulk density, texture classes, 
etc.), slope 

• CULTURAL: Crops (type, yield), tillage, nitrogen application (all sources) and crop nitrogen 
uptake, conservation practices 

• STRUCTURAL: Irrigation systems, land forming, e.g., terraces 
• METEOROLOGICAL: Precipitation, temperature (Class A weather station preferable) 

To complete the process of establishing physiographic regions for analysis, each of the 
above features will require specific data. Additionally, the analysts will need to determine the size 
of the areas according to extent of these features, and their overall importance to potential mitigation 
options. Expert judgement will be an essential element of this process. 

Once the physiographic regions are established, it will be necessary to select the 
combinations of features that represent the majority of existing agricultural production systems within 
each region, and organize them into categories of typical production systems, such as non-irrigated 
conventional till maize (plant date & harvest date) grown on loamy sand soils (profile description 
needed) having an average land slope of 2%, average annual precipitation of 600 mm (seasonal and 
daily time steps will be needed), with a particular nitrogen management program (types, rates, 
timing, placement), etc. 

Two (or more) runs of the NLEAP model could constitute the analytical process for evaluating 
mitigation options. The first model run would simulate the existing agricultural production systems, 
and the second would incorporate the options that contain changes in the way nitrogen is managed. 
The change in N-based gas emissions can be determined. This process is repeated for all 
physiographic regions and all typical agricultural production systems within the regions. Results from 
this process are summed to obtain totals for the country. The elementary cost of adjusting N 
management techniques can also be determined through use of NLEAP. 

Although nitrogen management for N20 reduction is the focus of these evaluations, it is 
essential that the overall nutrient requirements of crops be evaluated before making decisions about 
how to best manage nitrogen. Without this approach, it is possible to minimize gas release from 
nitrogen that results in maximizing the movement of nitrate to groundwater or surface water, thus 
creating an undesirable tradeoff. Also, nitrogen management should be balanced within the total 
fertility program needed for individual crops. Phosphorus, for example, could become overloaded 
in the soil profile if care is not exercised. Implementation of comprehensive nutrient management 
programs will provide guidance needed to avoid problems. Nitrogen management options need to 
be integrated with the other mitigation options to identify optimal strategies. And finally, mitigation 
options need to be further integrated into an overall ecologically-based plan. 

The costs and benefits should be estimated from the perspective of the individual producer 
as well as nationally. Only those options that are made to be profitable from the perspective of the 
individual producer will likely be adopted. 

\} 

I I 
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12.5.5 Soil Carbon in Cultivated Soils 

Models such as EPIC and Century may be used to evaluate the impacts of conservation 
tillage on SOC. First, the most promising areas for switching to conservation tillage should be 
defined as the target sub-areas. Data for estimating the current and potential future SOC levels in 
the target sub-areas should be collected. This step may require field data collection. 

Using the data collected, the SOC model(s) chosen should be calibrated to reproduce the 
current SOC characteristics of the areas based on past and current management practices. Once 
the model is calibrated to estimate SOC for past and current management practices, model 
parameters should be estimated using field data on the impacts of conservation tillage techniques 
on SOC. If possible, the results of local field studies of conservation tillage techniques should be 
used. If necessary, long-term field research should be initiated to develop the parameters needed 
to specify the models for the, relevant local conditions. Examples of recent analyses of this type 
include Woomer (1993), Cole m...at. (1993), Lee, Phillips and Liu (1993), and Kern and Johnson 
(1993). 

= Generally, the detailed analysis must be performed on a representative set of selected sites. 
The results for these sites are then extrapolated to the target sub-groups. 

12.6 CONSTRUCTING BASELINE AND MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

r-~ The purpose of constructing scenarios is to estimate future emissions with and without the 

' ' I 

implementation of the selected mitigation options. It is recommended that these scenarios be 
developed in detail for the target sub-groups for specific years, such as 2000, 2010, and 2025. The 
same models or techniques should be used to estimate both the baseline and the mitigation 
emissions scenarios for each of the sources. 

The inputs needed to develop the scenarios are discussed above. The underlying forecast 
variables used throughout the analysis should be used as the basis for the future estimates. Ranges 
of assumptions should be developed for those parameters or estimates that are uncertain, and the 
implications of the uncertainty should be considered. 

Two separate mitigation scenarios may be developed: (1) the technical feasibility scenario; 
and (2) the likely achievable scenario. The technical feasibility scenario examines the technical 
ability of the options to reduce emissions. It provides an upper bound on the emissions mitigation 
potential of the options examined. The likely achievable scenario takes into account the extent to 
which the mitigation options could realistically be adopted or implemented over time. The analyst 
should consider a range of penetration rates for the techniques based on penetration rates of similar 
technologies under comparable circumstances. A recent study by ATI (1992) for reducing methane 
emissions from ruminant livestock provides an example of how adoption rates can be included in an 
analysis. The analyses should also be explicit regarding the policies that will be undertaken to 
promote the adoption of the techniques and how the policies will affect the penetration rate. 
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12.7 MITIGATION POLICIES 

12.7 .1 Approaches for Implementing Emissions-Reduction Options 

There are several key approaches for promoting the implementation of mitigation options in 
the agriculture sector. Generally, these approaches help to overcome the main barriers to the 
implementation of the mitigation options, which include: lack of information; lack of training; and 
inadequate economic incentives or economic resources (such as capital). Each approach is 
summarized briefly. 

Demonstration Projects. Demonstration projects can be used to show that recommended 
technology practices are cost effective for producers. Research initiatives may be combined with 
demonstration projects to identify the preferred practice(s) for reducing emissions in a given location. 
Such projects would need to be targeted to the sub-groups discussed,above, and may be needed 
in several regions with differing conditions. Demonstration projects are usually needed because 
agriculture producers are necessarily risk averse and as a consequence are slow to adopt changes 
in production practices. 

Pilot Projects. Pilot projects are a step beyond demonstration projects. As such, pilot 
projects provide an opportunity to show how the proposed emissions reduction technique can 
operate on a larger scale. Necessary experience in project management, regional coordination, 
benefits assessments, and logistics can be obtained from pilot projects prior to implementing 
programs nationally. 

Education. Education programs will be needed to disseminate information on the emissions 
reduction techniques. Education may be of two types: 

• Formal education through the public school system and universities would target 
producers, agriculture professionals, and policy makers. 

• Extension services include training and assistance from extension personnel. Services 
may be provided on-farm or off-farm at research or demonstration sites. 

Incentives. Incentives may be needed to promote the use of the techniques. Examples 
include: direct financial assistance for expenses (e.g., capital costs or materials costs); subsidies 
for key inputs (e.g., for equipment); credit on favorable terms for investments in emissions 
reductions; and recognition for emissions reductions achieved. 

Direct Provision. The inputs needed to reduce emissions may be provided directly to 
producers at reduced cost or for free. Examples include: providing information on the effectiveness 
of various techniques; providing training; providing infrastructure needed for undertaking mitigation 
options (e.g., irrigation for rice fields). In some cases, the program may involve commercializing 
products through the private sector, so that the government's involvement and subsidies are 
eliminated over time. 

\ 
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In addition to these approaches, various mitigation techniques could be required. For 
example, methane recovery from large manure treatment lagoons or conservation tillage on erodible 
land could be required. Requiring changes in production practices among small-scale rural 
producers is not likely to be preferred, however. 

12.7.2 Considerations in Developing a National Strategy 

Key considerations in developing a national strategy for mitigating emissions from agriculture 
include the following: 

Scope. The scope of the emissions reduction strategy should be well defined, including: the 
sub-groups to be targeted; the specific options to be promoted; the time frame over which the 
options will be encouraged; and the approaches to be used to promote the use of the emissions 
reduction options. Realistic penetration rates of the emissions reduction options should be used in 
the assessment of the total emissions reduction likely to be achieved. Experience with previous 
programs implemented in the relevant sectors in the country could be used to assess likely adoption 
rates. 

Coordination with ,Other Development Objectives. The goal of reducing emissions from 
agriculture can often be combined with rural economic development objectives. The most promising 
options for reducing emissions will be those that also lead to improvements in the standard of living 
of rural populations. The national objectives for rural economic development and assistance must 
be considered during the development of a strategy for reducing these emissions. 

Food Security. Any efforts to influence the agriculture sector must consider impacts on food 
security and trade balances. Options that reduce rice production are not likely to be economically 
feasible for most major rice growing nations. Alternatively, improvements in livestock production 
efficiency could enhance food security and reduce reliance on imports. Care must be taken to 
ensure that locally-available resources are used to improve food security; options that would result 
in over-reliance on imports may be inadvisable. 
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APPENDIX 12-1 
MITIGATION OPTIONS FOR ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: ENTERIC FERMENTATION 

This appendix summarizes the mitigation options for animal husbandry enteric fermentation. 
This material is drawn from USEPA (1993b). These mitigation options reduce emissions by 
improving production efficiency. Most of the options are geared specifically toward developing 
country conditions. 

Improved Nutrition Through Mechanical and Chemical Feed Processing: Improved 
nutrition reduces methane emissions per amount of product produced by enhancing animal 
performance, including weight gain, milk production, work production, and reproductive 
performance. Methane emissions per amount of digestible energy consumed by the animal 
may also be reduced. This option is applicable to accessible ruminant animals with limited 
feed resources. Assuming that feed digestibility is increased by 5 percent, methane 
emissions per unit product produced may decrease on the order of 1 0 to 25 percent, 
depending on animal management practices. 

• Alkali/Ammonia Treatment of Low Digestibility Straws. This is a proven technique that 
improves feed digestibility and consequently animal performance (Owen and 
Jayasuriya, 1989). Many field trials have demonstrated its effectiveness. This process 
has been only partially implemented however, since it can be difficult to implement at 
the village level because it requires handling caustic materials. Additionally, adequate 
nitrogen in the animal's diet is required to take advantage of the increased digestibility. 

• Chopping of Low Digestibility Straws. Chopping of straws can increase feed intake and 
consequently animal performance in some cases. This practice is limited in some 
areas due to lack of chopping equipment, which requires a moderate capital 
investment. 

Improved Nutrition Through Strategic Supplementation and Other Methods: Improved 
rumen function will reduce methane emissions per amount of feed consumed. Also, by 
providing additional microbial and/or by-pass protein to the animal, emissions per amount 
of product produced will be reduced by enhancing animal performance, including weight gain, 
milk production, work production, and reproductive performance. Improved rumen function 
may reduce methane emissions by about 5 to 10 percent. In addition, emissions per unit 
product may be reduced by 25 to 75 percent due to substantial increases in animal 
productivity that are anticipated under specific conditions (Leng, 1991 ). 

• Molasses/Urea Multinutrient Blocks. Balancing rumen function by supplying key 
supplements in a molasses-urea block (MUB) is a well described technique that may 
be targeted to animals on diets that lead to deficient rumen ammonia levels. Numerous 
field trials have been performed. Improved microbial growth improves the protein 
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animal performance. Currently, implementation is limited by infrastructure and 
manufacturing capabilities. 

Bypass Protein. By-pass protein feeds (BPFs), or undegradable dietary proteins, are 
proteins that are not degraded in the rumen and are digested in the lower intestinal 
tract. BPFs improve animal performance by improving the protein-energy balance for 
the animal. BPFs are particularly effective for animals on low quality diets which do not 
generate adequate amounts of rumen microbial protein. Non-protein nitrogen (NPN) 
supplements such as MUBs, which stimulate microbial protein synthesis may be used 
in conjunction with BPFs. The BPF source must be available locally, and ideally should 
come from by-products of existing activities, such as distillery wastes or fish processing 
wastes. Currently, implementation is limited by a lack of evaluations of potential BPF 
sources as well as infrastructure and manufacturing capabilities. 

Targeted Mineral/Protein Supplements. Mineral/protein supplements may be targeted 
to specific circumstances to correct deficiencies in the diet. This technique has been 
applied to grazing animals in the U.S., and has successfully enhanced reproductive 
efficiency in beef cows. A lack of understanding of critical deficiencies combined with 
current market and pricing arrangements have limited implementation. 

Forage Quality and Grazing Management. For grazing animals, improvements in forage 
quality or modifications to grazing management practices can improve nutrition and 
reduce methane emissions per unit of product. Research is ongoing on a variety of 
methods for improving forage quality on pasture and rangelands, including: soil 
treatments; species management (e.g., legume-grass mixtures); water management; 
weed control; and erosion control. Rotational grazing and other stocking rate control 
methods are being investigated as means of improving forage quality and enhancing 
production efficiency. 

Production Enhancing Agents: Certain agents can act directly to improve productivity. As 
a result, methane emissions per unit product will be reduced. Various agents are under 
development. Several that are currently available commercially include the following. 

• .QSI. Bovine Somatotropin (bST) is a naturally occurring growth hormone produced by 
the cow's pituitary gland. Recombinant DNA techniques developed over the last 1 0 
years now allow large quantities of bST to be synthesized. Development tests indicate 
that bST can improve milk productivity by 1 0 to 20 percent per lactation (Blayney and 
Fallert, 1990). It is also effective in promoting feed efficiency and repartitioning growth 
to lean tissues. The commercial use of bST has been approved in several countries 
and is under consideration in others. 

• Anabolic Steroid Implants. Implants are a proven and commercialized technique for 
improving feed efficiency and repartitioning growth in beef production (USDA, 1987; 
Ensminger, 1983). However, these agents were banned in the European Union 
(formerly the EC, European Community). , 
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Improved Production Through Improved Genetic Characteristics: Genetic 
characteristics are limiting factors mainly in intensive production systems. Continued 
improvements in genetic potential will increase productivity, and thereby reduce methane 
emissions per unit product. 

• Crossbreeding in Developing Countries. The overall effectiveness of this technique is 
still a matter of dispute. Some claim that native breeds perform better under existing 
environments, and that genetic characteristics are not a limiting factor in production. 
As nutrition is improved genetic factors may increase in importance. 

• Continued Genetic Improvement in Pairy Cattle. The genetic characteristics of dairy 
cattle are expected to continue to improve in the future. The major dairy countries have 
significant breeding programs in place. Detailed recording systems are used to perform 
quantitative assessments of the genetic potential of cows and bulls. Embryo cloning 
and transferring techniques, expected to be applied in the mid-term future, have the 
potential to accelerate improvements in the genetic potential of dairy herds. 

Improved Production Efficiency Through Improved Reproduction: Large numbers of 
ruminants are maintained for the purpose of producing offspring. Methane emissions per 
unit product can be significantly reduced if reproductive efficiency is increased. The 
nutritional options described above can improve reproduction. Additionally, the following 
options address reproduction directly. 

• 

• 

Twinning. Techniques are being developed to produce healthy twins from cattle (e.g., 
inhibin vaccine). When combined with adequate nutrition for the mother and offspring, 
twinning can substantially reduce the total number of mother cows required to produce 
calves. 

Embryo Transfer. Embryos produced by superovulated, genetically superior cows can 
be transferred to foster cows of lesser genetic merit. This frees the superior cow from 
the long term pregnancy, redirecting energy towards increased ovulations. This 
technique has the potential to improve overall reproductive efficiency. 

• Artificial Insemination and Estrus Synchronization. These are well known techniques 
that improve reproductive efficiency. Their implementation is limited to intensive 
systems where frequent contact with the cows is possible. 

• Pisease Control. Disease control will enhance productivity by reducing mortality rates 
and improving growth rates and reproductive efficiency. 
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CHAPTER13 
RANGELANDS AND GRASSLANDS 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Rangelands are lands generally characterized by low and/or erratic precipitation, poor 
drainage, rough topography, and often low soil fertility.1 They occupy some 47% of the earth's 
surface (Heitschmidt and Stuth 1991). Rre, rainfall, soil type and grazing animals are driving forces 
determining plant species composition, distribution and productivity. Management of rangelands 
ranges from nomadic pastoralism, to subsistence farming, to commercial ranching. Many 
rangelands have been used the same way for thousands of years, while others have a relatively 
short history of use. 

Carbon cycling and productivity in rangeland ecosystems is directly related to the amounts 
and seasonal distribution of precipitation and only secondarily controlled by other climate variables 
and atmospheric chemistry. Most carbon storage in grasslands, savannas, and deserts is below 
ground. Estimates done using the soiVplant simulation CENTURY model (Parton et al. 1987, 1992) 
suggest that 560 Pg C is stored in biomass and litter, while 11 00-1400 Pg C is stored in roots and 
soils of the terrestrial biosphere, with the carbon in grasslands and savannas estimated at 417 Pg 
C (Sampson et al. 1993). However, rangeland productivity may vary as much as 5-fold because of 
timing and amounts of precipitation (Walker 1993). Non-sustainable land use practices such as 
inappropriate plowing, overgrazing of domestic animals, and excessive fuelwood use are the root 
causes of the degradation of rangeland ecosystems (Ojima et al. 1993; Sampson et al. 1993). It is 
estimated that about 70% of the world's drylands are at least moderately degraded (Dregne et al. 
1991 ). 

Methane production by wild and domestic animals is estimated to be 80 Tg/yr (Cicerone and 
Oremland 1988, from Crutzen et al. 1986), or about 15% of the world's total methane emissions. 
Gases produced in the process of enteric fermentation contain 30 to 40% methane, thus a 500 kg 
cow can produce 200 L methane/day (Cicerone and Oremland 1988). However, there are many 
uncertainties in these figures. In general, the higher the quality of diet, the lower the methane 
release. Also, FAO animal numbers used in the calculation of the estimate are subject to high level 
of uncertainty. 

Nitrous oxide is produced as part of the nitrogen cycle and is subject to increases with 
alteration of the nitrogen cycle through land use changes (Ojima et al. 1994, Mosier et al. 1991 ). 
Temperate grasslands of the world are estimated to contribute 0.1 Tg nitrous oxide annually or about 
0.65% of the world's total sources of nitrous oxide (Matson and Vitousek 1990). 

1The term rangelands as used in this chapter includes grasslands. 
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13.2 OVERVIEW OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Reduction of GHG emissions in the rangelands sector primarily involves the reduction of 
methane production by wild and domestic ruminant grazers. Increasing storage of carbon. 
is dependent on improving rangeland health where needed. (Good soil management is the key 
to maintaining or increasing carbon storage and protecting rangeland health.) Improving rangeland 
health, and thus the amount and kind of vegetation, will also reduce methane emission from 
ruminant animals by improving the quality of their diet. Research suggests that small reductions in 
the number of grazing animals (stocking rate) could result in large soil sinks for atmospheric C02 

(Metherell et al. 1993), and in methane emission reduction (Howden 1991, Galbally et al. 1992). 

Table 13-1 presents a list of options to improve rangeland health and also mitigate GHG 
emissions. Not all the practices listed are relevant to every country, social system or rangeland type. 
The suggested practices will only be successful if local communities benefit from their 
implementation. None of the practices is likely to significantly improve rangeland health and carbon 
sequestration without adequate amounts and timing of rainfaii.The most successful rangeland 
improver:nent projects for unhealthy rangelands were implemented in years of high rainfall (Heady 
1988). 

13.3 AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR RANGELANDS MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

As with the forestry sector, there are two main approaches which can be used to analyze 
options for reducing GHG emissions or increasing carbon storage on rangelands. The first is based 
on evaluating individual projects and/or programs within existing rangeland management plans, 
and identifying measures or policies which could be applied to meet stated goals. To apply this 
approach, an analyst can proceed with the evaluation as described from section 13.5 onwards. 

A second approach involves a comprehensive assessment of the rangeland sector and 
its role in the country's formal and informal economy, including that of providing environmental 
services such as climate change mitigation. After identifying and screening the potential options, 
this approach consists of the following elements:· 

Developing a Baseline Scenario 

1. an inventory of current rangeland area, vegetation, soil types, and demand for forage, fuelwood, 
or other uses. 

2. an evaluation of the current condition (health) of ecosystem types 

3. An assessment of rangeland ecosystem charge 

4. an assessment of future land area available for domestic grazing animals and wildlife given the 
demand for land by other sectors 
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5. an assessment of future demand for forage, fuelwood, agriculture or other uses from rangeland 
ecosystems 

6. projection of the land areas as well as the livestock and wildlife production under both baseline 
and mitigation scenarios 

Analysis of Mitigation Options 

7. estimation of the potential for reducing GHG emissions and/or sequestering carbon for each 
option considered 

8. estimation of the costs and non-GHG benefits of each option 

Constructing Baseline and Mitigation Scenarios 

9. based on the above analysis, identification of potentially attractive mitigation options 

10. estimation of the potential carbon sequestration or GHG reduction for each mitigation option 

Mitigation Policies 

11. documentation of policies, institutional arrangements, and incentives necessary for the 
implementation of options. 

In this approach, the analyst should examine the rangeland sector within the context of land 
use demand by all sectors {see Chapter 10) .. Such a comprehensive approach will result in 
identifying a mix of practices which use the least resources {bio-physical, cultural, and economic) 
and interfere the least with established viable pastoral practices, while aiding the mitigation of 
climate change. This will allow for a cost-effective implementation of a subset of the options 
depending on the individual country, pastoral system, local culture, and available land resource. This 
approach, which is similar to that for the forest sector, also reduces the possibility of double-counting 
of GHG flows, costs and benefits. 

13.4 DEVELOPING A BASELINE SCENARIO 

First, use available maps and/or dat~ to determine the location and amounts of rangeland 
vegetation. Identify existing number and patterns of livestock and wildlife use. 

13.4.1 Assessing Rangeland Health 

Rangeland health is defined as the degree to which the integrity of the soil and the ecological 
processes of rangeland ecosystems are sustained (NRC 1994). Evaluation of rangeland health will 
provide the initial assessment of opportunities for increasing carbon sequestration on rangelands. 
No one factor is sufficient to evaluate rangeland health; three criteria are suggested {NRC 1994). 
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1. Pegree of soil stability and watershed function. Soil stability is directly affected by soil 
erosion through wind and water. Breakdown of soil structure, reduced infiltration and thus water 
holding capacity, reduced organic matter and nutrient cycling, compaction, reduced germination, 
change in species composition, and productivity are all potential ecosystem effects caused by 
increased soil erosion. 

The evaluation of soil erosion can be based on several environmental factors and requires 
expert judgement. These factors include the presence of the A-horizon, rills and gullies, pedestaling, 
scour or sheet erosion, sedimentation fans or the presence of dunes. 

2. Evaluation of the integrity of nutrient cycles and energy flow. The capacity of rangelands 
to provide goods and services to human populations depends on the ability of plants to capture 
sunlight through photosynthesis and on the accumulation and cycling of nutrients over time. 
Interruption of nutrient cycles, through poor land use practices, can lead to degradation of rangeland 
vegetation, reduction in productivity, and thus changes in ecosystem potential for carbon 
sequestration. 

Several indices can be used to evaluate ecosystem integrity in nutrient cycling and energy 
flow. These include the distribution of plants (growth forms, life-forms, and species), the degree of 
fragmentation in litter distribution, rooting depth, and community distribution. 

3. The presence of functioning recovery mechanisms. Useful indicators of the ecosystem 
resilience might include increasing plant cover, increasing plant vigor, changes in kind and number 
of seedlings, changes in plant age-class distribution, and other community attributes which would 
lead to_ greater soil stability and improved nutrient storage and cycling. 

A baseline assessment of the ecosystem should lead to the categorization of rangelands as 
either (i) healthy, (ii) at risk, or (iii) unhealthy, each providing a different potential for mitigation 
options. The evaluation of any option or practice will therefore be undertaken against the 
background of this baseline assessment. 

13.4.2 Assessing Rangeland Ecosystem Change 

Linear response to grazing pressure and fluctuation in rainfall has been assumed by early 
successional models of ~angeland vegetation change. Under the succession model, soil- productive 
potential remains constant and plant community composition and productivity changes in a 
predictable inverse linear fashion in response to grazing or drought; i.e. remove grazing animals and 
health improves, add animals and health declines. 

Rangelands generally do not respond as the successional model predicts because annual 
variation in amounts and distribution of rainfall already result in a wide variation in annual productivity 
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(Walker 1993). Coupled with fire, grazing, and human activities, and a combination of lag effects - I 
in community response, thresholds which are not easily re-crossed, and multiple trajectories, there 
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appears to be a confusing array of potential community states. 

A new conceptual model of rangeland ecosystem functioning was proposed by Westoby et 
al. (1989). The model requires a knowledge of the changes that can take place in a particular 
rangeland, and what causes them. Its value lies in making the understanding of community 
dynamics explicit. The most significant advantage of using this model to understand rangeland 
ecosystem dynamics is the recognition that the future may contain an array of possible states, 
dictated by an oncoming stream of events, and a mixture of opportunities and hazards. The 
objective of rangeland management then is to seize the opportunities and as much as possible avoid 
the hazards (Walker 1993). 

With this framework in mind, countries can evaluate existing rangeland condition (health), 
catalogue existing and potential states, catalogue management and natural events that cause 
transitions from one state to another, and evaluate which states provide the greatest opportunity for 
increasing carbon sequestration and/or reducing GHG emissions. 

Particular combinations of rainfall, topography, soil type and biological composition give 
rangelands individual characteristics, which when coupled with different kinds of human use, make 
a state-transition model a useful conceptual tool for evaluating potential ecosystem response and 
thus the opportunity for carbon sequestration. 

13.5 ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

13.5.1 Evaluation of Mitigation Practices 

Table 13-1 identifies the kinds of practices which affect livestock and wildlife populations and 
the rangelands upon which they graze. If implemented, these practices will have different effects 
on reducing methane or increasing carbon storage. Different rangelands and social systems will 
require application of different mix of practices. Although ecological, social and economic costs and 
benefits are qualitatively addressed, issues of biodiversity and genetic conservation of plants and 
animals for future uses are only hinted at. The evaluation of different mitigation practices gives rise 
to different issues, as shown in the following broad classes of mitigation options: 

(i) Rehabilitation of degraded rangelands offers a very attractive opportunity to sequester 
carbon. The most likely practices under this option include afforestation, reforestation, grass 
and shrub establishment, control of grazing lands, halophyte establishment on salinized 
lands, etc. In an assessment of costs of rehabilitating the degraded rangelands of the world 
by applying a combination of the above practices, UNEP (1991) estimated that it will cost 
about US $5-8.8 billion per year over a period of 20 years. The CENTURY model was used 
to estimate the carbon flux difference between the baseline and the sustainable management 
scenario; the estimated benefit was about 0. 7 billion tons of carbon per year (Ojima et al. 
1993). This is equivalent to a cost of US $10 per ton of carbon sequestered, which is 
comparable or superior to the estimates in the forestry sector. 
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(ii) 

The desirability of this mitigation option is further enhanced by the fact that most of the 
carbon sequestration in rangelands is through soil storage, which has a half-life of hundreds 
of years -- a period much longer than that for carbon sequestered rangeland in above-ground 
biomass. The process of undertaking cost-benefit analysis for rangeland rehabiliation is 
similar to that described in the forestry chapter. 

The viability of reducing livestock numbers will depend on the value of livestock to local and 
national economies and the value of animals as a social resource. For example, in sheep 
grazing systems in Australia, Howden (1991) found linear relationships between methane 
and nitrous oxide emissions and stocking rate. Using DYNAMOF, a simulation model, they 
showed that reducing emissions by 20% without any technological changes required an 18% 
reduction in stock numbers with a 15%-17% reduction in net cash income. However, using 
GRASSMAN, an agricultural decision-support model, Howden showed that changing the time 
of lambing, reducing stock in overgrazed areas, and managing fire frequency led to a 
significant reduction in GHG emissions without substantial effect on net income. 

(iii) Changing the mix of animals depends on the kind of rangeland and proposed mix of animals. 
If a country is considering only cattle and small stock (sheep or goats, etc), the mix may not 
be ecologically efficient; rather it may reflect an economic risk aversion, where in bad times, 
cattle die, but goats survive. In this kind of grazing mix, the ecosystem may deteriorate. A 
mix of cattle and wildlife ruminants may be both ecologically and economically efficient. 

(iv) Changing animal distribution through salt placement, development of water sources, or 
fencing can increase carbon sequestration through some increase in plant cover, and 
improved health of the root system through lighter intensity of grazing. However, none of the 
changes in animal distribution is expected to affect methane production. 

(v) The practices most likely to reduce methane emissions from domestic and wild ruminants 
involve improving the quality of the diet. Providing protein supplements is one alternative. 
However, increasing. native grasses and planting other adapted, productive species (such 
as halophytes where appropriate) will provide additional benefits to local communities and 
economies. 

(vi) Other practices like application of herbicides, use of mechanical methods to rehabilitate 
unhealthy rangeland, and watershed scale developments involve greater ecological, social, 
and economic costs. Specific values are not given in Table B-1 because they vary 
depending on specific goals, rangeland health, and country. Economic costs can be derived 
from Heady (1988), Valentine (1990), and Winrock (1987). 

13.5.2 Indicators for Evaluating Mitigation Options 

13.5.2.1 Physical criteria 

The nature of each mitigation practice will determine the type of physical criteria needed to 
evaluate the option. For the rehabilitation practices, the area in which the option can be 
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implemented every year for the duration of the practice should be identified. The sum of the annual 
areas will form the maximum area available for the mitigation option. The schedule of 
implementation will be dictated by the size of the area and practical considerations regarding range 
and livestock management. Quite possibly, some of the above mentioned practices can be carried 
out on the same land area, with cumulative effect on emission reduction and/or carbon 
sequestration. In general, the following physical criteria should be estimated: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Land Availability 

The land on which each mitigation option would be implemented should be identified. The 
schedule of possible implementation should be used to estimate the total area available for 
the practice. 

Emissions Reduction and/or Carbon SeQuestration 

1. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Carbon flows associated with each option at all stages of the project, including 
emissions from biomass burning, salvage, use of wood products, and emissions from soil 
disturbance should be estimated. Other trace GHGs such as CH4 , N20, NOx, and NMHC 
should be estimated if the option in question will avoid the emission of significant quantities. 
In most of the options listed above, a substantial decrease in methane emissions is 
expected, and this should be estimated using known figures for methane emission per body 
weight of an animal. 

2. Carbon Sequestration 

Estimates of uptake by vegetation and soils within the area should be done on the 
basis of net primary productivity of the woody biomass, including the net storage in soil and 
detrital material. 

Applying these estimates to the total area available for each specific option, one can obtain the total 
carbon sequestration or emission reduction for the option. 

13.5.2.2 Evaluation of economic criteria 

The options in this sector may require a gradual transition from the current rangeland health 
to a new sustainable equilibrium. As the state of the range improves, the carrying capacity will also 
change, and there will be a change in the flow of GHG associated with each state. The economic 
evaluation requires one to track the value of ~osts and benefits over the transition period and 
contrast the discounted value to the GHG impact of the option. Once the health of the range is 
restored, and the optimal mix of animals and diet quality is determined, the net change in GHG and 
value of resources needed can be assumed to continue in perpetuity. The net present value (NPV) 
of the perpetual stream of net benefits can then be compared to the corresponding net emission 
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reduction. 

(i) Physical Inputs and Outputs 

The first step is to identify and quantify all necessary physical inputs required for 
implementation of each option during the initial operations, management, harvesting (if applicable), 
etc. These should include estimates of land, labor, equipment and material needed to support the 
project or option throughout its lifetime. For all options, one also has to identify constraining factors 
such as expertise, technology, and capital investment, because these may affect both the cost as 
well as the implementation possibility of the option. 

Together with the physical inputs, one has to estimate the physical output in terms of 
desirable products like number of animals, wool, milk, and other products as applicable. 

(ii) Unit Costs and Benefits 

For each of the physical inputs, e.g. labor, one has 'to estimate the unit cost at the time of 
use. For each of the physical outputs of desirable products, e.g. cattle, an estimate of its price is 
necessary. These will be used for calculating the cost and benefits of the monetary elements of 
each option. 

The costs of a mitigation option include (i) the present value of the stream of expenses 
sufficient to cover the project's planning, development, occasional and recurrent expenses, and (ii) 
the present value of the project's opportunity cost. 

Other cost components such as land rental (opportunity costs), maintenance, and monitoring 
and evaluation may need to be included in the estimate if applicable. The opportunity cost 
evaluation is important since it captures the benefits derived from land use in the absence of a 
mitigation option, given the current broad land use patterns. Opportunity cost may be evaluated 
using various methods depending on the land in question and the likelihood of producing various 
goods and/or services if it is not used for the given option. These approaches include land rent, land 
market price and net benefits obtainable from an alternative land use. In all these cases, land values 
and benefits from alternative use should be adjusted to account for existing significant price 
distortions due to subsidies, 'zoning regulations, etc. 

In addition to GHG impacts, the implementation of a mitigation option will result in other 
monetary and non-monetary benefits. Direct benefits may include goods such as livestock, and 
services such as recreation. Indirect benefits may include such items as employment for local 
inhabitants and watershed protection. 

13.5.3.3 Cost-effectiveness criteria 

(i) Initial Cost per ha and per tC 

This indicator provides useful information on the amount of resources required at the 
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beginning to establish the project. 

(ii) Endowment Reguirements per ha and per tC 

The requirements are the sum of initial cost and the discounted value of all future investment 
and recurring costs during the lifetime of the project. For projects which do not have substantial 
monetary benefits, this indicator is quite useful because it provides the endowment necessary to 
maintain the project in perpetuity. 

(iii) Net Present Value (NPV) per ha and per tC 

This indicator provides the net direct benefit to be obtained from the project. For most range 
improvement options as well as animal-based practices (e.g. animal mix change), the NPV indicator 
is expected to be positive for the option to be attractive. A benefit:cost ratio of all discounted values 
also provides a good measure of profitability. 

(iv) Benefit of ReduCing Atmospheric Carbon (BRAC) 

This indicator provides the benefit of reducing atmospheric carbon. It expresses the NPV 
of a project per unit of atmospheric carbon reduced by a mitigation option. In the case of other 
GHGs, this indicator can be computed on the basis of C02 - equivalent GWP (see Chapter 2). The 
formulation of the indicator varies with the rate at which economic damage might increase and it 
allows time-dependent evaluation of atmospheric carbon as may be deemed necessary. Appendix 
11-3 provides a formulation for deriving BRAC when the economic damage caused by atmospheric 
carbon increases at the real societal rate of discount. 

13.5.3.4 Imputed and non-monetary costs and benefits 

After compiling the criteria given above, all the identifiable costs and benefits which one is 
currently unable to evaluate should be listed for each mitigation option. Imputed values should be 
listed separately from the direct costs and benefits. The intangible benefits and costs should also 
be listed for each mitigation option. To the extent possible, one should identity the likely bearers 
of costs and benefits, including the non-monetary items. Although there may not be a coherent 
method for comparing the non-monetary and intangible costs and benefits associated with each 
option, their enumeration helps the policy-makers in the choice and implementation of the various 
mitigation options. 

13.6 CONSTRUCTING A MITIGATION SCENARIO{S} 

Having compiled physical, economic and other information for each mitigation option, one 
can construct mitigation scenarios that show the aggregate impact of selected options. The impact. 
of each miti.gation option is measured against the baseline scenario developed for rangeland 
ecosystems. 
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One useful way to summarize the results is a supply curve for emissions reduction or carbon 
sequestration. For example, the initial cost per ton of carbon stored ca,n be used to plot a curve 
which shows the amount of carbon that could be stored at increasingly higher initial cost. The other 
indicators like endowment requirement or NPV or BRAC could also be used to plot similar curves. 

To construct a cosVsupply curve, the unit values (cost and carbon storage per hectare) are 
combined with the area available for each option to obtain estimates of total emissions and costs 
of each option. Methane abatement can be treated in a similar fashion, either in terms of tons of 
methane or C02-equivalent GWP (when using the latter indicator, the results should be presented 
as a range, as described in Chapter 2). One can calculate the total area and fina!'lcial resources 
required for a given scenario, and the total amount of carbon storage or GHG emission abatement. 

13.7 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 

It is important to recognize that rangelands are variable and episodic, and that vegetation 
response is not linearly related to change in livestock number. Thus, risk management strategies 
would include long-term low stocking, or changing animal numbers annually and tracking annual 
variation in precipitation. Either approach requires flexible management response to different 
events, opportunities and hazards. 

Another policy consideration is that although rangelands have historically been used for 
livestock production for meat, wool, hides, milk, blood, and/or pharmaceuticals, an equally important 
objective may be to maintain the maximum number of animals as a social resource. Rangelands 
are also increasingly affected by human activities for mineral production, construction materials, fuel 
and chemicals. Additionally, rangelands provide habitat for wildlife, threatened and endangered 
species, anthropological sites, and recreational activities. As the human population grows, 
rangelands also incur increased demand for marginal agriculture production. All these activities and 
uses potentially affect rangeland health and thus the potential of the ecosystem to sequester carbon. 

' I 
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TABLE 13-1 Practices to Improve Rangeland Health and Mitigate GHG Emissions. The possible effect of implementing a practice is given for carbon 
and methane, and qualitative cost/benefits estimates are provided. Unhealthy rangelands are those lands where soil loss, plant species and cover loss, 
species invasions, and interrupted and poorly functioning nutrient cycling are the norm. Healthy rangelands, on the other hand, have nutrient cycling and 
energy flows intact, soils are not eroding, and plant species composition and productivity is indicative of a functioning ecosystem. 

Practice Healthy Unhealthy Carbon Methane Bio/physical SociaVcultural Economic General 
rangeland rangeland benefiVcost benefiVcost benefiVcost comments 

Reduce No Yes Increases Reduces Increases plant Depends on Depends on Positive eco-
animal carbon sink animal cover, country and the value of system effect if 
numbers because of methane increases soil value of livestock sufficient 
(AUMs) increasing production organic matter animals as a products to rainfall. May 

vegetation through and improves social resource national and/or require altern-
cover, and reduction in productivity local. economy ative sources of 
better root total number local food 
growth support, thus 

changes in 
food produc-
tion oolicies 

Change mix of Yes Yes Possible No known Potential Depends c;m Depends on Positive effect 
animals increase in effect changes in country and the value of in general, 

carbon sink plant species cultural value livestock improves 
with change in composition of specific products efficiency of 
olant soecies animal tvoe utilization 
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Practice Healthy Unhealthy Carbon Methane Bio/physical Soc./cultural Economic General 
rangeland rangeland benefiVcost benefiVcost benefiVcost comments 

Alter animal Yes Yes Increases No effect Useless in Appropriate in Cost of salt Positive. Not 
distribution by carbon sink rangeland countries and applicable for 
placement of because of areas already where animals distribution of herding 
salt increasing high in salt graze salt systems 

vegetation extensively, 
cover overall rather than 

herded 

Alter animal Yes Yes Increases No effect Developed May affect Motorized Negative if used 
distribution by carbon sink water territorial and water sources to increase 
placement of because of resources may property are often too numbers of 
water sources increasing not be boundaries costly to animals. 

vegetation sustainable. purchase or Positive if used 
cover overall Potential cost maintain to alter animal 

to long term distribution 
productivity 

Alter animal No Yes Increases No effect Benefit is to Depends on Varies 
distribution by carbon sink control country and depending on Potentially 
placement of because of domestic livestock/ country and interferes with 
fences increasing animal number wildlife system. source and wildlife 

vegetation and Costs kind of migration 
cover overall distribution potentially materials 

outweigh 
L__ __________ benefits -- -

~ ', ; 
L ,_ 
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Practice Healthy Unhealthy Carbon Methane Bio/physical SociaVcultural Economic General 
rangeland rangeland benefit/cost benefit/cost benefit/cost comments 

Provide Yes Yes No effect Decrease Perhaps will Possible Cost of protein Potentially 
livestock methane reduce where animals blocks or difficult to 
protein production extensive are herded similar distribute to 
supplement grazing to supplement local areas 

some degree 

Increase No Yes Increases Possible Benefit in Local people Depends on Potential 
native grasses carbon sink benefit of retention of rely on native the value of unknown 
and or plant because of methane native species species for the livestock benefits from 
adapted increasing reduction by for gene medicine and and wildlife native species. 
species vegetation increasing conservation other health- products, and Adapted 

cover overall quality of diet related goods value of herbal species survive 
medicine in lonQ term 

Selective No Possibly Potentially Potentially Cost if non- Cost if non- Varies Cost if non-
application of increase increase if target species, target species, depending on target species, 
herbicides carbon sink expand pollution of pollution of country and pollution of 

animal water, damage water, damage source of water, damage 
numbers to food chain to food chain herbicide to food chain 

Mechanical No Possibly Potentially Potentially Potential for May not fit Varies with Benefit 
treatment or Increase increase if large-scale pastoral country depends on 
restoration carbon sink expands alteration of system depending on success of 

animal soil and availability of treatment 
numbers vegetation equipment relative to 

disruption of 
ecosystem 
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Practice Healthy Unhealthy Carbon Methane Bio/physical SociaVcultural Economic General 
ranoeland ranoeland benefit/cost benefit/cost benefit/cost comments 

Plant If appro- If appro- Increase No known Benefit with Benefit with Cost of Brings into 
halophytes priate priate carbon sink effect increased increasing planting and production 
(salt tolerant- and increase plant cover forage maintaining otherwise non-
species) productivity and production for with irrigation productive land 

productivity livestock and 
wildlife 

Apply Yes Yes Increase Possible In systems Use of fire can Threat of Short-term 
prescribed carbon sink benefit of adapted to fire, be part of wildfire, and increase in C02 

burning and increase methane can increase social system., destruction of to atmosphere, 
productivity in reduction by productivity, Utilizes local resources long-term 
the long term increasing maintain knowledge benefits In 
on appropriate quality of diet nutrient cycling adapted 
rangeland systems 
types 

Implement Yes Yes Increase Possible Possible Benefit with Cost of Increases 
agroforestry carbon sink benefit of benefit with increasing planting and carbon storage 
systems and increase methane increased forage maintaining in trees. Benefit 

productivity In reduction by plant cover, production for in diversity and 
the long term increasing diversity, and livestock and productivity if 
on appropriate quality of diet productivity wildlife adapted 
rangeland species 
tvoes 

·, 
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Practice Heahhy Unhealthy Carbon Methane Bio/physical SociaVcultural Economic General 
ran~eland ran~eland benefiVcost benefiVcost benefiVcost comments 

Develop large Possibly Possibly Increase Benefit, Potential for Potential for Cost of dams Potential for 
scale carbon sink methane large land improved food etc, benefit increased 
watershed and increase reduced by disturbance, production, hydro- human and 
projects productivity increasing with benefit to both plant and electric power animal 

quality of diet human and animal populations 
animal because of 
populations increase in 
because of water 
regulated and 
regular water 
supply' 



14.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER14 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 

This chapter presents methods for evaluating emissions-reduction options for the waste 
management sector. The primary sources of emissions in this sector include landfills and 
wastewater treatment. Options for mitigating emissions from livestock manure are discussed in 
Chapter 12. 

Landfills: Methane is emitted from landfills as the result of the anaerobic decomposition of 
organic wastes. The methane migrates through the waste laterally and vertically, eventually 
escaping to the atmosphere. Landfills are a major global source of methane, contributing between 
20 and 60 Tg of methane annually (USEPA, 1994). The major uncertainties in these estimates 
include the amount of organic material actually disposed of in landfills by different countries, the 
portion of the organic waste that decomposes anaerobically, and the amount of methane generated 
per unit of decomposed waste. About two-thirds of methane emissions from landfills come from the 
more developed countries of the world, another 15% from countries with transitional economies, and 
20% from developing countries (USEPA, 1994). 

The primary method for reducing methane emissions from existing landfills is to collect and 
combust the landfill gas. Diverting organic refuse to other disposal and treatment options and away 
from landfills can reduce future emissions. 

Wastewater Treatment: Wastewater and sludge, its residual solids by-product, produce 
methane emissions if they are stored or treated under anaerobic conditions (in the absence of 
oxygen). In some cases this methane is collected and used or flared, but in most circumstance the 
methane produced is released to the atmosphere. Although data are very limited, current global 
estimates of methane emissions from the management of residential, commercial, and industrial 
liquid and water-carried wastes are about 20 to 25 Tg per year (based on calculations of the organic 
content of wastewater in different regions). These estimates are no better than ±50%. 

The amount of methane emitted depends on the organic loading in the wastewater 
(measured as biochemical oxygen demand, or BOD) and the extent to which the organic material 
degrades under anaerobic conditions. The majority of the methane emissions from wastewater are 
believed to originate in developing countries, where domestic sewage and industrial waste streams 
are often unmanaged or maintained under anaerobic conditions without control of the methane 
(USEPA, 1993b). However, much uncertainty remains regarding the emissions rates from 
wastewater treatment conditions found in many developing countries. Consequently, the emissions 
reduction that could potentially be achieved is not well quantified. 

The most effective technique for reducing these emissions is to implement effective aerobic 
wastewater treatment systems. Such systems produce other significant human health and 
environmental benefits, and are consequently desirable for reasons other than methane mitigation. 
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It is also feasible to use anaerobic treatment systems and recover and combust the methane 
produced. 

14.2 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

14.2.1 Landfills 

There are two approaches to reducing methane emissions from landfills: (1) the methane 
generated in landfills can be recovered and used to produce energy; and (2) the quantity of landfilled 
waste can be reduced through source reduction, recycling, and other waste-management practices. 
These approaches, summarized in Table 14-1, are presented briefly below (see USEPA (1993a) for 
a more detailed discussion of the options). 

14.2.1.1 Recovery and use of landfill gas 

Landfill gas-recovery technologies have been demonstrated and are in use in several 
countries, and there is great potential for expanding these technologies in both developed and 
developing countries. The landfill gas is extracted through a series of wells drilled into the refuse. 
Negative pressure is applied to the wells to extract the gas, which is collected through a system of 
pipes. The gas is then processed to remove water and various contaminants. Between 50 and 85% 
of the landfill gas generated can typically be recovered from landfills, with well-designed projects 
achieving almost complete gas recovery. 

The landfill gas can be used as an energy source, which offsets the cost of recovering the 
gas. Options for using the gas include: 

• Electricity Generation and Co-Generation. The recovered methane can be used 
to power an electric generator, with the generated electricity used on-site or sold to 
others for use. The waste heat produced during electrical generation can also be 
recovered and used for local heating needs. Electricity generation requires relatively 
large amounts of landfill gas, and is therefore suitable for larger landfills. Economic 
viability depends primarily upon the price at which the electricity can be sold. 
Historically, more than 50% of landfill projects worldwide have been for electricity 
generation (Richards, 1989), including projects in the United States, United Kingdom, 
Germany, Brazil, India, and the Netherlands. The Global Environment Facility (GEF) 
Fund is planning to undertake a project in Lahore, Pakistan, that will recover over 14 
million cubic meters (m3

) per year of landfill gas (over a period of five years) from a 
large sanitary landfill designed to handle 730,000 tons of waste disposed of annually 
by the city's 5 million inhabitants (EPA, 1993b). 
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Table 14-1 
Summary of the Technical Options for Reducing Methane Emissions from Landfills 

Considerations 
Methane Recovery and Alternative Waste 

Utilization Man~ement Practices 

Recovery/Reduction Techniques Recovery Wells Source Reduction 
Collection Systems Incineration 

Com_Q_ostiQR 

Gas Use/Combustion Options Electricity Generation 
Natural Gas Supply -
Flaring 

AvailabilitY Currently Available Currently Available 

Capital Requirements Medium Low/Medium 

Technical Complexity Medium/Hiqh Low/Medium 

Applicability Existing and New Landfills Widely Applicable 
Nearby Gas Use 
Capital and Technology 
Dependent 

Methane Reductions• 50-90% Up to 100% of future 
emissionsb 

a Reductions that may be achieved at individual landfills. 
b Does not reduce emissions from existing landfills. 

Source: USEPA (1993a) 

• Medium BTU Gas. Landfill gas can be used directly as a medium BTU fuel to provide 
heating, cooling, or steam for industrial processes. Recovered landfill gas is already 
profitably used as a boiler fuel and for other industrial and residential applications in a variety 
of countries, including the United States, Brazil, South Africa, and Chile. 

• Natural Gas Supply. Landfill gas can be processed to produce "pipeline quality" gas (over 
95% methane) with minimal impurities by removing moisture, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen 
sulfide. The gas must also be compressed at a certain minimum pressure to be injected into 
a pipeline or distribution system. There are several such projects in the United States that 
provide gas to local gas distribution systems. 
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14.2.1.2 Alternative waste-management strategies 

Other technical options applicable in the near and longer term can reduce the landfilling of 
wastes through source reduction and recycling of organic materials. Paper products, for example, 
comprise a significant portion of solid waste in developed countries (e.g., 40% in the U.S.) and a 
growing portion of solid waste in some urban centers in developing countries (typically 5 to 20%) 
(USAID, 1988; Vogler, 1984). Paper products can be recycled into a variety of products, and the 
markets for the recycled products are, in most cases, identical to those for virgin paper products. 
Waste paper-recycling processes range in technical complexity and include technologies as simple 
as hand-operated baling presses. 

Composting is another promising waste management option that limits methane generation by 
reducing the amount of waste landfilled. Composting is applicable in the near and longer term, 
particularly in developing countries where the organic and moisture contents of municipal wastes are 
often high. The economics of composting projects can be favorable if a market exists for the 
compost. Markets often depend on the demand for fertilizer and are generally favorable in arid 
regions and other areas where organic soil supplements are needed. 

Incineration of wastes is increasingly used in developed countries to reduce quantities of 
landfilled wastes, often combined with energy recovery from the combustion process. The costs of 
incineration are justified based on the increasing costs of handling municipal solid wastes. While 
there is potential for this technology to expand in developed countries, there is a much lower 
potential in developing countries because the wastes are frequently too moist for economically viable 
operations (USAID, 1988). 

The preferred approach for reducing methane emissions from landfills for an individual country 
will depend on past waste-disposal practices. Countries that have already disposed a significant 
amount of organic material in landfills should consider landfill gas recovery and utilization to reduce 
the emissions from these existing landfills. Landfill gas recovery is the only feasible method of 
reducing these emissions. Countries that are only now beginning to dispose of organic wastes in 
landfills should minimize the amount of organic material placed in landfills. By minimizing such 
disposal, future emissions will be reduced. Because some organic material will likely continue to be 
disposed in landfills, all new landfills should be designed with gas-collection and utilization systems. 

Reducing the landfilling of organic materials and landfill gas collection have benefits in addition 
to reduced methane emissions including the following: 

• decreased safety hazards from the migration of potentially explosive methane beyond the 
landfill boundaries; 

• reduced odor problems from landfills; and 

• reduced emissions of air pollutants such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and air 
toxics that adversely affect air quality and human health. 
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14.2.2 Wastewater Treatment 

Although the factors affecting methane emissions from wastewater treatment remain very 
uncertain, it is generally believed that providing effective aerobic wastewater treatment will help 
reduce emissions. If anaerobic treatment is preferred to aerobic treatment, capturing and using the 
methane produced during treatment would also reduce emissions. These two approaches are 
summarized as follows (additional description is provided in USEPA, 1993a): 

• Aerobic Treatment: Aerobic treatment includes aerobic primary and secondary treatment, 
and land treatment. Aerobic primary wastewater treatment is achieved by sustaining 
sufficient oxygen levels during the primary phase of wastewater treatment (i.e., in oxidation 
ponds), using controlled organic loading techniques or providing oxygen to the wastes 
through mechanical aeration. Aerobic secondary treatment consists of stabilizing 
wastewater by prolonging its exposure to aerobic microorganisms which are either 
suspended (due to mechanical aeration) or attached to a fixed bed or a rotating cylinder. 
Finally, land treatment involves applying wastewater to the upper layer or the surface of soil, 
which acts as a natural filter and breaks down the organic constituents in the wastewater. 

• Recovery and Utilization of Methane from Anaerobic Digestion of Wastewater or 
Sludge: If the wastes are treated (digested) under controlled anaerobic conditions, the 
resulting methane and other gases can be recovered and utilized as an energy source to 
heat the wastewater or sludge-digestion tank, produce power in other parts of the plant, or 
sell to nearby homes, industrial plants, or utilities. Flares are frequently used as part of these 
operations to dispose of excess methane. 

Although the costs and benefits of these mitigation approaches remain to be assessed, initial 
research has indicated that improved wastewater treatment has a variety of benefits in addition to 
reducing methane emissions, including: 

• reduction in the risk of water-borne diseases (Loehr, 1984); 

• reduced eutrophication of receiving waters, which can be caused by high levels of 
phosphorus and/or nitrogen; 

• elimination of odors from standing wastewater; and 

• production oftreated wastewater and sludge for various uses (e.g., recharging ground water, 
irrigation, soil enrichment, production of potting mixes and topsoil, turf production and 
maintenance, reclamation of disturbed lands). 

In the past, the benefits of reduced disease risk and protection of receiving water quality have been 
the controlling factors in the design and deployment of wastewater treatment systems. Improved 
wastewater treatment is likely to be desired for these reasons in most cases where untreated 
wastewater is producing methane emissions. 
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14.3 OVERVIEW OF THE MITIGATION ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

The following four steps are recommended for performing a mitigation option analysis. 

Step 1: Develop Scenario Inputs. The purpose of this step is to prepare inputs, such as the 
number of landfills and the volume of waste stream targeted for diversion away from landfills. 
These will serve as inputs for the preparation of both baseline and mitigation scenarios. 

Step 2: Identify Target Sub-Groups to be the Focus of the Emissions-Reduction Effort and 
Refine the Emissions Estimates for the Sub-Group. The purpose of this step is to focus the 
analysis on those portions of the GHG source that are amenable to control. The target sub
groups are selected based on the applicability of the mitigation options for the source. A more 

·detailed baseline emissions estimate is then developed for the target sub-groups. This detailed 
baseline will be used to estimate the emissions reduction that can be achieved. 

Step 3: Evaluate the Mitigation Options for the Sub-Group. The purpose of this step is 
evaluate the impacts that the mitigation options have on the emissions and other characteristics 
of the target sub-group. 

Step 4: Develop Baseline and Mitigation-Emissions Scenarios. Using the information 
generated in Steps 1 , 2 and 3, baseline and mitigation emissions scenarions may be developed 
for landfills and wastewater treatment. 

Section 14-4 summarizes the inputs needed for developing emissions scenarios. Section 14-5 
summarizes Steps 2 and 3, identifying the target sub-groups and evaluating the mitigation options. 
Section 14-6 summarizes developing the baseline and mitigation scenarios. 
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14.4 SCENARIO INPUTS 

The IPCC/OECD emissions-inventory guidelines identify the inputs needed to estimate methane 
emissions for 1990. Scenarios of future emissions, with and without the implementation of mitigation 
options, may be developed by forecasting the key variables that drive the emissions. 

Methane emissions from landfills are driven principally by the amount of degradable organic 
material.disposed in landfills. Future emissions depend both on the amount of waste already placed 
in landfills and the amount placed in landfills in the future. Therefore, future waste disposal rates 
must be estimated to forecast future emissions. Future disposal rates will depend on the amount 
of waste generated and the portion of the waste placed in landfills. Per capita waste-generation 
rates have been found to be dependent on consumer preferences and industrial activity. Because 
per capita income has been found to be one predictor of waste-generation rates, the data presented 
in the IPCC/OECD emissions inventory method can be used to estimate future per capita waste
generation rates as per capita incomes increase in the future. The implications of changes in 
landfilling practices should be considered in the baseline scenario if such changes are expected. 

Like emissions from landfills, methane emissions from wastewater treatment are driven 
principally by the amount of organic material that is treated anaerobically. The IPCC/OECD 
emissions-inventory method recommends that the emissions be estimated separately for municipal 
and industrial wastewater. The amount of organic material in municipal wastewater nationally may 
be estimated as the population times a per capita waste-generation rate in units of biochemical 
oxygen demand (BOD) (i.e., kg BOD per capita-day). Regional rates of BOD generation per capita 
are given in the IPCC/OECD method, which are adequate for assessing the rough magnitude of 
emissions. More precise locally derived data would be preferred. 

Organic material in industrial wastewater may be estimated based on production in several key 
industries. As with municipal wastewater, the IPCC/OECD method presents factors for estimating 
organic material in industrial wastewater. 

To estimate methane emissions, the portion of the municipal and industrial wastewater that is 
treated anaerobically must be estimated. There is very little data on this important parameter, and 
additional assessments are requir~d to improve the basis for making the estimates. At a minimum, 
the wastewater generated should be allocated into aerobic and anaerobic major treatment 
categories, such as: 

• Aerobic: open pits/latrines; shallow ponds; ocean discharge; river discharge; aerobic primary 
and secondary treatment systems. 

• Anaerobic: deep ponds; anaerobic digesters; and septic tanks. 

For each of the categories, an estimate is needed of the uncontrolled methane emissions that result 
pe·r unit of BOD treated. Field measurement data are lacking for this parameter as well. 
Consequently, field measurement programs are needed to quantify current emissions and emissions 
reductions achievable by switching among treatment regimes. 
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14.5 ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

The analysis of options for reducing methane emissions from landfills can proceed in two 
directions: gas recovery, and waste diversion from landfills. The following approach is 
recommended for evaluating gas recovery. 

• Identify Landfills At Which Gas Recovery Is Attractive. The purpose of this step is to 
identify the population of landfills at which gas recovery and use is feasible and economically 
attractive. Experts in landfill gas recovery and use should be consulted to define those 
landfill characteristics that make landfills attractive for gas recovery. Generally, landfills 
should be relatively large (e.g., have at least 1 million metric tons of waste in place) and 
should be able to support the drilling of wells into the refuse (i.e., the refuse and the soil 
should be stable and not saturated with water). The minimum landfill size (in terms of waste 
in place) will depend on the gas production rate, costs of gas collection and utilization, and 
the value of the energy derived from the gas in the specific circumstance. 

• To the extent possible, data on the individual landfills should be obtained, e.g., from landfill 
operators. For this set of landfills, detailed information on waste characteristics should be 
obtained for purposes of developing more detailed estimates of methane emissions. Test 
wells at selected landfills would be useful for verifying the emissions estimates for this set 
of landfills. 

• Evaluate Gas Recovery Projects. For the targeted set of landfills, the costs and benefits 
of landfill gas recovery projects should be assessed. The costs of recovering the gas may 
be estimated using engineering cost estimates, such as those in USEPA (1993c), or similar 
country-specific cost factors. The amount of gas expected to be recovered may be 
estimated as a portion of the estimated emissions (e.g., 75% of emissions). The revenue 
from using the collected gas should be estimated based on the quantity of gas collected and 
the local value of the gas. A discounted cash flow analysis can then be done to identify the 
cost or benefit per unit of landfill gas emissions avoided. 

• Estimate Emissions Reductions. Based on the evaluations of the gas recovery projects, 
the extent to which landfill methane emissions can be reduced from the targeted landfills can _ 
be estimated. The cost of reducing emissions by various amounts can be estimated as well 
using the results of the discounted cash flow analysis. 

In addition to evaluating opportunities for recovering landfill gas, options for diverting waste 
away from landfills can also be considered. The major alternatives of recycling, source reduction, 
composting, and incineration may be examined. The impact on future methane emissions would be 
estimated based on the amount of DOC diverted away from landfills over time. The general 
approach to this assessment would include the following: 

• Identify the component of the waste stream targeted for diversion away from landfills (e.g., 
paper). 
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• Identify options for managing the targeted portion of the waste stream (e.g., recycling). 

• Estimate costs and benefits of diverting the waste. 

• Estimate the amount of waste diverted over time, and the avoided methane emissions from 
the avoided landfilling of the waste. 

14.6 CONSTRUCTING BASELINE AND MITIGATION SCENARIOS 

The purpose of this step is to estimate emissions with and without the implementation of 
selected mitigation options. It is recommended that these scenarios be developed in detail for the 
target sub-groups for specific years, such as 2000, 201 0, and 2025. The same models or 
techniques should be used to estimate both the baseline and the mitigation scenarios for each of 
the sources. The IPCC/OECD emissions-inventory methods are recommended. 

The inputs needed to develop the scenarios are discussed above. The underlying forecast 
variables used throughout the analysis should be used as the basis for the future estimates. Ranges 
of assumptions should be developed for those parameters or estimates that are uncertain. The 
implications of the uncertainty should be propagated throughout the assessment. 

14.7 MITIGATION POLICIES 

Both landfills and wastewater treatment facilities often fall within the purview of local, regional, 
or national governments. Waste disposal and treatment services are often provided directly by 
government agencies or are regulated activities of private entities. Consequently, implementation 
of emissions-reduction options for these sources will likely involve direct action on the part of 
governments. 

14.7.1 Landfills 

Landfill gas recovery and use can be implemented directly by government agencies that own and 
operate landfills. The technologies are well known, and the energy derived from the gas can be used 
to produce electricity or for other purposes. In cases where landfills are owned privately, options for 
promoting gas collection and use may include requiring gas collection and use by regulation and 
providing incentives for gas recovery and use, e.g., in the form of subsidies or guaranteed energy
purchase contracts. 

Programs to divert waste from landfills would similarly be implemented by government agencies. 
Examples of approaches include the following: 

• increase landfill disposal costs for certain waste streams that can be diverted; 
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• require paper products to contain a minimum percentage of recycled post-consumer fiber; 

• implement waste stream separation, either by waste generators or post-collection; and 

• set source reduction and recycling targets for communities to attain. 

14.7.2 Wastewater Treatment 

Despite a widespread awareness of the health risks caused by poorly managed waste 
streams, many countries lack the resources with which to build a wastewater treatment 
infrastructure. Generally, wastewater treatment activities fall under the responsibility of local, 
regional, or national governments. Consequently, government initiatives to provide or improve 
wastewater treatment practices are likely to be called for. The broad government options for 
promoting the reduction of this source of methane are as follows: 

• Promote, Assist, or Provide for the Development of Comprehensive Wastewater 
Management Policies, Infrastructure, and Treatment Systems: In areas where no 
wastewater treatment systems exist, assistance could include policy development, funding 
and technological aid for the development of municipal collection and drainage systems, 
construction of municipal and industrial wastewater and sludge treatment facilities, and 
operation training programs. 

• Assist in the Design and Development of Smaller-Scale, Community Wastewater 
Management Systems: Small communities, where domestic wastes are often washed 
into streams or allowed to collect in gutters, latrines, or ponds, may account for a large 
part of methane emissions from developing countries. While complex treatment systems 
may not be feasible in such areas, smaller scale projects designed to divert waste 
streams into designated ponds and maintain aerobic or facultative (aerobic in the upper 
layers) conditions could reduce both methane emissions and health risks. Additional 
benefits of such projects may include reduced odors and the potential for using stabilized 
sludge as fertilizer. 

• Expand Management Infrastructure to Serve Entire Population: Some regions and 
population segments may not be served by the existing waste management infrastructure. 
The expansion of treatment systems to these regions could potentially result in decreased 
methane emissions, as well as providing the benefits of improved wastewater 
management. 
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CHAPTER15 
PRESENTATION OF MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

The results of a mitigation assessment may be presented in various ways depending on the 
nature of the assessment. ·we suggest that the results be separately presented for the energy and 
non-energy sectors with relatively detailed descriptions of the methods and results. A summary 
should present the main findings from each sector and discuss integrated results of the energy and 
non-energy sectoral studies. 

15.2 ENERGY SECTOR 

15.2.1 Introduction 

The following suggestions for presenting a mitigation assessment for the energy sector are 
fairly extensive, and should be looked upon as general guidelines, and not strict recommendations. 
In some countries lack of data and limitations in model structure may make it difficult to include the 
level of detail suggested here, and presentations should be tailored to country specific conditions. 

However, in the presentations it is important that the countries not only focus on the results 
of the assessment, but also discuss significant assumptions made when modeling the energy 
system, and present background information and data used in the analysis. 

15.~.2 Model Description 

Describe the model and methodology used for the mitigation assessment. Describe how the 
structure of the national energy system is constructed using the modeling tool{s). 

Discuss the sectoral breakdown that is used in the study and the level of disaggregation that 
is chosen. 

15.2.3 Scenario Assumptions and Input Data 

15.2.3.1 General scenario assumptions 

Macro-parameters. Discuss the overall macro-parameters, GOP and population and their 
distribution, that drive energy use. Present projections for these over the whole analysis period. 

Price Assumptions on Imported and Exported Fuels. Discuss and present price paths for 
imported fuels, as crude oil, oil products and natural gas. If applicable, present prices assumed for 
exported energy carriers. 

Discount rate(s). Present the discount rate{s) used in the analysis. If different discount rates 
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are used in different sectors (to reflect different market barriers, capital scarcity, etc.}, discuss how 
the values for these were established. 

15.2.3.2 Projections of activity levels 
. 

Present the base year and future development of activity levels (e.g. value added, residential 
area, passenger-km, ton-km, etc.) for each sub-sector within the main sectors of transport, industry, 
residential and services. 

Describe how the projections were established. Explain how the macro-parameters drive the 
activity levels in the different demand sectors and sub-sectors. Discuss important assumptions like 
development of infrastructure for transportation. If a macro-economic model is used for projecting 
the activity levels, give a short description of, and the assumptions used in, the model. 

15.2.3.3 Projection of energy intensities 

List assumptions and sources used when estimating the base year intensities, ahd 
assumptions made for projecting future development. For simulation and optimization models, where 
the choice of technologies is made within the model, it is important to explain to what degree 
improvements in technology efficiencies are included in the intensities as opposed to included as 
specific technology options. Similarly, in accounting models it is important to distinguish between 
improvements included in the baseline intensities and improvements included in the mitigation 
options. 

Describe (if applicable) the used historical time-series to project future energy intensities. If 
the assumed development of the projected intensities differ between the baseline and various 
mitigation scenarios, explain what these differences are assumed to reflect. 

15.2.3.4 Description of technologies and energy resources 

Discuss the process of screening technology options. 

Energy Resources 

Describe the sources for primary energy carriers included in the analysis. Present future 
production profiles for domestic extraction of oil, gas, and coal, if applicable. Discuss energy use and 
GHG emissions resulting from the production, and possible options for mitigation in the production 
processes, e.g., reduced flaring of associated gas. 

Present price assumptions for domestic fuels, and discuss limitations on availability due to 
pipeline capacity etc. 

For each source of biomass (trees, sugarcane, municipal waste, industrial wood-waste, etc.), 
present estimates of resource availability that can be utilized for energy purposes. Describe the 
resource potential as a function of the cost of producing and collecting biomass. Discuss 
environmental impacts of the extraction, and competing non-energy use of the biomass. 
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Describe other renewable resources, like wind, hydro and solar, similarly. 

Energy Supply Technologies 

Present data describing the main features of each of the options. These include data on 
investment costs, variable and fixed O&M costs, efficiency, emission coefficients, maximum market 
penetration rates, if any, and installed capacity in base year. Specify data that are time dependent, 
e.g., reduced costs for PV-cells over time, or improved efficiency in electricity grid, etc. 

Energy Demand Technologies 

Present data describing the main features of the technology options selected for each end
use sector. This includes data for investment costs, variable and fixed O&M costs, efficiency, 
emission coefficients, maximum market penetration rates, if any, and installed capacity in base year. 

15.2.3.5 Emission coefficients 

Present the emission coefficients for technologies and/or energy carriers used in the study. 
If greenhouse gases other than C02 are considered, describe the assumptions that are made about 
global warming potential for each gas to express these in C02-equivalents. 

If emissions of non-GHG are included in the study, list emission coefficients for the gases 
considered. 

15.2.4 Scenario Definitions 

15.2.4.1 Baseline scenario 

Describe policy measures included in the scenario, like insulation standards, efficiency 
programs, expansion plans for electricity production, taxation and subsidies schemes, etc .. Discuss 
short-term vs. long-term measures. 

If an optimization model is used for the analysis, discuss to what degree the baseline is 
constructed exogenously, as opposed to allowing the model to shape the baseline through choosing 
among the same options as are available in the mitigation scenarios. 

15.2.4.2 Mitigation scenarios 

Describe how the assumptions for the mitigation scenarios differ from the baseline. 

GHG-constraints (e.g. 20% reduction from baseline by 2010) 
GHG-"taxes" (by making the model add a cost per unit of emission) 
Technology baskets (nuclear, renewable, etc.) 
Other assumptions that differ from the baseline (e.g. subsidies schemes) 
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15.2.5 Results 

15.2.5.1 GHG emissions 

Present emission levels for the baseline and all mitigation scenarios. If greenhouse gases 
other than C02 are considered, show emissions by type of gas expressed in C02-equivalents. 

When a dynamic model is used the emissions should be presented as a function of time for 
the whole time horizon. If a "snap-shot" model is used, present base year emissions, and the target 
years studied. Show breakdown of the emissions into main sectors for the baseline and the 
mitigation scenarios. 

All scenarios should have the same emissions in the base year. Explain any deviations from 
the emission inventories in this year. 

15.2.5.2 Impact on energy use 

Primary Energy 

Present the primary energy requirements 1 for the different scenarios for all years studied. 
· Primary energy intensity expressed as primary energy per unit of GDP in each year should also be 

presented for the different scenarios. Specify if the GDP figures differ among the scenarios, due to 
differences in macroeconomic assumptions etc. 

Show the shares of primary energy sources (oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear, biomass, hydro, 
other renewables, etc.). Discuss implications for imports and exports, and the depletion of domestic 
resources. 

Electricity Generation 

Discuss the development of capacity expansion of the power system, and the types of 
technologies being used in the various scenarios. Address improvements in transmission and 

· distribution, and peaking requirements. 

Present the figures for annual electricity production and the fuel mix in the power production. 
Discuss the estimates of capacity utilization. 

Show figures for imporVexport of electricity, if applicable. 

1Aiso present how the primary energy requirements are calculated. Which use is included, e.g., 
international marine and air bunkers? Which conversion factors are used for electricity production from hydro, 
solar, and wind power, and for nuclear power? 
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Final Energy 

' Rnal energy use refers to actual consumption by end-users. This includes purchased fuels 
and electricity, consumption of biomass and uses of solar and wind energy. Normally final energy 
excludes all transmission and distribution losses. 

The final energy use should be presented for each scenario, and for each main sector. Show 
breakdown into major fuels and electricity. Describe differences between the scenarios, and discuss 
impacts of end-use conservation. 

Rnal energy intensities should be presented in terms of final energy use per unit of activity 
level for each sector (e.g. PJ/$ value added, PJ/person-km, PJ/household, etc.). Also present 
intensities for important end-uses. 

15.2.5.3 Cost of emission abatement 

The presentation of the costs of emission abatement will to some degree depend on the 
model that is used in the analysis. For the pure engineering models that do not include feedback to 
the general economy the costs only include technical costs of the energy system, as opposed to the 
hybrid model MARKAL-MACRO and the general equilibrium model CGE that also include impacts 
on GOP. The cost representation in the engineering models can also vary. For example, the 
optimization models ETO and MARKAL have the option to select technologies on the basis of the 
total cost of industrial production rather than on the basis of energy costs alone. 

The presentation of costs should cover a short description of what elements the cost figures 
include. 

Additional Energy System Costs 

Present the differences in total system cost between each mitigation scenario and the 
baseline. If a multiperiod, dynamic model is used, present the cost increase as a function of time, 
as· well as the cumulative costs for the whole time horizon considered. 

For putting the costs in perspective the cost figures can be expressed as percentages of 
GOP in the specific years. 

Cost Structure 

The total cost of the energy system can be divided into three components: 

Investment costs to replace and expand the capital stock in energy supply, 
conversion and end-use sectors; 
fuel supply costs, broken into expenditures for domestic fuels and for (net) imported 
fuels; and 
other costs, like operating and maintenance costs. 

In addition to understanding how the total costs are changing when moving to lower emission 
levels, it is important to monitor how the cost components change. Typically the capital cost is the 
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most important component when costs increase in mitigation scenarios. Nuclear energy, renewable 
technologies, more efficient equipment, investment in energy savings all drive up investment costs 
as capital substitutes for fossil fuel. In some cases, as when using expensive carbon-free hydrogen 
instead of fossil fuels, the fuel costs can also increase. · 

The increase in investment costs can be crucial in developing countries where capital is 
scarce. For example, if the total system costs increase by 0.5% of GDP in a mitigation scenario, and 
the increase in costs consists of 1% higher capital costs and 0.5% lower fuel costs, the extra capital 
costs may raise the total investments in the eeonomy, typically around 15-30% of GDP in developing 
countries, by as much as 4-7%. 

To the extent information about implications on foreign exchange for different technology 
options is included in the model, the total impacts on foreign exchange should be presented for each 
scenario. Even if the information on foreign exchange is not directly available from the model, the 
impacts on the foreign exchange from fuel imports and exports can be reported by presenting the 
net expenditure on imported fuels. 

Cost Curves 

Cost curves for emission abatement express the costs per unit of emission reduction as a 
function of quantity of GHG reduced. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, these curves can be 
established. in different ways, dependent on which model is used and the level of detail in the study. 
We recommend that the integrated approach is used to the extent possible. 

A cost curve for average cost, reflecting the cost difference between a mitigation scenario 
and baseline, should be presented. When optimization models are used, the marginal cost curve 
should also be presented. For the other models the incremental costs curve can be used as an 
approximation of the marginal cost curve. (See Chapter 2 for definitions of average, incremental, and 
marginal costs.) Refer to figures in Chapter 2 and 3 for examples of cost curves. 

The costs of GHG abatement, and thus the cost curves, will typically vary significantly 
between different time periods. Cost curves should therefore, when possible, be presented for more 
than one year, or time period. When using a dynamic model the cost curves can also represent 
cumulative reductions over the entire time horizon studied. · 

15.2.5.4 Contribution of technology options to GHG abatement 

Energy Supply Options 

Present mix of technologies used in generation of electricity, and technologies used in 
production, transportation, and processing of. energy carriers, (e.g. enhanced oil recovery 
techniques, refinery processes, gas pipelines, charcoal production, etc.). 

End-Use Options 

For each end-use sector present the mix of technology options contributing to satisfying the 
demand for energy. Focus on the differences between scenarios, and explain major fuel shifts and 
impacts of conservation and higher equipment efficiencies. 
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15.2.5.5 Other environmental impacts 

If included in the study, present emissions of other pollutants like SOx and NOx. 

Discuss impacts on land-use in the various scenarios, (important with hydro power). 

15.2.5.6 Summarize evaluation of options 

Summarize the technology options that are attractive for emission abatement under different 
scenario assumptions. If a multiperiod model is used, address in which time periods the various 
options are most attractive. Discuss timing of investment in new capacity. 

Assess robustness of the options chosen in the mitigation scenarios and the uncertainty of 
the data used. 

15.2.6 Macroeconomic Impacts 

Describe the type of macroeconomic analysis conducted (if any). 

Discuss feedback to the general economy from the results of the energy sector analysis. This 
can be done through checking against assumptions on macro-parameters and development of 
activity levels. If applicable, iterate through modifying key parameters . 

. Discuss capital requirements and impacts on foreign exchange in the different mitigation 
scenarios. 

15.2. 7 Policy Options 

Discuss ways to implement the most attractive and promising mitigation options, and the 
possible barriers for implementation. Distinguish between short-term and long-term considerations. 

Describe the type of evaluation of policies conducted (if any). 

15.3 NON-ENERGY SECTORS 

15.3.1 Introduction and Land-Use Framework 

A description of methods and results should be presented for each sector studied. A report 
should first present the overall land-use context as it affects the forest, agriculture, and 
rangelands/grasslands sectors. This section is critical, since it sets the basis for the analysis of all 
of the non-energy sectors. 

Discuss the base year allocation of land for various uses, including national forests, urban 
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areas, agriculture, pasture, hydro reservoirs, etc. Present and discuss: 

1. base-year situation and future potential for the intensity with which different types of land 
may be used for various purposes; 

2. projected demand, for one or more target-years, for land-based products such as cattle, 
food products, mineral extraction, and urban use; 

3. the future land use pattern in baseline and mitigation scenarios, and, if applicable, the 
need to import products should the land area be inadequate or lead to overuse of land. 

15.3.2 Sectoral Mitigation Assessment 

· The presentation format described below can generally be used for each of the non-energy 
sectors. The text below refers to carbon sequestration, and is oriented toward the forest sector, but 
a similar presentation can be made for assessment of methane abatement and carbon sequestration 
options in other sectors. 

ModeUMethod Description. Describe the model(s) or method(s) used for the assessment. 

Scenario Assumptions and Input Data. Describe the key assumptions used to develop a baseline 
scenario and the nature of the input data. 

Mitigation Options. Describe and discuss the mitigation options that were selected for analysis. 
Explain the reasons for their selection. For the forest sector, explain whether a sustainable rotations 
or plant and store approach was used to evaluate the impacts of mitigation options. 

Carbon Sequestration. Describe and discuss the analysis of carbon flows for each mitigation 
option. Explain the assumptions regarding carbon content of biomass, biomass density, soil carbon, 
survival rates, rotation period, etc., which were used to arrive at carbon flow estimates for 
vegetation, soil, forest product and decomposing matter. Present both base year and future time 
period estimates for the baseline and mitigation scenarios. 

Monetary Costs and Benefits. Describe and discuss the analysis of monetary flows for each 
mitigation option. Explain the assumptions regarding unit costs, product prices, discount rates, 
opportunity cost of land, etc. Present both base year and future time period estimates. 

Present estimates about the costs and benefits of the mitigation option for different participants. 

Comparison of Monetary and Carbon Flows. Present indicators of cost-effectiveness which 
compare monetary and carbon flows. These include the initial cost, establishment cost, and net 
present value of benefit per unit of carbon protected or sequestered. 

Present cost of conserved carbon curves. which will show the cost-effectiveness indicator plotted 
against the amount of carbon sequestered or protected for a series of mitigation options. 

Scenarios of carbon and Monetary Rows. Present scenarios of future carbon and monetary flows 
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until the final year chosen for analysis. Present estimates of both cumulative and annual flows. 

Macro-economic Implications. Present costs and benefits in light of the macro-economic issues, 
such as GOP, value of timber- and forest-products international trade, jobs creation, etc. 

Barriers to, and Policies Needed for, Implementation. Discuss the main barriers to, and the 
national and local policy interventions, that may be required to implement the mitigation options. 
Discussion should focus on economic, regulatory and infrastructure policies. 

15.4 SUMMARY OF ENERGY AND NON-ENERGY MITIGATION ASSESSMENTS 

The presentation of a national mitigation assessment should contain a section that 
summarizes the results from the analyses done for the energy and non-energy sectors. A summary 
should present the key results from each of the sectoral assessments, particularly the GHG impacts, 
costs, and other impacts of specific mitigation options or groups of options. The total additional cost 
of the mitigation scenarios should be reported for each sector, and the evolution of costs over time 
should be graphed if such data are available. A ranking of options in each sector, based on both 
quantitative and qualitative criteria, may also be presented. Information on other environmental 
impacts and indirect economic impacts should be reported for each scenario. Results from top-down 
analysis of mitigation costs should also be presented if such analysis has been conducted. The 
summary should also discuss policies and programs that could encourage adoption of mitigation 
options in each sector. 

Analyzing the results of assessments for the energy and non-energy sectors in an integrated 
framework is a challenging task, since the methods and many of the assumptions will differ among 
the sectoral studies. In reporting the results of such an integrated analysis, the approach used 
should be carefully explained. Whenever impacts of GHGs other than carbon dioxide are presented 
in terms of C02-equivalent, the factors used to convert to Global Warming Potential values should 
be clearly stated. 

15.4.1 Ranking Mitigation Options 

The costs, GHG impacts, and other effects of specific mitigation options should be reported 
for the most attractive options in each sector. This reporting will permit a comparison of the various 

· options in terms of the criteria that are of most importance (such as those described in Chapter 2). 
Table 15-1 illustrates the criteria that may be used for ranking of options across sectors, or for 

selecting options in areas of national priority. Costs should be reported in terms of capital 
investment, life-cycle cost, and net cost (net of monetizable benefits). In practice, many of the values 
will be presented as a range. 

Estimates of unit cost (cost/tCeq) should be reported for each mitigation option. In the energy 
sector in particular, it is difficult to estimate a specific cost per ton of carbon-equivalent, since the 
cost of any given option is dependent on the configuration of the total system (see discussion of cost 
curves in Chapters 2 and 3). In this case, a range of costs should be given for each option. 
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15.4.2 National GHG Emissions 

Summing results across sectors can yield estimates of total gross and net (after subtracting 
carbon sequestration) GHG emissions in a baseline scenario. Selected options from different 
sectors can also be grouped into national-level mitigation scenarios, although ensuring consistency 
of assumptions across sectors can be problematic. For example, a cross-sectoral mitigation 
scenario could include all options up to a given cost per ton of carbon-equivalent. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, cost curves from different sectors can be combined in order to identify the options that 
provide a least-cost solution for satisfying a specific emission reduction target. 





APPENDIX A 
STAIR: A FLEXIBLE SPREADSHEET MODEL 

FOR LONG TERM ENERGY SCENARIOS 

International Energy Studies, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Long term scenarios are an essential tool to quantify and better understand the influence of 
various determinants on energy use. The scenarios need to distinguish between energy sources 
- Coal, Oil, Natural Gas, and Biomass -- as well as between main sectors of activity -- Residential, 
Transport, Industry, Services, and Agriculture. The evolution of each sector depends on different 
factors and follows different patterns. Moreover, determinants and patterns can differ widely 
between countries and regions, particularly in the developing world. Given these regional and 
national differences in economic and human activity, it is unrealistic to rely on rigid models to 
estimate energy demand on the basis of a pre-determined set of economic and demographic 
variables. 

Based on earlier work performed in conjunction with the EPA Report to Congress on 
Climate Stabilization (Sathaye et.al., 1988), we have developed a series of linked spreadsheets 
which are intended to be a flexible and customized tool for analysis of long term energy supply and 
demand by main sectors of activity. The spreadsheets consider the principal energy end-uses and 
the factors which determine their future evolution in order to estimate energy use for each sector. 
The spreadsheets are customized for quantifying scenarios of long-term energy use in the 
developing countries. With slight modifications, particularly for the residential sector, they can be 
used for industrialized countries as well. 

The set of spreadsheets is a modular system which permits analysis at various levels of 
detail and disaggregation. As shown in Figure A 1, the main spreadsheet STAIR. provides the 
workplace for basic assumptions and sectoral results, as well as for the conversion of final energy 
demand into primary supply requirements. For each sector-- Residential, Transport, Industry, 
Services, and Agriculture -- we provide a choice of sectoral modules which vary in their data 
requirements and the level of analytical detail. Final results, which include projections of energy 
demand by fuel type, are displayed in identical format in each sectoral spreadsheet. These are 
then transferred to the main spreadsheet for the calculation of national energy demand and supply. 

We consider two scenarios for 2025. The first scenario is a base case where no emphasis 
is placed on reducing emissions of greenhouse gases. The second scenario considers reduction 
in the use of high carbon fuels. The attempt is to use each form of energy more efficiently, and to 
move away from using coal to oil to natural gas to renewable biomass and finally to other renewable 
fuels. 

The choice of the level of detail is left to the user. Depending on the availability of data, the 
user can choose to work at levels of detail different for each sector. For example, unavailability of 
data may require the analyst to work at level 1 in the residential sector but it may allow him to work 
at level 2 in the industrial sector. Final results expressed in the form of fuel demand can be merged 
from each of these in the main STAIR spreadsheet. The user can also expand the sectoral 
spreadsheets to calculate specific indicators, e.g. desegregating ownership levels by income groups. 

• .. s.T.A.I.R." identifies the five sectors considered in the model. 
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We have used six abbreviations to describe the activity in relevant cells of the spreadsheet. 
These are explained below: 

Abbreviations 
85 
25 

Cal 
lnp 
Est 

Copy 
sso 

Explanation 
Year1985 
Year2025 
Calculated using a spreadsheet formula. 
Data to be input by the user. 
Estimated by the user outside the spreadsheet. 
Value copied from another cell of the spreadsheet. 
Data from Assumptions in STAIR worksheets. 

Below is a brief description of each of the spreadsheets and some suggestions on how to 
customize them. 

The STAIR Spreadsheet System 

Main Spreadsheet 

, STAIR: This main spreadsheet contains the basic assumptions about population, 
urbanization, household size, and economic activity (GOP) and its components. These 
assumptions are used in sectoral spreadsheets for estimating energy use in 2025. Results of fuel 
use in 2025 for the two scenarios are assembled in this spreadsheet. 

Sectoral fuel use, including electricity demand, is aggregated to provide a total delivered 
energy demand by fuel type. Electricity demand is then converted into fuels required for generation. 
Fuel supply requirements are estimated after accounting for fuel losses in processing. These are 
added to the fuels for electricity generation in order to determine the total fuel supply. 

Procedure for Assembly: Each sectoral spreadsheet has sectoral energy demand by fuel type 
under the title "RESULTS", which is listed under the Range Name "results". While in the STAIR 
spreadsheet with the cursor at the top left hand corner of a sectoral title in the RESULTS section, 
you may access the results for that particular sector by a FILEICOMBINEN ALUES command. The 

. file to be accessed will be the appropriate file, where data has been entered and calculations done, 
from among the nine sectoral files shown in the Rgure. The range name to be accessed is "results". 
Access values and not the formulas. 

STAIR_COST: This spreadsheet is similar to the one above, but additionally estimates 
the capital requirements for supplying electricity. This is done on the basis of assumed capacity 
factors and capital cost for each type of fuel supply. The total capital cost may then be compared 
with the overall GOP. We do not account for construction times in this preliminary version. We 
assume that capital expenditure takes place in a single year in 1985 and 2025. 

Residential Spreadsheet: Select one of the following. 

RES1: This is used to estimate the fuel demand for the residential sector. The 
spreadsheet distinguishes between rural and urban fuel demand and assumes different intensity 
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of fuel, biomass and electricity use. Fuel use is then exogenously desegregated among the 
various fossil fuels. Basic assumptions are extracted from the STAIR spreadsheet. 

RES2: This spreadsheet estimates fuel demand in the residential sector by 
distinguishing between principal end-uses in urban and rural areas separately. End-uses 
considered are cooking, hot water, space heating, and other energy needs. In the former three 
end-uses we distinguish between LPG-Kerosene, coal, biomass and electricity use. Other energy 
needs are separated into those for lighting, air-conditioning, refrigeration, washers and others. 

This level of analysis will also enable the user to examine the costs of improving efficiency 
of lighting, cooking and other end-uses. These costs may then be compared with marginal cost of 
supply. (Cost modules are not included in the spreadsheets yet.) 

Industrial Spreadsheet: Select one of the following. 

IND1: This spreadsheet distinguishes between the intensity of fuel, biomass and electricity 
use. Fuel use is further divided into coal, oil and gas use. Intensity is measured with respect to 
value added in the industrial sector. Basic assumptions on economic growth and industrial value 
added are extracted from the STAIR spreadsheet. 

IND1-2: This spreadsheet uses the same distinction of energy demand as above. Value 
added in the industrial sector is separated into that from manufacturing and mining, construction 
and utilities. Manufacturing is further divided into energy intensive and otherwise. 

IND2: At this level, we rely on physical output in steel, aluminum and other energy 
intensive industries to distinguish energy use in different types of these industries. The formulas 
assume that output will increase in proportion to energy intensive value added. We have given 
examples of how steel and aluminum industries may be analyzed. Other industries, such as 
chemicals or pulp and paper, can be added in a similar manner at the user's discretion. 

This level of analysis will also enable users to examine the costs of improving efficiency 
of certain types of energy intensive industries. These then may be compared with marginal cost of 
supply. 

Transportation Spreadsheet: Select one of the following. 

TRANS1 :This spreadsheet distinguishes between the intensity of fuel, biomass and 
electricity use. Fuel use is further divided into coal, oil and gas use. Intensity is measured with 
respect to value added in the transport sector. Basic demographic and economic assumptions 
are extracted from the STAIR spreadsheet. 

TRANS2: This sheet distinguishes between road, rail and air transport. Within road 
transport, we distinguish between cars, motorcycles, and trucks and buses. We use physical 
indicators of number of vehicles, distance traveled and vehicle efficiency to determine the amount 
of fuel use. 

This level of analysis will also enable users to examine the costs of improving efficiency 
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of vehicles. These costs may then be compared with marginal cost of supply. (Cost modules are 
not included in the spreadsheets yet.) 

Services Spreadsheet: 

SERV1 : This spreadsheet distinguishes between the intensity of fuel, biomass and electricity 
use. Fuel use is further divided into coal, oil and gas use. Intensity is measured with respect to 
value added in the services sector. Basic assumptions on economic activity are extracted from 
the STAIR spreadsheet. 

Agriculture Spreadsheet: 

AGRI1: This spreadsheet distinguishes between the intensity of fuel, biomass and electricity 
use. Fuel use is further divided into coal, oil and gas use. Intensity is measured with respect to value 
added in the agricultural sector. Basic assumptions on economic activity are extracted from the 
STAIR spreadsheet. 
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Figure A1: STAIR Model Structure 
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APPENDIX B 
LEAP: AN END-USE ACCOUNTING AND MODELING SYSTEM 

Stockholm Environmental Institute - Boston Center at the Tell us Institute 

LEAP represents a relatively easy to use and flexible accounting and modeling framework 
developed by the Stockholm Environment Institute - Boston Center at the Tellus Institute. (SEI, 
1993a; SEI, 1993b) As a "bottom-up", end-use modeling system, LEAP's principal elements are the 
energy and technology characteristics of end-use sectors and supply sources. The end-use 
approach, embodied in LEAP, enables the incorporation and simulation of several important factors 
that can have significant effects on future GHG emissions. Such factors include technological 
improvements and transitions, the limits imposed by the saturation of energy-intensive activities, and 
structural shifts among economic sectors and subsectors. 

LEAP contains a full energy system accounting framework, which enables consideration of 
both demand and supply-side technologies and accounts for total system impacts. For example, a 
reduction in electricity requirements will lead to a decrease in the operating costs of the electric 
plants operating on the margin, and a decrease in the import or local production and distribution of 
the fuels used for electricity generation. With links to the Environmental Data Base, LEAP can track 
the pollution resulting from each stage of the fuel chain, including the reduction in GHG emissions 
from extraction, processing, distribution, and combustion activities that might result from the more 
efficient use of electricity or other fuels. 

LEAP possesses several specific characteristics, summarized in Box B1, that make it 
suitable for mitigation scenario analysis in many countries. It has been widely used in developing 
and industrialized countries since 1980 for a variety of integrated energy-environment analyses. In 
recent years, applications have included several GHG mitigation studies. 

This appendix presents an overview of the LEAP system and its capabilities. A description 
of how LEAP can be applied to GHG mitigation assessment is given in Appendix 4 to the Technical 
Report to Chapter IV.B of the IPCC Second Assessment Report. 

Box 81 Key Characteristics of LEAP 

• Comprehensive, integrated system covering both energy demand-side and supply-side mitigation options and 
providing cost and emissions analysis. 

• Model-building system and accounting framework rather than a fixed model. 

• Flexible and expandable data structures; can be used under conditions of limited data. 

• Choice of modeling methodologies, e.g., end-use and/or econometric demand relationships; load curve 
dispatch or fixed plant shares for electric system. 

• Associated Environmental Data Base contains extensive emission factor data. 

• Easy-to-use, menu-driven interface and straightforward data entry screens. 

• Integrated context-sensitive help and full documentation; flexible reporting system including built-in graphics. 

• Runs on standard PCs under MS-DOS (requires 640K RAM and 6MB free hard disk space). 

• Off-the-shelf training exercises; on-site training available. 

• Used in numerous developing and industrialized countries over the past 15 years. 
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LEAP APPLICATIONS 

LEAP was initially developed as part of the Kenya Fuelwood Project, one of the first major 
integrated energy planning exercises conducted in a developing country. 1 Since that time, LEAP has 
been used in over 30 developing and industrialized countries for a wide range of tasks, including, 
most recently, GHG mitigation analysis. Government ministries and planning units, such as those 
in Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe have used LEAP to build institutional capacity for energy 
planning, and assist in the formulation of energy master plans (Mrindoko and Lazarus, 1992). Some 
LEAP applications, such as in the Philippines, have emphasized decentralized rural energy planning 
(van der Wert, 1992). In other applications, planners have used LEAP to evaluate biomass demand 
and supply policies, as in the state of Minas Gerais in Brazil (Ackerman and Fernandes de Almeida, 
1990). In Hungary, LEAP was used to compare coal and nuclear-based energy futures, and is now 
being used to consider a wider range of supply options. Researchers in India used LEAP to look at 
options for minimizing air pollution from the transport sector in Delhi (Bose and Mackenzie, 1993). 
LEAP has also provided the analytical framework for two global energy and climate change studies 
(Sinyak and Nagano, 1992; Lazarus et al., 1993). 

Most recently, LEAP has been used directly for mitigation scenario analyses. As part of the 
UNEP Greenhouse Gas Abatement Costing Studies project (UNEP 1994a), it was used by analysts 
in Senegal and Venezuela. It has also been used for greenhouse gas-related scenario analyses in 
the U.S. and Costa Rica (UCS et al., 1991; von Hippel and Granda, 1992). 

LEAP STRUCTURE AND DESIGN 

The structure of LEAP is Figure 81 LEAP Program Structure 
presented schematically in Figure 81. 
LEAP consists of three blocks of 
programs: Energy Scenarios, Aggrega
tion, and the Environmental Data Base 
(EDB). Four of the Energy Scenario 
programs address the main components 
of a mitigation analysis: energy demand 
analysis (Demand), energy conversion 
and resource assessment (Transforma
tion), emissions estimation (Environment), 
and the comparison of scenarios in terms 
of costs and physical impacts 
(Evaluation). These four programs and 
EDB are described below. The optional 
Biomass program is available to assess 
the relationship between biomass energy 
demands, supplies, and land use 

Energy 
Scenarios 

Demand 

Transformation 

Biomass 

Environment 

Evaluation 

Environmental 
Database 

changes. For a more detailed description of LEAP structure and capabilities see SEI-B (1993a & 
1993b). 

The LEAP system is demand driven. That is, demand requirements drive the calculations 

1 Details of these and other early LEAP studies can be found in volumes 1 ,2 and 9 of Energy, Environment and 
Development. ·(Beijer Institute and Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1984-1986) 
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of the Transformation program, and the results of the Transformation program, in turn, drive the 
calculations of the Biomass, Environment, and Evaluation programs. Supply constraints and 
feedbacks are managed by the analyst through modifications of the demand scenarios. 

The LEAP Demand program provides a disaggregated, end-use approach to the analysis of 
energy requirements. Rather than a rigid pre-set model of energy demands, the Demand program 
is a flexible model-building tool that enables the construction of a wide range of models to reflect 
local conditions. The user can create a four-level "branch structure" to represent a desired model 
of energy use, as illustrated in Figure B-2.2 This branch structure can be relatively simple or more 
elaborate, depending on data availability and the analyst's modeling preferences. 

When creating baseline and alternative scenarios, the future values for each branch -- activity 
levels, percentage shares, and energy intensities - are determined. For example a projection might 
be based on changes in sectoral driving variables (e.g., growth in numbers of households}, 
subsector breakdowns (e.g., income distribution}, end-uses (e.g., space cooling}, and device usage 
(e.g., the mix of more and less efficient air conditioners and their levels of usage). 

The Demand program contains several options for projecting future changes in activity 
levels and energy intensities: interpolation/extrapolation of values determined exogenously (i.e. 
outside of LEAP}; econometric relationships; or user-specified growth rates. Exogenous values can 
be incorporated from other analyses, using various forecasting methods -- such as expert judgment, 
trending analysis, or content analysis. For instance, projections of value added or GOP for the 
chemicals industry could be taken from a macroeconomic analysis of sectoral performance or from 
a government production target. As with all LEAP programs, the Demand program contains a 
flexible report writing and graphing facility that enables the detailed review and presentation of 
scenario results in different formats and energy units, and at different levels of disaggregation. 

The Transformation Program simulates energy supply and conversion processes and 
enables the assessment of primary resource requirements, needs for facility expansion, and import 
and export levels. Like the Demand program, it is designed as a model-building tool rather than a 
fixed model. The user can tailor the design of the supply system simulation to match the resources 
and facilities in a given region, and their general operational rules and characteristics. 

2 The four level titles in the LEAP Demand program - Sector, Subsector, End-Use, and Device -- are merely for guidance, 
and the user need not abide by them. For instance, under subsector, a given user may enter end-uses, crop types, housing 
types, income categories, or whatever type of disaggregation deemed appropriate for the analysis. 
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Figure B-2 Schematic of a Sample LEAP Demand Structure 
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Irrigation --c Diesel Pumps 
(40%) Wind Pumps 
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Each sector, subsector, end-use, or device is referred to as a "branch". From right to left, each branch 
refers to the branch of the preceding level. In the example shown, there are 2.25 million households in the 
sample area, 23% of these are in the high income group, all of these households have lighting, and 80% 
use standard (incandescent) electric lighting at an average consumption of 400 kWh/year per household. 
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Figure B-3 Schematic of Sample LEAP Transformation Structure 
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The boxes above refer to LEAP Transformation •modules'. Modules can be added, removed, or modified to suit local conditions. 

The· Transformation system is defined at two levels of detail: the module level, which 
represents energy -industries or sectors such as grid electricity generation, industrial cogeneration, 
oil refining, district heating, or charcoal production; and the more detailed process level, which 
describes the cost and performance characteristics of individual energy conversion and production 
technologies such as electric plants, oil refineries, or coal mines. The analyst has a variety of options 
for simulating the operation of energy production and conversion systems. For instance, the electric 
facilities can be dispatched to meet an annual load curve or refineries can be specified to operate 
at maximum production levels with the export of excess (and import of unmet) petroleum product 
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demands. Other options include alternative policies for specifying the availability of fuel imports, for 
dealing with shortfalls in production, for setting priorities between domestic consumption and export 
targets, for handling surplus production of energy products, for specifying waste energy recovery, 
and for modeling cogeneration. 

In addition to modules describing energy production and conversion activities, the 
Transformation program also allows the user to define the available base year stocks and additions 
to reserves of primary indigenous fossil fuel resources. The calculations in the Transformation 
system track the depletion of reserves over the analysis period. The Transformation program 
produces a wide variety of reports and graphs, including energy balances. 

The Environment program calculates the environmental emissions and on-site health and 
safety impacts associated with a particular energy scenario. These estimates are based on emission 
coefficients contained in EDB (the Environmental Data Base) that are matched with specific sectors, 
end-uses, and/or technologies in the Demand and Transformation programs of LEAP. LEAP can 
optionally calculate the emissions from the full fuel chain, providing that the proper Transformation 
modules for the fuel chain are specified in the LEAP data set. As an example of fuel chain 
emissions, the consumption of electricity might result in GHG emissions from natural gas combustion 
at a generating facility. In addition, there may be releases of methane in the transmission of natural 
gas from the gas production site to the power plant, as well as emissions of methane and carbon 
dioxide at the gas production site itself. These potentially important effects can be accounted for, 
if the distribution and production of natural gas and appropriate emission factors are specified in the 
Transformation program and EDB, respectively. 

The Environmental Data Base (EDB) 
contains a wide range of technology-specific 
emission factors for major greenhouse gases. 
In addition, users can add data appropriate to 
local facilities or to specific studies.3 To date, 
EDB data have been gathered from over 60 
references. EDB contains emission factors for 
both modern technologies (e.g. electric 
generation facilities, refineries, boilers) and 
traditional devices used in many developing 
countries (e.g. biomass stoves). The coverage 
of EDB is currently being expanded as part of 
the UNEP/SEI Fuel Cycle Analysis project. In 
addition, specific country studies continue to 
contribute to the database. 

The Evaluation program compares the 
physical impacts, the economic costs and 
benefits, and the comparative environmental 
emissions of one scenario relative to another, 

Figure B-4 EDB Program Structure 
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e.g. a mitigation scenario relative to the baseline scenario. Capital and operating and maintenance 

3 Global cfimate change is but one of many important energy-related environmental problems. LEAP and EDB can also 
be used to examine other environmental consequences that may be of more immediate concern in many areas, such as the 
emissions of local air pollutants. 
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costs are entered in the Demand, Transformation and Biomass programs, and together with per-unit 
resource costs and optional environmental externality costs they are used in conjunction with the 
physical results of the other LEAP programs to calculate the comparative costs of different energy
environment scenarios. Reports of the physical, energy, and cost differences between scenarios 
can be displayed for the whole energy sector, or for selected elements of the energy system, in 
nominal, real, or discounted terms. 
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APPENDIX C 
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (ETO) MODEL 

Nandita Mongia* and Jayant Sathayet 

INTRODUCTION 

Determining which alternatives provide the most cost-effective means for a country to restrain 
the growth of carbon dioxide emissions entails a thorough economic evaluation of the available 
options. Economic evaluations of reducing carbon emissions have focused on taxation policies in 
the industrialized countries. 1 These assessments have sparked a debate over the level of taxes 
required to effectively restrain the growth of emissions, the extent to which "costless 
energy-efficiency improvements" will occur (Manne & Richels, 1991) and the cost of 
non-carbon-intensive (backstop) technologies. Recently, a study on Egypt (Blitzer et al., 1990) 
addressed the opportunities for using taxation measures to restrain C02 growth using a general 
equilibrium model of that economy and an anaJysis of Indonesia employed a system dynamics model 
to show that policies aimed at improving the technological base of the Indonesian economy can 
simultaneously increase the nation's GDP and curtail levels of carbon emissions. However, in most 
developing countries, where fiscal and technological resources are scarce, any effective 
emissions-abatement strategy must go beyond evaluating the impact of domestic policy changes on 
levels of carbon emissions. These efforts must identify the types of energy-supply and energy-use 
technologies needed to restrain the growth of carbon and must assess the capital investment and 
foreign exchange requirements needed to acquire less carbon-intensive technologies and fuels. 

In order to address these issues, a model that facilitates evaluation of energy technology 
options (ETO) was developed. The model serves as an instrumerrt for determining the least-cost 
options for providing energy services, evaluating the resulting levels of carbon dioxide associated 
with each option and estimating the impact of reducing emissions on the nation's capital and foreign 
exchange requirements. 2 Based on such an analysis, the model helps to identify policies and 
measures that would need to be implemented at both the national and international levels to make 
a major contribution to restraining the growth of carbon emissions. 

* Economics Faculty, Delhi University, India. 

t Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California. 

1See several papers in The Energy Journal, Special Issue on Global Warming, Vol. 12, No. 1, 
1991. 

2Economic Costs: The annualized costs of providing energy services, including capital, operation, 
and maintenance and fuel costs. Foreign Exchange Requirements: The costs of importing crude 
petroleum, its products and nautral gas. Investment: The funds invested in the energy sector in a particular 
year. These funds are mostly used to construct future energy facilities. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE ETO MODEL 

ETO is a multisector linear-programming model in which the objective function being 
minimized is the economic cost to society of meeting the estimated demand for energy services 
(Table 1 ). The model can be run with alternative objective functions of minimizing the carbon 
emissions from the economy and minimizing the cost of production to the economy. The model is 
run for one target year, (e.g., 2005 or 2025) at a time. 

The model evaluates energy-producing. activities (e.g., crude oil and natural gas production, 
electricity generation from a wide range of resources, energy imports and exports, energy 
transportation) and links them with energy-using activities in the demand sectors through 
demand-supply balance equations. It also includes constraints on investment and foreign exchange 
as a fraction of an economy's gross domestic product (GOP). Each variable is also bounded so that 
no negative values are permitted. 

Table 1. Multi-sector Linear Programming Model 

Alternative objective functions: 
1. Minimize the economic cost of providing energy services 
2. Minimize the carbon emissions from the economy 
3. Minimize the economic cost of production 

Constraint sets: 
1. Fuel balance equations 
2. Demand-supply balance equations 
3. Investment constraint 
4. Foreign exchange constraint 
5. Non-negativity bounds 

----------

The energy system may be represented by a set of 200 or more activities which together 
. make up the total energy inputs into the economy. This set includes a range of different options 
for satisfying the energy requirements of the same end-use. For example, the model considers 
various options for providing lighting services in households, including kerosene, conventional 
light bulbs and fluorescent light bulbs. Figures 1 and 2 give a schematic representation of the 
sectoral options considered in an application of the model for India (Mongia et al., 1994). 

We describe the supply and end-use options below as they are currently represented in 
the model. These can be easily modified by adding more options or deleting the ones that are 
not relevant. 

I 
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Energy Supply Options 

The supply sources considered in ETO include conventional primary energy resources such 
as crude oil, natural gas, coal and petroleum products (e.g., naphtha, diesel, petrol, kerosene and 
jet'fuel), and non-conventional renewable supply options like wind, solar, biomass and nuclear 
power. The model takes into account the need for imports of a range of fossil fuels to augment 
domestic energy production. In the case of refinery products, the model considers both domestic 
end-use needs and the trade of petroleum products. For example, demand for one component of 
a refinery product can lead to the excess supply of another less desirable component, which then 
must be exported. · 

Each major supply option is represented separately. Several different technological options 
are identified for refining crude oil, all of which have different product yield coefficients, investment 
requirements and production costs. Similarly, the model examines four different options for coal 
production. These options fall into two broad categories, coal production through open-cast or 
underground mining. These are disaggregated further to represent existing options and those that 
require new investment funds. In the case of electricity generation, the model considers three broad 
categories of electricity generation from hydro resources, three from coal and one each from fuel oil, 
natural gas and nuclear energy sources. In order to keep the model simple and computationally 
manageable, supply options are not further disaggregated by engineering processes. This 
simplification does not significantly alter the results, since the costs and carbon emissions of options 
with different processes are similar. 

Energy End-Use Options 

The energy-using activities considered in the ETO model span all the major end-use sectors: 
agriculture, industry, transport, urban and rural residential, and commercial. 

The model divides the industrial sector into generic electricity technologies and in terms of 
major energy-intensive industries (steel, cement, aluminum, petro-chemicals, paper, fertilizer and 
textiles). Each energy-intensive industry is divided into several different manufacturing processes. 
The energy-related options range from retrofitting techniques or simple energy-efficiency measures 
with small investments to green-field technology options with large investment requirements. (For 
example, Table 4-1 in Chapter 4 shows the alternative aluminum manufacturing processes included 
in the model.) For the other industries, seven generic electricity options are applied; these include 
a range of energy-efficiency options, such as improved belts, better motors and power factor 
correction. 

The transport sector is disaggregated into a range of freight and passenger transport modes, 
spanning rail, road, coastal shipping and air travel. The primary options are electric and diesel 
traction for railways and petrol, diesel and renewable fuels for the various road modes (i.e., trucks, 
buses, cars and two wheelers). 

The analysis of rural and urban households focuses on three major end-use activities: 
lighting, cooking and appliance use. For each end-use activity, the model works with the useful 
energy requirements to satisfy the given end use. The options considered range from the use of 
traditional fuels like biomass, in rural households to the use of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and 
electric stoves in urban homes. For lighting, choices vary from kerosene and ordinary bulbs in rural 

I 
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areas to fluorescent bulbs and specular reflectors in urban areas. In all, the model considers 19 
urban and 12 rural end-use options for the household sector. 

In the agricultural sector, the two major energy-using activities identified involve land 
preparation and water pumping, which depend on either diesel or electricity. In the case of 
agricultural pumping, the model considers a range of alternative fuel options as well, including 
biogas, photovoltaics, solar thermal and wind energy. 

Approach 

The energy service requirements for a future target year such as 2005 or 2025 are 
exogenous inputs to the model. These are estimated outside the model through an end-use analysis 
approach or through simple extrapolation ·of time trends or econometric methods. Given the 
requirements of satisfying these energy services, the model determines the lowest cost combination 
of options for meeting each particular service by evaluating the.total costs incurred from the point 
of generation to the point of end use. The costs associated with each option take into account 
conversion efficiency at each step along the fuel chain. For example, in the case of lighting, each 
of the three options (kerosene, incandescent bulbs and fluorescent lamps) has a unit cost for 
providing a given level of useful energy (i.e., lumens), this cost incorporates the efficiency of that fuel 
for providing the energy service (e.g., kerosene has a very low efficiency for lighting compared to 
electricity). The model chooses the combination of options with the lowest unit cost. 

With the inclusion of carbon constraints, the model chooses a different set of options to 
satisfy the same energy service.3 For example, in the case of lighting, the model compares the costs 
and emissions levels of using kerosene with those associated with providing electricity at the margin. 
In this case, electricity would be preferred only when the unit cost and C02 emissions of the 
complete fuel chain for providing electricity were lower than for supplying kerosene. 

Data Requirements 

The model requires data on cost components -- capital, foreign exchange and operating cost 
-- of each· activity represented in the model. The energy performance and carbon emissions 
associated with each activity also need to be included. Cost coefficients for each of the energy 
supply sources may be calculated using government publications, annual surveys of industries, 
statistics on national income, reports of the country's planning commission on the energy sector and 
annual reports of concerned ministries. These coefficients may be calculated for both production and 
transportation costs of coal, crude oil, natural gas, petroleum products and electricity transmission. 
For the calculation of yield coefficients from the various refining options, petroleum and natural gas 
statistics issued by relevant ministries and other government institutions may be used. 

The model requires assumptions regarding the price of indigenous and imported crude oil, 
natural gas, coal and other primary fuels for the target year, and regarding the petroleum product 
margins to crude prices. The economic cost of domestic fuels is based on the cost of producing and 
transporting each fuel. The costs are expressed in constant currency for a given year, and a constant 
exchange rate is used throughout the analysis. 

3C02 emissions have to be estimated for each of the energy-using activities, as well as for electricity 
generation. 
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USING ETO TO ANAL VZE SCENARIOS 

The model may be used to analyze alternative scenarios of useful energy demand and 
socio-economic activity, as illustrated in the following section. 

Table 2 describes the characteristics of three alternative scenarios. For each scenario, the 
mix of technology is determined so as to minimize the economic cost to society of meeting the 
estimated requirements for the identified energy services. In each case the model calculates the 
associated carbon emissions and requirements for capital and foreign exchange. 

Table 2. Description of Scenarios 

Scenario Carbon Constraint Characteristics 

Scenario 1 None Energy efficiency of supply and demand technologies is either 
frozen at base-year levels or follows current trends. 

Scenario 2 None Efficient technologies permitted. Follows current trends for fuel 
switching. 

Scenario 3 

Case 1 Yes Estimates lowest carbon emissions consistent with meeting 
demand for energy services. Allows for further fuel switching 
and efficiency improvements. 

Case2 Yes As above with greater reliance on renewables. 

Scenario 1 allows changes in the efficiency of demand and supply technologies and fuel 
switching consistent with current trends. The strategy illustrated in this scenario is constrained only 
by the availability of indigenous and imported resources. Carbon emissions are not constrained. 

Scenario 2 allows for more efficiency improvements in supply and demand technologies, and 
assumes fuel-switching policies which comply with current trends. The cost of providing energy 
services is lower than in Scenario 1 , since many energy-efficiency improvements cost less than 
supply expansions. 

The assumptions in Scenario 2 imply that the energy sector would operate in a manner so 
as to minimize the cost of providing energy services, which also lowers capital and foreign exchange 
requirements. Although this is a desirable scenario, the many barriers to achieving it are likely to 
prevent its full implementation. 

In both cases of Scenario 3, carbon emissions are successively reduced until the model 
determines that the energy system is unable to satisfy the final demand for energy services and 
products. In the second case of Scenario 3, the same level of constrained carbon emissions is 
achieved primarily through increased use of renewables. 
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Example Results for India 

This section describes the use of the ETO model for analysis of carbon emissions scenarios 
for India (Mongia et al., 1991 ). The scenarios correspond to those described in Table 2. 

In Scenario 1, the efficiency improvements are frozen at the base-year level.4 As shown in 
Table 3, carbon emissions increase faster than GOP because the demand for energy services rises 
rapidly, but no improvements in energy efficiency occur. The higher use of renewables and natural 
gas moderates the increase to a certain extent. Due to supply expansions, the capital and foreign 
exchange requirements increase disproportionately faster than GOP. Investment in the energy 
sector, as a percentage of GOP, increases from 4% in 1985 to almost 7% in 2005 and 2025. 
Similarly, foreign exchange requirements as a percentage of GOP increase from 1.9% in 1985 to 
4.4% in 2005 and 2025. In each case, the sharp increase will require that financial resources be 
transferred to the energy sector away from other sectors, which will also clamor for more capital and 
foreign exchange. 

In Scenario 2, efficiency improvements are permitted both on the demand and supply sides. 
The results show that, through appropriate policy changes, it is possible to reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions in India by as much as 50 million tons of.carbon (13%) in 2005 and 250 million tons (27%) 
in 2025 compared to Scenario 1. These reductions can be achieved without any additional cost, 
because the marginal return from efficiency improvements is higher than their marginal cost. 

Reduction in transmission and distribution losses, combined with additional improvements 
in end-use and power generation efficiencies, reduce the generation of electricity by 1 0% in 2005 
and 32% in 2025 compared to Scenario 1. They also reduce the level of investment required for coal 
power plants and mines. Similarly, opting for efficient technologies (like improved pumping in 
agriculture, more efficient vehicles in transport and the use of petroleum products in industry) 
reduces the demand for the import and subsequent refining of crude oil. 

The total cost of providing energy services declines by 13% in 2005 and by 23% in 2025 
relative to Scenario 1 . As a result of the substantial efficiency improvements, the investment and 
foreign exchange requirements decline considerably compared to Scenario 1. As a percentage of 
GOP, the investment in the energy sector increases more slowly than in Scenario 1. 

The results of Scenario 3, Case 1 , show that further potential exists to reduce carbon 
emissions relative to Scenario 2. While this scenario allows for further efficiency improvements, 
because Scenario 2 exhausts all of the cost-effective efficiency options, the further reduction of 
carbon emissions is achieved through switching to less carbon-intensive fossil fuels and renewables. 
These measures require either additional foreign exchange or investments. The percentage of the 
emissions reduction is higher in 2025 than in 2005, because the 40-year time span allows for the 
retirement of existing coal power plants, permits much higher levels of gas imports, and facilitates 
the greater use of renewable sources of energy. 

Due to the higher utilization of imported gas, Scenario 3, Case 1 , requires lower investment 
and higher foreign exchange requirements than Scenario 2. In Scenario 3, Case 2, the use of more 
renewables increases the investment and costs of providing energy services. Foreign exchange 
requirements decline, however, because renewables displace imported fuels. 

4A later paper (Mongia et al., 1994} describes results when the efficiency improvements are not 
frozen but allowed to change in Scenario 1. 
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Table 3. ETO Results for India Economic-
Implications of Reducing Carbon Emissions Billion (1985 Rupees) 

1985 2005 2025 

GOP 2410 6400 16970 

GDP/Gapita 3200 5350 10000 

SCENARIO 1 

Emissions 110 390 920 

Cost 470 1340 4070 

Investment 100 450 1160 

lnvestJGOP (%) 4.1 7.0 6.9 

Foreign Exchange 45 280 750 

FE/GOP(%) 1.9 4.4 4.4 

SCENARI02 

Emissions 110 340 670 

Cost 470 1170 3170 

Investment 100 330 740 

lnvestJGOP (%) 4.1 5.1 4.4 

Foreign Exchange 45 270 590 

FE/GOP(%) 1.9 4.2 3.5 

SCENARI03 CASE1 

Emissions 110 280 520 

Cost 470 1190 3430 

Investment 100 290 665 

lnvestJGOP (%) 4.1 4.5 4.1 ,. 
Foreign Exchange 45 310 950 I ' 

FE/GOP(%) 1.9 4.8 5.6 

CASE2 

Emissions 110 280 520 

Cost 470 1310 3640 

Investment 100 400 970 

lnvestJGOP (%) 4.1 62 5.7 

Foreign Exchange 45 290 560 

FEI~OP (%) 1.9 4.5 3.3 
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Table 4 illustrates the increase in unit cost of conserved carbon (CCC) in Scenarios 1 through 
3 as the amount of carbon saved rises. By conducting alternate runs of Scenario 2 and placing 
progressively tighter constraints on carbon emissions, the cost of conserving carbon at levels 
between those in Scenario 2 and 3 were determined. For example, the cost of conserved carbon 
is As. 0.2 per kilogram (kg) when emissions are reduced from 340 million to 300 million tons (Table. 
5). This figure rises to As. 0.6 with greater carbon savings in Scenario 3 (Case 1 ). 

Costs decrease at first, because improving efficiency proves less costly than expanding the 
energy supply. Costs then increase as more expensive fuels are substituted. The increase in cost . 
is modest in 2005, since the present allocation of fuels in the Indian economy is not economically 
efficient, and thus, the introduction of substitute fuels does not lead to radical increases in cost. The 
pattern is similar in 2025, but costs increase sharply to Rs. 5.1 per kilogram carbon as limited 
amounts of renewable energy are introduced. 

Table 4. Unit Cost of Conserved Carbon (1985 RsJkg) 

2005 2025 

Carbon CCC Carbon Emissions CCC 
Emissions (Mtons) 

(Mtons) 

I Scenario 1 I 390 I I 910 I I 
Scenario 2 340 -3.4 670 ·3.6 

300 0.2 610 0.8 

580 1.0 

550 1.0 

Scenario 3 280 0.6 520 5.1 

Baseline scenario and incremental cost 

The choice of a baseline is crucial to the estimation of incremental costs of a mitigation 
scenario. For example, as Table 5 illustrates, if the frozen-efficiency scenario (Scenario 1) is 
identified as the baseline scenario, the cost of achieving the target level of carbon emissions set in 
Scenario 3 is negative to the Indian economy. However, if the lowest cost scenario (Scenario 2) is 
assumed to be the baseline scenario, the carbon emissions goal embodied in Scenario 3 can only 
be achieved at positive cost. In all likelihood, the incremental cost will fall somewhere between 
those suggested in using Scenarios 1 or 2 as a baseline. 

Table 5. Cost of Conserved Carbon (1985 RsJkg) 
in Scenario 3 Relative to Different Base Scenarios 

I Base Scenario I 2005 I 2025 I 
Scenario 1 -1.4 -1.6 

Scenario 2 0.3 1.8 
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\ I MARKAL-MACRO: 

- AN ENERGY -ECONOMY -ENVIRONMENT OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

Background 

Since the mid-19705, energy system analysts have been using models to 
represent the complexities of interactions in energy systems to help shape poli'cy. 
Since the mid-19805, heightened awareness has made it necessary also to consider 
the environmental impacts of energy policies. In the 19905, the economic 
implications of the now closely-tied energy-environment policies have ,become of 
increasing concern to policy makers. In addition, national energy policies are taking 
on global implications as international discussions regarding climate change and 
sustainable development continue. The result is that the decision-making process has 
become increasingly complex and more difficult to understand. 

So what is a decision maker to do, who is looking for insights to guide future 
energy policy? How can technological and policy options be evaluated? Which choices 
are robust under future uncertainties? What is the effect of emission reductions 
actions on the economy? How does one country's costs and mitigation potential stack 
up against another? There is general agreement that a systematic analytical approach 
is required to examine these questions. Through continuing international commitment 
the MARKAL model (Fishbone, et al., 1983) has demonstrated its ability to evolve to 
meet the constantly expanding needs of policy, helping to guide the evolution of 
numerous energy systems around the world. 

MARKAL is a cost-minimizing energy-environment system 'planning model used 
to explore mid- to long-term responses to different technological futures, emissions 
limitations, and policy scenarios. MARKAL-MACRO (Manne and Wene, et al., 1993) 
is an extension of MARKAL that integrates these capabilities directly with a 
neoclassical macroeconomic growth model. By combining "bottom-up" engineering 
and "top-down" macroeconomic approaches in a single modeling framework, 
MARKAL-MACRO is able to capture the interplay between the energy system and the 
economy, allowing the affects on demands of endogenously determined energy prices 
to be explored. 

MARKAL was developed in the late 19705 at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(BNL) and Kernforschungsanlage Julich (KFA), in West Germany, as part of a 
collaborative effort under the auspices of the International Energy Agency (lEA). 
Since then, the model has been applied around the world at the national, regional, and 
local levels. It is in active use or in an active state of development in 25 countries, 
including twelve countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD), developing countries (e.g., Colombia), rapidly developing 
countries (e.g., Taiwan), countries in transition (e.g., Czech Republic), and OPEC 
Countries (e.g., Kuwait). 
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The recent upsurge in the number of institutions turning to MARKAL can 
primarily be attributed to three developments: 

• The entire modeling system now runs on high-end personal computers, 
dramatically reducing the cost of setting up and running the model; 

• MARKAL-MACROs integration of energy, environment and economic issues 
provides the widest coverage of any such methodology generally available; 
and 

• The model is encapsulated in a user-friendly analyst's support "shell", the 
MARKAL Users Support System (MUSS), which is specifically designed to 
foster the productive application of the model. 

One other reason for the increased interest in MARKAL-MACRO relates directly 
to the need for countries to conduct consistent and comparable analysis to support 
the development of national action plans as part of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change. As the countries of the world search for equitable 
approaches to addressing the potential problems arising from global climate change, 
the need for countries to communicate the technical basis upon which declared 
emission reduction costs are based will be an integral part of the discussions. This will 
become even more important when the benefits of joint implementation approaches 
between countries are evaluated. With MARKAL-MACRO encompassing the entire 
area of study, and determined to minimize total energy system costs, it provides 
important insights for identifying "cost-effective" measures which "ensure global 
benefit at the lowest possible cost", as called for by the Framework Convention, and 
fundamental knowledge for shaping any country's (or community's) sustainable 
development goals. 

As part of the ongoing international commitment to the methodology, the 
participants in the lEA Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme (ETSAP) have 
used MARKAL and MARKAL-MACRO to conduct multi-national comparative 
assessments for over a decade (Kram, 1993). Studies involving a dozen countries 
have examined the potential role of new technologies, acid rain reduction options, and 
C02 mitigation costs. ETSAP members and other interested parties participate in 
workshops twice a year to exchange information, establish priorities for continued 
model development, and define scenarios for their common assessments. In addition, 
ETSAP publishes a periodic newsletter to keep the growing community of users and 
policy makers around the world up-to-date on the most recent developments and 
applications of the model. 

Another important benefit arising from the ETSAP collaboration, and the 
MARKAL community in general, are the large number of national energy systems 
modelled. Since the databases are all maintained within MUSS, there is a consistent 
format and user interface to facilitate accessing and using information. This means 
that there is an extensive pool of technology characterization data, including 
performance and cost information, readily accessible. MUSS further assists with the 
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task of building new models and conducting comparative assessments by allowing 
data and results from different countries to be simultaneously reviewed. 

MARKAL Model Description 

MARKAL is a dynamic linear programming model that optimizes a network 
representation of an energy system (Fig. 1 ). The entire energy system is included in 
the network, from resource extraction through energy transformation and end-use 
devices to demand for useful energy services. Each link in the network is 
characterized by one or more technologies available to the model. Many such energy 
networks, or Reference Energy Systems (RES), are possible for each time period. 
MARKAL creates the "best" energy system network for each time period by selecting 
the set of options that minimizes cost, optimizing over the entire time horizon subject 
to constraints. 

RESOURCE AND TRANSPORT CONVERSION AND UTILIZING END USE I 
REFINNG I I [TRANSMISSION I I 

EXTRACTION CONVERSION DISTRIBUTION DEVICE 

RENEW ABLES 
MISC. ELECTRIC 

ALUMINUM 
NUCLEAR 

IRON AND STEEL 

ELECTRIC 
AGRICULTURE 

COAL .......... 
AIR CONDITIONING l"..y~ ... 

19~ ... 
"~< ... 

SPACE AND WATER HEAT 

NATURAL GAS 
SOLID 

PROCESS HEAT 
GAS PETROCHEMICALS 

LIQUID 
AUTOMOBILE 

BUS,TRUCK, RAIL AND SHIP 

AIR 

Figure 1 - Simplified Reference Energy System 

For any application of MARKAL, the level of detail represented in the model will 
be primarily a function of the complexity of the energy system, the availability of data, 
and the policy questions to be addressed. There is complete flexibility with respect 
to the structure of the RES depicted in the model. The many MARKAL databases 
available around the world serve as excellent starting points for development of new 

!,)models, as well as providing default data on technology characteristics and costs 
while country-specific data are being developed. 

MARKAL is a technology-oriented model that deals evenhandedly with supply-
/ ) and demand-side options. Resource supplies are represented by a series of supply 
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curves indicating the resources available at given prices. For technologies, the key 
input data required are the fuel(s) used and/or produced, investment and fixed and 
variable operating costs, technical characteristics such as efficiency and availability 
factors, market penetration limitations, and environmental indicators such as emission 
coefficients and land use. Most data can be varied over time to represent changes in 
system characteristics. 

MARKAL is driven by a set of demands for useful energy services specified 
exogenously by end-use category for each time period. Demand levels are determined 
from information on such things as the square footage of housing heated and vehicle 
miles traveled. End-use energy conservation measures such as building insulation and 
lighter automobiles are treated as conservation technologies, meeting part of the 
sector energy demand with a dummy fuel, "conservation." This allows internalized 
selection of conservation technologies in the model. Mitigation options that represent 
the introduction of new technologies, such as compact flourescent lightbulbs, are 
depicted just like any other option available to the model. They are evaluated and 
ranked by the model according to their cost, efficiency and environmental benefit. 

The current U.S. MARKAL model consists of approximately 40 demand 
categories, 100 resource supply options, 210 supply-side technologies, and 330 
demand-side technologies. The resulting model contains about 7000 linear 
constraints. A typical set of 4 sensitivity runs that limit C02 emission levels from 
unconstrained to a 20% reduction runs in about 40 minutes on a 486/66 personal 
computer. Considering that overnight turnaround on mainframe computers was the 
norm just a few years ago, the current performance is truly remarkable. 

MARKAL solutions include all details on the configuration of an optimal 
reference energy system. These include primary energy mix, fuel mix, and technology 
mix (capacity and activity of each technology), along with all direct investment, 
operating, and fuel costs. In addition, one of the benefits of using an optimization 
framework is that the marginal cost of each technology, fuel, and environmental 
constraint is also available. The marginal cost is an indication of how much less the 
total energy system would cost if one more unit of some desirable model component 
(e.g., cheap gas supply) were available. Thus a merit ranking, or relative 
attractiveness of each supply option and technology is determined directly by the 
model, not required as an input as with other methodologies. 

Working with MARKAL is made easier by MUSS, a highly interactive relational 
database and post-optimization analysis support system. MUSS manages all the 
information needed to formulate a model and conduct sensitivity analyses. It enables 
users to cascade through reference energy system diagrams, allowing analysts to see 
interrelationships among fuels and technologies quickly and easily. The most powerful 
features of MUSS are its numerous utouch-of-a-button" graphic displays for 
comparing results from multiple runs. MUSS provides users with a set of standard 
graphs (Fig. 3-9) and a simple yet sophisticated mechanism for creating customized 
graphs to meet special needs. This capability to display results from a number of runs 
simultaneously is a key to analytical productivity. Regardless of the model used, a 
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major analysis such as a mitigation options costing study, will involve many {perhaps 
1 00) runs to calibrate a model, to conduct sensitivity runs, and to gain confidence in 
and full understanding of the results. The ability to see differences among runs 
quickly and easily and to convey these differences and their implications to policy 
makers is paramount for the successful application of large models. 

MARKAL-MACRO Model DescriPtion 

There have been ongoing discussions over the past decade regarding the merits 
of "bottom-up" engineering models versus "top-down" macroeconomic models. 
"Bottom-up" models are rich with technology detail and have proved useful for 
deciding among alternative technologies, especially supply-side technologies, in 
national or utility-level investment and R&D planning. Their application has been more 
controversial when dealing with end-use technologies, where consideration of 
consumer behavior is more important. "Top-down" models focus on the interaction 
between the energy system and the rest of the economy. They generally predict 
future demands~ for electricity and various fuels and may consider effects on 
employment and economic health of energy industries such as petroleum, coal mining, 
or electric utilities. They provide little or no information for technological decisions 
such as whether it is better to invest in wind, solar thermal, or natual gas plants over 
the next decades. 

The current consensus, and the recommendation of the United Nations 
Environment Programme {UNEP, 1994), is that a combined or hybrid approach is the 
best way to evaluate mitigation options. MARKAL-MACRO is such a !'lybrid.model. 
.As shown in Figure 2, it combines MARKAL and MACRO, a single producer/consumer 
macroeconomic model first developed by Professor Alan Manne in his ETA-MACRO 
modei{Manne, 1977). The principle differences between MARKAL-MACRO and ETA
MACRO are: 

• MARKAL-MACRO retains all the richness and flexibility of MARKAL in 
depicting details of an entire energy system; and 

• In MARKAL-MACRO, demands for useful energy services {rather than final 
demands) are linked between the sub-models. 

Since MACRO requires a limited set of additional data, once a MARKAL model is in 
place, moving to MARKAL-MACRO is a logical advancement. Both MARKAL and 
MARKAL-MACRO are run from the same database within MUSS. 
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Figure 2 - An Overview of MARKAL-MACRO 

By combining "bottom-up" and "top-down" approaches in a single model, 
MARKAL-MACRO redresses the shortcomings while retaining the merits inherent in 
each of the approaches. The integrated model simultaneously solves for energy and 
economic components using non-linear optimization. It extends the coverage of the 
model to include impacts on the overall economy (i.e., GOP) due to changes in the 
energy system, and vice versa. It does so by means of an endogenous feedback of 
the costs of meeting energy demands (and thus the prices of energy) between the 
energy system and the economy. By addressing both perspectives MARKAL-MACRO 
serves as a tool for promoting dialogue, rather than confrontation, between the 
engineer and the economist. 

With "bottom-up" models, if a new technology is superior in cost and efficiency 
compared to existing technologies, these models generally show the new technology 
replaces the old. Other attributes of a technology, such as quality, convience, or 
aesthetics are usually ignored. In "top-down" models, on the other hand, 
macroeconomic approaches focus on historical patterns of consumer behavior, and 
tend to avoid technological details. For example, "bottom up" models typically 
indicate the availability of considerable "free," i.e., cost effective, conservation 
opportunities. "Top-down" models tend not to find such savings available. There are 
many explanations of the reason for this difference. One important reason is that the 
"top-down" models focus on behaviorial factors exibited in consumers' historical 
conservatism in investing in new energy saving technologies while the "bottom-up" 
models focused primarily on the potential cost savings. In addition, "bottom-up" 
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models generally focus on societial benefits and ignore consumer risks. 

MARKAL-MACRO can explore these questions fully within one model. 
Technological conservation (hardware requiring investment, e.g., more efficient air 
conditioners, better building insulation) are explicitly characterized in MARKAL. But, 
when the "bottom-up" side of the model says, "lets buy more of this energy efficient 
technology because total life-cycle costs will be lower," the MACRO side says, "Oh, 
costs will be lower, we can use more energy." Thus MARKAL-MACRO captures this 
realistic tension between supply and demand. 

MARKAL-MACRO also builds in the capability to include consumer conservatism 
in the form of hurdle rates, which make the model consider the consumer viewpoint 
instead of the societal view. These hurdle rates represent the affect on consumer 
behavior resulting from the combination of lack of information, lack of ready cash or 
available credit, adverson to risk, and other factors that lead the consumer not to buy 
devices that the "bottom-up" analyst assumes they will buy. By evaluating the 
affects of adjusting the hurdle rates proponents of incentive programs to make 
realistic estimates of their likely costs and benefits, and effectiveness. 

To realize MARKAL-MACRO, MARKAL .was re-written in GAMS, the General 
Algebraic Modeling System (Brooke, A., et al., 1988). GAMS is an extremely flexible 
and widely available modeling language that can be used for a wide range of 
applications in addition to MARKAL-MACRO. The new modeling platform has made 
it much easieno make enhancements to the model, enabling it to represent better the 
issues that concern policy makers. Besides the recent addition of consumer hurdle 

. rates mentioned above, enhancements planned for the near future include an 
expanded representation of the electric system, material flows, and multiple financial 
sources. Other desirable modeling features are expected to be identified during the 
process of applying the model in new environments. 

Research continues with MARKAL-MACRO. At the University of Geneva, in 
Switzerland, decomposition methods are being used to allow simultaneous solving of 
multiple MARKAL models with a single C0 2 emissions constraint. This permits 
examination of collective approaches to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. At 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, this pioneering work may continue by moving to 
massive parallel computers with an eye towards solving many (perhaps 40) national 
models simultaneously to examine in detail the potential for co-operative strategies for 
reducing global emissions. In conjunction with professor Alan Manne, Brookhaven 
National Laboratory is also exploring ways of incorporating MARKAL-MACRO into a 
world trade model. One of the benefits of such a model is a capability to examine 
trading of energy carriers, such as oil and gas, and energy-intensive products, such 
as steel and aluminum, along with the possible relocation of energy-intensive 
industries. In addition, international fuel prices are determined by the model, rather 
than specified exogenously, reducing the uncertainty associated with projected future 
prices of fuels that often plagues such models. At the University of Pennsylvania and 
the Univerisity of Geneva, methods are under development to introduce stochastic 
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inputs to MARKAL to account uncertainties in future projections of important variables 
such as end-use demands and fuel prices. 

Application of the Methodology for Mitigation Costing Studies 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change calls for parties 
"to take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes of 
climate change and mitigate its adverse effects ... taking into account that policies 
and measures to deal with climate change should be cost-effective so as to ensure 
global benefits at the lowest possible cost." To comply with these recommendations, 
countries must quantify costs and evaluate alternatives, necessitating use of some 
kind of modeling approach. 

Why is MARKAL-MACRO so appropriate for this task? 

First, MARKAL is a well-proven methodology that is readily available around the 
world. It has been used extensively for multi-national comparative assessments by 
the IEA-ETSAP. Now ETSAP and most other MARKAL users are moving to MARKAL
MACRO. From an analytical perspective, it does much more than just calculate flows 
and compare directly competing technologies. Since MARKAL-MACRO represents the 
entire energy system and its interactions with the economy in an optimization 
framework, choices are made on a system-wide basis. That is, it automatically 
evaluates the benefits of each option taking into consideration technology 
characteristics, fuel costs, up/down stream energy supply and conversion costs, 
competition between technologies and demand sectors, and impacts on the 
environment and the economy. For C0 2 emissions studies, it provides as primary 
results a ranking of the mitigation options, as well as the cost of reducing C0 2 (value 
of carbon rights) and implications for the economy. When conducting sensitivity 
analyses based on varying technical or policy options it also indicates the cost of 
deviating from the least-cost solution. This helps to provide further insight into the 
consequences of embarking on alternate paths. 

Of the many diversified policy analysis issues that MARKAL-MACRO can 
address, development of least-cost energy strategies and costing studies of mitigation 
options are two areas where the model excels. Recognizing this, the US Department 
of Energy is using MARKAL-MACRO in-house for exactly these purposes to perform 
the analyses mandated in the Energy Policy Act of 1992. The US Environmental 
Protection Agency is also moving MARKAL-MACRO in-house for similar applications. 
Other examples of the kinds of applications for which MARKAL has been used 
include: 

Exploring and evaluating new technological options, determining potential 
returns (financial and environmental) on investments; 

• Determining the most cost-effective way to meet heating 
demands by comparing additions to district heating and co
generation plants versus subsidizing home insulation; 
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• Identifying the economic, security, and environmental 
consequences of a nuclear power phase-out to quantify 
increased costs of alternatives; 

• . Exploring different energy-related pollution control policies 
(e.g., carbon taxes) to determine costs of compliance and 
shifts in patterns of energy use; 

• Identifying cost-effective ways to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions to help justify requests for investment capital 
from international funding sources; and 

• Exploring technological, economic, and environmental 
consequences of potential shifts in patterns of energy use, 
such as shifts in transportation mode, changes in industrial 
mix, and introduction of energy conservation and new 
energy use patterns in buildings. 

To summarize, in the context of the recommendations of the Framework Convention 
and to foster the building of in-country capabilities for conducting energy policy 
analysis over the long-term, MARKAL-MACRO can assist by: 

• Providing an integrating framework for the logical 
organization and visualization of an energy system; 

• Developing consistently reproducible inventories and future 
projections of greenhouse gas sources and emissions; 

• Evaluating the potential role and comparative cost
effectiveness of new energy technologies in different future 
scenarios; 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Providing a merit ranking of mitigation technologies to help 
guide priorities for seeking foreign investment and 
promoting technology R&D; 

Quantifying the cost of reducing emissions (e.g., C02-

abatement cost curves);· 

Exploring possible strategies (e.g. carbon tax) for reducing 
C0 2 emissions; 

Development of hedging strategies for emission reduction; 

Providing an indication of the economic impact (e.g., GOP 
growth) of strategies to reduce emissions and other 
energy/environment policies; 

• Providing a country with a sophisticated, well documented, 
easy-to-use, proven methodology; and 

• Bringing a country into the international dialogue on climate 
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change using a common language" to facilitate acceptance 
of findings and comparison among countries. 

With MARKAL serving a common framework for depicting an energy system and 
MUSS holding the data in a consistent format, the system can be used to compare 
independent results between countries quickly and easily on the same graph. ETSAP 
has repeatedly demonstrated the ability to conduct multi-national comparative 
assessments in just this manner. 

Including MARKAL-MACRO among the tools available to a country can provide 
added insight into cost-effective paths for future development of an energy system .. 
The information obtained from the model is exactly the kind policy makers need to 
help formulate a national action plan for the Framework Convention and to maintain 
a continuing capability to assess this and other issues related to environmentally 
responsible sustainable development. 

A Practical Example: How to Evaluate a Particular Mitigation Option 

Establishing a Reference Case 

As a precursor to conducting an analysis of potential greenhouse gas mitigation 
options a calibrated and validated ureference case" must be established. Working 
with any modeling system this is an extremely important, and most time consuming 
step, since anaylses are conducted by comparing the results arising from varying the 
assumptions between runs. The steps involved include: 

• Depicting the reference energy system (RES) by characterizing the currently 
available technologies and supply options; 

• Identify what energy services demands are to be meet and develop 
projections for future demands; 

• Include any new technologies that are expected to be available within the 
study period, and adjustments to the characteristics of existing technologies 
and supply options (e.g., lower cost, higher efficiency); 

• Run the model adjusting the energy system depicted in the initial period such 
that historical primary energy mix, fuel mix, technology mix, prices and 
emissions are matched; 

• Examine the choices made by the model for future years to identify any 
unreaso.nable situations (e.g, moving all transportation to bicycles) and restrict 
the model accordingly; and 

• Subject the model assumptions and initial results for expert review and 
comment. 

Each step of the way MUSS has numerous features to assist the analyst with carrying 
out the tasks described. Once an acceptable ureference case" is established the real 
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work of using the model to conduct an assessment can begin. 

Lighting Example 

To illustrate what is required to conduct an assessment an extremely simplied RES for 
the country UTOPIA is employed. UTOPIA has only three demands categories, eight 
demand devices and six supply technologies. The case names appearing on the 
MUSS graphs are interpretted as: 

• BASE CASE : the uReference Case" 

• BASE -1 0% C : a -10% reduction in initial period C0 2 levels beginning in 
the 2nd period 

• FLIT CASE : the compact fluorescent lightbulb base case 

• FLIT STABLE 

• FLIT -10% 

: the compact fluorescent lightbulb with a steady level of 
C02 

: the compact fluorescent lightbulb with -10% initial period 
C02 levels 

The steps below, and accompanying graphics, provide an indication of how the 
potential benefits and costs of promoting the introduction of compact fluorescent 
lightbulbs to help achieve a desired C02 emission reduction target of 10% might be 
evaluated. 

• From the results of the ureference case" calculate the level of C02 emissions 
which is 10% below the level obtained in the initial (historical) year; 

• Introduce the compact fluorescent lightbulb to the RES, as depicted in Figure 
3, by simply copying a similar existing technology (e.g., standard 
incandescent lighting) and adjusting the cost, efficency and lifetime, but 
restrict its availability; 

• Run the reference case specifying limits on future emissions equal to that 
calculated in the first step; 

• Remove the limit on the availability of the compact fluorescent lightbulb and 
run both the unconstrainted and limited emissions cases, plus a stabilization 
case; 

• As described in the text associated with each of the MUSS analysis graphs 
evaluate the impact on the energy system. 
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Figure 3 : RES of the Electricity Subsystem 

The UTOPIA technologies which produce and consume electricity are shown in the above 
reference energy system diagram. Note also that the fuels associated with each supply 
technology are also shown. The user can easily cascade through the RES to gain an indepth 
understanding of the interrelationship in the network. 
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Figure 4: Primary Energy Input 

The Primary Energy Input graph shows that the introduction of high efficiency compact 
fluorescent lighting greatly reduces the primary energy demand (BASE cases vs FLIT cases). 
Without compact fluorescent lights, nuclear energy increases drastically, replacing cheap coal 
in order to meet a 10% C02 reduction from the base year level (BASE -10% C). However, 
with compact fluorescent lighting, the decrease in electricity demand allows more coal to be 
used under the same carbon emission constraints (FLIT -10% C). 
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Figure 5: Electricity Demand for Lighting 

The demand of electricity for lighting is projected to be much lower in the case with compact 
fluorescent lighting (FLIT) than that of the base case (BASE), even without any emissions 
constraint. This is due to the fact that fluorescent lighting is five times more efficient than 
the standard incandescent lighting. 
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Figure 6: Marginal Cost of Compact Fluoresent 

The marginal cost of compact fluorescent lights is a measure of the desirability of a 
technology and indicates the reduction in total system cost if one additional unit of this 
technology becomes available. The graph shows that the technology is viewed of by the 
model as extremely valuable, even before emission restrictions are applied .. Furthermore, the 
marginal cost increases as the carbon limits become more restrictive, indicating the 
technology has, increasing value to the energy system with decreasing carbon emission limits. 
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Figure 7: Value of Carbon Rights 

Z818 

The value of carbon rights, or cost of avoided emissions, is the marginal cost of reducing one 
unit of carbon emission at each equilibrium state (optimal solution). The graph shows that 
these marginal costs are much lower between the years 2000 and 2010 in the 10% carbon 
emission reduction case with compact fluorescent lights (FLIT -10% C) than those calculated 
in the case without this technology (BASE -10% C). This difference in the cost of avoided 
emissions is a strong justification for incentive programs and policies facilitate the introduction 
of the technology. 
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Figure 8: Total Cost vs C02 Emissions 

Figure 8 depicts the total energy system cost as a function of total carbon dioxide emission 
generated from the energy sector. It clearly shows that the total cost of reducing carbon 
emission is much lower in the case with compact fluorescent lighting (FLIT) than that 
calculated in the base case (BASE). This means that the impact on the economy of such a 
policy would be less severe if the technology is available. In addition, it also shows that the 
level of emissions is reduced from that of the business-as-usual case just by making the 
compact fluorescents lighting available. 
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The graph, taken from a different analysis than that employed in the examples above, breaks 
down the total effect on C02 emissions between two MARKAL-MACRO cases (with different 
carbon emission constraints) by five groups of contributing factors. The block labelled 
"REMAINING" represents the total C0 2 emission of a constrained case (20% reduction 
beginning in 2010 from the unconstrained case). The cumulative sum of the six blocks 
represents the unconstrained total CO 2 emissions from the energy sector. The block 
"C02/FOSSIL" is the amount of C0 2 reduction due to a shift to less C02 emitting fossil fuels. 
The block "FOSSIL SHARE" is the reduction attributed to the increasing share of non fossil 
energy. "TECHN. SAVING" is the reduction due to the use of more efficient technologies. The 
largest block "EN. INTENSITY" is the reduction through substitution (less useful energy 
demand per unit of GOP). The block "GOPLOSS" represent the C02 emission reduction 
attributable to the loss in GOP. 

Besides the sample graphs included above MUSS supports an extensive set 
of other standard and user-defined analysis graphs that allow the analyst to 
examine changes in results between model runs quickly and effectively. Up to 10 
runs (from different countries is desired) can be compared side-by-side on a single 
graph. In addition, 'screening' filters allow the user to get directly to desired 
information. Also, scatter graphs allow for large numbers of model results (up to 
50), from multiple runs, to be displayed for visual screening by the analyst to help 
identify which model components merit more indepth investigation. 

MARKAL-MACROs flexibility and integrated energy-economy-environment 
model respresenation, combined with MUSSs data and scenario management 
features and simple but powerful graphic tools result in a hightly productive 
environment for addressing the issues that confront policy makers now and well 
into the forseeable future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ENergy and Power Evaluation Program (ENPEP) is a set of microcomputer-based 
analytical tools for conducting integrated energy and environmental planning. ENPEP consists of 
nine technical modules, each having automated connections to other ENPEP modules but also 
having stand alone capability. A typical EN PEP study would likely involve more than one module but 
would not utilize all nine modules. The technical modules and their primary functions are: 

MACRO 

DEMAND 

Allows the user to specify macroeconomic growth (global or sectoral) that will be 
the drivers of energy demand. 

Projects energy demand based upon the macroeconomic growth information 
provided in MACRO. 

PLANTDATA Provides, for use in other modules, a library of technical data on electric 
generating plants. 

BALANCE Computes equilibrium energy supply/demand balances over the study period. 

MAED Portrays the electrical demand as part of overall energy demand. 

LDC Characterizes the electrical load over time for use in other modules. 

ELECTRIC The microcomputer version of WASP-Ill, determines the minimum cost 
expansion plan for the electrical generating system. 

ICARUS Performs detailed production cost and reliability calculations for a specified 
electrical generating system. 

IMPACTS Estimates environmental residuals and resource requirements for the energy 
system determined by BALANCE and/or ELECTRIC. 
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ENPEP provides the potential for energy planners in industrialized or developing countries 
to carry out timely studies without access to inconvenient and/or expensive mainframe computers. 
The ENPEP package provides a comprehensive energy/economic/environmental framework needed 
for analysis and decision-making. Numerous applications are underway. Enhancements and 
upgrades are performed on a continuing basis. Original support for the package was provided by 
the U.S. Department of Energy. Additional assistance in enhancements and applications has been 
received from the International Atomic Energy Agency, the World Bank, and the Hungarian Electricity 
Board. · 

THE ENPEP APPROACH 

There were several considerations that went into the design of EN PEP. First, it was 
determined that EN PEP should be a comprehensive package that allowed the energy analyst to 
carry out complete energy system studies. To the extent possible, EN PEP was to be an all-purpose 
tool that would provide the user with most of what was needed to do a complete energy analysis. 
It was recognized that this was a noble goal but that no single model or set of models could ever 
provide all that was needed for energy planning. Nevertheless, ENPEP was to be designed to 
accomplish as much of this as possible. 

In attempting to meet this requirement, EN PEP was planned as a modular but integrated 
package. It was to be modular in that it would consist of a series of energy planning models, each 
of which would address a portion of the energy planning need. These modules were to be useful 
either as a stand-alone package or as an integral part of the rest of the EN PEP system. EN PEP was 
to be integrated in that each of these modules was to be able to generate data and information that 
was useable by other modules and that could be passed to the other modules without the user 
having to reenter the information. This integration of the files and information would make operation 
of EN PEP more efficient for the user. 

The modular structure would also allow for an evolution of EN PEP as new and improved 
techniques became available. EN PEP was envisioned as a package that would undergo continual 
improvement and enhancement. Individual modules could be upgraded and replaced as time and 
resources permitted. 

The second major requirement for ENPEP was that it was to be microcomputer-based. 
Experience in developing countries and in planning agencies in some developed countries had 
shown that access to mainframe computers was limited and that having a planning tool operational 
on a microcomputer would greatly enhance the utility of the system to the energy analyst. 

At the time the ENPEP development was begun the most advanced of the microcomputers 
suitable for this type of application was the IBM AT-class machine. This used the lntel80286 
chip as the basis of its architecture. While technology developments have rendered this type of 
system as "entry-level" rather than "state-of-the-art", it still remains as the most advanced machine 
available in many countries. ENPEP's evolving design takes advantage of the more advanced 
systems while maintaining the ability of the analyst to use.it on the earlier versions of microcomputer 
equipment. 
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The third major requirement for ENPEP was that the theoretical basis for its analytical 
approach be well-recognized and accepted in the energy analysis community. If the package were 
to see widespread use, it must use demonstrated planning techniques that were useful in providing 
decision-making information. From its inception, EN PEP was structured to incorporate approaches 
that were theoretically sound and defensible. 

It was with these basic design considerations that ENPEP was constructed. It was first 
released in 1986 and has seen several major updates since then. 

THE ENPEP STRUCTURE 

Overall Structure 

Rgure E-1 gives the overall structure of the ENPEP model. There are several pathways that 
a user may take through ENPEP. Each of the modules can be used independently or in conjunction 
with other modules as shown on the figure. The MACRO module is the portion of EN PEP that deals 
with macroeconomic growth projections. While MACRO is not an economic planning model, it does 
provide for an interface with any economic planning model and/or results the energy analyst has 
access to. The DEMAND module translates the macroeconomic projections from MACRO into 
energy demand projections. In DEMAND the user is given the choice of projecting fuel and electricity 
demand directly or using the more rigorous useful energy demand approach. 

The BALANCE module is used to construct the supply/demand balance for the entire energy 
system. It is one of the main modules in EN PEP. It uses a non-linear, generalized 
equilibrium approach in carrying out these calculations. The theoretical approach of BALANCE has 
been used in many energy analyses. 

The IMPACTS module computes the impacts of the energy supply and demand system that 
has been developed from BALANCE. It addresses air pollution, water pollution and water supply, 
land use, solid waste generation, human and material resource requirements, and occupational 
health and safety. IMPACTS allows for the analysis of different regulatory approaches to controlling 
these impacts. 

For users seeking to do a more detailed analysis of the electric system portion of the energy 
sector, ENPEP provides a specialized series of modules. The PLANTDATA module allows for the 
input of electric system generating unit data in a consistent fashion for evaluation. PLANTDATA 
information can also be used as input to BALANCE. 

The LDC module generates detailed load duration curves for use in electric system planning. 
The basic annual load forecasts may come from BALANCE, MAED, or from direct user input. 
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The ELECTRIC module is another key component of ENPEP. It is an electric system 
expansion planning model that is based on the WASP-Ill model distributed by the IAEA. It uses a 
cost-optimization technique to develop a build schedule for the electric system. The mainframe 
version of ELECTRIC (WASP-Ill) is probably the most widely used energy planning tool in the 
developing world. 

The ICARUS module is designed to give a detailed analysis of electric system production 
cost and reliability. It uses a build schedule derived from ELECTRIC or other expansion planning 
analysis. 

The MAED module provides the user with an alternative method of developing an annual 
electric load forecast. While MAED provides some information on non-electric energy use, this is 
only in a very aggregated form. MAED output can also be fed into the LDC module. 

The output of the ELECTRIC module can be run through the IMPACTS module to determine 
the impacts of the electric sector. This can be done either alone or in conjunction with the output 
of the BALANCE module. 

The computer architecture of ENPEP is designed for modularity and user-friendliness. A 
forms package provides data entry screens and menus for selecting operations. Files are set up for 
access among the various modules of EN PEP to minimize redundant keying of data. Each module 
of EN PEP is set up for operation independently or in connection with other modules. 

More detailed descriptions of each of the modules and the computer architecture of EN PEP 
is given in the following sections. 

3.2 MACRO 

The MACRO module is designed as the interface between ENPEP and other economic 
analysis tools. MACRO itself is not an economic planning model. Rather, it allows the user to format 
the results of economic studies into a structure that can be used by the other modules in EN PEP. 
The MACRO module performs five main functions: 

• Defines the planning period 
• Processes currency conversions 
• Processes GOP growth projections 
• Processes population growth projections 
• Processes special parameter growth projections 

In the output reports, MACRO provides both tabular and graphical displays of the GOP, 
population, and special growth by sector, subsector, or intermediate aggregations. Each of the 
parameters entered into MACRO is given a unique identifying code. This allows the user to apply 
the growth in that parameter to some portion of the energy demand in the DEMAND module. 
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3.3 DEMAND 

The DEMAND module is designed to generate projections of energy demand that are tied 
to the growth rates (GNP, population, or special) input into the MACRq module. By allowing for an 
explicit link to economic and other variables, DEMAND allows the user to see how these parameters 
might affect energy use. Numerous variations can be tested to evaluate the effect of changes in the 
parameters on energy demand. In canying out its analysis, DEMAND performs four basic functions: 

• Defines energy units 
• Processes base year energy consumption 
• Processes base year useful energy demand (optional) 
• Computes projected energy demand 

The user is given a set of reports that cover the energy units that have been defined, the 
base year energy consumption by fuel type and sector, and the projected energy consumption 
(and/or useful energy demand) by sector. DEMAND also prepares a set of files that transmit 
demand growth rates for subsequent use in the BALANCE module. 

3.4 BALANCE 

The central requirement of a comprehensive energy analysis is the evaluation of alternative 
configurations of the energy system that will balance energy supply and demand. The BALANCE 
module is designed to provide the planner with this capability. 

BALANCE uses a non-linear, equilibrium approach to determining the energy supply demand 
balance. In this formulation, an energy network is designed that traces the flow of energy from 
primary resource (e.g., crude oil, coal) through to final useful energy demand (e.g., residential hot 
water, industrial steam). Demand is sensitive to the prices of alternatives. Supply price is sensitive 
to the quantity demanded. BALANCE seeks to find the intersection of the supply and demand curve. 
In its operation, BALANCE simultaneously finds the intersection for all energy supply forms and all 
energy uses that are included in the network. 

There are two major operations in BALANCE: 

• Definition of the energy network 
• Development of the equilibrium solution 

Definition of the Energy Network BALANCE uses a set of submodels, called nodes, to 
represent different components of the energy system. Table E-1 gives the nodes available to 
BALANCE and the symbol used for each. The user connects these nodes by a set of links. The 
links convey two pieces of information from one node to another: price and quantity. Figures E-2 and 
E-3 give examples of how a supply system portion and a demand sector of the network, respectively, 
can be represented with nodes and links. All sectors of the energy supply and demand system are 
included in a BALANCE analysis. Rgure E-4 shows the sectors that might be represented. The user 
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is free to define the sectors and the nodes and links that are in each sector to meet specific analysis 
needs. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of how the equilibrium solution is developed, a brief 
description of each of the nodes and the relevant computational equations is presented. 

Depletable Resource Node This node is designed to simulate the use of a depletable 
resource such as crude oil, coal, or natural gas. There is no input link to this node as this represents 
the starting point of the energy supply system. The output link carries the quantity of the resource 
produced (e.g., crude oil production) and its production cost. 

In simulating the production cost of a depletable resource, account is taken of the fact that the 
marginal cost of producing the next unit of the resource will increase as the resource is used up. 
A simple quadratic is used to describe this behavior as shown in Equation E-1 : 

where: 

P
1 

= A(Q) X {1 +R,) + B(Q) x Q, + Cx Q/ (E-1) 

P1 is the production cost of the resource in period t 
A(Q) is the intercept of the supply curve 
R. is the growth rate in real terms of the cost of the resource 
B is the slope of the supply curve 
C is a quadratic coefficient for the supply curve 

The coefficients A, B, C are user-defined and are based on an evaluation of the historical 
performance of the resource production. Figure E-5 shows the shape of the curve and the 
relationship of the coefficients. 
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Table E-1 Nodes Available in the BALANCE Module 

I SYMBOL I NODE I USE I 
Depletable Resource Simulates depletable resources 

such as crude oil, coal, natural 
gas. 

Renewable Resource Simulates renewable resources 
such as solar, biomass. 

Conversion Simulates technologies that 
convert one form of energy to 
another (e.g., electric power 
stations) 

Multiple Output Simulates technologies that 
produce two or more forms of 
output energy for one form of 
input energy (e.g., refineries, 
cogenerators) 

Multiple Input Simulates technologies that 
require two types of energy input 
to produce one form of energy 
output (e.g., solar water heater 
with electric backup) 

Decision Simulates market decisions that 
chose among energy alternatives. 

Pricing Simulates pricing policies that 
change the price but not the 
quantity of an energy form. 

Stockpiling Simulates the stockpiling of 
excess production. 

Electricity Dispatching Simulates the dispatching of 
electrical generators according to 
the load duration. 

Demand Simulates the final demand for 
energy or energy services. 



Figure E.2 Typical Supply Sector Network in BALANCE 



Figure E.3 Typical Demand Sector Network in BALANCE 
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A set of supply curves is used for all of the depletable resources included in the analysis. 
These may be at an aggregate level (e.g., one supply curve for all domestic crude oil production) or 
may be a detailed level (e.g., a separate supply curve for each oil field). 

The supply curves provide th_e cost of production that is used in the equilibrium calculation. 
The intersection point must be found for all sources of supply simultaneously. 

Depletable resources generally have associated with them an "economic rent" that is the 
difference between the production cost and its selling price. The economic rent can either be 
included in the supply curve (by adjusting the coefficients A, B, C to represent price rather than cost) 
or by using the pricing node, which is described later. 

The depletable resource node is also used to simulate the import of energy. In this case the 
coefficients 8 and C are normally set to zero. The projected price of imported fuels is then 
determined by the first term of the equation. 

Renewable Resource Node This node is analogous to the depletable resource node in that 
it conveys production cost and quantity information. However, the production cost is simulated using 
a step function rather than a quadratic. This is illustrated in Figure E-6. 

The approach for renewable resources is based on the premise that a renewable resource, 
if produced at a rate that is within the bounds of the sustainable yield, would have a constant 
production cost. Higher costs are incurred if production is increased to the point that less economic 
sources of the resource must be utilized. As an example, consider the use of wood as a fuel. As 
long as the production rate is within the range of the replenishable yield of the supplying forest, the 
production cost is constant. If demand is increased to the point that a less economic source of wood 
must be brought into production (e.g., lower quality, further away) then the production cost would 
increase. 

As with depletable resources, all of the potential renewable resources need to be included 
in the network. 

Conversion Node This node is used to simulate energy technologies that change energy 
from one form to another. Examples of conversion processes are boilers that convert fuel to steam, 
electric power plants that convert fuel to electricity, and coal cleaning plants that convert raw coal 
to clean coal. These nodes may represent both supply system technologies and end use demand 
technologies. 

There are two equations used to relate the input and output quantities and prices for a 
conversion process. For the quantity relationship the equation is: 

(E-2) 
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where 0 0 is the output quantity, Q is the input quantity, and f is· the thermodynamic efficiency of the 
process. For the price relationship the equation is developed by relating total revenue produced by 
the process to total cost. This is given in the following: 

= 

Revenue Fuel Cost 

+ 

Operating 
Cost 

+ TCI x CRF. (E-3) 
l,n 

Amortized Capital 
Cost 

where Po is the output price, Pi is the input price, OM is the operation and maintenance cost per unit of 
output, TCI is the total capital investment, and CRF is the capital recovery factor for a facility lifetime of n 
years at an interest rate of i. The output price Po is solved from this equation since all other variables are 
known. 

This is a straightforward way of representing a wide variety of energy technologies. Conversion 
nodes can be used to simulate a single facility or an aggregate of many facilities of the same type. 

Multiple Output Node These nodes are similar in concept to the conversion node in that they 
represent technologies that convert energy from one form to another. They differ in that there is more than 
one energy form produced. Typical examples of a multiple output node are refineries, which produce a 
spectrum of petroleum products from the input crude oH, and cogeneration systems, which produce both 
electricity and steam . 

. The equations relating the input and output quantities and prices are analogous to those for the 
simple conversion node with the exception that there are separate efficiencies for each of the output 
products relative to the input (e.g., corresponding to a refinery output slate) and the price equation includes 
the revenue generated from all of the output products. 

There are two special considerations in using this type of node. The first is that the output product 
mix may not always meet the demand for the individual products. Because the output mix is determined . 
by the technology configuration (e.g., how a refinery is configured for distillation, cracking, etc.), there may 
be surpluses of some products and shortages of others if the configuration does not exactly match demand. 
This situation is handled by specifying which output product will be used to determine the input required 
and by using stockpile nodes to absorb any excess. The result is a reasonable simulation of actual 
situations. 

The second consideration is the distribution of production cost among the various output products. 
As an example, refineries have very complex schemes for allocating costs among the various petroleum 
product outputs. The model allows the user to apply any chosen cost distribution scheme. 

Multiple Input Node This node is also analogous to the Conversion node; however, it simulates 
technologies that require a mix of two input energy types to generate a single output form of energy. 
Examples of its use are a solar water heater with an electric backup, a blender to mix gasoline and ethanol 
to provide gasohol, and a preprocessor to blend heavy crude oil with lighter oil prior to refining. 
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In using this node in a network, the two input flows are assumed to be in fixed ratio. The resulting 
equations for output prices and quantities are then very similar to those for the Conversion Node. 

Decision Node This node is one of the most important in defining the role that competing energy 
technologies will play in a future energy system. They represent the market forces at play when choices 
are made to use a particular type of energy. The approach used in simulating the market decision process 
is to assume that the market share of an energy source is inversely proportional to its price relative to its 
competitors. The equation used to relate input and output quantities is: 

= (E-4) 

where Qini are the competing input energy forms, and Qo~ are the outputs distributed to the demand 
customers. Note that in this node, there is no change in either the form or total quantity of energy. 

The market share of each of the competing input energy sources is determined by the equation: 

(E-5) 

where MSi is the market share of input source j, Pi is the price of input source j, and r is a parameter that 
determines the sensitivity to prices. Rgure E-7 shows how this computation affects the use of one source 
relative to another. 

The use of a market share algorithm is one of the things that distinguishes the equilibrium approach 
from other energy modeling tec~niques. This technique allows for the simulation of market operation with 
multiple decision-makers. In contrast, least-cost optimization approaches, while suitable for simulating a 
single decision-maker, cannot address the more complex behavior of multiple decision-makers. For 
example, in simulating the choice of consumers for using natural gas or electricity for cooking (assuming 
both are readily available), the market share algorithm can simulate the condition where some consumers 
will prefer one to the other. If the cost of natural gas and electric cooking were the same, it is reasonable 
to expect that they will share the market equally. This is the result using Equation E-5. As the price of one 
relative to the other increases, its market share will decrease. This same result can be given by the 
application of Equation E-5. 
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Figure E-7 Market Share Computation 

In some instances, there is a great deal of sensitivity to price differences. Small changes in relative 
price will produce fairly large changes in market share. A refinery purchasing crude oil is an example of 
price sensitive markets. Consumers buying automobiles is an example of relatively price-insensitive 
markets as other factors influence the decision. The parameter r in Equation E-5 is used to simulate these 
different conditions. The value of r can be determined by looking at historical values of market shares and 
relative prices. 

There are several other factors that are incorporated into the Decision Node. First, there is a lag 
function that can be employed. This is designed to simulate situations where a particular market cannot 
readily respond to price changes, even of relatively large magnitude. Existing capital equipment or difficulty 
in getting access to the cheaper fuel are examples of circumstances that prevent market response. The 
lag function determines what portion of the market is able to adjust to a change in prices. It is applied using 
the following equation: 

MSit) = 1.. x msit) + (1 -I..) x MSit-1) (E-6) 
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where: 
MSi(t) is the market share at time t with lag considerations included 

msi(t) is the market share that is computed without lag considerations (i.e., by Equation E-5) 

A is the lag parameter 

The value of A can be related to the life expectancy of the energy equipment and therefore, to its turnover 
rate. 

Second, factors other than price determine market share. This can be handled in the model by 
applying price premiums to certain sources to account for their desirability based on other factors. For 
example, consumers will almost always choose to light their homes with electricity rather than kerosene 
lamps even though the delivered cost of kerosene light is lower than electric light. The level of price 
premiums can be estimated by looking at historical data. 

Third, government policies may distort the market process by imposing requirements or restrictions 
on fuel choice that override market forces. A government policy to use domestically refined petroleum 
products rather than imported products (usually made to protect local jobs) will change the price-determined 
market share. The model can accommodate these policy conditions. 

Overall, the Decision Node is the single most important type of node in the model in determining 
how the future energy system will evolve. It gives the planner a wide range of capability in simulating the 
behavior of various energy markets. ' 

Pricing Node This node allows for the simulation of government and/or corporate pricing practices 
that affect the price of an energy form without affecting its quantity. The governing equation for quantity 
flow through this link is that the output quantity is equal to the input quantity. For the price, there are 
several forms that the relationship can take. These include: 

P = axP. + b 
0 I (E-7) 

where Po is the output price, a is a price multiplier and b is a price increment relative to the input 
price Pi. 

p floor ::s; p o ::s; p ceiling (E-8) 

where a price ceiling and/or price floor are specified 

P
0 

= C X P(L) + d (E-9) 

where P(L) is the price on some other link in the network. 
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These relationships can be used to simulate many different types of schemes that determine the price of 
energy in the system. 

Stockpile Node This node is a convenient way to handle overproduction of a particular energy form 
and its stockpiling for later use. Its use in connection with Multiple Output Nodes was already described. 

Electricity Dispatching Node This node handles the special requirements for the electric sector. 
The manner in which electrical generation plants are used is based on the development of the load. Figure 
E-8 is an example of an electrical power load duration curve. It specifies the portion of time the load 
exceeds a given level. In dispatching generators to meet the load, electric utilities will use their lowest 
operating cost units (usually large hydropower, coal, or nuclear units) to meet the continuous or base load. 
Units with higher operating costs are brought on line as the load increases but are reduced in output or 
shut down as the daily load decreases. Special units (usually gas turbines, pumped storage facilities, 
smaller hydro units) are used to meet the peak portion of the load. These units are characterized by being 
able to be switched on and off rapidly but often have higher operating costs than the base load units. 

Within the Electricity Dispatching Node, a load duration curve is approximated with a fifth-order 
polynomial. Also, the current and planned electric generation units are identified. The node proceeds to 
select the units to be used to satisfy the load duration curve by picking the ones with lowest operating cost 
first and running them as base load. Higher cost units are added later with a resulting lower overall 
utilization rate. The specialized peaking units are reserved to meet the peak portions of the curve. Figure 
E-9 shows how this would look. 

The node has special features to account for units that are needed to meet an electric utility's 
reserve margin but are not used for generation, for units that have been planned but are not needed to 
meet lower demand levels, and for units that are retrofitted to change fuel. 

The node will calculate the quantity of electricity generated by each of the available generators, the 
total cost of electricity, and the average cost of electricity generated per kilowatt-hour. The node will not 
determine an optimum build schedule for generation facilities. Rather, it uses the input build schedule and 
utilizes the available plants as needed. The build schedule can be determined by other modules in ENPEP. 

Demand Node This node is at the top of the energy network and provides the demand for energy 
(either fuel demand or useful energy demand) that must be met by the energy system. The levels of 
demand can be input by selecting cases from the DEMAND module or can be entered separately. The 
Demand Node provides the level of demand that will be used in finding the equilibrium. 
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As with the resource nodes {Depletable Resources and Renewable Resources), the Demand Nodes 
must be specified for all demands in the energy system. BALANCE will generate an equilibrium solution 
that satisfies all of these demands simultaneously. 

Development of the Equilibrium Solution Once the energy network, consisting of the nodes and 
their connecting links with their associated data, has been entered into BALANCE, the equilibrium solution 
for all the years of interest is computed. This process starts with a base year balance. The base {first) year 
of the analysis is computed by starting with the base year production from all of the resource nodes 
(depletable and renewable) and computing quantity and price through all of the intervening nodes up to the 
demand nodes. 

As the base year market shares at the decision nodes have been entered when the nodes were 
defined, this base year computation through the network simply establishes a consistent balance of 
quantities and prices throughout the network. Although this is a seemingly straightforward step, experience 
in many country applications has shown that the application of BALANCE is the first time a consistent 
energy balance has been drawn up for the country. A significant amount of effort is reflected in constructing 
this first year balance. 

To compute the balance for the second year in the analysis, the equilibrium algorithm is applied. 
Figure E-1 0 illustrates how this works. The process starts with the resource nodes at the bottom of the 
network. A first estimate is made as to the quantity of each resource that will be produced in the year under 
analysis. At this point, the estimate is strictly a guess based on incrementing the previous year's production 
rate. The production rate is used with the resource supply curves {Figures E-5 and E-6) to determine the 
first guess of production cost for each resource. 

An "up-pass" is then conducted in which the prices are computed across all of the nodes of the 
network using the resource prices as a starting point. In the up-pass, the quantities across the nodes are 
not calculated, only the prices. When the up-pass is completed, every link on the network has a first 
estimate of prices for the analysis year. 

The next step is to conduct a "down-pass" in which quantities are computed across each node of 
the network. This calculation starts at the demand nodes at the top and proceeds downward. In the down
pass, the prices on each link are used at the decision nodes to compute market shares. These shares are 
passed further down as demands to the nodes below. Finally, at the bottom of the network, the total 
quantity of each resource that has been computed from the down-pass, is determined. 

In general, the resource quantities used in the first estimate at the start of the up-pass, do not match 
the resource quantities computed through the down-pass. A solution algorithm is employed to readjust the 
quantity estimate and another up-pass and down-pass sequence is started. When the resource quantity 
estimate and the down-pass resource quantities are within a specified tolerance level for all resources, the 
solution is said to have converged to an equilibrium for that year. 
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BALANCE proceeds to step through the analysis year-by-year. The resulting solution is a set of, 
prices and quantities on all of the links in the network for every year of the analysis period. Currently, u~· 
to 75 years may be included. 

Implications of the Solution The solution that BALANCE generates provides a consistent picture 
of energy flow through the network for the set of assumptions and conditions that the user has specified. 
The solution is in "equilibrium" because the feedback effects of demand and supply adjusting to price 
differences have been included in the analysis. 

The equilibrium solution should not be interpreted as an ~~optimum" solution. When looking at the 
entire energy system, the term "optimum" is not particularly meaningful. Each portion of the energy system 
(e.g., the electric sector, the oil sector, the coal sector) has a different version of optimum. Instead, the 
equilibrium solution represents how the energy system might develop when the conflicting demands and 
market forces bafance each other. 

The BALANCE solution is based on an analysis of annual energy flows. It is designed to give a 
picture of long-term trends in energy development. It is not intended to be a short-term forecasting tool. 
Nor is it suited to address the short-term effects of crisis or emergency conditions. 

Because BALANCE does its calculations on a year-by-year basis, it is, in energy modeling jargon, 
"myopic". That is, it does not make current energy use decisions with the need for a projection of what will 
happen in the future (e.g., to energy prices). The opposite extreme in equilibrium analysis is "perfect 
foresight" in which the analysis in any one year depends on a prediction of what will happen throughout the 
future planning years. Both approaches have benefits and shortcomings. Future versions of BALANCE 
are planned to test a "limited foresight" approach. 

Beside the basic output of prices and quantities on the links, additional data is needed to fully 
appreciate the results. These data are generated in the IMPACTS module of EN PEP which is discussed 
later. 

3.5 PLANTDATA 

PLANTDATA was developed to serve the needs of other ENPEP modules that need descriptions 
of the electric generating system as input. BALANCE, ELECTRIC and ICARUS require detailed 
descriptions of every electric generating unit. PLANTDATA is intended to provide a consistent set of 
electric generating system data, while eliminating redundant data entry. PLANTDATA has two major 
components: 

• Thermal generating unit data 
• Hydroelectric generating unit data 

A summary report on all data can be printed out and used as a reference document for a particular 
case study. 
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3.6 MAED 

The Model of Analysis of Energy Demand (MAED) is a simulation model designed to evaluate 
medium- and long-term demand for energy in a country (or region). The model was developed by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and was originally based on work done at the University of 
Grenoble in France. 

MAED offers an alternative approach to MACRO/DEMAND/BALANCE for estimating energy demand 
and electricity demand. The MAED model consists of four modules: 

Module 1 (energy demand) calculates the final energy demand per energy form and per economic 
sector for each reference year according to the various parameters describing each socio-economic and 
technical development (e.g., energy efficiency) scenario. 

Module 2 (hourly electric power demand) converts the total annual demand for electricity in each 
sector to the hourly demand, i.e., the hourly demand imposed on the grid by the respective sector. 

Module 3 (load duration curve) ranks the hourly demands imposed on the grid in decreasing order 
of magnitude and provides the load duration curve. The curve forms a basic input to the ELECTRIC 
module of ENPEP. 

Module 4 (load modulation coefficients) is an auxiliary module which may be used to analyze the 
past evolution of coefficients describing the variation of the hourly electric loads, based on load curve 
information determined from statistical data. 

The output of the MAED model are detailed estimates of alternative energy forms used in each 
subsector for each year selected. The breakdown of demand by energy form and by economic sector is 
an important result of the analysis. The hourly electric load data can be used to produce load duration 
curves that serve as input to the ELECTRIC module of EN PEP. 

3.7 LDC 

The main function of the LDC module is to process the historical information on hourly loads of an 
electric power system and to create normalized load duration curves needed by the ELECTRIC and 
ICARUS modules. The load duration curves can be created for up to 52 periods per year, and can be 
projected over the years of the study period according to the given load forecast (LDC is not a load 
forecasting model; it is expected that the user has run BALANCE or has obtained the future load forecast 
by some other method). The load duration curves can be expressed either as a monotonically decreasing 
series of points or as a polynomial approximation. The most common polynomial approximation is with a 
5-th degree polynomial. · 

The output of LDC is complete load input information for the ELECTRIC and ICARUS modules. 
Estimated load duration curves can be viewed with built-in graphics that ca.n be rapidly accessed. Results 
of calculations are available in convenient tables. 
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3.8 ELECTRIC 

The ELECTRIC module is the microcomputer version of the Wien Automatic System Planning 
Package (WASP), which is the well-known mainframe electric system planning model distributed by the 
I A EA. 

The objective of the ELECTRIC module is to determine the generating system expansion plan that 
adequately meets demand for electric power at minimum cost while respecting user-specified constraints. 
ELECTRIC is directed to long-term planning beyond a 1 0 year time horizon and is intended to address a · 
number of critical issues in generation planning, including generating unit size, system reliability, details of 
the existing system, seasonal variation in loads and hydroelectric availability, and appropriate simulation 
of future system operation. 

A primary motivation for EN PEP's development is that evaluations of alternatives for expansion of 
electrical generating systems should not be conducted in isolation with respect to important related 
considerations, such as overall economic growth, demand for all forms of energy, supply of alternative 
energy forms, relative cost of energy forms, and environmental impacts of alternative supply systems. For 
this reason, ELECTRIC is integrated with the PLANTDATA, BALANCE, LDC, MAED, ICARUS, and 
IMPACTS modules of ENPEP. Although these components of ENPEP are fully integrated, the ELECTRIC 
module can be used as a stand-alone system. ELECTRIC comprises the following eight submodules. 

LOADSY (Load System Description): Processes information describing the peak loads and load 
duration curves for up to 30 years. The objective of LOADSY is to prepare all the demand information 
needed by subsequent modules. 

FIXSYS (Fixed System Description): Processes information describing the existing generating 
system. This includes performance and cost characteristics of all generating units in the system at the start 
of the study period and a list of retirements and "fixed" additions to the system. Fixed additions are power 
plants already committed and not subject to change. 

VARSYS (Variable System Description): Processes information describing the various generating 
units to be considered as candidates for expanding the generating system. 

CONGEN (Configuration Generator): Calculates all possible year-to-year combinations of expansion 
candidate additions that satisfy certain input constraints and that, in combination with the existing system, 
can adequately meet the electricity demand. 

-
MERSIM (Merge and Simulate): Considers all configurations put forward by CONGEN and uses 

probabilistic simulation of system operation to calculate the associated production costs, ENS, and system 
reliability for each configuration. The module also calculates plant loading orders, if desired, and makes 
use of all previously simulated configurations. 

DYNPRO (Dynamic Programming Optimization): Determines the optimum expansion plan as based 
on previously derived operating costs along with input information on capital cost, ENS cost, and economic 
parameters and reliability criteria. 
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REMERSIM (Re-MERSIM): Simulates the configurations contained in the optimized solution. By 
· providing a detailed output of the simulation, REMERS 1M allows the user to analyze particular components 
of the production-cost calculation, such as unit-by-unit capacity factors for each season and hydroelectric 
condition. 

REPROBAT(Report Writer of WASP in a Batched Environment): Writes a report summarizing the 
total or partial results for the optimum or near-optimum power system expansion plan and fixed expansion 
schedules. 

3.91CARUS 

The module for Investigating Costs and Reliability in Utility Systems (ICARUS) of the EN PEP system 
can be used by the energy planner to analyze the detailed unit level operation of the electric generating 
system. ICARUS is a production-cost model with an efficient probabilistic simulation algorithm that 
calculates production costs and capacity factors for up to 600 unique plants and system-wide reliability for 
time periods of one week to one year. In addition, ICARUS is capable of simulating firm purchases and 
sales, emergency interties, and one energy-limited unit. In carrying out its analysis, ICARUS performs four 
major functions: 

• Calculates the system loading order 
• Calculates a system maintenance schedule 
• Calculates expected energy generation and costs 
• Calculates system reliability parameters 

ICARUS data requirements fall into three major categories: load data, unit data and economic data. 
The data inputs can be retrieved from an existing ELECTRIC analysis or manually entered into the EN PEP 
system. 

3.10 IMPACTS 

Once an energy system configuration has been designed, the environmental impacts and resource 
requirements of that configuration must be evaluated. Frequently, an energy system that is designed solely 
from the energy supply perspective cannot be implemented because of environmental constraints or 
resource limitations. The IMPACTS module is designed to estimate these effects. 

The approach used in the ENPEP system is to develop an energy system configuration from 
technical and economic considerations, then to determine the impacts. An iteration on the configuration 
may be necessary if the impacts prove to be unacceptable. Some modeling approaches attempt to do the 
technical, economic, and impact analyses simultaneously so as to arrive at the "best" energy system. A 
typical approach is to develop an objective function that incorporates all of these factors. In practice, the 
solution generated in this manner is frequently not implementable. The objective function, for example, may 
allow for tradeoffs between environmental quality and system performance whereas the real situation may 
not. Experience has shown that the iterative design process used in EN PEP is closer to actual conditions. 
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Facilities from both energy supply systems and energy consuming systems can be included in the 
IMPACTS analysis. For example, coal mines, power plants, refineries, and natural gas lines may be 
included as supply systems. Industrial boilers, residential space heaters, and automobiles may be included 
as demand facilities. IMPACTS will determine the impacts of all these types of facilities. 

IMPACTS carries out five major functions: 

• Develops facility build schedule 
•Assigns facilities to geographical regions 
•Selects impact coefficients from databases 
•Applies regulatory controls 
•Computes impacts 

3.11 Computer Architecture· 

In order for a model (or set of models) to be a useful planning tool, it must also be usable. EN PEP 
was created to provide a state-of-the-art energy analysis capability. Along with the technical models, 
EN PEP provides a menu-driven user interface, automated file handling and program execution, reports in 
tabular and graphical form, data compression and backup facilities, a demonstration case with default data, 
help screens and on-line abstracts, and a detailed ENPEP User's Manual. 

ENPEP was developed for use on an IBM or IBM-compatible microcomputer. IBM-compatible 
equipment was chosen because it is the most widely used and supported PC on a worldwide basis, 
particularly in developing countries. ENPEP is continually updated to take full advantage of the latest 
advances in computer software and hardware. 

4. EXPERIENCE WITH ENPEP 

EN PEP was designed for distribution to countries with a need for energy planning analysis tools. . 
Distribution of the package is handled by the U.S. Department of Energy. Under an agreement with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, EN PEP is also distributed to member countries of the IAEA as part 
of technical cooperation projects. There is no charge for ENPEP. 

To date, all or part of EN PEP has been distributed for use in more than 30 countries. For some, 
the ELECTRIC module and the associated electric system planning modules are of primary interest. For 
others, the overall energy system analysis of BALANCE is of primary importance. 

The IAEA, in cooperation with DOE, has conducted several training courses on the use of EN PEP. 
Participants, in teams of two or three from a country, spend up to nine weeks going through the use of the 
various modules. Additional courses are continually planned. 

In addition to use outside the U.S., the EN PEP system is currently being used for several energy 
policy studies in the U.S. Studies at both the national and regional level are in progress or being planned. 
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One of the intents in the development of ENPEP was to maintain a continuing update of the model. 
A number of enhancements are in process and more are planned. Capabilities are being added to several 
of the modules. Graphical interfaces and output displays are being developed. Testing is an on-going 
process. It is intended that ENPEP evolve as the state-of-the-art in energy modeling evolves. 



ENPEP SIMPLE CASE 
CURRENT LIGHTING VERSUS HIGH-EFFICIENT LIGHTING 

The previous sections presented the ENPEP approach and computational algorithms that 
the program uses to arrive at its non-linear equilibrium solution. This section shows a simple 
application of the BALANCE module of ENPEP. The case study that is run in this application 
is a simplistic representation of an energy network consisting of an energy supply sector, a 
transmission and distribution (T&D) sector, and an energy demand sector (see Figure 1). The 
energy demand sector shows two types of demands, i.e. an industrial electricity demand and a 
residential lighting demand. The following discussion will concentrate on the residential lighting 
demand. As displayed in the network, the lighting demand can either be met by conventional, 
incandescent lighting or by advanced, high-efficient, compact-fluorescent lighting. 

This simple case will illustrate how ENPEP determines the market penetration of 
competing technologies (conventional vs. high-efficient), and how it can be used to model the 
role that high-efficient technologies, such as compact fluorescent lighting, can play as greenhouse 
gas mitigation options. This demonstration will also show how ENPEP models market 
interventions like subsidies for more efficient, yet more expensive technologies to stimulate their 
penetration. 

The first step in the analysis is to develop the energy network with all the nodes and 
connecting links and to input the network and the associated data into ENPEP (see Figure 1). 
This means, the user defmes certain technical and economic characteristics for the conversion 
process nodes in the network, and enters base year market shares at each of the decision nodes. 
Some of the assumptions used in this case are given in the table below. 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR SIMPLE ENPEP CASE 

I Variable I Assumption I Remarlcs I 
Capital cost incandescent $0.75 

life expectancy incandescent (ic) 750 h = 0.86 years @10% capacity factor 

Current penetration compact fluorescent (co-fl) 3% 

Capital cost compact fluorescent $18-19 In retail stores 

life expectancy compact fluorescent 10,000 h = 11.4 years 11.4/0.86 = 13/1 (only integers allowed in ENPEP) 

Efficiency compact fluorescent 4.2 x efficiency of ic 18 W compact fluorescent equals 75 W incandescent 

Residential cost of electricity 10¢ per kWh 

Subsidies 30%,62% Commonwealth Edison sells co-fl for $12.5 to its customers 
Some utilities sell co-fl for as low as $5-7 to their customers 

Resource information $5.5/BOE import Import: price 2% growth/yr. Base year 5,000 kBOE 
$5.9/BOE domestic Domestic: price 4% growth/yr. Base year 10,000 kBOE 

Growth rate residential lighting demand between 1% and 3% 3% (1993-1997), 2% (-2002), 1.5% (-2007), I% (-2012) 

C02 emission factor 94.3 kg CO,/GJ 
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BALANCE frrst calculates the base year quantities and prices on all links of the network. 
This is done to check the consistency of the input data. When the model computes the balance 
for the subsequent years, it starts out with estimating the production rates for all resources at the 
bottom of the network. Based on these resource production rates, the program moves up the 
network (up-pass) to the demand nodes and determines the prices on each link. Once at the top, 
BALANCE reverses and works its way down through the network (down-pass) computing the 
quantities on each link. The down-pass starts with previous year's demand incremented by this 
year's demand growth rate. When the model reaches the bottom of the network, it compares the 
computed resource demand with the estimate it used for the up-pass. The estimate is adjusted, 
and the process is repeated until the up-pass estimate and the down-pass quantity are within a 
specified range. Is this the case, the model is said to have converged to an equilibrium in this 
year. 

Case without Subsidies for Compact Fluorescent Lighting 

In the base year, BALANCE starts out with a given amount of resource utilization, i.e. 
5,000 kBOE imported coal and 10,000 kBOE domestic coal. The domestic coal is cleaned prior 
to combustion (the clean domestic coal is assumed to have the same combustion characteristics 
as the imported coal). In the base year, the majority of the coal is burned in the conventional 
coal-frred power plant (85% ). Only 20% of the electricity generated is allocated to the residential 
sector. After adding cross-sectorial subsidies (industrial - residential) and transmission and 
distribution costs, 928 kBOE are delivered to the residential sector at a cost of 10¢/kWh. For 
the base year, a 4% market share is assumed for compact fluorescent lighting. Taking into 
account conversion efficiencies, this translates into 220.4 kBOE of lighting demand delivered by 
incandescent and 9.3 kBOE by compact fluorescent lights (total lighting demand of 229.7 kBOE). 

In subsequent years, the total lighting demand increases by the demand growth rates 
specified by the user. The model allocates this lighting demand to incandescent and compact 
fluorescent lights. BALANCE determines the penetration rates for both technologies according 
to the relative prices of the alternatives. In this case, the levelized cost of incandescent lights are 
about 61-63% that of compact fluorescent lights. The pricing node that will be used to model 
subsidies is inactivated at this time. 

Assuming a relatively low price sensitivity and a long lag time in terms of consumer 
response (sensitivity of 3.0, lag parameter of 0.15), the market share of high-efficient lighting 
slowly increases to about 19% at the end of the year 2012 as displayed in Figure 2. This 
increase may be attributed to more intense promotion of high-efficient technologies and a 
growing consumer awareness. However, this rise in the compact fluorescent market share may 
be too little to make a significant contribution to greenhouse gas mitigation. Interventionist 
measures (subsidies) may have to be employed to ultimately achieve a much larger penetration 
of this advanced technology (see below). 
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Figure 2: Market Penetration 

Further down in the network, the model determines how the electricity demanded 
by the residential (and industrial) sector is generated. The decision to use an advanced vs a 
conventional power plant, again, is made based on relative prices of the generation alternatives. 
As the advanced coal plant is cheaper (levelized cost is about 93% of conventional plant cost), 
its market share increases over time from about 17% to about 69% (Figure 3). This degree of 
change can be attributed to the medium-to-high price sensitivity of 11.0. However, annual 
changes are slow but steady as the power sector usually operates with a significant lag time (lag 
parameter 0;2). 

The decision what type of coal to use for combustion in the power plants is made one 
step down. The model would prefer the cheaper import coal in the years subsequent to the base 
year. However, an import restriction (either physical or legal) imposes a limit of 9,500 kBOE 
per year on the use of import coal. Once the import limit is hit, the import coal production 
remains constant. Later increases in coal demand have to be met by the more expensive 
domestic coal (see Figure 4). 
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Case with Subsidies for Compact Fluorescent Lighting 

Subsidies are used to stimulate market penetration of certain technologies. In this case, 
a subsidy will be put in place to raise the market share of the high efficient compact fluorescent 
lighting. In BALANCE, subsidies are modeled with pricing nodes. As shown in Figure 1, a 
pricing node is included in the network between allocation node ALl and conversion process 
node PR2. This pricing node allows to reflect subsidies on the capital cost of the high-efficient 
lighting technology. 

Subsidy levels compare to special promotions of compact fluorescent light bulbs by 
electric utilities in form of Efficiency Kits and the like. The average retail price for high
efficient light bulbs is taken to be $18.5. The first subsidy level of 30% compares to the price 
per light bulb in the Efficiency Kit of an lllinois utility (approx. $12.5 per light bulb). The 
second level of 62% subsidy translates into a reduction of capital costs to about $7 per bulb. 
Some utilities offer prices as low as $5-7 per light bulb. 
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Figure 5: Market Penetration for Different Subsidy Levels 

When the pricing node in the residential lighting sector is activated, the price of the high
efficient lighting is multiplied in the up-pass by a factor of 0.7 and 0.38, respectively. When 
BALANCE determines the market shares of both lighting technologies in the down-pass, the 
model compares the actual price of the current lighting with the modified price of the compact 
fluorescent lighting. A subsidy of 30% reduces the price difference of the two technologies 
(levelized cost of incandescent lights are about 87-90% that of compact fluorescent lights). The 
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market share of the high-efficient light goes up to 39% by the year 2012. The levelized cost of 
incandescent lighting rises to about 161-165% that of compact fluorescent lights when the 
subsidy is raised to 62%. Figure 5 shows the market shares over time for different subsidy 
levels. 

Figure 6 displays the impact on electricity generation of varying subsidy levels. With a 
62% subsidy, the rising market penetration of the high-efficient lighting more than offsets the 
growth in lighting demand. The electricity demand falls off. The effect on C02 emissions is 
given in Figure 7. It becomes apparent that a fairly high subsidy is needed to have a significant 
impact on C02 emissions. 
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Conventional vs High-Efficient Lighting 
C02 Emissions @ Different Subsidy Levels 
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APPENDIX F 
A CGE MODEL FOR ANALYZING ENERGY AND 

ENVIRONMENT POLICIES 

Puran Mongia and Jayant Sathaye 

In recent years concern with greenhouse gas emissions has focussed attention on the crucial 
link between economic growth, energy utilization and global climate change. We propose a 
conceptual framework and outline a model for analyzing macroeconomic effects of energy and 
environment policies. 

BACKGROUND 

An inadequate and uncertain supply of energy can impose a binding constraint on the 
capacity of the materials production sector in developing countries. It consequently restricts their 
growth potential severely. An inefficient pattern of energy utilization exacerbates the problem of 
inadequate supply. Demand for energy is likely to grow many fold in the near future. Massive 
investments in the energy sector are planned to boost energy supply in many countries. This will, 
on the one hand, tie up significant amount of economic resources and on the other, be a source of 
serious environment problems. Therefore, attention is simultaneously focussed on appropriate price 
and taxation policies to regulate the consumption of total energy as well as of specific fuels. 

Energy efficiency programs have an important role in reducing the seriousness of these 
problems. A dilemma which policy makers face is : where should the additional dollar be invested? 
In increasing the capacity of the energy sector or for improving energy efficiency? 

The macroeconomic effects of such investment choices can be analyzed in the framework 
of a multi-sector computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. Existing models of energy-economy 
interaction have failed to address the above dilemma in an integrated way. The analysis of 
macroeconomic consequences of investment in improving energy efficiency has, by and large, been 
neglected. Also, the question of emission of greenhouse gases associated with the increased use 
of energy has been approached with a limited perspective, whereby once the limited possibilities of 
interfuel substitution are exhausted, emissions are reduced by lower energy consumption linked to 
reduced economic activity. The positive effect of investment in improving energy efficiency has often 
been given limited attention. 

MODEL STRATEGY AND DESCRIPTION 

The model analyses the behavior of households, firms and government in the perspective 
of their interaction with the rest of the world. The general equilibrium nature of the model indicates 
that the effects of a policy change are not limited to the particular sector where they are initiated, but 
propagate themselves throughout the economy by interactive feedback mechanisms. Focussing 
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on the· energy sector, the model is addressed specifically to the following issues of current policy 
concern: 

• What is the effect of increased investment in the energy sector on economic growth? 
How does economic growth in turn affect demand for energy? 

• What is the effect of increased domestic prices of energy on domestic demand for 
energy and the effect of these on sectoral production and on GOP? 

• As opposed to the above, what is the effect of increased investment in improving 
energy efficiency? 

The model can also be used to address the following questions: 

• What is the effect of C02 emission restrictions on macroeconomic aggregates like 
GOP and employment? Are these effects sensitive to the choice of alternative policy 
instruments for emissions restrictions? 

• How do these restrictions translate themselves in terms of costs and prices of energy 
and other goods and what implications these have for demand and supply in different 
sectors? 

In this model the effects of policies are analyzed on different points of time in a comparative 
static framework. The link between these points is provided by ·saving and investment decisions 
which determine the capital stock and hence the productive capacity for each sector at the beginning 
of each period. 

The energy-economy interaction is modeled by dividing the economy in terms of Materials 
sector and Energy sector. The materials sector is subdivided into agriculture, basic industry, other 
industry, construction, transport and services. The energy sector is subdivided into crude extraction, 
natural gas, electricity and petroleum products. 

A distinctive feature of this model is that energy inputs into the productive process, as well 
as energy consumption by the household sector, are assumed to be sensitive with respect to 
investment in energy efficiency programs. This is in contrast to the practice in conventional models 
where energy use is assumed to be a fixed proportion of output or is assumed to be sensitive to 
respect to energy prices only. The model allows for interfuel substitution both in the production 
sector and the household sector. 

The model is set in the overall macroeconomic consistency framework of a Social Accounting 
Matrix (SAM). This matrix is obtained by combining the National Accounts Statistics, the 
lnpuVOutput Tables, and the Energy Balance of an economy. The model is parameterised using tile 
data from a SAM for a base year. 
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While the model is quite general in its specification, it is at present being used to analyze 
energy-economy interactions in Venezuela. For this purpose the base year of the model is 1990. 
For exogenously specified growth rates and levels of capital stock and labor supply, the model will 
analyze the direction and magnitude of chosen macroeconomic variables for the Venezuelan 
economy for a time horizon of twenty years up to the year 2015. 

In the near future, the model will also be used to analyze energy and environment policy for 
Nigeria. 

\ 



APPENDIX G 
TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION 

USING THE ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS 

The potential size of a future technology deployment analysis is large, and efforts to assess 
the potential for GHG mitigating technologies will necessarily be limited by time and resources. This 
section describes a process for reducing the scope of such a study by identifying the most promising 
technologies up-front in a manner that is consistent, flexible, promotes consensus-building among 
analysts, and permits the treatment of both quantitative and qualitative inputs. After a shorter list 
of technologies is developed, these can then be assessed in a more detailed manner, whether it be 
a detailed optimization model, or more simple techniques such as the exogenous construction of 
deployment scenarios. 

Such a process has been developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
and applied to Mexico in a recent case study (Corbus, et al. 1994). The methodology, shown in 
Figure G-1, can be described as a "funneling" process by which a short list of technologies is 
identified out of a larger group of possibilities. As the analyst steps through this process, the tools 
for assessing each technology become more rigorous, while the list of technologies becomes 
shorter. The figure describes a four-step process in which a list of technologies is screened, that list 
is further refined (according to the Analytical Hierarchy Process, or AHP), deployment scenarios are 
developed, and specific near-term projects identified. Although the deployment scenarios and 
project identification are useful tools for analyzing technologies for developing countries, this section 
will focus on the first two steps, technology screening and evaluation (using the AHP), as a means 
of identifying key technologies that can be further assessed using a wide range of analytical tools, 
including those listed in Figure G-1. 

Technology Screening 

The goal of the Mexico case study was to use the methodology to identify promising 
renewable energy technologies for Mexico that would satisfy future energy needs while, at the same 
time, reducing carbon emissions. At the start of the project, more than 60 renewable energy 
technology/end-use combinations were defined as technically feasible in Mexico. The first task was 
for the NREL analysts to work with in-country energy experts to develop a reduced list of 
technologies for more detailed assessment. This screening process identified 13 technologies out 
of the 60 that met several criteria, specific to the study's goals.1 These criteria were developed by 
the study team to reflect the project goals; however, any set of factors can be applied. Of particular 
importance for GHG mitigation studies is the size of the energy market that can be penetrated by 
renewables. For example, in Mexico the off-grid electricity demand is estimated to be 4% of the total 

These are: biomass cogeneration, mass burn of municipal solid waste (MSW), micro/mini hydropower, biomass direct 
combustion, biomass gasification/gas turbine, wind, solar photovoltaics, solar thermal, and geothermal for on-grid electricity production. 
For the transportation sector, the following were studied: ethanol, methanol (from natural gas), compressed natural gas (CNG), and 
methanol (from biomass). Although not renewable, CNG and methanol from natural gas were considered since they are promising 

alternative fuel options for the near- to mid-term. 
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electricity requirements (the rest being on-grid) and is expected to decrease in the future (Corbus, 
Mark, and Martinez 1993). As a result, 100% penetration of the off-grid market by renewables could 
only reduce fossil energy use (and concomitant GHG emissions) by a maximum of 4%. Given the 
focus of the project, GHG reductions, off-grid renewable electric technologies were excluded as a 
result of the technology screening activity, even though these markets are particularly attractive for 
their near-term, high value, and social development attributes. Clearly, off-grid renewable 
technologies have a much more important role to play in those countries where the off-grid market 
is much larger. 

The technology screening activity is centered around the assumption that the scope of the 
analysis can be efficiently reduced up front based on inputs from energy experts. In the Mexico 
project, relatively little time was spent reducing the list of technology options to the 13 used for 
further study; however, considerably more detail and scrutiny can be used if deemed necessary. The 
efficiency of the next step, the AHP, however, is markedly reduced if a large number of options need 
to be considered at once. 

Technology Evaluation (AHP) 

The AHP provides a methodology to rank technologies for end uses in terms of specific 
criteria that may be quantitative (such as specific cost data) or qualitative (such as the social 
acceptance of a given energy technology). The AHP is a decision analysis tool based on the work 
of Saaty (1980) that breaks down the constituents of a problem into parts and allows comparisons 
and rankings of these criteria. These comparisons in tum allow calculations of the weights or 
priorities of the different parts and overall priorities to evaluate (in this case) the list of potential 
technologies. The AHP has found widespread use in a variety of decision analysis applications, 
including some recent energy analyses. For example, Hamalainen used the AHP to evaluate the 
role of nuclear energy in Finland (Hamalainen 1990; Hamalainen 1991 ), and Tzeng, el al. (1992) 
used a version of the process for evaluating energy options in Taiwan. 

Because the AHP involves selecting and assessing criteria in terms of larger goals (in this 
case, reducing carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions while meeting desired energy, 
economic, and social ends), the process will involve some subjective decision making by analysts. 
The AHP provides a comparative methodology that allows selecting, ranking, and applying any 

number of criteria considered important by the participants. Because only relative comparisons of 
the different criteria are being made, detailed data are not always necessary, and data requirements 
are not burdensome. The method can be applied across all energy end-use sectors or limited to key 
end-use sectors or sub-sectors, for example, transportation and on-grid electricity (as applied in the 
Mexico case study). 

As used in the Mexico study, the AHP hierarchy consists of three levels (see Figure G-2). 
Pairwise comparisons of elements in the second level of the hierarchy are made with respect to the 
overall objective of the problem, which is given in the first level of the hierarchy. For example, the 
relative importance of cost versus resource availability for the penetration of renewable energy 
technologies (RETs) (and concomitant GHG reductions) is established. The process of comparing 
elements in each level is then continued throughout the hierarchy (i.e., between level two and three) . 
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From these pairwise comparisons, matrices containing the priorities of different combinations of 
comparisons are generated that identify the relative importance of each element in achieving the 
overall study goal. For example, the costs of Technology 1 and Technology 2 are compared in a 
pairwise manner, and these results feed into their overall ranking based on the relative weight of cost 
versus other criteria shown in level 2 (see Figure G-2). 

Evaluation Criteria 

The first step in the application of the AHP is to select criteria to evaluate the technologies. 
Criteria used in the Mexico study included weighted cost value (combining life-cycle and capital costs 
for a technology), resource availability, social acceptance, state of development, environmental 
impact, and infrastructure requirements. These are described below, and specific examples are 
taken from the Mexico study to demonstrate their application. 

Weighted Cost Value 

As part of the AHP, a weighted cost value was used to investigate several key economic 
parameters. The weighted cost value takes four cost parameters -- current, midterm (year 201 0), 
and future (year 2025) life cycle costs, and near-term (year 2000) capital costs-- and combines 
them, along with a series of weighting factors, in a linear equation that provides a single number for 
each technology (called the· weighted cost value). 

The life cycle east for each technology was determined from the literature. Although life cycle 
cost estimates inherently include capital costs, capital costs (c. 2000) were included as a separate 
technology parameter in the weighted cost value. The upfront capital outlays for a project, especially 
in a developing country such as Mexico where capital for large-scale energy projects can be scarce 
and the government's foreign debt is extremely high, are an important part of the overall investment 
criterion for a project. The capital costs ($/kWh) used in the weighted cost value are based on a 
typical size project for the given technology. 

The use of the weighted cost value as an input to the AHP allows quantitative indicators of 
. technology characteristics to be included in the subjective decision-making process represented by 
the AHP. By combining multiple technology parameters into one value, several characteristics can 
be considered without complicating the AHP by adding too many parameters. 

In the Mexico study, the 13 different technologies were evaluated in terms of the weighted 
cost value criterion. Geothermal, biomass cogeneration, wind, and micro/mini hydro received the 
highest ranking for the on-grid analysis; CNG and methanol from natural gas for internal combustion 
engine vehicles received the highest ranking for the transportation category. It should be noted that 
average estimates were used for the weighted cost value and that costs are approximate and are 
based on technology goals; specific costs may vary for a given technology. 
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Resource Availability 

The resource availability for a given RET, including the quantity and quality of the resource, 
has a direct effect on the energy output of a RET and can be a determining factor in the economic 
feasibility of a RET in a given region. A large resource availability for a technology indicates potential 
for a large technology penetration, assuming that other technology deployment factors (i.e., other 
criteria considered in this analysis) are attractive. For the level of detail required for the technology 
identification process, resource availability on an aggregate national level is acceptable, although 
it should be noted that resource availability is extremely regional, and any evaluation of national 

. resource availability is a generalization. In fact, resource availability for a given technology could be 
small in Mexico as a whole but extremely attractive in certain areas. 

As is the case with many countries, available renewable energy resource data for Mexico are 
lacking in many areas. In general, resource availability for solar technologies was very high (Estrada 
and Barron 1991) as was the availability of wind (Elliot 1993) and biomass resources (Strategies 
Unlimited 1987) (based on the limited resource data available); projections of hydro and geothermal 
resources were based on government planning studies (SEMIP 1990). 

Social Acceptance 

Social acceptance includes both labor requirements and acceptance of the conversion 
technology. In general, existing systems are given a higher value because people are already 
familiar with them. This was particularly true for the transportation category because this sector 
requires a high degree of user interface with the energy service. Utility-generated electricity (i.e., on
grid), on the other hand, does not require the user to interface with a new energy system. However, 
utility acceptance of RETs, particularly with respect to power stability and intermittent constraints, 
is important but is considered under the infrastructure criterion. 

The potential for a technology to create jobs in Mexico, for both operation and maintenance 
of a technology as well as manufacturing and installation, is considered an important component of 
social development. The impact of land use requirements for a given technology is also considered 
under this criterion to the extent that it has an effect -- perceived or real -- on displacing valuable 
land with alternative uses, such as farmland. 

Existing technologies, such as direct biomass combustors or cogeneration systems, were 
given high rankings. Similarly, in the transportation category liquid fuels (e.g., methanol and ethanol) 
were favored over CNG because of their consistency with existing fueling modes for gasoline. In 
the case of dedicated biomass crops, the use of land for energy crops can·compete directly with the 
use of the same land for food crops; as a result, crop residues were primarily considered in the 
analysis of biomass technologies. Crop residues can also impact the local transportation 
infrastructure, but this was evaluated under the infrastructure criterion. 
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State of Development 

The following five categories were used to define a technology's existing state of 
development - (1) research: from basic principles to laboratory models; (2) demonstration: when 
technical feasibility has been shown, and economic feasibility is sought; (3) mature: the technology 
has economic feasibility under restricted conditions; (4) commercial: the technology is available and 
has been demonstrated to be economically viable; and (5) massive: the technology has penetrated 
the market and is a major contributor. 

' 

State of development affects a technology's penetration rate because a technology cannot 
be significantly deployed until it reaches the commercial phase. In general, technologies with a low 
state of development will start to penetrate the market later than a technology with a high state of 
development (all other factors equal) and will therefore have smaller near to mid-term impact on 
GHG mitigation. Particular attention was paid here to technologies that are mature or commercial 
today but that also have advanced derivatives that offer enhanced operational or economic benefits 
in the long-term. A good example is biomass cogeneration technologies, which are currently 
deployed on a "massive" scale, but for which advanced gasification/gas turbine technologies that 
are currently in the research and demonstration phases may offer great long-term opportunities. 

Biomass cogeneration and geothermal were considered massive technologies at present; 
wind, micro-hydro, and biomass direct combustion were considered commercial technologies. In 
the transportation category, ethanol from biomass was considered a massive technology as a result 
of the ethanol-from-sugarcane process that is carried out in Brazil. Both CNG and methanol from 
natural gas were considered commercial. 

Environmental Impact 

This consists of ranking the technologies based on environmental considerations, including 
non-GHG air emissions, water emissions, and land use. The environmental criterion receives a low 
priority for the on-grid category because the majority of RETs considered all have low environmental 
impacts. Since the project goal is the identification of RETs, as opposed to all energy technologies, 
the difference in environmental impacts is relatively small (e.g., all RETs result in a significant 
reduction in carbon emissions). However, the environmental criterion receives a high ranking for 
the transportation category because of the benefits in urban air quality associated with alternative 
transportation technologies. 

For the electricity-producing technologies, mass bum of municipal solid waste and biomass 
direct combustion received the lowest ranking because of the air emissions associated with their 
use. CNG was favored over ethanol and methanol fuels because of its lower carbon monoxide 
emissions and smog-producing hydrocarbons, even though its emissions of nitrogen oxides were 
higher. 
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Infrastructure 

This includes the distribution systems for the end-use energy as well as the collection 
systems for the fuel. Also included under infrastructure for the on-grid category is whether a 
technology is intennittent or dispatchable. Utilities can count on dispatchable technologies for power 
at any time (with the exception of unplanned outages}; however, they cannot always pount on 
intennittent technologies because of variations in the resource, although utilities may have a good 
idea of when the resource, and hence power output, is usually available. In general, dispatchable 
technologies are favored over intermittent technologies because they are not subject to the 
intermittent constraints of the resource. 

Biomass resources, by their nature, have a very low energy density as compared to 
conventional fuels, hence the volume of resource needed for energy production is much larger than 
that of conventional fuels (e.g., coal}. The low energy density of biomass restricts the distance that 
the resource can be economically transported. This can confine biomass energy production to the 
proximity of the resource, and can restrict technology size due to the economics of recovering large 
quantities of a resource. Therefore, the accessibility of the biomass resource can largely determine 
its use. This could be a significant factor in Mexico, where biomass resources may be located in 
areas without easy access, and where the infrastructure requirements for transport of biomass can 
be important. 

Dispatchable RETs, such as geothennal, were favored over intennittent technologies, except 
in the case of biomass, where fuel collection was an important requirement. Natural-gas-based 
transportation fuels (CNG and methanol from natural gas} were favored over biomass fuels (e.g:, 
ethanol and methanol from biomass} because of the existing infrastructure for natural gas 
production. In addition, liquid fuels were favored over CNG because of their consistency with the 
existing fueling infrastructure for liquid fuels. 

Composite Priorities 

The last step in the AHP is to establish composite, or overall, rankings for the RETs by using 
matrix multiplication to combine the local priority vectors resulting from the pairwise comparisons of 
level two and level three (see Figure G-2}. Figure G-3 shows the relative weights of the six 
evaluation criteria used in the Mexico case study, demonstrating the relative importance of each 
criteria for both the on-grid electricity and transportation sectors. Based on the comparisons 
between each technology for these six criteria, composite rankings are then calculated, as shown 
in Rgure G-4 for the on-grid technologies. The results of the AHP can then be used to identify those 
key technologies for which further, more detailed analysis is warranted. 
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APPENDIX H 
COPATH: 

DESCRIPTION OF A SPREADSHEET MODEL FOR THE ESTIMATION 
OF CARBON FLOWS ASSOCIATED WITH FOREST USE1 

BACKGROUND 

Willy Makundi, Jayant Sathaye, and Andrea Ketoff 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

The importance of tropical forestry to global climate change has significantly increased as 
the world realizes the magnitude of greenhouse gas emissions emanating from deforestation. The 
crudest estimates indicate that conversion of tropical forests into other landuses contributes about 
a third of the anthropogenic C02 emissions. The potential for mitigative effects through conservation 
and reforestation has further heightened the need to better understand the dynamics of tropical 
forestry and their implications to global climate change. Various estimates of C02 emissions by 
different scientists reveal the extent to which we do not know the nature, extent and rate of increase 
of biotic greenhouse gas emissions. 

Although there is a broad agreement on the general interplay between greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere and climate, there is more uncertainty in the quantities of green house gases 
released from the use of forest resources, especially from tropical deforestation and degradation. 
Similar uncertainty exists with regard to the amount of carbon sequestered by forests, forest soils 
and forest products. Overlaying the two areas, more uncertainty surrounds the extent of the impact 
of both C02 fertilization and climatic change on plant growth, migration and feed-back into the 
carbon cycle. The main reason for this uncertainty is lack of precise data on the constituent variables 
required for the estimation. Such information includes classification of botanical ecosystems, 
biomass density, the rate of change of the biomass density through growth and removals, amount 
and capacity of edaphic storage and release of greenhouse gases, and the extent of storage and 
release through forest products. 

The estimates of carbon emissions from deforestation in the tropics have varied widely over 
the past decade. Estimates of the extent and rates of deforestation by various researchers bear this 
fact out. Myers (1980) estimated that the tropical forest biome was losing about 200,000 sq. km. 
annually, of which about a half was considered to be totally destroyed, and the other half was 
expected to have a partial recovery after being used for shifting agriculture. FAO/UNEP (1981 a,b,c) 
reports gave an estimate of 73,000 sq. km. of tropical forests annually being converted to other 
landuses. Melillo et a/, (1985) and Molofsky et a/, (1986) have shown that definitional and 
classificational discrepancies were partially responsible for the different estimates. In 1988, FAO 
claimed that there was little evidence of accelerated deforestation (Singh, 1988), while other 

1 
COPA TH was developed by the authors at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and has been used by F-7 network researchers to estimate 

carbon flows in their respective countries. The model is in the public domain, and is available on diskettes upon request. This work was supported by US 
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Policy Analysis, Division of Global Climate Change. 
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researchers such as Myers (1984, 1985, 1988) and Houghton eta/ (1985, 1987) were arguing that 
the rate was increasing. Myers (1989) estimated that the tropical deforestation had increased to 
142,000 sq. km. per year. Whereas Myers estimated that Brazil was losing 50,000 sq. km. per year 
by 1989, a Brazilian Space Research Agency report (INPE/IBAMA) estimated a loss of 25,000 sq. 
km. per year (Goldemberg, 1990). Such differences indicate a fundamental lack of reliable data on 
the major aspects involved in emissions. 

The methodology and the underlying assumptions used to generate the estimates also 
produce sharply different results. The INPE (1990) report gives two figures of deforestation in the 
Brazilian Amazon, i.e 17,000 and 25,000 sq. km. per year depending on the set of assumptions one 
prefers to use on pre-1978 historical deforestation rates. Mahar (1989) in two different reports gives 
estimates of 48,000 and 80,000 sq. km. per year for the same Brazilian Amazon deforestation based 
on a report by Seltzer (1988) to INPE on total area burnt in 1988. Although the five-fold discrepancies 
are not the norm in the tropical countries, different studies have produced significantly different 
estimates for most countries. A more recent study (Dixon eta/, 1994) using latitudinal classification 
of the world ecosystems gives a deforestation estimate of 154,000 sq. km. per year for the low 
latitudes (0° to 25°). Although it is not directly comparable to past estimates, it gives an indication 
that the global estimates are beginning to stabilize. 

J 

The variation in estimates of rates of deforestation, together with the imprecision in the 
estimates of the other variables have led to different estimates of consequent carbon stocks and 
flux. For example, the carbon flux from tropical forestry (billions of metric tonnes (Gt)), as estimated 
by various researchers show a wide variation. 

Author 
Molofsky eta/ (1984) 
Houghton eta/ (1985a, 1987) 
Detwiler & Hall (1988b) 
Hao eta/ (1989) 
Myers (1989) 
Seiler eta/ (1980) 
Dixon eta/ (1994) 

Carbon flux (Gt) 
0.6-1.1 
0.9-2.5 
0.4-1.6 
0.9-2.5 
0.4- 1.4 
0.4- 1.2 
1.2- 2.1 

By comparing results of several studies, Detwiler and Hall (1988a) found that the carbon 
release estimates vary significantly depending on the method of biomass data collection. A low 
estimate of 0.42 Gt of carbon release based on inventory volume data was obtained, compared to 
a high of 1.55 Gt based on destructive sampling data. In their own simulation, the estimate for 
carbon flux based on volume was 36 percent lower than that based on destructive sampling. 
Although more recent estimates such as Myers' for 1989 show a closer range, i.e 2.0 - 2.8 Gt, the 
bases for the uncertainty remain unchanged. Houghton (1990) gives an estimate of 1.1 - 3.6, Gt of 
carbon flux a year depending on the estimates of conversion of tropical forests to other landuses. 

An attempt to improve the precision of estimates, was proposed at the IPCC meeting in Sao 
Paulo in 1990, by creating a network of scientists resident in the main deforesting countries who will 
use a common framework to estimate the emissions and uptake for each one of the countries (Graca 
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eta/, 1990). In the process, areas of severe data deficiency would be identified and effort be made 
to generate more accurate data in these areas. On these grounds, the model described in this 
Appendix was developed as a common tool to assist the scientists in the respective countries to 
undertake the estimation for the individual countries. The results will then be used to assess the 
climatic and socio-economic implications of the carbon budget emanating from each country's 
current and likely future landuse and forest management policies. 

STRUCTURE OF COPATH 

General Description 

The model described here is a framework for calculating carbon emissions and sequestration 
based on connected spreadsheets. It is designed for use in either SYMPHONY or LOTUS 1-2-3 
computer programs, and can be run on any PC or Compatible with at least a 286 (or equivalent) 
microprocessor. Using the lowest computing capability allows for a wider use of the framework in 
a region which is not awash with latest computing technologies. On the other hand, the need for 
wide application leads to a Random Access Memory (RAM) constraint, which partially dictated the 
current structure of the model. COPATH borrows its name from the initials of the constituent 
modules upon which the inter-connected spreadsheets are based. 

The model is divided into two main parts - BASIS and FORECAST. The first part takes 
specific information about the forest and computes stored carbon, emissions and sequestration for 
a desired base year. The second part takes the base year estimates and by applying various 
assumptions on the future states of the forest resource and consumption of forest products, it 
forecasts the extent of future carbon emissions and uptake from the forest sector. Four major 
conversion modes are accounted for in this framework. 

The FORECAST is subdivided into four modules which undertake the computation for each 
major mode of deforestation i.e, conversion to agriculture {AGRIC), conversion to grazing land 
{PASTURE), various management regimes guiding forest harvesting policy {HARVEST), other 
landuses such as dams, roads, mining, re-conversion of non-forest land to forests, and forest fires, 
human settlements, etc {OTHER). The totals for each module are extracted and summed-up to 
obtain the emissions and uptake for any given forest type {life zone). The process is repeated for 
each life zone and then added up for the country as a whole. A biome-wide aggregation can then 
be obtained from these individual country estimates, provided that the level of imprecision in each 
estimate is comparable. 
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Description of BASIS 

This portion of the program computes carbon emissions and uptake for the base year, 
consequent from existing policies regarding the use of the forest estate. In future versions of the 
model, current emissions from past deforestation and sequestration by non-mature growing-stock 
will be included to account for the carbon implications of past forest landuse policies. 

The forest in a given country is classified into various life zones such as the Holdridge (1967) 
classification which includes at least 9 zones found in the tropics. In most cases, the forest area is 
already classified in general life zones. Vegetation maps as constructed from both remote sensing 
sources and groun·d proofing are the basic tools in classifying the life zones. Satellite imagery is used 
in many countries to continuously monitor the state of the vegetation in the major forested countries 
in the world. The use of similar life zone classification for each country helps to increase the 
consistency of the estimates and makes zonal comparison and global aggregation possibl~. 

In most countries, the life zones will breakdown into a few 'true' forests including montane, 
submontane, transitional and lowland types, swamp and terra-firma types, evergreen, 
semi-deciduous, equatorial and man-made forests. In some countries where locally unique 
ecosystems such as mangrove forests and man-made plantations cover significant areas, they will 
be treated as separate life zones for the purpose of this exercise. If a life zone is not geographically 
contiguous, or lies in more than one administrative units of separate record-keeping with respect to 
landuse, then the estimation may need to be repeated for the respective life zone in each 
administrative unit. 

Determination of Stored Carbon 

For each of the identified forest types, we want to find out the total amount of carbon stored 
upto and including the base year, in this case 1990. Any flux due to the use of forest land is therefore 
a measure of changes in this stock of carbon. The total stored carbon for that portion of the forest 
with destructive sampling data is computed by multiplying the dry biomass density with the carbon 

. content of the dominant species, or a weighted average of the most common species in the 
representative area. It is imperative to point out that the use of area-weighted average biomass 
leads to biased estimates of carbon release as long as we use incomplete life zone classification 
while certain life zones are disproportionately preferred for various landuses such as agriculture or 
pasture (Detwiler eta/, 1985). Destructive sampling data is very scanty and tends to be concentrated 
in a few medium moist life-zones (Brown and Lugo, 1982). 

The most commonly available data are from inventory sampling of the above ground stem 
biomass. For the remainder of the forest-area, inventory data deductive method a' Ia Brown and 
Lugo (1982, 1984, 1989) and Detwiler eta/ (1985, 1986, 1988) is used to estimate the total biomass 
and hence total stored carbon in the vegetation for each life zone. The following is a list of items 
required as input in the BASIC part of the model for computation of stored carbon from this sampling 
approach. 
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Stored carbon in the vegetation 

-Total area (hectares) covered by forest type i in base year t. 

-Dominant species covering forest type /. 

This is required to compliment other species-specific data such as density, basal area, etc. 
If the species information is not sufficiently available, then the inventory and other information 
will be based on a weighted average of the known species' structure. · 

-Inventory (cubic meters per hectare). 

The estimate of stemwood volume or merchantible timber provide a basis for estimating the 
total aboveground biomass. The volume is relatively stable for mature forests. 

-Wood Density (tonnes per cubic meter). 

The average wood density for the stem will be used to calculate total biomass of the forest. 
If unavailable, then wood density for the dominant species should be used. In many cases, 
the data on wood density exists for oven-dry wood of specified humidity. 

-Stemwood Wet Biomass (tonnes per hectare). 

This is the product of inventory and wet wood-density as given above. 

-Ratio of Stem to Total Wet Biomass above-ground. 

Each forest type has a different ratio of stem to total biomass above-ground due to the 
species composition and plant physiological characteristics. This data is obtained from 
destructive sampling methods which involve measuring the biomass of the respective flora 
above the ground. 

-Ratio of Above-ground to Subterranean Biomass. 

The amount of biomass in the roots varies a great deal depending on the species' rooting 
systems and on-site pedological properties. This information is also obtained from 
destructive sampling studies. Very few studies have been done for specific ecosystems and 
as such, the use of some average ratios from the few studies my be necessary. 

-Ratio of Wet to Dry Biomass. 

For converting the wet biomass to dry biomass estimate. 
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-Carbon Content of Dry Biomass. 

This differs significantly among species, and small errors in this variable can lead to large 
errors in the estimate of carbon stock, emissions and sequestration. In the absence of this 
information, researchers have used 0.50 tC per ton of dry biomass. 

By applying the four ratios to the stem wet biomass computed above, and then multiply by 
the area (hectares) covered by forest type in the base-year, we obtain the total amount of stored 
carbon for a given life zone upto the year of analysis. For mature forests, this amount is stable and 
does not change substantially unless destructive factors such as fire, botanical epidemics, or human 
activity interferes with the vegetation ecosystem. The total amount of stored carbon represents the 
maximum carbon which can be released into the atmosphere from the vegetation if and when 
deforestation takes place. Some significant amount of carbon stored in the soil will also be released 
during the conversion. 

Soil carbon 

Most of soil carbon of interest in this model originates from the soil organic matter. 
Deforestation reduces soil carbon content mainly through enhanced oxidation and erosion of the top 
soil. The estimate of soil carbon in forest ecosystems is very uncertain, and the few estimates of soil 
carbon in tropical forests show a very wide variation. Detwiler (1986) estimates that tropical soils 
contain betWeen 52 and 67 tonnes of carbon per hectare and up to 40% is released within 5 years 
of clearing, depending on the subsequent landuse. Other studies have shown a wider variation 
depending .on life zones covered and the depth of the profile used for the estimate. Pedological and 
soil chemistry studies are good sources of data for soil carbon content. If these data are unavailable 
for a given life zone, then estimates can be made based on zonal or country cross-sectional studies 
and then adjusted for pertinent local variates. 

Determination of Released Carbon 

When deforestation takes place, carbon is released in two stages. During the conversion 
year, some will be released through combustion and/or soil disturbance. In this version of the model, 
we are allocating all the soil carbon release to the year of conversion. In future versions, the soil 
carbon for each landuse category will be released over the appropriate number of years. The 
remainder of the biomass-based carbon is released over a period of time, mainly through 
decomposition. The amount of carbon released in each of the two stages depend on the mode of 
forest conversion and the type of use the biomass is put to. Whereas newsprint may decay in one 
to two years, it may take 50 to 100 years for structural wood to oxidize. We will therefore compute 
the release from each landuse conversion activity separately. If more than one method is active for 
a given area, the emissions from each will be proportionately summed up from the respective 
activity. All the four main landuse conversion modes have both prompt and residual release of 
carbon into the atmosphere. In this model, the sum of emissions from combustion and 
decomposition of biomass cleared in the current year together with release from soil disturbance is 
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referred to as prompt release. The rest of the carbon released will be from annual decomposition, 
while the sequestered carbon is referred to as annual C02 uptake. 

The treatment of emissions which are delayed over time increases the complexity of the 
estimation. For the base year, i.e, current year of emissions estimation, the amount of carbon dioxide 
released into the atmosphere due to landuse conversion in the past years will depend on the 
precision of our knowledge of the extent of deforestation in each of the past relevant years. In the 
ideal case, the emissions carried forward from the past will be the sum of all emissions expected to 
be released at time tfrom each of the preceding years which had a deforestation or forest utilization 
activity. Given the fact that our data on historical rates of deforestation and the relevant carbon 
stocks is inadequate, we need to use an approximation of the emissions carried forward from the 
past. In a case of a constant rate of change of land use, the historical emissions will approximately 
equal future emissions if the structure of forest product use with respect to duration of product use 
remains the same. 

Different forest types and conversion activities may require different approximations due to 
the apposite variations which affect release. The residual release from the current year's vegetation 
removal will be distributed to future years, depending on the release processes. 
In each conversion method which involves burning, a determination of the proportion of the biomass 
which is carbonized has to be undertaken due to the long carbon retention period involved. Field 
charcoal is estimated to withdraw carbon from this cycle for many centuries. The prompt 'and annual 
release described below is for the non-carbonized proportion of the biomass. 

Agriculture 

Three types of forest conversion to agriculture are considered in this model. Conversion to 
permanent agriculture is subdivided into annual and perennial crop lands. The area used for fallow 
agriculture is assumed to be used for annual crops only. 

The method of conversion determines the amount and distribution of release. More soil 
carbon will be released in the annual crop than perennial crop cycle, and everything else being 
equal, the length of decomposition would be longer for the perennial crop area. Different areas 
employ varying levels of burning depending on the forest type, expected crop husbandry, duration 
of fallow, etc. On one extreme, the land is cleared and the biomass piled in bundles and left to rot, 
while in some dry areas, most of the vegetation is burnt with very little left for decomposition. We can 
use some average estimates of proportion released through combustion, decomposition and soil 
disturbance in the cases where no studies of release process have been done. 

Pasture land 

Two types of conversion to grazing land are recognized in this model, i.e permanent and 
fallow grazing land. In the first type, the forest is cleared and used for pasture as a permanent 
landuse, whereas in the latter case, the area is abandoned after being used for a given period due 
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to any number of reasons. The prompt and residual release of carbon dioxide will be treated exactly 
the same as in the case of agricultural conversion. The difference is that the distributions of release 
from combustion, decomposition and soil disturbance will differ due to the kind of activity being 
undertaken on the land. 

Harvesting and wood utilization 

In this model, three harvesting regimes are recognized to have different carbon flow effects. 
They consist of clear-cutting followed by natural regeneration, clear-cutting followed by afforestation 
with man-made plantations, and selective cutting with natural reforestation. Each ~s further analyzed 
with respect to the intended use of the harvest, i.e logging for short-term wood use such as pulp, 
paper and woodfuel; and for long-term wood use such as timber extraction for structural wood. 

The area being logged is assumed to have no prompt release due to combustion, and the 
biomass which may be used for wood fuel will appear under release from short-term product use. 
The prompt release in this case will be from soil disturbance and possible current year 
decomposition. The delayed release will come from both the decomposition of biomass left on the 
field and from oxidation of the wood in use. With the knowledge of the rate of growth of consumption 
of wood for long-term use, we compute the amount of release in year t from oxidation of wood in 
long-term use. Although the oxidation is residual, in this model we make a simplifying assumption 
that all the wood in long-term use will release its carbon at the beginning of the defined long-term 
period. Given the smooth nature of wood product consumption curve, the lump sum release 
assumption is not significantly distortive. To the extent that one knows the oxidation process for a 
given wood product end-use, the use of the appropriate decay function would reduce this distortion. 

The release from short-term wood use is assumed to be equally distributed over the length 
of the short-term period. Various product types may be classified into different short-terms depending 
on their specific length of use. Woodfuels and newsprint may be considered to be very short term, 
with an average life span of 3 years, while paper and paperboard may last for 1 0 years. Harvesting 
for exports is not treated any differently from that portion used for domestic consumption. The 
exported timber would be assumed destined for its historical use in the importing country, and the 
oxidation is tracked as if the wood was used in domestic consumption. Although this assumption 
helps to track all emissions from a given forest use, it does not address the crucial issue of assigning 
responsibility for the carbon emissions between the wood exporter and importer. 
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Other landuses and forest fires 

This mode of deforestation will include the area used for dams and reservoirs, 
communication lines such as roads and railways, mining and human habitation such as permanent 
villages, towns and other physical facilities. Also included here are those areas from all the other 
modes which become permanently denuded, with little or no regrowth of vegetation. 

The prompt release from other landuses is a sum of soil carbon release and a proportion of 
the biomass which may be used immediately or combusted. This varies depending on the specific 
landuse. The proportion left behind is assigned to future decomposition. In some cases such as 
dams, a great deal of the stored carbon is trapped for many years. Each case has to be treated with 
own merits. 

Crown forest fires which burn a significant portion of the woody vegetation release large 
amounts of C02 whenever they happen. The proportion which is carbonized is withdrawn from the 
carbon cycle for a long time. Some researchers estimate that the charcoal is not oxidized for up to 
1000 years (Suntharalingam eta/, 1990). However, consequent fires may lead to the smoldering of 
part or all of the previously carbonized biomass. Forest fires also release other greenhouse gases 
such as nitrous oxide. The area which is burned and the proportion of the woody vegetation which 
is affected is estimated in this mode. The non-woody vegetation which will regrow in a period of a 
year is not considered as source of net carbon emission in this case. However, this portion is 
essential if one is estimating emissions of the other relevant greenhouse gases such as methane 
and nitrous oxide. If one of the other conversion activities modes such as harvesting is also affected 
by forest fires, a downward adjustment will need to be done on the released carbon. 

Determination of Carbon Uptake 

The amount of carbon sequestered after clearing of a forest vegetation and converting the 
area to another landuse depends on the type of vegetation which replaces the primary tropical forest. 
Research is still under way to find out the extent to which an increased concentration of atmospheric 
carbon may influence sequestration from its possible effects on plant growth (Shugart and Smith, 
1990). Such C02 fertilization has been shown to occur in glasshouses, evidence of increased 
biomass accumulation in the field is still being sought. In this model, we assume that the growth of 
the subsequent vegetation is not influenced by the increase in atmospheric C02 concentration, and 
if evidence exists to that effect, this influence will be captured in the relevant estimates of net primary 
productivity used in estimating carbon uptake. In this model, the computation of carbon sequestration 
for each mode of land use conversion will be done separately. 

Agriculture 

If the forest is converted into permanent agricultural land, then the uptake will depend on the 
kind of agricultural crop introduced. A long term woody crop such as rubber, coffee, cocoa, fruit 
trees, etc will be considered in some way to be similar to a tree crop and will (may) have a net 
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uptake potential. In this case, the computation of C02 uptake will require data on the crops biomass 
dynamics and its husbandry. The carbon emissions and uptake for perennial agricultural crop after 
maturity will not be addressed in this model. Together with the land for permanent annual crops, this 
land will be left to the agricultural sector for the purposes of emissions. In any case, conversion to 
a non-woody annual crop leads to a negligible net carbon uptake, if any. 

If the land is converted to swiddening type of farming, where after a number of years it is left 
fallow and reclaimed by natural secondary vegetation, then the computation of C02 uptake will be 
handled like the case of natural regeneration after the fallow period. In this case, we will need to use 
growth/yield studies to compute the change in biomass every year upto maturity of the secondary 
forest. A linear growth approximation may be adequate if we know the biological rotation age of the 
forest. In this program, we use linear growth curve because the deforestation and the subsequent 
landuse is a continuous process, and as such, summation of annual sigmoid growth curves over a 
rotation yields a linear growth approximation for the forest. 

Estimates of the Mean Annual Increment (MAl) and carbon content of the ensuing vegetation can 
be obtained from studies of the neighboring secondary forest from past deforestation. In the absence 
of this data, adjusted biomass data for the outgoing primary forest can be used as a basis for the 
carbon uptake computation. If the MAl is given in volume per unit area, it has to be converted to 
weight per unit area using the average wood density of the secondary vegetation. The carbon uptake 
per unit area is the product of the MAl in tonnes per hectare and the carbon content of the secondary 
forest, multiplied by the stemwood to above ground biomass ratio, and the total to above ground 
biomass ratio as done in the carbon storage section above. Where direct estimates of net primary 
productivity (NPP) of the new land use is known, this provides a more accurate estimate of carbon 
sequestration. 

Pasture land 

For permanent pasture, the uptake potential is very small due to lack of woody vegetation. 
Any uptake resulting from growth of forage grasses will not be covered in this model. This can best 
be addressed within the animal husbandry sector. The uptake to be covered in this model comes 
from regrowth of abandoned or fallow pastures. 

The speed and extent to which an abandoned pasture gets reclaimed by a natural forest 
differs depending on the pasture management regime preceding the abandonment (Uhl eta/, 1988). 
To the contrary, there is evidence that some delicate ecosystems are so much ravaged they never 
achieve the biomass level prior to the deforestation (Serrao and Toledo, 1990; Saldariaga, 1987). 
The computation of carbon uptake by the regrowth will be done the same way fallow agriculture was 
handled above. 

Harvesting and subsequent management regimes 

The three harvest/management regimes discussed above have different carbon uptake 
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streams. In the selective cutting case, we are assuming a natural regeneration of the biomass 
proportional to the amount removed. The uptake potential is therefore proportional to the extent of 
re-thickening of the forest. 

In the case of clear-cutting followed by natural regeneration, the computation of C02 uptak~ 

takes the growth curve approach mentioned earlier. The third option is to replant the area with new 
or same species but in a plantation format, in most cases as a monocultural vegetation. The C02 
uptake ramifications of afforestation are enormous because of the potential to amass a lot of 
biomass per unit area. Despite the larger biomass, the approach for computing uptake is essentially 
the same as for reforestation which was shown earlier. 

Other landuses and forest fires 

The C02 uptake of fire scorched areas is dependent on the frequency of the fires and the 
type of destruction caused. For annual fire areas, there is very little net uptake due to the type of 
vegetation burned. If it is a one time crown fire, the uptake implications is very similar to selective 
harvesting or clear-cutting and the options available for C02 uptake are the same. In this case, we 
equate the regeneration to a partial reforestation by a similar forest type. The activities included in 
other landuses do not provide for a new woody vegetation, and as such the C02 uptake is minimal. 
Permanently denuded lands from other conversion modes are a typical example. 

Soil carbon uptake 

In each of the four conversion modes, the soil carbon replenishment is treated in the same 
way. The NPP estimate should include the rate at which the soil carbon is being replenished after 
the conversion of the area. In the absence of this data, we assume that the soil carbon will be 
replenished over the lifetime of the new vegetation, and the new equilibrium will approximately be 
the same as the soil carbon before the conversion. To the extent that this assumption holds, the 
amount of soil carbon lost in the conversion will be regained, and the annual distribution can be 
assumed to mimics the vegetation growth pattern. Under different silvicultural and crop husbandry 
conditions, the new soil C may be less or exceed the prior equilibrium. Very little data exists about 
the dynamics of soil C replenishment in different landuse conversion modes. 

Using the above described BASIS, the base year estimates of stored carbon, release and 
uptake is estimated for each forest type iri the country and then aggregated to obtain the stock and 
flux from the countries forest sector. These estimates are used as input in the forecasting of future 
emissions and sequestration. In the following section we present the models and assumptions 
underlying the FORECAST portion of the program. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FORECAST 

In this version of the model, sequestration by growing forests from past regeneration and 
afforestation as well as emissions from past deforestation and forest use are not being accounted 
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for. This is due to our present emphasis on carbon implications of present and future policies on 
forest resource utilization. With knowledge of past deforestation and resultant landuses, it should 
however not be difficult to incorporate the historical emissions and uptake into this analysis. 

The net C02 release is the sum of prompt release and emissions from annual decomposition, 
less the amount sequestered in the year under consideration. The prompt release mainly comes 
from combustion and soil disturbance. We assume that the soil carbon is released in the year of 
deforestation. Any initial decomposition of light biomass such as leaves, bark etc is also included 
in the prompt release estimate. The residual biomass which is not carbonized is assumed to 
decompose over a known period of time, and we assume equal release every year. The annual 
decomposition is therefore a cumulative amount from all past years due for release in year t. We 
assume that decomposition begins in year t + 1. The C02 uptake is assumed to begin in the base 
year and as described in the basis, the uptake is derived from an assumed linear growth curve for 
the new crop. Use of yield curves or NPP functions will yield a more accurate uptake trend, but we 
feel that the status of data availability in the biome justify the use of a more simple function. 

The estimate of future net release is based on knowledge of deforestation in the base year, 
decomposition period, rate of growth of secondary vegetation, rotation age and the change in the 
rate of deforestation. If such estimates for future deforestation rate exists, they are used as direct 
inputs in the forecast module. In the absence of such estimates, the model assumes that due to the 
exhaustability of the forest resource, political pressure and environmental compulsion, the rate of 
deforestation will continue increasing commensurate to the growth of the deforestation pressures 
such as rural population, but will begin declining as the counter pressures assert themselves. The 
rate of increase and decline, including the turning point will be estimated by the researcher based 
on information exogenous to this model. For example, in the absence of any other estimate on rate 
of land use change, one can assume that the deforestation will increase at a decreasing rate, until 
the country reaches a point of sustainable forest management, as is now thought to be the case in 
many temperate countries. 

Structure of the Forecasting Model 

Net Carbon Release in Year t 

The release and uptake for the base year is used to forecast future emissions. In general, the net 
carbon release for the country from all forest types in year .t can be represented as: 

n n 

L Nit= L [Rit +dit -uit] 
i=l i=l 

where: i = forest type 
n = number of forest types in the country 
t = year of estimation 
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N = net carbon release 
R = prompt release from combustion and/or soil disturbance 
d = amount released from decomposition 
u = carbon uptake. 

Future Annual Estimates 

The representation of the model can be simplified by describing the process in three various 
periods in the future, i.e base year to decomposition length, decomposition to biological rotation age 
and beyond the rotation age of the new crop. In this model, we are assuming that the rate of 
deforestation will be changing as a known proportion of the base year levels, and as such the prompt 
release, decomposition and uptake will follow similar behavior subject to the specific modes of 
uptake and release. 

Period between base year and length of decomposition 

During this period, the annual decomposition increases every year due to the residual 
emissions brought forward from previous years. Given the assumptions we used regarding the 
change in deforestation rate, the maximum net carbon release per year will be achieved during this 
period when p goes to zero. The net emissions for year t can be approximated by the following 
equation. · 

where: 

n 1-r~-1 
= ~ [r~. -1R,.

0
+ ~ (d u ) ] L...t • • iO- iO 

i=l 1-r. 
~ 

p = percent change in deforestation from year t- 1 
r=1+p 
a = t- t0 = number of years since base year 
R0 = carbon release during the base year 
d0 = initial annual carbon release from decomposition 
u0 = initial annual carbon uptake. 

Period between length of decomposition and biological rotation 

In this period, the annual decomposition is the sum of emissions from the past p years. The 
prompt release and uptake terms are same as in the period between base year and length of 
decomposition. It is during this period when net uptake starts to exceed release in the relevant 
modes of landuse conversion. The net release can be represented as: 
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n n 1-r~ 1-rC:X 
~ N ~ [ c:x-lR ~ c:x-13-ld ~ ] L1 it=LI r. ·o+--r. ·o- u.o 
i=l i=l ~ ~ 1-r. ~ ~ 1-r. ~ 

~ ~ 

where: 
P= Average decomposition period for the forest type. 

Period beyond the biological rotation 

The period after the new vegetation reaches biological maturity will have the same terms for 
prompt release and annual decomposition, but the uptake is modified due to the fact that as new 
crop reaches maturity, we assume that its C02 uptake is in equilibrium with release. The equation 
given below provides an approximate forecast of net emissions at any given year. 

where: 

n n 1-r~ 
~ N ~ [ c:x-lR +--~ c:x-13-ld 
LJ it= LJ ri io 1-r. ri io 
i=l i=l ~ 

1-rC:X 
---~ c:x-v-o u.

0
r. 

1-r. ~ ~ 
~ 

Y= the biological rotation age of the subsequent forest 
(J = the fallow period before regeneration. 

In all the three cases represented above, if r = 1 , then the model becomes the same as the base
year scenario due to the divergent geometric series in the neighborhood of unity. In this case, we 
use e (a very small number) instead of p to compute the net emissions. 

CONCLUSION 

In this Appendix we have discussed the problems associated to the existing estimates of 
carbon stock, emissions and sequestration in tropical forests. We then present a description of a 
spreadsheet model - COPATH intended for use in assisting researchers in various countries 
undertake consistent estimates for their countries. The model is simplified in many respects so as 
to allow for a wide application in countries where the users may not necessarily be experts in forestry 
and global climate change. The first part of the model is used for estimating carbon stocks, 
emissions and sequestration for a given base year, and the second portion is useful in forecasting 
future emissions and uptake under various landuse scenarios. The choice of the most likely scenario 
will provide an estimate of the carbon flux profile of the country's forest sector given a set of land use 
and forest utilization policies. 
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GLOSSARY 

Afforestation - Planting of new forests on lands which, historically, have not contained forests. 
These newly created forests are included in the category "Managed Forests" in the Land Use 
Change and Forestry module of the emissions inventory calculations. See also reforestation. 

Albedo - The surface reflectivity of the globe. Affects the amount of solar radiation being radiated 
back into space without being absorbed by the earth's climate system. 

Anthropogenic emissions - Emissions resulting from human activities. 

Appliance - Any household energy-using device. 

Base year- The year for which the inventory is to be taken. This is currently 1990. In some cases 
(such as estimating CH4 from rich production) the base year is simply the last year of a 
number of years over which an average must be taken. 

Biodiversity- Biological diversity, i.e., the variety of species in a given area. 

Biofuels- Wood, waste, and alcohol fuels. 

Biomass - Organic material both above the ground and below ground, and both living and dead, 
e.g., trees, crops, grasses, tree litter, roots etc. When burned for energy purposes, these are 
referred to as biomass fuels. 

Biosphere - Refers to the zone of the earth and atmosphere that contains living organisms. The 
terrestrial biosphere excludes the oceans. 

Bottom Up Modeling - A modeling approach which arrives at economic conclusions from an 
analysis of the effect of changes in specific parameters on narrow parts of the total system. 

Carbon tax - A tax on fossil fuels based on the individual carbon content of each fuel. 
Under a carbon tax, coal would be taxed the highest per MBtu, followed by petroleum and 
then natural gas. 

Carbo!" cycle - General term used in reference to the sum of all reservoirs and flows of carbon 
on Earth. The flows tend to be cyclic in nature; for example, carbon removed from the 
atmosphere (one reservoir) and converted into plant tissue (another reservoir) is returned 
·back into the atmosphere when the plant is burned. 

Carbon reservoir or sink. Within the carbon cycle, the physical site at which carbon is stored (e.g., 
atmosphere, oceans, Earth's vegetation and soils, and fossil fuel deposits). 

CFCs (Chlorofluorocarbons)- A family of inert gases, including CFC-11, CFC-12, and CFC-113. 
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Climate - The statistical collection and representation of the weather conditions for a specified area 
during a specified time interval (usually decades). 

Closed Forest - A dense forest with closed canopy through which sunlight does not penetrate 
sufficiently for grasses to grow on the forest floor. These forests contain a significantly 
greater amount of biomass per hectare than open forests. 

Cogeneration: The simultaneous generation of both electric power and heat; the heat, instead 
of being discharged without further use, is used in some fashion (e.g., in district heating 
systems). 

Cultivar- Variety of plant species. 

Deforestation- Converting forest land to other vegetation or uses (e.g., cropland, pasture, dams). 

Degradable Organic Carbon- Organic material which can decay, expressed as weight of carbon. 
Usually 15 to 25% of total waste. 

Demand-side management- The planning, implementation, and monitoring of utility activities 
designed to encourage customers to modify their pattern of electricity usage. 

Discount rate: The rate at which money grows in value (relative to inflation) if it is invested. 

Dynamic - In the field of modeling, a dynamic model includes inter-temporal relations between 
variables. A model that does not include such relations is called static. 

Dynamic Programming- A method to find an optimal time path. 

Emission Factor - A coefficient that relates actual emissions to activity data as a standard rate of 
emission per unit of activity. Emission factors are often based on a sample of measurement 
data, averaged to develop a representative rate of emission for a given activity level under 
a given set of operating conditions. 

Endogenous variables- Variables determined within the system under consideration. 

Energy Forms and Levels - Primary energy is energy that has not been subjected to any conversion 
or transformation process. Secondary energy (derived energy) has been produced by the 
conversion or transformation of primary energy or of another secondary form of energy. Final 
energy (energy supplied) is the energy made available to the consumer before its final 
conversion (i.e., before utilization). Useful energy is the energy made usefully available to the 
consumer after its final conversion (i.e., in its final utilization). 

Energy intensity - The amount of energy required per unit of a particular product or activity. 
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Energy services- The service or end use ultimately provided by energy. For example, in a home 
with an electric heat pump, the service provided by electricity is not to drive the heat pump's 
electric motor but rather to provide comfortable conditions inside the house. 

Engineering Approach - A particular form of bottom-up modeling in which engineering-type process 
descriptions (e.g., fuel efficiency of end-use devices) are used to calculate a more 
aggregated energy demand. This term is particulary used in contrast to econometric models. 

Enteric fermentation - The intestinal fermentation which occurs in ruminant animals such as cows; 
it is a major biological source of methane. 

Exogenous Variables- Variables which are determined outside the system under consideration. 
In the case of energy planning models, these may be political, social, environmental, and so 
on. 

Feedback- When one variable in a system (e.g., increasing temperature) triggers changes in a 
second variable (e.g., cloud cover) which in turn ultimately affect the original variable (i.e.; 
augmenting or diminishing the warming). A positive feedback intensified the effect. A 
negative feedback reduces the effect. 

Fossil fuel- Coal, petroleum, or natural gas or any fuel derived from them. 

General Equilibrium Analysis - An approach which considers simultaneously all the markets in an 
economy, allowing for feedback effects between individual markets. It is particularly 
concerned with the conditions which permit simultaneously equilibrium in all markets, and 
with the determinants and properties of such an economy-wide set of equilibrium. 

Greenhouse Effect- An atmospheric process by which greenhouse gases (such as C02, CH4, N20, 
and CFCs) affect the global energy balance. Shortwave radiation from the sun that reaches 
the earth and is re-emitted as long wave infrared radiation is partially absorbed by 
greenhouse gases (GHGs). In the absence of GHGs the earth's average temperature would 
be 18° C rather than 15° C . 

Greenhouse gas: Any gas that absorbs infrared radiation in the atmosphere. 

GWP (Global Warming Potential - Some greenhouse gases are more effective, on a unit basis, of 
affecting, or forcing," the climate system. The GWP combines the capacity of a gas to absorb 
infrared radiation and its residence time in the atmosphere with a time frame of analysis, then 
expresses the result relative to C02. 

Income elasticity - The expected percentage change in the quantity demand for a good given a one 
percent change in income. An income elasticity of demand for electricity of 1.0 implies that 
a one percent increase in income will result in a one percent increase in demand for 
electricity. · 
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Input-Output Analysis - Method of investigating the interrelationship between the branches of a 
national economy in a specific time period. The representation, in the form of a matrix table 
is called an input-output table. An input-output analysis allows the changes in total demand 
in related industrial branches to be estimated. 

Least-cost planning - In energy planning, the practice of basing investment decisions on the least 
costly option for providing energy services. It is distinguished from the more traditional 
approach taken by utilities, which focuses on the least costly way to provide specific types 
of energy, with little or no consideration of less costly alternatives that provide the same 
energy service at lower costs. 

Life cycle cost - The cost of a good or service over its entire life cycle. 

Linear Programming - A practical technique for finding the arrangement of activities which 
maximizes or minimizes a defined criterion subject to the operative constraints. For 
example, it can be used to find the most profitable set of outputs that can be produced from 
a given type of crude oil input to a given refinery with given output prices. The technique can 
deal only with situations where activities can be expressed in the form of linear equalities or 
inequalities, and where the criterion is also linear. 

Macroeconomics - The study of economic aggregates and the relationships between them. The 
targets of macroeconomic policy are the level and rate of change of national income (i.e., 
economic growth), the level of unemployment, and the rate of inflation. In macroeconomics, 
the questions about energy are how its price and availability affect economic growth, 
unemployment, and inflation; and how economic growth affects the demand for energy. 

Manure -Waste materials produced by animals that are managed for agricultural purposes. When 
manure is managed in a way that involves anaerobic decomposition, significant emissions 
of methane can result. 

Marginal Costs 0 In a Unear Programming Environment, this term has the very specific meaning of 
change of the objective function value as a result of a change in the right-hand-side value 
of a constraint. If, for example, the objective is to minimize costs, and if the capacity of a 
particular energy conversion facility, such as a power plant, is fully utilized, the marginal cost 
in the LP sense expresses the (hypothetical) reduction of the objective function value (i.e., 
the benefit) of an additional unit of capacity. 

Market clt!aring- The economic condition qf supply equalling demand. 

Open forests - Open forests are less dense than closed forests, do not have a closed canopy and 
have grasses growing on the forest floor. These forests contain less biomass per hectare 
th~:ln closed forests. 
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Optimization Model - A model describing a system or problem in such a way that the application 
of rigorous analytical procedures to the representation results in the best solution for a given 
variable(s) within the constraints of all relevant limitations. 

Price elasticities - The expected percentage change in quantity demand for a good given a one 
percent change in price. A price elasticity of demand for electricity of -0.5 implies that a one 
percent increase in price will result in a half percent decrease in demand for electricity. 

Radiative forcing - Changes in the global balance of incoming solar radiation and outgoing infrared 
radiation caused by a radiative forcing agent, such as clouds, surface albedo, and 
greenhouse gases. This results in changes in the global climate. 

Reforestation- Planting of forests on lands which have, historically, previously contained forests 
but which have been converted to some other use. Replanted forests are included in the 
category "Managed Forests" in the Lands Use Change and Forestry module of the emissions 
inventory calculations. See also afforestation. 

Renewable energy- Energy obtained from sources that are essentially inexhaustible (unlike, for 
example, the fossil fuels, of which there is a finite supply). Renewable sources of energy 
include wood, waste, wind, geothermal, and solar thermal energy. 

Retrofit -To update an existing structure or technology by modifying it, as opposed to creating 
something entirely new from scratch. For example, an old house can be retrofitted with 
advanced windows to slow the flow of energy into or from the house. 

Ruminant animals- Herbivores (grazing animals such as cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats, and camels) 
which have a large free stomach or rumen. Digestion in anaerobic conditions in the rumen 
can create significant emissions of methane from ruminant animals. 

Scenario - Coherent and plausible combination of hypotheses, systematically combined, concerning 
the exogenous variables of a forecast. 

Sensitivity Analysis - A method of analysis which introduces variations into a model's explanatory 
variables in order to examine their effects on the explained. 

Sequester- To isolate and remove something. As used here, the processes by which carbon dioxide 
is removed from the atmosphere and retained for some period in a carbon reservoir (e.g., 
trees). 

Simulation Model - Descriptive model based an a logical representation of a system, and aimed 
at reproducing a simplified operation of this system. A simulation model is referred to as 
static if it represents the operation of the system in a single time period; it is referred to as 
dynamic if the output of the current period is affected by evolution or expansion compared 
with previous periods. The importance of these models derives from the impossibility or 
excessive cost of conducing experiments on the system itself. 
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SustainablE~ - A term used to characterize human activities that can be undertaken in such a manner 
as to not adversely affect the environmental conditions (e.g., soil, water quality, climate) 
nec1essary to support those same activities in the future. 

Temperate - Relating to the region between the tropics and the polar circles (between 23.5° and 
66.Ei0

) in both hemispheres. 

Top-Down Modeling - A modeling approach that proceeds from broad, highly aggregated 
generalizations to regionally and/or functional disaggregated details. 

Tropical - !~elating to the region between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, 23.5° 
Norlth and 23.5° South, respectively. 

User lnterlface - All information, including push-button help texts, facilitating the technically 
correct operation of a computer program. 
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